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ABSTRACT
When he began his journal seaman Hugh Calhoun had high hopes for the
outward-bound voyage ahead of him. Ship-of-the-Line Ohio was back from the Siege of
Veracruz, being prepared for her next mission, and the War was at its height. The cruize,
as he called it, did not turn out as eventful as he expected it to be and yet he was
nevertheless able to produce a book which bountifully embodies a short but fruitful
chapter of maritime literary history. Serio-Comic Journal of a Cruize, On Board of the U.
S. Ship Ohio, Commencing from New York June 23d 1847, with its full name, is a
shipboard diary kept by an ordinary seaman during the Mexican-American War. The
148-page manuscript volume, located at the archives of the Massachusetts Historical
Society in Boston, is a product of the maturity phase of American sea writing as Calhoun,
self-consciously a Jack Tar and an American, was representing a trained, well-read and
well-influenced generation of sailor-authors who lived and recorded the final years of
America under sail. 
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The past three decades have seen a progressive conceptual expansion of the
themes involving the ways in which literate sailors viewed the world they lived in.
Scholars of early American literature, maritime history and culture have explored the
meanings and information provided in the textual products of seamen. Upon comparison
with similar material found at the archives of maritime museums and historical societies,
and discussions with leading maritime historians, Serio-Comic Journal proved to be a
meaningful source text which, through scholarly treatment, can benefit research in
multiple disciplines due to the significance of its production date and the diversity of the
topics and literary forms found in it. This edition aims to provide related fields of study
with a historically contextualized shipboard document in the light of these latest findings.
The transcription of the complete text is presented with glossarial, historiographical and
geographical notes, whereas the introductory chapters discuss several key subjects to
form a framework for the better evaluation of not only the source text of the edition but
the sea journal genre as a whole.
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GLOSSARY OF NAUTICAL TERMS
Abaft: To the rear of.
Abeam: From one side of the ship.
Abreast: Side by side.
Aft: To or at the stern.
Aground: Wholly or partly on the ground.
Aloft: Up the masts.
Alow: On the deck(s).
Astern: Behind or backwards.
Athwart: At right angles to the fore-and-aft centerline of the ship.
Aweather: In the windward direction.
B
Ballast: Additional weight for stability.
Bar: A long bank of silt, or ridge-shaped shoal.
Barge: A boat with ceremonial or official purpose.
Beam: The utmost width of a vessel.
Berth:  Sleeping place assigned on board ship.
Binnacle: The stand that holds the compass.
xii
Block: Pulley, a device to build a tackle.
Boatswain: (Bo'sn) The officer who is in charge of the rigging, anchors and other gear,
and the intermediary between the deck officer and the men.
Booby Hatch: a sliding opening.
Bowline: (Bo'lin) A common knot.
Bowsprit: (Bo'sprit) The spar that sticks out from the very front of the vessel.
Brace, To: Adjusting the yards to bring the sails to the most efficient position.
Braces: Lines attached to the yards.
Breech: Opposite end from the muzzle of a gun, the stern of a cannon.
Bridle Port: A square hole in the very front of a vessel. There are usually two, on each
side of the stem. The lines known as the mooring bridles are led through these ports and
used for mooring the vessel. These holes were also used as gunport on warships.
Brig: Place of confinement on board ship-keeper.
Brig: A two-masted, square-rigged vessel.
Brightwork: Unpainted metal parts that are kept clean by polishing.
Broad Pennant: Blue and white pennant flag flown by an officer who commands a unit.
Bulkhead: Equivalent of walls in shipbuilding.
Bulwark: Section of a ship's side that extends above the main deck as a protection panel
against weather.
xiii
Bumboat: A small boat used for carrying vegetables, fruit, and provisions to ships lying
in harbor.
Buntline: Vertical lines that are attached to the bottom and the yard of a square sail.
C
Capstan: A rotating mechanism used to heave on a line (rope) or cable (chain).
Carlines: (Carlings) Pieces of squared timber fitted fore and aft between the deck beams
of a wooden ship. Their purpose is to provide support for the deck planking.
Catheads: A strong piece of oak sticking out from the bows to hang the anchor.
Clew: (Clue) The lower corner.
Close-reefed: The state of the vessel when topsails have had all their reefs taken in,
thereby presenting the smallest possible canvas area.
Commodore: An officer below rear admiral commanding a squadron, division, or other
detachment of two or more ships.
Cutter: A square-sterned pulling boat.
D
Davits: Cranes that project over the side of a ship for hoisting heavy objects such as a
boat.
Dog Watches: The 4-6pm and the 6-8pm watches the length of which are kept as two
hours instead of four to ensure that the day can be equally divided into two halves. 
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FForecastle: (Fo'csal) The compartment at the front of the ship which functions as the
crew's quarters on smaller and mid-size vessels.
Forefoot:  The front end of the keel where it joins the stem.
G
Gasket: A small rope tied around  a furled sail in order to secure it.
Gangway: Opening in the bulwarks or in the side of a vessel at the head of an
accommodation ladder.
Galley: The ship's kitchen.
Gig: Boat designated for the use of the commander.
Graving Dock: Basin with a gate in which ships can be dry-docked.
H
Halliard: (Halyard) The line used to hoist a flag.
Haul, To: To pull.
Hawse: The area at the bow of a ship where the anchor is stowed.
Hoist: To lift.
Hull: The body or central shell of a vessel.
J
Jib: A triangular fore-and-aft sail set forward of the foremast.
xv
KKedge, To: Carrying the anchor some distance from the ship in a small boat to drop it.
Keel: A central and longitudinal timber that is considered the backbone of the ship.
L
Leeward: Opposite of windward.
Lifelines: The lines along the along the outboard edges of a ship's weather decks to
prevent crew-members or objects from falling overboard.
M
Mess, To: To eat.
Mess: A place designated for the crew to eat.
Midshipman: A trainee officer, ranking below sub-lieutenant.
Moor, To: To secure a ship with ropes or chains to a dock or to the ground.
Mooring: A permanent place in a harbor where ships can moor.
O
Offing: The distance a ship maintains from the shore in order to clear hazards. Making a
good offing refers to steering a course far enough away to avoid danger.
P
Pay Out: To slack off or ease out a line.
xvi
Pea Jacket:  (Pea Coat) The heavy topcoat worn in cold weather.
Pilot: A qualified coastal navigator taken on board a ship at a particular place for the
purpose of conducting her into and from a port or through a channel, river, or approaches
to a port.
Pinnace: A small boat.
Pipe Down: The last call made on the boatswain's pipe at night.
Purchase: A mechanism consisting of blocks and lines used to multiply manual force.
Q
Quarterdeck: A raised deck behind the mainmast, where the captain and officers reside.
R
Reef, To: To reduce the area exposed to the wind of a sail. Reefing may be accomplished
by rolling or folding the sail up a certain amount and holding it is that position. Reefing is
done when the wind becomes too strong and it is desired not to completely remove the
sail but merely make it somewhat smaller. 
Rudder: A flat board, attached to the back of a vessel. The vessel is steered by turning
the rudder via a helm mechanism or directly with a tiller.
S
Schooner: A two-masted vessel with fore-and-aft rigging.
Scuttle-butt: Shipboard drinking fountain.
Sloop: A single-masted vessel with fore-and-aft rigging.
xvii
Spar: A long, cylindrical wooden bar.
Spar deck: The topmost deck of a ship that is also known as weather deck.
Stanchion: Vertical post used for supporting decks.
Stem:  The forward end of the keel that extends upward and forms the foremost vertical
edge of the hull.
Sternpost: The principal structural member in a vessel's stern, the aft-equivalent of stem.
Stow: To put away, to store.
Stream Anchor: An additional anchor dropped off the stern or quarter to prevent the
ship from swinging to a current.
Studding Sail: Extra sails rigged outboard of the square sails by extending the yards with
studding booms.
Swivel: A removable link fitted to revolve freely to prevent kinks on a chain.
T
Tack, To: The operation of changing direction in such a way that the wind, having been
blowing from one side of the vessel, is brought to the other side to maintain a zigzag
course towards a point that is upwind.
Tackle: A mechanism of line and blocks built to gain physical advantage.
Taffarel: (Taffrail) The rail around the stern of a ship.
Tiller: The lever that turns the rudder on a boat.
xviii
Trestle-tree: A pair of horizontal timbers fixed in a front-to-back direction, at either side
of the top of the lower mast on which the platform known as the top is constructed. The
trestle-trees also aid in supporting the topmast, the next superior section of a mast above
the lower mast.
Trice Up, To: To secure bunks by hauling them up and out of the way.
Try-works: Large copper pots to boil whale blubber.
W
Waist: Middle section of the ship. 
Ward Room: The compartment in which officers gather to eat and lounge.
xix
Sail Configuration of Ship-of-the-Line Ohio
xx
INTRODUCTION
I must confess my pen to be inadequate to represent every thing as it
transpires therefore I once more claim indulgence, with the hope that these
pages will not be viewed with a Critic’s Eye.
 
When Hugh Calhoun wrote these lines on June 29, 1847 he was definitely not
expecting his casual writing enterprise to become the subject matter of a historical
documentary editing and textual criticism project. Like countless other shipboard diarists,
he regarded his notebook as a means of passing the time, improving his penmanship and
log-keeping skills, and probably inspired by the wave of sailor autobiographies at the
time, making notes for a future memoir. There would not be a homeward-bound voyage
back from the Pacific for him. The notebook he had left behind on board the Ohio in
1850 first found its way home to Boston and then to the archives of the Massachusetts
Historical Society. The colorful and challenging content of the 148-page manuscript
volume, which Calhoun titled Serio-Comic Journal of a Cruize, On Board of the U. S.
Ship Ohio, Commencing from New York June 23d 1847, was initially discovered at the
MHS in early 2000s by Paul Gilje.1 Upon my own rediscovery of this not-so-ordinary
1 Paul Gilje, who spent a record amount of time in New England archives reading antebellum sailors'
personal documents, most of which have never been published or even transcribed before, is the author
of two of the most comprehensive historiographies on the maritime culture of the United States in the
Age of Sail. Gilje introduced Hugh Calhoun's journal with the 2004 Liberty on the Waterfront:
American Maritime Culture in the Age of Revolution, in which he utilized his notes on the manuscript in
the chapters discussing antebellum sailors' commonly shared views on their professional lives at sea.
Following our exchange of e-mails regarding one of the yarns in the journal, he featured Calhoun again
in the 2016 To Swear Like a Sailor: Maritime Culture in America, 1750-1850, which is in some ways a
sequel to Liberty on the Waterfront with a focus on the language and textual productions of seamen. 
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shipboard diary of an ordinary seaman, research immediately led me to Gilje. During our
correspondence he mentioned that he had always thought Hugh Calhoun would make a
great editorial project. When I shared my findings with my principal advisor Christopher
Ricks we came to a conclusion that, in consideration of both my  research interests and
the direction that the contemporary studies in the related fields have taken, Calhoun's
manuscript journal would be a justifiable source text which, through scholarly treatment,
can benefit research in multiple disciplines due to the historical significance of its
production date and the diversity of the topics and literary forms found in it. With
introduction and annotation based on the recent theses and theories of maritime and
literary historians, Serio-Comic Journal, a common sailor's diary kept on board the
U.S.S. Ohio during the Mexican-American War, is presented in this edition on the 170th
anniversary of its final entry.
 
Justification of the Study
The past three decades have seen a progressive conceptual expansion of the
themes involving the ways in which literate sailors viewed the world they lived in. The
purpose of this edition is mainly to provide the related fields of study with a historically
contextualized shipboard document in the light of these latest findings.  Scholars of early
American literature, maritime history and culture have produced eye-opening works that
explore the meanings and information provided in the textual products of seamen. The
particular period during which major intellectual consumption and production among
sailors took place was an overlap between the timelines of two eras. The final chapter of
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the Age of Sail was happening simultaneously with the Age of Revolution and sailors, in
their personal documents and published narratives, expressed their thoughts not only on
nautical matters with a mature manner emerging from the centuries-long cultivation of
forecastle culture and etiquette, but also on the flourishing concepts and ideals of a young
republic as its remote members. As the representatives of the ancient seafaring brethren,
they had a unique perspective on the society due to their unparalleled position in (or,
practically, outside of) it. In the early 1800s, while the people of the United States were
leaving behind the conception of being subjects of an empire in the process of redefining
themselves as citizens, and more importantly individuals, the aquatic community,
consisted of men who had become American on board a U.S. Ship and Americans who
had chosen a sailor's life and found themselves at the far corner of the class-room
designated for them.1 
During the War of 1812 and the Barbary Wars when the United States
consolidated its existential and financial independence by securing trade routes and
demonstrating its growing sea power, the American sailor became the face of liberty on
the cover page of all that was happening - the banner-carrier of a nation which owes
allegiance to no crown. However, behind the cover, in the reality of the decks of whale-
ships, merchantmen and men-of-war, Jack Tar had always been a part of an old world
order, an absolute monarchy, the rules of which were frequently enforced by means of a
1 About 1/3 of the crew of early and mid-nineteenth-century American vessels, including that of the Navy
ships, would consist of other nations' citizens. Valle, James E. Rock & Shoals: Order and Discipline in
the Old Navy 1800-1861. (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1980), 15.
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lash. Living and working within the strict hierarchy of the wooden ship, isolated from the
social rules and interactions of the land, seamen were, as Brian Sinche suggests, neither
citizens nor slaves, but a separate class of men.1 It was this communal detachment,
combined with their occupational viewpoint, the sea eye, that gave the class-conscious
and nationalized Tars a distinct, distant, and at times, twisted approach to the notions of
citizenship, nationality, freedom and equality.2 
The significance of the famous narratives of sailor authors from this period has
been well acknowledged and studied in the humanities. Recent analyses of lesser-known
texts have shown further qualities of seamen's writings, such as their capacity for
providing insight to the interacting cultures of pre-Civil War society of the United States
and the last generation English-speaking working class of the Age of Sail, while also
exposing the informational and controversial potential that the unpublished texts bear. On
the other hand, maritime and literary historians have developed a vivid and detailed
1 Brian Sinche argues that coming from the lowest socio-economic segments of the American society and
yet not being able to climb the ladder in the conventional way gave sailors their unique status. Sinche,
Bryan Charles. The Test of Salt Water: Literature of the Sea and Social Class in Antebellum America.
Dissertation, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. (2006), 4-5.
2 The sea eye, a term introduced to the field of “oceanic studies” by Hester Blum, refers to a mariner's
perspective in both perceiving and representing things. Not unlike getting sea legs, obtaining the sea
eye required a sailor's time and experience in the labor and intellectual world of seamanship. Referring
to the literal view from the tops, the first meaning of the sea eye denotes an experiential perspective, a
professional perception of the seafaring culture itself that was achieved by working before the mast. In
The View from the Masthead, Blum explores this unique perspective by uncovering the types of
libraries found aboard ships, reading lists in the Navy, and the common characteristics of sea narratives.
Blum's thorough investigation reveals the ways in which sailors' literary experiences influenced their
experience as observers and writers. She argues that the sea eye relied on experiences gained by both
physical and “imaginative labor” for knowledge gathering. In that sense, and on a theoretical level, the
sea eye represents the outcome of sailors' epistemological methodology – their understanding of the
maritime world and the broader culture and society of the early nineteenth-century, developed through
consumption of texts written by fellow seamen. Blum, Hester. The View from the Masthead: Maritime
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understanding of the shipboard reading and writing practices of this period. The
continuing intensification of knowledge in all disciplines, which have made the material
produced by antebellum American sailors a subject of inquiry, call for reinforcements
through archival and editorial studies. 
A number of historiographies that deal with the cultural and intellectual lives of
the mariners used manuscript sources alongside famous published narratives, such as the
ones written by higher-class former-sailors like Cooper, Dana, and Melville. Due to the
nature of the discipline, none of these studies which made an effort to convey a “voice
from the main deck” are offering complete texts.1 The existing critically edited maritime
texts from the early nineteenth century are either previously published sea narratives or
official shipboard documents, such as ships' logs. A number of scholarly editions have
introduced never-before-published texts that are “land-generated” memoirs of former
sailors. Several historiographies and literary criticism studies have presented excerpts
from shipboard diaries, and yet there has not been a documentary editing project with the
purpose of presenting the complete text of a manuscript produced by a common sailor
while on duty. Being a member of the Editorial Institute family, and considering the fact
that a promising manuscript volume which concerns a number of trending topics had
Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina
Press, 2008), 3, 145. 
1 “A Voice from the Main Deck” was one of the most popular first-person sailor narratives among
readers afloat and ashore. Leech, Samuel. Thirty Years from Home; or A Voice from the Main Deck
Being the Experience of Samuel Leech, Who Was for Six Years in the British and American Navies;
Was Captured in the British Frigate Macedonian; Afterwards Entered the American Navy, and Was
Taken in the United States Brig Syren, by the British Ship Medway. (Boston: Tappan & Dennet, 1843).
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been tastefully aged at a neighboring institution in Fenmore, I saw this undertaking as a
scholarly responsibility.
An Overview of the Conceptual Expansion
A group of studies in the late 1980s integrated the “history from below” approach
to maritime history and the greater oceanic studies, and established truer
conceptualizations of common sailors' lives. Historiographies produced by Marcus
Rediker, J. S. Bromley, Gary B. Nash, Christopher Hill and Peter Linebaugh deal with
the socio-cultural dynamics of the coastal and oceangoing working classes of the early
modern Atlantic world.1 Prior to the analyses and theories provided in the quasi-Marxian
works of these authors, Jack Tar had not had a prominent position in traditional maritime
history writing although he was perhaps the most defining element of the Anglo-
American seafaring culture. By presenting a new perspective through which to reevaluate
1 Rediker's 1981 article “Under the Banner of King Death: The Social World of Anglo-American Pirates,
1716 to 1726.” in William and Mary Quarterly. 38 (April): 203–27, was mainly focused on the social
order of the freebooter community of the early seventeenth-century Atlantic world. Rediker elaborated
the theories offered by Hill and Nash, and widened the perspective through which to assess the
advancement of a class-conscious sailor community, or in his terms the seafaring “proletariat.” See
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates and the Anglo-American
Maritime World, 1700–1750. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), Linebaugh, Peter, and
Marcus Buford Rediker. The Many-Headed Hydra: The Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic.
(Boston: Beacon Press, 2000), Hill, Christopher “Radical Pirates?” in The Origins of Anglo-American
Radicalism. ed. Margaret Jacob, James Jacob. (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1984), and Nash, Gary
B. The Urban Crucible: Social Change, Political Consciousness, and the Origins of the American
Revolution. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979). Robert Schaffer's 1984 dissertation “The
Chains of Bondage Broke: The Proletarianization of Seafaring Labor.” (Dissertation, SUNY
Binghamton) was among the studies that followed the Rediker school. Many scholars, although
agreeing with the majority of Rediker's theses and accepting the existence of a counterculture developed
among working class seamen, reject the proletariat label based on the theory that sailors were more of a
disorganized motley crew and not united around an ideology.
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the final century of the Age of Sail, these studies proved that the sailor was an immensely
influential cultural figure, not a rum-drinking caricature, and the history and culture of
the sea cannot be studied by only taking figures from higher ranks and ruling classes into
consideration.1 
The square-rigged wooden ship was a constitutional means of production in the
early modern world. The rapidly globalizing economies of mercantilism and its
successor, pre-industrial capitalism, relied on the operation of oceangoing ships for over
two hundred years. It was the power of sail and the labor of the sailor that fueled the
machine at every level. Whether it was a merchantman functioning as a floating shop and
an instrument of transportation, a man-of-war providing national security, a whaler in
pursuit of oil, or a pirate brig hustling to by-pass the system, the continuous operation of
all types of vessels depended on seamen's job to work the rigging in consecutive watches,
twenty-four hours a day for the duration of long voyages. The nature of this labor became
the basis of two of the most significant aspects of Anglo-American maritime culture
which came to being in the late seventeenth century and existed until the end of the Age
of Sail in the mid-nineteenth century. First, because of the unique on-and-off working
dynamics of the watch system, sailors established a lifestyle and accompanying customs
to accommodate the time pattern shaped by the continuous work-leisure continuum that
existed on shipboard. What they called home was also their job site where their work
1 Gilje suggests that the movement in the '70s called the “new social history” aimed to reevaluate and
understand the past by unearthing the lives of minorities and working class individuals, the groups that
had been “previously ignored in the traditional story of the big shots.” Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 3.
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lives coexisted with their personal and social lives.1 Second, Jack Tar, the common sailor,
knowing that he was the driving force behind a system that positioned him at its lowest
class, developed an authentic mixture of pride and class-consciousness. With an
unconventional degree of physical mobility due to minimum ties to the land, seamen had
an effective intra-communal social interaction through the network of maritime routes
which eventually allowed them to establish a trans-Atlantic sub-culture with its own
language, lore, social codes and shared values. The collective knowledge and cultural
values of this fraternal community were preserved in the forecastles of American ships
and represented in sailors' literary productions in the nineteenth century. 
Another wave, pioneered by Paul Gilje and Margaret Creighton in the late 1990s
and early 2000s, expanded the ideas concerning the image of the class-conscious Jack Tar,
while also exploring the concept of the “American sailor”.2 With the publication of a
series of works that expose seamen's literary involvement with various controversial
1 Rediker argues that this unique lifestyle on board the square-rigged ships shaped sailors' materialistic 
view of their environment - which he calls the “outlook.” Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep 
Blue Sea, 185-186.
2 Like Paul Gilje, Margaret Creighton also delved into the manuscript collections of Salem, Boston, New
Bedford, Mystic and other major ports in order to comprehend and share “the private life” of American
sailors in the Age of Sail. Her doctoral dissertation, The Private Life of Jack Tar: Sailors at Sea in the
Nineteenth Century, which she submitted to Boston University in 1985, offers the most comprehensive
and detailed ethnography of the sub-culture of seamen written until that date. Also see Creighton,
Dogwatch and Liberty Days: Seafaring Life in the Nineteenth Century. (Salem: Peabody Essex
Museum, 1982), and Rites and Passages: The Experience of American Whaling, 1830-1870.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). Besides being a beautifully written narrative of the
famous 1820 incident, Philbrick's In the Heart of the Sea is also a very technical account of the
profession of whaling and the New England maritime culture in general. Philbrick, Nathaniel. In the
Heart of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex. (New York: Penguin Books, 2000). Sinche's
2006 dissertation is among the most wisely structured analyses of the socio-cultural aspects of the
seafaring community in pre-Civil War United States Also see Vickers, Daniel. Young Men and the Sea:
Yankee Seafarers in the Age of Sail. (Yale University Press, 2005), and Raffety, Matthew Taylor. The
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topics such as early American nationalism, revolutionary consciousness, and notions of
captivity and slavery, American Tars have become an increasingly important subject for
scholarly inquiry. This second group of studies proposed that antebellum sailors, who
embraced the customs of early modern Anglo seafaring culture conjointly with a brand
new national identity, had a unique understanding of what it meant to be a free citizen.
Serving their country while not residing in one of its cities, influenced the way in which
they internalized the concept of citizenship. By using sailor narratives as primary sources
these studies also showed the significance of journals and other personal documents
created at sea.
The third group of studies that provide deeper analyses of antebellum sailors'
literary productions brings together early American cultural studies, with maritime
history from below. Myra C. Glenn, Hester Blum and Jason Berger moved beyond
utilizing works of seamen as primary sources to describe the lives of American sailors,
and focused on the inputs and outputs of sailor's literary production.1 Revealed by their
examination of the various social and written sources that influenced and informed
Republic Afloat: Violence, Labor, Manhood, and the Law at Sea, 1789-1861. Dissertation. Columbia
University, 2005.
1 What Blum and others have done is actually a sort of reverse engineering, in other words, figuring out
the epistemological methods and influences of antebellum seamen through the analyses of the meanings
and knowledge they encoded in their end-products, their narratives. Described by Gilje as the first study
that utilized various kinds of sources, including crew lists, ships' logs and impressment records to
document the stories sailors told, Glenn's 2010 Jack Tar's Story emphasizes the difference between the
intention of some earlier enterprises in the field to use the texts as primary sources to construct
historiographies and historical ethnography, and her study's aim to create further meaning-making
mechanisms to expand the knowledge transmitted through sailor narratives. Glenn claims that “by
grounding mariners' autobiographical works in historical documentation,” her study “seeks to
complicate and enrich scholars' analysis of these texts.” Glenn, Myra C. Jack Tar's Story: The
Autobiographies and Memoirs of Sailors in Antebellum America. (New York: Cambridge UP., 2010) 6-
7. 
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seamen's works, the extent of their literacy and the scope of the reading material they
consumed were exceptional for a typical working class community of the period,
contrasting with the popular image of Jack Tar as a crude figure. Unlike many other
communities from a comparable socio-economic segment, the sailors had the privilege to
access two types of valuable sources to expand his intellectual universe: the book and
magazine collections found on board ships, the circulation of which would not only be
intra-ship amongst the crew, but also inter-ship between various vessels that come abreast
each other at anchor; and more importantly, seamen's (exclusively) shared body of
knowledge that was readily available for all hands willing to attend a session of yarns.1
“Narrativized socialization” among messmates and watch-mates on the gun decks of
men-of-war, and the intimate “inter-forecastle communication” aboard merchant and
whaling ships allowed sailors to expand their creative and intellectual universe by simply
listening to the yarns, shanties and oral histories of old salts.2 
The written outputs of this composite learning system had a considerable impact
on the  dynamics of the antebellum literary market by increasing the demand for stories
1 As new technologies allowed inexpensive mass production, a rich variety of printed materials such as
pamphlet novels, pirate tales, sea chanteys and religious tracts (directed to seamen) appeared in
abundance during the most productive years of American sea writing, from roughly 1815 to 1850. This
material was available at shipboard libraries and seamen's reading rooms at ports and dockside
newsstands. Blum, The View from the Masthead, 9, Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 203-204. For the best
treatment of antebellum American sailors' textual sources, see Skallerup, Harry R. Books Afloat &
Ashore: A History of Books, Libraries, and Reading Among Seaman During the Age of Sail.  (Hamden:
Archon Books, 1974). “A session of yarns” is a term used by Gilje when referring to Calhoun's
declared source for one of the yarns in the Journal. Gilje, Liberty on the Waterfront, 91. 
2 Yarn was the sailors' appellation for a story. “Narrativized socialization” and “inter-forcastle
communication” are terms used by Brian Rouleau to describe the verbal aspect of the ordinary seamen's
shipboard cultural and intellectual exchange. See Rouleau, Brian J. "Dead Men Do Tell Tales: Folklore,
Fraternity, and the Forecastle." Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal. 5.1 (2007), 39-
44.
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about sea battles, exotic places, ship wrecks, captivity, and pirates. Sailor-authors' works
gained significant readership as the American sea-writing genre evolved throughout the
first half of the nineteenth-century. The first generation products of American sea writing
appeared when U.S. ships found themselves fighting with Barbary pirates in the absence
of British protection in the aftermath of the independence. These early narratives were
often addressed to the nation's seafaring community as mariners who experienced the
violence of piracy and captivity had the urge to provide survival tips and battle tactics for
their fellow country-mates. The War of 1812 marked the beginning of a new phase.
During the emergence of a very nautical nationalism wave brought by the War, the
battlefields of which were the high seas, James Fenimore Cooper produced the first
American sea novels, while new publications such as the American Monthly Magazine
a n d New England Magazine began to dedicate pages to maritime stories. As the
American shipping entered its most productive years, a fundamental innovation in sea
literature gave sailors an author status in the literary marketplace. According to many
literary historians, the change was pioneered by Dana's Two Years Before the Mast which
lowered the narrator's perspective from the highness of the royals and pennants down to
the hammocks of the forecastle while also shifting the readers' focus to the lives of the
ordinary. During this transition period, roughly dated from 1815 to 1840, sailor
narratives began to address a larger domestic readership beyond the boundaries of the
maritime community as Jack Tar became aware of two things: stories about the sailors'
life at sea were in demand by land-based readers; and through writing they had an
opportunity to reconnect and interact with the society. The last decades of the Age of
11
Revolution and the antebellum era were, in Blum's terms, “the boom years.”1 
Throughout this fruitful stage from early 1840s to late 1850s, which I prefer to
call the maturity phase of American sea writing, the accounts of life at sea presented
increased degrees of technicality, and authorial and artistic concern due to the
acknowledgement of the existing readership and the accumulation of the cultural outputs
of the maritime community. Tens of narratives were published about the years spent
“before the mast.” Very much in line with the Dana school - even by dedicating a portion
of their books to an exposé of the evils of flogging experienced in the merchant service or
the Navy - sailors brought ashore the reality and the hardships of the shipboard life.2
Nevertheless, what they offered to their readers was not limited to the harsh sides of their
profession. The products of the sailor narrative genre in this phase also delivered
matured representations of a composite body of knowledge and know-how in the form of
yarns and songs borrowed (or pirated) from the seamen's intellectual treasure chest, the
contents of which had been accumulated through social and literary exchange among
crews for generations.3 Melville's works of mastery, published at the middle of the
century, would not only symbolize the pinnacle of the American sea writing genre but
1 For the evolution of American sea writing, see Blum, The View from the Masthead, 8-14, Berger, Jason.
Antebellum at Sea: Maritime Fantasies in Nineteenth-Century America. (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2012),  27 and Sinche, The Test of Salt Water, 9, 14. While agreeing with the
established timeline of the evolution of sea writing in the literature, Gilje highlights a detail by
suggesting that although Two Years Before the Mast was not the first published narrative that exposed
the common sailor's perspective of the maritime world of nineteenth century America, it definitely did
popularize the genre and inspired actual seamen to write their own narratives or utilize their journals for
the production of a memoir during their retirement years. Gilje, To Sweat Like a Sailor, 104-105.
2 The manifestation of the inhumane punishment in sailor narratives is thoroughly examined in Myra C.
Glenn's works. For a succinct overview of the issue, see Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 112-143.
3 Blum, The View from the Masthead, 114.
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also epitomize this commonplace-book-like quality of the narratives of 1840s which were
all reaching beyond the beamends of a single voyage, enriched by unexpected bits of the
folklore, history and poetry of the sea.1 Following the two consequent events, the 1848-
49 Gold Rush and the Civil War, which marked the beginning of the end for America's
maritime culture, accounts of the life under sail experienced a sharp decline as the
readership of popular literature turned landward to earthly frontiers and westerly
adventures. 
Serio-Comic Journal is a product of the maturity phase of American sea writing
as Hugh Calhoun, self-consciously a Jack Tar and an American citizen, was representing
a trained, well-read and well-influenced generation of sailor-authors who lived and
recorded the final years of America under sail. During the decision-making process for
choosing the source text of my editorial project, I aimed to find a manuscript set or
volume which would be: (i) never transcribed before; (ii) a historical document created
by a common sailor during a voyage; (iii) a colorful composition that would both bring
certain editorial challenges, and bring up questions which have been subjects of scholarly
inquiry in the past decade. After a preliminary research through the online databases of
several historical societies' and maritime museums' library catalogues, I designated a
1 Authentic products of seamen's intellectual universe are the testimonies of the collective knowledge
accumulated through learnings from individual experiences, social exchanges and intra-communal
literary consumption. According to Hester Blum, all sailor journals and memoirs from the maturity
phase of American sea writing can thus be considered commonplace books that showcase this shared
body of knowledge. She goes on to argue that, based on this theory, the great saga of American
seafaring, Moby-Dick, should also be considered a commonplace book as it is “an accretion of
fragments of sailor experience.”  Ibid., 116.
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number of texts to be examined in person at the archive sites. Among these, Calhoun's
shipboard diary proved to be the most promising in terms of the variety of content and the
level of textual complexity. As a source text, Serio-Comic Journal has three different but
intersecting identities: a shipboard document that belongs to the greater genre of sea
writing; a historical document that provides first-person accounts of events that took
place during the Mexican-American War as well as the most active years of the pre-Civil
War American shipping; and from a more internal and organic perspective, a personal
document, a man's notebook which exemplifies most of the diary-keeping conventions of
early and mid-nineteenth century New England society. The following chapters will
elaborate each of these aspects of the source text's content.
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THE SEA JOURNAL
The Sea Journal as a Genre, and the Problem of Classification
“Friday, 16th - The most part fine, Clear weather. Punished Henry Stevens, Seaman,
and Thomas Dunster, Marine, with 12 lashes each, for refusing to take their
allowance of Fresh Beef. Employed taking on board Wine and Water. Wind
Easterly.” 
   - James Cook1
Opening this chapter with an epic or a romantic quotation would be quite
deceptive, at least by way of introduction. Instead I picked one that would embody the
true nature of the sea journal, that is the reality of the shipboard life - a reality that had
remained, for the most part, unavailable to the reader until the sailor himself wrote his
own side of the story and found venues of sharing it with the public. Prior to the growth
of literary production among ordinary seamen, the account of life at sea in its entirety,
was recorded and preserved in brief entries like the one Captain Cook penned in
September, 1768. The memoirs of officers and works of fiction, narratives that
constituted the part of sea writing that had a place in the early modern literary
marketplace, did not present the uninteresting and unpleasant aspects of sailors' life to the
readers. It was the journal that kept the reality then, and increasingly later with the
publication of pioneering narratives.
1  Wharton, W. J. L., ed. Captain Cook's Journal During His First Voyage Round the World Made In
H.M. Bark “Endeavour” 1768-71. (London: Elliot Stock, 1893),  6.
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What Two Years Before the Mast did for American sea writing in 1840 was two
fold. First by making Jack Tar a main character, it inspired and motivated the sailors to
share their own side of the story. Second, the harshness as well as the boredom in
mariners' life entered the sphere of authorial intention which, in most part, had inquired
about the heroic romance of the sea. Reality - which had been formerly invisible from
ashore and unavailable to readers of nautical literature - perhaps did not replace the
delight of Romanticism in the publicly shared pages but found a place beside it. Literate
sailors, inspired by the published works of their peers who followed the route that Dana
had shown, openly manifested how time really passed on board ship, and used the sea
journal as a medium of collage that brought together the undeniably inspirational sources
for writing at (and about the life at) sea by paying homage to Byron, Scott, Marryat and
Cooper, and the undeniable facts of their everyday life such as exposing the fatal risks of
working aloft and flogging.1
It may seem preposterous at first but shipboard documents' capability of
conducting the reality has something to do with spacetime.2 The Peabody Essex Museum
of Salem organized an exhibition in 2012 titled “Written on the Waves” where extracts
from selected logbooks and other type of shipboard documents from the archives of the
1 Jonathan Raban argues that the Romantic movement led by Byron is primarily responsible for many of
the defining concepts that shaped nautical prose and verse and making the life at sea “the proper habit
for aspiring authors” in the nineteenth century. Raban, Jonathan, ed. The Oxford Book of the Sea.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 14-16. Shipboard libraries of American vessels in the 1800s
were well-stocked with the works of British as well as American romanticists, which were celebrated
among men, occupying considerable portions of their reading and writing spaces. Blum, The View from
the Masthead, 26-35.
2 The concepts of time and three-dimensional space regarded as fused in a four-dimensional continuum.
See OED s.v. “Space-time.”
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Museum's Phillips Library were displayed. Besides being my first multi-volume exposure
to the richness of New England's maritime manuscripts treasury, it was certainly one of
the most eye-opening curatorial efforts I have had the chance to view. Having been
surrounded by pages of various sizes, formats and designs made me realize the
exhilarating informational capacity of these texts. Unlike many other types of historical
artifacts that solely evoke the story of their own journey, the sea journal belongs to a rare
category by having both a material value through its mere existence, and a
communicative value that presents an unpredictable number of stories in addition to the
one of how it ended up at the location of exhibit.1 The keyword to start contemplating on
what actually makes the sea journal an exceptional type of historical artifact is, where.
The Declaration of Independence, for instance, was signed in Philadelphia. The Great
Pyramid of Giza was built in today's Egypt (although we do not have a proper answer to
how). The curious case of a sea journal branches out of the question of where it came to
being. Since “Well, on the waves” would be a poetic but rather ambiguous answer, the
inquirer is unavoidably compelled to look at things from a macro level. An object that
was moving on the surface of the Earth during its becoming cannot belong to a location
on Earth. As documented by the concurrent records of the flow of dates and the flow of
coordinates along the entries, the passage of time occurs simultaneously with the
positional progression of the object throughout the passage.2 Because of this creational
1 Glenn's Jack Tar's Story is a pioneering work in terms of encouraging the approach that values sea
journals as artifacts that can provide data beyond expectations. One of the leading scholars of
autobiographical works in American literature, John Paul Eakin suggests that “self narratives” should be
treated the way in which a cultural anthropologist would approach an artifact. Glenn, Jack Tar's Story,
9.
2  A term used by sailors to refer to the direct trip between two particular points.
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oddity surrounding journals kept at sea, there is not a simple, direct answer to where they
come from. The sea journal is a record of time and space, belonging to a segment of
spacetime.1 This four-dimensionality of the sea journal, in my opinion, is what makes it a
superconductor of reality for social sciences.
“All which things, as they manifest unto us the inquisitiveness of the
author, so ought we highly to applaud his curiosity and genius, who all
along the course of this voyage not only fought with his sword in the
most desperate engagements and battles of the Buccaneers against the
Spaniards, but with his pen gave us a true account of those transactions,
and with his pencil has delineated unto us the very scenes of those
tragedies.” 
- William Swan Stallybrass (on Basil Ringrose)2
The form of writing that the modern concept of sea journal signifies evolved from
the logbook - the original shipboard document, and the common ancestor of all
contemporary media that allow any-naut to keep the record of what happened and where,
such as the vlogs uploaded by the crew of the International Space Station nowadays.3 It
1 The names of most documents actually evidence this quality of shipboard documents. The wording of a
typical journal title is constructed based on a common formula, referring to two intervals, one on the
calendar and the other on the map, such as: The Journal of a Voyage from A to B, between the years
18-- and 18--.
2 Originally published in Stallybrass's preface to the second edition of Basil Ringrose's Buccaniers of
America, which is in most part an adaptation of Alexandre Olivier Exquemeling's famous The
Buccaneer's of America - De Americaensche Zee-Rovers. See, Howse, Derek, and Norman J. W.
Thrower, eds. A Buccaneer's Atlas: Basil Ringrose's South Sea Waggoner. A Sea Atlas and Sailing
Directions of the Pacific Coast of the Americas, 1682. (Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1992), 29-30.
3 Vlog, video log. A ship's speed was measured with the help of a knotted rope which had a piece of wood
attached to its end. The name of this simple device, the log-line, bears the etymological source of both
the speed unit knot, and the recording medium log book. See OCSS s.v. “Log,” and Gilje, To Swear
Like a Sailor, 67.
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was because of the logbook that writing was an element of daily routine throughout the
Age of Sail. Every day, a member of the crew would record the position of the vessel and
the course it had sailed in the ship's log. Keeping a logbook also meant keeping time (for
time does not exist when not kept). A religiously kept logbook, with daily morning, noon
and evening entries, helped the crew mark the passage of days and weeks on the open
ocean, and in a way, connected them to the world. It was a navigational tool, and
depending on the mission of the vessel, either a military document prepared to be
presented to a government official, or a corporate document, such as a whaling log, to
provide the shipowner with financially significant details, namely, for this instance, the
number of whales caught and the number of barrels filled with oil. In many ways it was
the opposite of a personal document, as the name of the crew member appointed as the
log-keeper would not even be mentioned in most logbooks.
Writing had already become a fundamental part of voyaging in the sixteenth
century. The innovations in shipbuilding and navigation during the Age of Exploration
propelled the advancement of the sea journal by giving log-keepers an abundance of
motives to violate the standard format of the logbook.1 With so much to learn and record,
inevitably, as James Kelly suggests, “superfluities would creep into the log” in the form
of brief comments. When improvisation came into play and enhanced the formal report
style of daily entries with narrativized accounts of incidents and surroundings, the
1 Edwards, Phillip. Last Voyages: Cavendish, Hudson, Raleigh. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988),
8. 
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logbook would transform and give birth to the journal.1 Thus as a spin-off form, the sea
journal always maintained the DNA of its parent in the shape of customary log-keeping
procedures such as organizing the content as sequential, dated entries and providing the
coordinates of the ship when such information could be obtained. As the production of
paper and notebooks had gradually become easier and cheaper throughout the eighteenth
century, the number and type of shipboard documents also increased. By the early 1800s,
a line-of-battle ship would have on board a log and an orders book for official records, at
least two or three unofficial accounts of the voyage kept by devoted officers and men, a
few casual journals and commonplace books belonging to sailors and passengers, and the
exercise books of the boys primarily kept to study navigation.2 
Shipboard Life-Writing in Antebellum America 
The qualitative and quantitative richness of the sea journal collections located in
the major port towns of the golden age of American shipping, such as Salem, New
Bedford and Mystic, is partly the result of an amalgamation of cultural practices that took
1 In his analysis of the transition from logbook to journal, Kelly also argues that “the slightest deviation
from fact, forms the germ of fiction.” Kelly, James. “Bordering on Fact in Early Eighteenth-Century
Sea Journals,” in Recording and Reordering: Essays on the 17th and 18th Century Diary and Journal.
Doll, Dan, and Jessica Muns, eds. (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2006), 161. 
2 Orders books were kept by the captain's secretary on a naval vessel to record all the orders given by the
captain. The daily orders in the book also included punishments, specifically the names and the faults of
the punished sailors as well as the form of punishment, the number of lashes if the punishment was
flogging with the cats. The commonplace book is a hybrid form, combining the narrational aspect of a
journal with the collage and pastiche capabilities of a scrapbook. Its content usually comprises daily
journal entries interrupted by quotations of poetry, songs and anecdotes.
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place on board American vessels in the first half of the nineteenth century.1 During this
period, the old tradition of writing at sea got infused with the philosophical stances and
the resulting social trends that emerged in the Northeast. Ronald and Mary Zboray's
extensive research at the manuscript archives of New England revealed that seamen had
their own share of a “socially infectious and culturally epidemic” that spread the practice
o f life writing.2 Having its roots in late Romanticism and mainly the individualism
movement, the production of personal documents, namely letters, diaries and
commonplace books, saw a significant growth among every socio-economic segment of
the society. As discussed briefly in the previous chapter, sailors had their own motives for
writing linked to their isolated and occupational circumstances, yet I argue that this
regional trend must have acted as a boost factor in the popularization of having a book for
t h e self in the maritime community.3 Many of the common characteristics that the
Zborays detected in the diaries and commonplace books of antebellum “common folk”
have parallels in sailors' casual writing enterprises, and in fact, a small portion of the
1 About the collections of New England archives, see Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 71, 274-275.
2 Life-writing is a term used in the Zborays' trendsetting research "Is It a Diary, Commonplace Book,
Scrapbook, or Whatchamacallit?: Six Years of Exploration in New England's Manuscript Archives."
Libraries & the Cultural Record 44.1 (2008): 101-123, to refer to the production of personal documents
by the people of New England. Their book-length study on the subject is Everyday Ideas: Socioliterary
Experience Among Antebellum New Englanders. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 2006). Based on
their research, the Zborays claim that antebellum New England was home to one of the most “literate
and literary” societies in history with remarkably high amounts of textual consumption as well as
production at every socio-economic level, “from its wealthiest to its poorest members.” During the
archival research and textual criticism studies they carried out, Ronald and Mary Zboray examined 798
volumes from 35 different collections. An equally important study in the same topic is Steven Kagle's
Early Nineteenth-Century American Diary Literature. (Boston: Twayne, 1986) which provides an
invaluable guide for understanding the personal documents produced during the antebellum era. Based
on the matching characteristics found in the documents they analyzed, both the Zborays and Kagle were
able to develop certain generalizations regarding the shared writing motives and techniques of
antebellum New Englanders not excluding seamen. Despite their isolation from the land, the effect of
this cultural phenomenon on the maritime community cannot be disregarded especially given that the
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Zborays' “informants” in Everyday Ideas: Socioliterary Experience Among Antebellum
New Englanders are shipboard diarists. Their analyses, from this perspective, provide not
only evidences of the influence of land-based ideas and trends on the seafaring
community but also insight to reevaluate antebellum sailors' texts, and understand and
identify certain qualities which would otherwise have been assessed as unique to the sea
journal genre. I compared and combined their assessments regarding the life writing
practices of antebellum New Englanders with Creighton's conclusions on the common
motives and mannerisms of shipboard diarists and the common themes found in sailor's
narratives, as identified and studied particularly by Blum, Glenn and Gilje, in order to
build a framework through which to determine what characteristics of Calhoun's journal-
keeping and narrative styles are in fact non-idiosyncratic.
The most prominent of all parallels that could be drawn between life writing
ashore and afloat, is genre violation. In archival and editorial studies, properly labeling a
manuscript usually brings satisfaction and ease to the researcher. Serio-Comic Journal of
a Cruize had given me unease for some time before I saw the title of the humorously (as
well as aptly) named article, Is It a Diary, Commonplace Book, Scrapbook, or
Whatchamacallit?: Six Years of Exploration in New England's Manuscript Archives by
majority of the journal-keepers who sailed between 1830-1870 were born to New England families. See
Creighton, The Private Life of Jack Tar, 2.
3 Gilje argues that the increase in the numbers did not have much to do with the increase of literacy
among sailors. He list the major reasons as, the overall increase in the number of men who chose a
career at sea in line with the golden age of American shipping; and the cultural trends that made writing
a preferable shipboard activity, such as the influence of individualism, (from a larger cultural
perspective) and the growing demand for sailor narratives in the marketplace (at the  sub-cultural level).
Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 91-95.
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the Zborays. One of their most immediate findings after spending six years at the
archives was that categorizing and labeling a document is often a difficult process due to
the commonness of “transgression of form” and “disregard of genre.” The widely
committed “genre-violating practices” they have identified, shifts from one narrative
format to another, changes in the original authorial intention upon a later decision to
simply complete the volume, as well as, copied excerpts from narratives, poems and
magazine articles which interrupt the flow of daily entries are all defining features of
Calhoun's 1847 journal. 
Steven Kagle, an expert on American diary literature, argues that “the multiplicity
and complexity of motives for diary production” in the nineteenth century resulted in “the
multiplicity and complexity of diary forms.”1 Within the context of shipboard documents
the initial problem of categorization arises from the logbook/journal dilemma. The
libraries of museums and historical societies even lose track sometimes, listing a sailor's
notebook as the log of a ship, or labeling the official record of a vessel as someone's
journal misled by the extent of commentaries in daily entires.2 The confusion is mainly
due to the visual similarity resulting from the use of the logbook format. The boundaries
between the two forms became less and less clear in time as log-keepers added more and
more personal information in and between entries, while the log lay-out managed to
remain as a customary component of sailors' journal-keeping practices in the nineteenth
1 Kagle, Early Nineteenth-Century American Diary Literature, 7.
2 Gilje's assessment about the New England archives is based on his own experiences and he highlights
that these institutions should not be faulted in any way since the problem of labeling shipboard
documents is not a standardized or systematical process. See To Swear Like a Sailor, 85-90. 
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century. Although independent by practicality and informal by nature, most sailor
journals contained navigational data obtained from the ship's log or an officer kind
enough to share the exact position of the ship. Calhoun too endeavored to record and
share navigational data although free of any commitment or anxiety, as he assumed that
such information would not be very interesting for the “Reader.” He mentioned in the
July 3rd entry (13) that  he had “very limited” access to such information and yet he
managed to provide the latitude and longitude of the Ohio over thirty times throughout
the journal. Men who pursued a vertical career path at sea with the expectancy of a future
promotion would intentionally mimic the log format and pay more attention to their notes
on wind, navigation and rigging.1 Other sailors' imitation of the style can be regarded
simply as an artistic choice that made their sea journals visually stand out from, say, the
diary of a landsman. From an archival perspective the pattern formed by the combination
of the first-person narrative with very non-personal elements of the logbook certainly
gave the sea journal one of its distinct flavors among the greater genre of life writing in
antebellum America. 
Despite coming from different perspectives and reaching completely different
conclusions, both the Zborays and Hester Blum used one word in their assessments
regarding the products of two groups of authors, that guided me in understanding the true
essence of my source text: commonplace. Many of the Zborays' informants who had
begun filling the pages of a notebook with the intention of journal-keeping later ended up
1 Creighton, Rites & Passages, 12, and  Private Life of Jack Tar,  21.
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with having a commonplace book in hand due to the excessive number of quotes.1 On the
other hand, at an abstract and theoretical level, Blum suggest that, because of their
complex structure consisting of intertwined as well as interrupted cuts from the timelines
of maritime history, literature and oral folklore, all sailor journals and memoirs are “an
accretion of fragments of sailor experience” and thus should be considered commonplace
books that showcase seamen's collective knowledge. Calhoun's journal is among many
shipboard documents that support these theses, and both literally and metaphorically,
exemplify a commonplace-book-like sea journal with its multi-form content that brings
together day-to-day occurrences, past personal experiences, quotes from nautical-themed
prose and verse, and narrativized yarns. A little into the journal Calhoun apologizes from
his Reader, for the “digressions” caused by the very first anecdote he shares and testifies
regarding his intention for the journal and the direction it began to take: “... the monotony
and everyday transactions are so near a kin that I am obliged to revert occasionally to the
past, and give up for the times my original plan; of considering this journal for nothing
else but this cruize.” (12) He continues with the prospect to possibly go back to his “first
idea” if they “arrive where more stirring scenes are enacted.” He later crossed out this
little testimony and labeled the passage as “Expunged,” probably at the point when he
realized that it was too late to stick to the original plan, and that the journal had already
transformed in to a sort of scrap book whereas “more stirring scenes” had never really
arrived. Serio-Comic Journal of a Cruize, thus took its final form as an experiential and
1 Zboray and Zboray, Everyday Ideas, 32. The Zborays' analyses reveal that in some “quote-filled
diaries” the total number of pages comprising quotes actually outnumber that of the ones with daily
entries. This is what they name “overquoting.” Ibid., 35.
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literary collage, bearing the characteristics of a log, an antebellum American diary as well
as a commonplace book.
Common Motives and Motifs
Many shipboard diarists had similar motives for writing which resulted in the
emergence of several common themes. Serio-comic Journal contains exemplifications of
almost all of the recurrent motifs identified by recent scholarship.
A) Something To Do
Literate sailors did write on board ships mainly because it was a good hobby. As a
matter of fact, together with reading, it was among the few options available for anyone
looking for a rather calm and therapeutic activity on the berth-deck or by the guns, amidst
the mayhem caused by boys and men of every age. Improving penmanship and career
training were the surplus benefits of this meditative hobby which was usually carried out
between the watches and during long spaces while at anchor.1 Creighton's findings, based
on about 200 volumes, reveal that most diarist sailors were experiencing either their first
or their last voyage. The greenhands who were new to the world in a wooden ship were
much more enthusiastic about recording everything they encounter while veterans mostly
picked journal-keeping “to relieve the dull familiarity” by simply filling out a notebook.
1 Zboray and Zboray, Everyday Ideas, 54, 185-187. Blum, 19-32, Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 183,
Skallerup, 22.
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Whaleman Edwin Pulver heartily addressed his journal when marking its end to express
his gratitude for keeping him busy:
Fairwell old journal I love you well
Because of by gone days you tell
And I love you for other reasons too
One is because you allways gave me something to do.1
There were “other reasons too” but passing the time seems like the primary reason
to draw a pen, especially for seasoned Tars. On uneventful days with nothing worthy of
recording, diarists turned to their “logbook of memory” or a handy piece of literature to
be able to continue with the activity of writing.2 Nonetheless, as Calhoun stated several
times in the Journal, sometimes having nothing to do in the ship meant having nothing to
write in the journal: “...nothing of any consideration has transpired for these two days
[October 11th and 12th] therefore I shall pass them over in silence.” (63) In turn, many
times, not having anything to write gave him the opportunity to practice his hobby of
writing all the same by way of venting his frustration due to the uneventfulness of times:
“For the last few days back, the transactions on board have had so much sameness and
being unimportant, that I deemed it unnecessary to give a ditailed account And even at
present, there is so little interest agog that I scarce know what to write.” (48)
1 From the manuscript journal of Edwin Pulver kept on whaleship Columbus in 1852, located at 
Nicholson Whaling Collection of the Providence Public Library, Providence, RI. See Creighton, Rites &
Passages, 13-14.
2  Log book of memory is an idiom used by Calhoun (3) as well as other sailors.
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B) Communication
When it first came out in 2005, Youtube had a slogan: “Broadcast yourself.”
Before becoming an omnipotent motion picture archive, the groundbreaking platform
was designed to function as a medium to share one's thoughts, skills and edited selections
from existing works. Journal-keeping provided a similar means of communication for the
individualistic self in early nineteenth century. Keeping a journal, as described by the
Zborays, was “an act of social communication,” and  although claimed by many as being
a casual and private enterprise, diarists hardly intended to keep their work to themselves.1
They considered the likelihood of readership in multiple ways. In the case of turning the
life's log into an autobiographical narrative for the purpose of publication, a notebook
including the records of experiences and literary selections would be the best source to
have.2 Many literate seamen utilized their journals when they decided to capitalize on the
“authentic sailor narratives” market that emerged after Dana popularized the genre, and
yet publishing was not the only way to communicate. Most sailors' works remained
unpublished although they would still be circulated within their own social network
among the members of the crew or the family on shore, whereas some journals were
purposely prepared as gifts and addressed to a particular person.3 Reading journals in
gatherings was another form of social activity and Calhoun too did read his journal to “a
1 Zboray and Zboray, Everyday Ideas, 16.
2 Kagle states that most nineteenth-century diarists intended to make their personal documents public and
they were conscious that their records could be a helpful source for their productions. Those who aimed
to develop literary works for public view benefited from the advantages of keeping a diary. See Kagle,
Early Nineteenth-Century American Diary Literature, 5.
3 Creighton labels the diaries that were intended for a lover or family member as “epistolary accounts.”
Rites & Passages, 12. For shipboard diarists' acknowledgement of potential readership see Zboray and
Zboray, Everyday Ideas, 2-12, 71-76, Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 6, 92-105, Sinche 9, and Blum 39-
45.
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ship-mate” or two. (101) 
In the beginning of the Journal Calhoun gives a statement of purpose and declares
his intention to focus on the “matter of facts” and not the people, and informs the reader
that he may “occasionally draw upon the imagination for the ingredients, essentially
necessary to administer to the pleasure of those eyes might meet these humble efforts to
win a smile and commendation from them.” (2) Regardless of their plans, sailors were
aware of the possibility of being read by both fellow seamen and their “land friends.”
(64) Most diarists wrote with a hypothetical recipient in mind and even manifested what
they thought would be especially interesting, uninteresting or necessary for their “shore
readers”  in a monologue targeted to them. (70) Throughout the diary, Calhoun addresses
his Reader in a conversational tone eighteen times in total. 
Another venue for sailors to have direct discourse with their fans was through a
declaration of modesty. Calhoun was among many Tars who sought “indulgence” from
their readers by expressing remorse for inadequate authorial abilities and
amateurishness.1 In addition to that, on a few occasions he humbly announced his
awareness of the fact that some of the topics he commented on had been employed by
“far more abler pens” prior to his inquiry on them. (46) While sharing his observations
upon his return from a brief tour of Lima where the crew went on shore for liberty, he
1 See Creighton, Private Life of Jack Tar, 24, and Blum 40. Creighton argues that this type of an
acknowledgement passage showing humility was due to the class-consciousness of seamen who were
anticipating to be criticized by landsmen of higher social status and education.
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made another one of these announcements to let the reader know that he knew his place:
“So much has been wrote upon the subject by those far abler to wield the pen than myself
that it would be nothing more than folly and presumption in the undertaking, therefore
indulgent reader I refer you to other work upon the subject.” (134) There are also
passages where Calhoun takes the conversational tone to the next level, such as his
introduction to an anecdote about packet-ships: “Was you ever in one of the Liverpool
Packets, reader, well you have lost considerable fun in your time I guess, of course you
said no didn't you, well I thought you did and I was right in noting it.” (44)
C) Manifestation
Again, in the light of published narratives by Dana and other prominent
spokesmen of sailors' rights, shipboard diarists put in writing what they saw as
problematic in their world. They believed that their thoughts were important and it was
their responsibility to inform Americans about the facts surrounding their isolated lives.
There were two particular issues that seamen collectively and continuously kept
addressing in their writings during the first half of the nineteenth century: the image of
the sailor, and the methods of punishment used at sea. The lighter one of these, the image
problem, was rooted in the Jack Tar stereotype on shore.  By that time, the sailor had
long been a stock image in literature and theatre for well over a century. He was
commonly known and portrayed as an uneducated, rowdy and crude figure who knew
nothing but drinking, fighting and spending all his money on games and prostitutes. This
rather barbarous and villainous image was based on the rare sailor sightings, the
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observations made by waterfront communities who later exaggerated and caricatured the
ways some louder members of ships' crews acted when on shore.1 Even though some
sailor-authors played along with that stereotyping from a parodical stance and used less-
offensive traits of the drunken sailor to entertain their readers, most sailors, who did not
want the society ashore to have baseless assumptions, used every chance to fix Jack Tar's
image in their writings. As a proud American Tar, Calhoun too tried to prove that
“...sailors although rough in exterior are not insensible to that which concerns the heart.”
(108) Following a pleasant Sunday service on the quarter deck, happy with the behavior
and attentiveness of his mates, he thought that the scene would: “...put to blush those who
views Man of Warsman little better than Barbarians.” (3) He knew that the stereotype
was loosely based on facts but he did not only blame the shore community for their
ignorance and prejudices. He also criticized the ways in which his fellow mates were
representing the sailor, and touched on some improvable traits of the sailor that were
indisputably factual. While commenting on men's spending during liberty, he describes
their state as: “...having plenty of money in our pockets, and particularly anxious to be
relieved of some portion of its load which of course is characteristic of us.” (31)
Finishing a few months' wage in a few days was in fact a well-known behavior of
seamen, most of whom had minimal or no ties to the land.2 Since the only period of time
1 Sinche, 36-52. Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 9-35, and Liberty on the Waterfront, 4-29
2 Sinche states that sailors' lifestyle ashore was based on the principle of “immediate gratification” which
led many of them to disregard pro-active behavior like saving money and instead “indulge in alcohol,
sex, and violence more freely and publicly than other men aspiring to middle-class respectability.” The
Test of Salt Water, 33. This mindset, as studied by Rediker and Gilje, was due to having minimal or no
ties to land. I argue that landlessness, was a principal motive for an unestablished way of living. With
no physical place to return to or keep any belongings or savings at, many sailors saw no need in the
cultivation of any sort of investment for their future. 
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spent on shore was between two voyages at a waterfront boarding-house for many
practically home-less sailors, it would take, as Calhoun openly puts it: “...a short period
for Jack to run through his whack...” (40) His criticism of bad habits was nonetheless
productive, aimed for the betterment of his company's public relations. He encouraged
his comrades to leave behind improprieties like theft, lying, excessive drinking and
brawling because he sincerely believed that they could have done better in the eyes of the
society: “No one is more studiously polite (in his own way) than Poor Jack and was it not
for the intoxicating bowl that he handles too often, his character would be worthy of
imitation by all Mankind.” (84) This is not the only time he refers to his “own class” as
“poor Jack” and, in a way, owns the oppressed image of the sailor to sugarcoat his claim
of empathy.(135) When seamen wrote about societal issues, it was seldom without a
disclosure of their class-consciousness. Despite being a somewhat refined and relatively
well-read member of the Ohio's crew, Calhoun shows no hesitation in playing his poor
Jack card when criticizing the rhetoric of the Navy chaplain and emphasizes a difference
that sets the common sailor apart from the more privileged members of their community:
“The language used in these elaborate written sermons, would do very well for those who
have had the benefit of a collegiate education, but as for poor Jack; Gives us plain
sailing...” (14) While giving an account of his visit to Westminster Abbey, he remarks on
the resting places of Kings and Queens with an egalitarian manner, mixed with a hint of
national pride: “They lie Low now, as one of the meanest of their subjects.” (34) A
similar remark hits the Brazilian monarch while at anchor in Rio. Calhoun closes a short
entry about the ceremonies that took place on the death anniversary of the first emperor
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with the famous line from Robert Burns's Is There for Honest Poverty: “A Man's a Man
for a' that.”1
Very much in line with the majority of accounts written by seamen in 1840s, Serio-
Comic Journal gives the utmost weight to the issue of flogging in the Navy. By 1847,
there were about a dozen book-length authentic sailor narratives in print, published after
Two Years Before the Mast, particularly campaigning against the Articles of War that
allowed commanders in charge to apply violent physical punishment methods in the
merchant service and in the Navy.2 From a thematic perspective, the disclosure of
seamen's sufferings from these medieval discipline tactics, was perhaps the leading way
in which diarists mimicked published works in their personal documents. Calhoun shares
his views on punishment on board numerous times throughout the Journal, partly
because each time the crew was mustered to witness flogging it would give him a reason
to write. He described what they had to stand up and watch as, “a disgusting spectacle to
witness, yet there is no means of avoiding it.”(80) Besides the quantity of inquiries due to
the frequent reminders taking place on board the Ohio, what makes this particular matter
stand out within the overall content of the Journal is also the fact that he dedicated the
1 While the Neversink is at port in Rio de Janeiro, one of White-Jacket's mates, a New Englander goes on
a rant about class differences and equality: “Look you, Don Pedro II., … how do you come to be
Emperor? Tell me that. You cannot pull as many pounds as I on the main-topsail-halyards; you are not
as tall as I; your nose is a pug, and mine is a cutwater; and how do you come to be a 'brigan,' with that
thin pain of pars?” Melville, Herman. White-jacket, Or, The World in a Man-of-war. (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1988), 271.
2 Two Years Before the Mast was the denunciation of flogging in the merchant service, ten years after that
White-Jacket became the counterpart for the Navy in 1850, actually a little before the abolition of
flogging. (Garner, Stanton, “Introduction.” in Melville, Herman. White-jacket, Or, The World in a Man-
of-war. (Annapolis: Naval Institute, 1988). 
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final pages of the notebook to it. As he came to the end, he candidly admitted in his
closing remarks that he considered his “duty to expose” what his mates had been going
through. One of the most prominent traits of the antebellum American sailors was their
attentiveness to the notions of freedom and human rights as introduced and defined by the
principles of their nation. Natural rights, as Bryan Sinche states, were particularly
important to seamen because of their remoteness and isolation from the institutions and
regulations that provided and guaranteed these very rights to “landed citizens.”1
Therefore, when the reality clashed with the ideals brought up to the societal
consciousness by the Declaration of Independence, they did not only see punishment  as a
form of humiliation and attack on manhood but also a constitutional oxymoron: “...to
stand and see a man's back lacerated however much he may deserve it goes against the
first principles of human nature.” (90) 
Yet again Calhoun wanted to make sure that his brethren are on the clear. He
believed that “Drunkeness” was the primary reason for getting punished, not only
because it was a fault on its own but also a trigger of all other wrongdoings: “Rum has
been the means of more punishment on board of this ship than any thing else.”(80) Aware
of the “slavish effects” of alcohol, he warned his shipmates in his serio-comic tone, with
a nautical metaphor, “to steer clear of Breakers ahead.” (93) Besides and beyond the
awful brutality of the lash, he was also concerned about the disorderliness and
1 Based on his readings, Sinche came to a conclusion that the “founding document of choice” for seamen
was the Declaration of Independence. He argues that sailors' conception of personal liberty and rights
was based on (their understanding of) the foundational principles of the United States. The Test of Salt
Water, 3, 33. 
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irrationality of the judgement. To him, the most disturbing part of it was “innocent men
suffering punishment in common with the guilty.” (135) Calhoun would not be able to
see it but the year the Ohio returned home, in 1850, the Articles of War went into a
thorough reform which resulted in the abolition of flogging.1 It was only two years before
the arrival of this long expected humanitarian threshold, when he had written: “I humbly
trust the time is not far distant when our Government will be convinced of it and abolish
the ancient heathenish custom.” (55) 
D) Romantic Sentimentalism
The notebook was also a tool for sentimental self-expression in the antebellum
society for those who chose to turn to the spiritual world for meaning in the rapidly
industrializing world. Gilje's findings show that another reflection of the philosophical
expansion and the cultural trends of 1800s' Northeast in the seafaring world was the
dreamy representations of Romanticism in seamen's writings. The contrast between the
imposed patterns of a maritime romance heritage, that sailors had adopted as consumers
of late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century literature, and the harsh reality of their
work order gave birth to a new wave of sentimentalism which appeared in their journals
as longings for love, home, family, nature or the past.2 When the ordinary sailor became a
1 Abolition of flogging in the Navy was first proposed in 1820. The number of reformers including
retired officers and politicians, constantly increased throughout 1830s and 1840s and upon an
undeniable unrest that grew up in the Congress in 1846, ideas became ideology which then gave way to
a movement. While there was a total of 5,936 floggings recorded to had been ordered on sixty ships of
the Navy in 1846-47, (roughly making 50 floggings per ship a year) a year later in 1848, only 424 were
reported. This means about 86% decrease in two years. See Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 113, and Valle,
Rock & Shoals,  79.
2 One of the analogous patterns Gilje found in the 300 logbooks and journals he examined over the
course of two decades, was this conscious sentimentalism that had grown out of individualism and late
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producer of sea literature in 1840s, he did not defy the Romantic view of life at sea with a
hardened revolutionist reaction to what he had been reading, and instead, embraced and
used romance as a means to escape (as well as to recover) from reality.  He purposely
expressed the dreariness in his life, almost to certify himself with a license to be
romantic. From emotion-heavy Lines meant to be read by his mother's grave and a short
essay about his Sister's Love and Friendship, to extravagant delineations of routine
atmospherical phenomena, Calhoun presented examples of nearly every theme belonging
to the late Romantic period. When surrounded by water, sea-sick with every word you
hear being oceanic, the nature you turn to for a session of transcendental meditation
shows its face as either the Moon, (on which Calhoun spent a good number of words
contemplating in reference to Apollo) or: “The Sun, of whose appearance (was like
angel's visits, few & far between) burst forth in all her gorgeous splendour.” (103)
Sentimentality appeared in gloomier forms too. As Calhoun mentioned on one
uneventful day, “The dulness experienced on board at times” reminded him of
“...uncomfortable Sunday afternoons spent occasionally at home in my more youthful
days, feeling sad and desolate every thing appearing dry and uninteresting.” (37) Much
earlier in the Journal, in a somber tirade which he later Expunged, he asked the
Reader:“did’st thou ever cast a retrospective glance at the past, and see all those hopes
and wishes that you fondly thought would come to pass, nipped as a flower in its bloom,
Romanticism movements in antebellum New England. Gilje states that sailor-authors' works
represented, “the shift from the sharp approach of the reason that emerged during the Enlightenment to
the flowy sentimentality of Romanticism.” See Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 4 and 92-95, and
Creighton, The Private Life of Jack Tar, 208-214.
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being the sport of the Idle winds that gambol on a summer’s day[?]” And of course a
New-England-style burst of melancholia would not be complete without a touch of
spookiness: “Those hopes, those joys, have fled as a phantom from a fevered brow.” (6)
On many occasions when he brought the romantic self on board, Calhoun combined
seamen's well-known interest in the paranormal with the popular gothic fantasy elements
of the period. Unexpected macabre nuances in Calhoun's prose are also reminiscent of
Poe and Irwing, who are responsible for the darker colors on the palette of American
Romanticism: “...the church became once more illuminated with a light; unearthly
spectres arose from the tombs...” (29)
 The originality of Serio-Comic Journal yet shows itself as Calhoun's overdose of
melodrama leads him to cross the boundaries of conventional Romanticism and reach
satire. A detailed depiction of one of the young sailors breaking the silence on the berth
deck with a loud release of gas opens with a quite Poesque overture, preparing the setting
for a twist: “It was at the lone and melancholy hour of Midnight, when all Nature locked
fast in the endearing embraces of Morpheus. It was at that solemn hour when spirits both
good and evil are supposed to visit this terrestial globe. Terrifying the bewitching
imaginations of those whose slumbers bear the semblance of dreams.” (4) A similar
example is in one of the many snoring-themed entries: “It was at Midnight, no sound
disturbed that solemn hour devoted to 'disembodied' spirits, save that of some old Tars,
whose nasal organs were pouring forth their melodies with a deep and sonorous effect.”
(109) This parodical and self-consciously Romantic component of Calhoun's own serio-
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comic tone can be identified by what Jerome McGann calls “lyrical dandyism” in
reference to Byron's style. First of all, Byron's influence on Calhoun, is evidently not
limited to the basic embracement of the early 1800s notion of the Byronian romance of
the sea found in the majority of sailors' works.1 In addition to the two Byron poems he
copied, (and signed as his) we also see him slightly pulling a Byronic hero with the out-
of-place confession of his past thoughts of “becoming a misanthrope.” (25) However, it is
the over-polished sentences written with a deliberately posing manner that gives away the
deeper impression. According to McGann, Byron’s lyric style, “is a satire upon a
normative mode of Romantic writing” due to the self-consciousness it signifies through
the decision to be sentimental. Based on Friedrich Schiller's conceptualization of “the
sentimental” in literature, he argues that sentimentality itself is a signifier of self-
consciousness, and therefore “to be sentimental is already to have deployed a form of
romantic irony.”2 This satirical approach to Romantic self-expression might well have
influenced Calhoun to use gloomy and sentimental lines to make way for parody as a
means of relief. With the juxtaposition of self-conscious sentimentalism and the plain
narrative style, Calhoun not only presents new forms of “romantic irony” but also gives
the Journal its serio-comic character.
1 According to Raban, Lord Byron's works, and primarily Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, played a principal
role in the formation of the nineteenth-century conception of the “romance of the sea.” Raban, Jonathan,
ed. The Oxford Book of the Sea. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 14.
2 McGann, Jerome. Byron and Romanticism. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 93-103.
Vail claims that Thomas Moore's skeptical treatment of Romantic self-expression was a major influence
for the development of Byron's “lyrical dandyism.” Vail, Jeffery W. The Literary Relationship of Lord
Byron and Thomas Moore. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 12-13.
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The last one of the prevailing themes in sailor-authors' works is the acceptance of
the lethal risks that their labor bears. However, I would like to prove the ways in which
this common motif is deeply connected to another motive for writing at the end of the
Source Text chapter.
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Conditions for Keeping a Journal (Safe)
Before examining the physical features of the manuscript volume, it would be
helpful to look at the setting and the setup that a square rigged vessel provided for a
writer. Melville briefly stated in White-Jacket that “...the business of writing verse is a
very different thing on the gun-deck of a frigate...” and reminded enthusiasts: “...you can
not sit down and meander off your sonnets...” You may or may not take my word but the
same applied for writing prose also. First and foremost, paper, especially when inked,
does not like to get wet. If the ship were to be struck by an unexpected wave, and in
sailor argot, roll in a sea, the body of water flowing through the gun ports could possibly
wash out months' work all at once depending on the author's luck. Second, there was no
privacy whatsoever. Only the captain, the commodore and perhaps a couple of higher
rank officers would have the luxury to have a room and a desk to themselves while
writing.1 Seamen's journals were completed on empty corners of common tables, benches
and the floors of decks, and some men probably preferred working on their lap tops.
While there was not a lot of places available for journal-keeping, a common sailor's life
also did not offer a good place to keep the journal. When describing the case of a writer
on board the Neversink, White-Jacket mentions that his “great care, anxiety, and endless
source of tribulation was the preservation of his manuscripts.” It was, by all means, not
an easy task to not lose anything on board a frigate with a crew size of over 500 or, in
Calhoun's case, a line-of-battle ship with 800+ men. As Melville prudently advises in
1 Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 74, Blum 39,  111-112.
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White-Jacket: “You have no place whatever but your bag or hammock, in which you put
any thing in a man-of-war. If you lay any thing down, and turn your back for a moment,
ten to one it is gone.”
Amidst hundreds of men at all times, the difficulty of writing was not only a matter
of privacy but also of distraction. Sometimes, on rainy days when the entire crew was
stuck below, Calhoun had a hard time concentrating: “It is impossible to pass time away
in working for yourself or the ship, as for reading to instruct the mind, it is out of the
question, smoking, romping, skylarking &c &c is the order of the day...” (61) These type
of entries in which he complains about the various distractors surrounding him probably
present the most vivid representations of the manuscript's capability of conveying the
reality: “There is a certain class of Men on board who have their nose in every body's
business but their own. Even now whil'st writing there is One peering over my shoulder
manifesting more interest in my secrets perhaps than I do myself.” (49) We see plenty of
comments in the Journal, that usually begin with a variant of “Now whil'st writing” and
take the reader to the very moment Calhoun lived and recorded: “At present whilst
writing one of the men is running about the ship with his eyes glancing in every corner of
the Building apparantly insane.” (46) A good part of these reporting live entries were also
written when Calhoun was in his hammock. Shipboard diarists mostly preferred night
time to write about the ending day. In one instance Calhoun finishes the entry literally as
he falls asleep: “Farewell to the scenes around me for the present I- I- I- ah, ah, am go,
go, gone.” (26)
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Serio-Comic Journal as a Shipboard Document 
The larger genre-defining concept “sea writing” covers a variety of maritime texts
including land-generated autobiographical works as well as fictional narratives about and
texts actually created aboard ships. In contrast to the published and publicized narratives,
are the products of mentally edited memories and textually edited personal records of
men who served before the mast, shipboard manuscripts such as journals, conversational
logs and commonplace books are raw materials. The rough texture of Calhoun's journal
reflects the nature of seamen's labor realistically especially in terms of their conception of
time in a man-of-war. Creighton claims that seafaring diaries, that are written while
sailing, provide the readers with “an immediate, intimate vision of sailors' lives that
retrospective or land-generated records do not give us.”1 It is an all-encompassing
representation of shipboard diary-keeping practices, as it offers insightful accounts of the
labor-leisure balance, time-flow and use of space in a navy vessel.2 The flow and the
content of daily entries evidence Calhoun's efforts in finding available gaps (both in
terms of time and space) in the midst of the inner traffic of a line-of-battle ship.
1 Creighton, The Private Life of Jack Tar, 2-3. Almost the entire set of sailor narratives that Glenn
examined in Jack Tar's Story were written by sailor-authors after their return home. Declaredly, Jack
Tar's Story focuses on sailor narratives for the purpose “to explore how mariner authors remembered,
interpreted, their years at sea; how the lens of memory shaped their life stories.” The effect of this “lens
of memory” in fact exists in the greater part of the antebellum maritime texts that have been scholarly
edited or analyzed in an academic work. Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 6. Creighton also highlights the fact
that collectively, shipboard documents “illuminate life and work under sail with an immediacy that
other sources cannot begin to approximate.” Rites & Passages, 8.
2 The main principle of the organization of work was to maintain the continuation of the functionality and
the movement of the ship through shifting consecutive watches. This way, while a watch is at sleep or
rest, another one would be aloft, working the rigging. The rhythm created by this continuous cycle was
one of the essential factors that shaped seamen's perception of time, and in general, life.  For the
influence of the watch system on seamen's daily routine, see Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep
Blue Sea, 83, 88 also see, Gilje, Liberty, 71. Also see Blum, The View from the Masthead,109-112.
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The content of the daily entries in Calhoun's diary are mostly limited to what
happened inside the Ohio. Unlike the ship's log or an officer's diary, ordinary seamen's
personal documents depict “the life in a man-of-war.”1 A sailor's shipboard diary is
hardly a travelogue. Because their entire world was the ship itself throughout the whole
journey, common sailors' notebooks, unlike those of the officers, are not full of
picturesque entries depicting numerous interactions experienced at exotic port-cities.2 The
lifestyle and the environment these texts illustrate are a result of the seamen's position in
the occupational hierarchy. The condition of being unable to go ashore except for a day
o f liberty did not allow sailors to explore much terra incognita. For instance, Calhoun
spent the entire time when the Ohio was in port in Rio de Janeiro, in the ship, holystoning
the decks. Except for a few experiences Calhoun speaks of as having occurred in the past,
the narrative-style entries do not include any stories that take place on land. Vivid
descriptions of the monotony of daily life on board form the greater part of these entries. 
1 In her study White-Jacket: Melville and the Man-of-War Microsom, Priscilla Allen argues that, unlike
the travel diaries of officers, the personal narratives written by ordinary seamen mainly speak of the
sailors' life on the ship. She claims that the full title of Melville's semi-fictional personal narrative,
White-jacket, Or, The World in a Man-of-war, refers to that unique condition of sailors whose world
was the ship itself during the whole journey. Sailors were not just working on the war ship, but living in
her. See “White-Jacket: Melville and the Man-of-war Microcosm.” American Quarterly, 25.1, pp. 32-
47. 1973.
2 Allen suggests that this difference between the narratives of officers and sailors is a result of the
prominent “class difference.” Allen, Melville and the Man-of-war Microcosm. 33-37.
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In addition to being different from finalized sailor narratives in general, Calhoun's
shipboard diary is also distinct from the writings of college-educated former sailors like
Richard Henry Dana Jr. and James Fenimore Cooper in terms of professional
authenticity. Although these authors had become extremely influential in articulating
stereotypes of the American mariner through fiction and published travel narratives, in
Creighton's terms, as sailors, they did not “belong to the sea.” Because of their naturally
deviant perception of the labor experiences of ordinary seamen, these authors remained
“outsiders” during their years before the mast. The written materials they produced
during the journey as draft sketches of their narratives were actually similar to an
ethnologist's field-work notes as these authors' status was not quite different from that of
a participant-observer's.1 In analysis of antebellum sea narratives through a Lacanian
perspective, Jason Berger argues that Cooper, Dana, and Melville, “who possessed a
higher social and class status,” have not “ever really fully experienced” the position of a
common sailor. Berger describes their narratives as the products of their fantasies and
1 Creighton, The Private Life of Jack Tar, 7. Creighton accepts the fact that these outsiders, who had
done the work of an anthropologist, were primarily influential in articulating the stereotypical portrayals
of the American mariner through fiction and published travel narratives. This imagined figure of Jack
Tar inevitably influenced the way in which actual seamen (who came from the lowest socio-economic
class and spent their lives working in the harsh life of the wooden ships) identified and described
themselves. By the time Calhoun wrote his journal, Cooper's The Pilot; A Tale of the Sea, (1824) The
Red Rover, (1827) Afloat and Ashore, (1844) Poe's The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, (1838) Dana's
Two Years Before the Mast, (1840) had already been published. When these works, in Blum's terms,
fueled “the maritime boom,” various forms of literature turned to the sea and provided a taste of the
ocean not only to land-based readers but also to sailors themselves. While motivating them to publish
their own first-person narratives, these semi-fictional works also spoiled sailors' conception of the
sailor's life at sea. Men read about their own life as told by gentlemen who were unable to reach the
depths where reality lied due to the distance to their object of desire. This second-hand view of the
image of “the common sailor” created, as I argue, a new cognitive generation in 1840s – the last
generation of sailor-authors who wrote about themselves and their life at sea, intentionally or
unintentionally, with a certain level of self-awareness and a questionable level of purity and
authenticity. See Blum, The View from the Masthead, 14, and Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 51-56.
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argues that there was a structural impossibility for them to completely know and report
the elements of a sailor's life.1 Calhoun's diary, in that sense, is a record kept by an
“insider,” providing the reader with a raw, organic and at times sincerely dull portrayal of
a diarist seafarer's work/leisure time continuum on board a line-of-battle ship.
1 The word fantasy is used in reference to Jacques Lacan's psychoanalytical contextualization of the term
“fantasme.” Berger argues that the sailor's life at sea had remained an “objet du désir” for the non-sailor
authors who, “trapped by their own gaze,” were not able to fully conceive of the occupational and
spiritual world of the ordinary seamen. Berger, Antebellum at Sea, 41. 
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THE SOURCE TEXT
The Book of Hugh:
 The Acquisition, and Physical Features of the Manuscript Journal
The manuscript is a folio size, leather-bound volume with 148 ruled pages. The
front cover is imprinted with a de-bossed, gold-tone label that reads: “ORIGINAL
JOURNAL / OF / HUGH CALHOUN / U.S. SHIP OHIO, 1847, / WITH A NUMBER
OF ORIGINAL POEMS.” It is difficult to determine at what point and by whom the
notebook was covered with black leather and labeled. The records of the MHS show
Charles E. French as the immediate source of acquisition. The volume was accepted to
the Society's collection upon a donation made in October, 1905. Reports of the librarian
and the cabinet-keeper serving at the time do not specify any information about the
preceding history of the volume as the pile of donated items from Mr. French's estate had
not been inventoried prior to their distribution within the library. There are no further
records in the manuscripts or the proceedings records of the MHS.1 It is quite possible
that when the Ohio returned to Boston in 1850, either an officer or one of Calhoun's
shipmates held onto the book and stored it at a family property. Mr. French or a family
member of his might have acquired the volume at any point during the 55 years period
between its arrival to Massachusetts and submission to the Society. The library catalog
1 The information regarding the acquisition of the volume was provided by Reference Librarian, Daniel
Hinchen at the MHS.
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records of the Society list the manuscript with the title Hugh Calhoun journal, 1847-
1848.
The manuscript journal is an object of design with tangible and observable
aesthetic value on its own, apart from the transferrable and convertible content that it
holds and presents through its existence as a textual medium. The physical value is
mostly due to the artistry demonstrated on the pages which cannot be transferred without
loss. Signs of design as well as composition can easily be observed both at the page and
the book level. These are the implications of not only the author's consideration of
potential readership and audience that would appreciate the words' worth, but also an
expectancy of spectatorship. With this side of it, Serio-Comic Journal once more
supports and exemplifies the Zborays' and Kagle's assessment regarding the antebellum
diarists' intention to create a material of value that could be consumed as it is when
presented as a gift or circulated at social gatherings. 
The first leaf of the volume, which is missing a rectangular piece from the top,
had been left blank as a protective inner cover but then the front of it was used for some
practical note-taking. The note in the middle, written by Calhoun himself, seems like a
self-reminder or a memorialized assurance regarding the payment of a loan. On the top
left corner, there is another note, written by a different hand: “John Mcclair / New
Orleans / Aug. 25 '55” There is not clear evidence as to Mcclair's identity, whether he had
the possession of the volume circa 1855 or if he had connection to Charles French. 
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Following the blank leaf, the Journal opens with a series of fully designed and
ornamented pages, comprising six poems and two short essays, each piece taking up a
page. These eight unnumbered pages are referred to by lower case Roman numerals in
the following chapter. The pagination and log-style daily entry format begin after this
section, on the eleventh page of the volume. The title of the journal is situated on top of
the first numbered page which is also the sixth recto and the first of the 136 numbered
pages. However, chronologically, the writing of this section had begun before the
completion of the unnumbered section. Evident by the dates on the eight decorated pages,
the first ten pages that come before the journal's title and the first entry, the June 23 rd, had
been left blank prior to this date, and were later filled out over the course of about two
weeks. Starting from the second numbered page, every page begins with a lightly
decorated “Continued” up to the point the author abandons this customary heading on the
eighty-seventh page. All entries are separated from each other by a straight divider line
that reaches both sides of the page. Occasionally pages are ended with a bolder, double
line.
It is not unreasonable to assume that Calhoun read the Journal several times
especially given the fact that several testimonies prove sailors' habitual practice of
reading the books and newspapers they liked over and over again until the acquisition of
new reading material on board. Apparently he carried out multiple sessions of self-
emendation. The initial corrections and minor omissions appear to be made with a pen
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during the process of writing, while the part of the emendation made with a pencil
indicate that thorough revision was carried out, perhaps multiple times. The omitted
blocks that are framed by lines and marked with large, diagonally aligned “Expunged”
labels seem to be the results of such later revisions. 
Considering that Calhoun was subject to continuous noise, movement and
frequent interruptions while writing, he must have been very careful as he managed to
perform fairly legible penmanship throughout the journal. His cursive style shows
flexibility, leaving the hand free of any mechanical movement. He has a talented hand
and signs of his interest in drawing and decoration can be found in his style. A tendency
toward ornaments influences the form of some letters. It is possible to find words written
with light calligraphy in every two or three pages. Combined with the speciality of the
cursive style which enables spontaneous revelation of the individual temperament, these
little signs of design create visual originality. While creating a pleasant flow of handsome
figures, these features of the hand cause lack of uniformity. Unstandardized letters with
recurrent changes in width occasionally lead to illegible forms. Most sentences end
without a prominent period. Instead, a tail or an accentuated upstroke branching out of
the last letter of the final word leaves a half-hearted comma. The overall cursive stye and
other mannerisms of hand demonstrate a slight evolution that can be tracked throughout
the journal, mostly evident by the change of the angle of italicization from right-leaning
to left-leaning. This might have occurred due to the change in the author's position of
holding the notebook. Ascenders and descenders do not impinge and cause confusion. All
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capital forms are clearly differentiated from the minuscule in size, although capitalization
does not follow a standard. Most of the capital forms, especially the ones that are located
at the beginning of a sentence, have flourishes. The capital form of a is an enlarged lower
case a. The stem of minuscule a is occasionally put far from the round part of the letter,
causing misreading if perceived as an extra minim. The same mistake can be made with
d. The stem is habitually quite short, making it indistinguishable in form from a on
several occasions. When it is not short, it bends to the left. Lower case t is usually crossed
with a straight line tangent to the descenders and commonly with a wave higher than the
upmost level of the word. Letters with firm ascenders, such as h, end above that line. A
tendency to compress the rounded forms usually leaves e blind. On such occasions e
becomes indistinguishable in form from c. There is no consistency in the treatment of s.
At least eight forms of s are detected, including the Elizabethan long s used in double-s
combinations. When used at the end of a word m, n and h accent the upstroke, causing the
above-mentioned comma effect.
There is a tendency to misspell words with consecutive vowels e and i, such as
piece or receive. There is no consistency in the spelling of words that have ou, such as
harbour with a tendency to use the standardized American spelling depending on whether
the subject matter is rather national. While copying an article about line-of-battle ships
from a British magazine, he intentionally Americanized certain words which he spelled
according to the British standard elsewhere in the journal. The theme of the subject
matter might have had an influence on the hand as well. For instance, when copying
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Walter Colton's poem about the honorable traits of a sailor in the nation's service,
Calhoun's cursive leaves its italicized manner and obtains an upright look resembling
men mustered and ready for inspection. Finally, like many of his contemporaries,
Calhoun self-censored bawdy and blasphemous words by placing a dash between the
initial and the last letters, such as “D – 1” as in Devil, primarily to serve one of his key
authorial missions to vindicate the ways of the sailor to mankind and clean Jack Tar's
name off the bad boys list..1
The “Ingredients”
The content of the Journal is composed of the log-style diary entries forming an
account of the 1847-1848 voyage, and what I call the extra-curricular materials that
present selections from Calhoun's literary choices as well as his repertoire of yarns. The
voyage itself, on the other hand, can be seen as having three main parts: the passage from
New York to Rio de Janeiro that comprises the first 40 numbered pages; the time spent
while at the harbor in Rio, which roughly covers the next 55 pages; and the rounding of
Cape Horn, following the second “commencement,” and Callao, Peru taking up the final
40. Similarly, and funnily enough, lying at anchor in Rio takes up a significant portion of
the most famous account of the life in a man-of-war. As Garner states in the introduction
to the Naval Institute edition of Melville's White-Jacket, the Neversink remains at the
1 Gilje has spotted many similar examples of this practice in the journals that he examined. See Gilje, To
Swear Like a Sailor, 9-16.
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harbor “for well over a quarter of a book that is supposedly about life at sea.”1 It is more
ironic in Melville's case since that was his authorial choice. It was rather disappointing
for Calhoun to spend months not cruising while keeping the journal “of a Cruize,”
especially given Melville's following description of the circumstances: “Nowhere does
time pass more heavily than with most man-of-war's-men on board their craft in harbor.”
For the duration of this particularly uneventful period, the amount of work required on
board the Ohio was “comparitively nothing” and as attested by Calhoun on October 29th,
“the most essential part” of the daily action comprised: “Cooking, Eating, Drinking,
Sleeping and keeping things clean ourselves included” (69) These days exhibited the dry
side of shipboard labor, (and shipboard life in general) as summarized by Hugh Calhoun
as: “The Monotonous Chain which enthralls us...” in the uttermost degree, and quite
understandably, a significant portion of the quoting (by way of literary piracy) and the
use of “imagination for ingredients” (2) took place during this period. The longest excerpt
in the Journal, for instance, is a description of a battle ship copied from a magazine on
one of these days. However, the insufficiency of note-worthy occurrences also gave him
an opportunity to see the irony in situations and utilize his skill for dark humor. While
laying at anchor in Rio de Janeiro, mostly because time allowed him, Calhoun regularly
commented on the excessive amounts of gunpowder that the Brazilian administration was
spending: “The Goverment must burn no inconsiderable quantity of powder in the course
of a year as not a day passes scarcely but what they fire a salute and sometimes several in
honor of something, which is difficult to make out to some of us Yankees.” (47) After a
1 Garner, Stanton. “Introduction.” in White-Jacket or The World in a Man-of-War. (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1988), xx.
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while, as he developed a humorous pattern with a series of inquiries on this matter, he
stepped up his game in sarcasm with post-critical comments like the following: “...not a
single salute has been fired to day in the harbour, something Must be wrong...” During
those days maintenance and cleaning, mostly by way of holy-stoning the decks, was the
order of the day. In one entry he combined this element of their monotonous routine on
board with another one, the constant firing of salutes at the harbor: “a salute of 8 or 10
holy-stones from this ship making sufficient noise to wake the dead...” (62)
Extra-Curricular Material, 
or “Any and Everything That Comes to Hand”
In the same note where he apologizes after the first of the many “digressions” in
the journal - or in seamen's own terms, after spinning his first yarn - Calhoun advises his
Reader to “expect to have served up for him, the same that they have at home on
washdays Viz; any and everything that comes to hand.” (12) Paper was still an expensive
commodity in 1840s and even more valuable at sea. Since it would be great ignorance to
leave a notebook's pages blank, diarist seafarers filled any left space with all sorts of
additional content. As Gilje has also noticed in his research, sometimes these extras
comprise the most interesting pages of shipboard journals.1 Calhoun's “original plan” was
to keep the content of his “book” limited to the events of the Ohio's 1847 voyage perhaps
1 Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 82-84.
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with hopes of having a wartime account at the end. However, when the Cruize itself did
not provide him with enough exciting material due to the monotony - a word he used
numerous times – the physical completion of the notebook with more entertaining entries
became a stronger motive for writing. He thus enriched his composition with poems,
short essays, and of course, yarns. Storytelling was a celebrated form of art in the
maritime community and an indispensable part of socializing in vessels, and in waterfront
taverns where yarns functioned as the primary transmitters of both the oral lore and the
literature of the sea.1 With the proliferation of textual production among sailors, the verb
“to spin a yarn” found its way first in the sea journal and then appeared in print in 1830s.2
By Calhoun's time, spinning yarns was the natural and obvious name for narrating
anything in written form that would interrupt the flow of the account of the voyage, from
sharing an anecdote to paraphrasing a short story or recording what an old salt told the
night before. Whether based on facts and experiences, literature or total imagination, a
story to be told was a yarn to be spun. The sources of the materials which Calhoun
labeled and presented as “yarns” in the Journal are therefore various, including but not
limited to his past experiences, published fictional and non-fictional stories, and verbal
stories that he had heard from other seamen.
1 Gilje and Rouleau provide the best treatment of the yarn culture. See Rouleau, Dead Men Do Tell
Tales, 36-37, Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 106-126. Gilje mentions Calhoun's journal in To Swear
Like a Sailor as an example of shipboard documents that contain multiple written yarns. See Ibid., 199'.
2 The OED dates the first published reference of “spinning a yarn” to 1819. The etymology of the word
yarn as a cultural term and the origin of the phrase spinning yarns come from nautical rope-making.
Production of a rope called spun-yarn, made of a few loosely twisted threads, is regarded as the root of
the metaphorical meaning of the verb. See Gilje, T o Swear Like a Sailor, 107-108, and OCSS s.v.
“Spunyarn.”  Gilje comments on the relation between the actual yarn being a twisted object and sailors'
pride in masterfully finishing long stories with a plot twist. Calhoun also uses the phrase “spin a
twister” (32)
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Seamen reserved a special place for yarns in both social gatherings and in their
writings for a number of reasons. Yarns were a favored pastime during meals, night
watches or while laying in hammocks in the forecastle of a whaler or merchantman or on
the berth-deck of a man-of-war. In both verbal and textual form, the primary purpose of
spinning yarns was to simply change the subject and take a break from the reality. The
notoriously superstitious seamen used yarns to combine gothic, fantastic, mythological,
and piratical elements of their folklore with history and daily life events. Yarns, in that
sense, can be seen as a romantic device the purpose of which was to enhance social and
intellectual activities by offering an escape route from the monotony of uneventful days
and the constant tension created by (potential) violence either in the shape of accidents
causing severe injuries and death or physical punishment.1 In addition to bringing color
and change to the course of the shipboard routine and the course of the daily entries in the
journal, yarns were also a representation of collective knowledge and shared values.
Aboard ships, they helped newly formed crews in building bonds and seasoned
friendships among watch-mates and mess-mates. In both verbal and written form,
spinning yarns played an important role in expanding and solidifying the constituents of
seamen's sub-culture, and teaching youngsters the core principles and guidelines of
seamen's brethren as well as folklore, history and practical lessons. As a narrative form,
the yarn was also a way to gain respect. Good narration was an appreciated skill among
seamen, and the more twisted the yarn the more prestige the storyteller received, of
1 Gilje argues that the yarn was a “Romantic literary device.” Ibid., 113.
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course, upon a well-spun conclusion with no loose ends. And, the best yarns would do all
of the above and on top, give a moral message or make a point about sailors'
contemporary concerns – the kind of yarns which, in written form, also fulfill and
demonstrate the manifest motives of authors.
From a literary perspective, its inclusion of yarns may be regarded as the most
definitive characteristic of a maritime journal with a nature and composition close to
those of a commonplace book - both practically, in terms of the Zborays' classification of
personal documents, and theoretically, in terms of Blum's metaphorical conceptualization
of the late products of sea literature.1 Serio-Comic Journal too, owes its complex structure
to the many yarns textually spun by Calhoun. Although his sources were various, what he
calls a yarn (and “a twister” in one occasion) in the Journal can be examined in two main
categories: improvised narratives of sketches from his career as a mariner; and
spontaneously customized excerpts from print material he possessed on board the Ohio.
1 Gilje actually contributes to the seamen's writings as commonplace books theory by coining the term
“book-length yarns.” He uses this term similar to way in which Blum describes Moby-Dick as a
commonplace book, in  reference to the capacity and capability to represent a hybrid form of literature,
taking the reader on a long journey filled with sketches from the life of Jack Tar, and  bringing together
elements of whaling, merchant shipping, and sea battles. See Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 126-133.
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Yarns: From the “Log Book of Memory”
“Who would not go a whaling”  (9)
It is apparent that like many seasoned tars who had experienced seafaring in its
multiple forms prior to picking up a notebook, Calhoun saw his writing enterprise as an
opportunity to record incidents and places he had encountered when working on board
other vessels. While the physical labor carried out on different types of ocean-going ships
was visually and practically the same, there were clear organizational and environmental
nuances between whaling, trade and the navy, which were often reckoned by sailor
authors as noteworthy distinctions to be emphasized for the readers' information. After
asking whether his Reader had ever been a-whaling, Calhoun gives a brief account of his
semi-disastrous year-and-a-half spent in the oil industry. 
“The Sea Demon” (15)
When at the threshold of industrial modernism, sailors used yarns as a Romantic
device to look back to the old world where some of the vital roots of their sub-culture
were buried. Ironically, despite the fact that they were utilizing and operating the most
technologically advanced mechanisms developed up to date, nineteenth-century seamen
maintained strong spiritual ties to the unenlightened ages. Their inclination to the dark
and the fantastic was in most part due to the incurable unfamiliarity one feels about the
ocean's capacity. Similar to the way in which the night sky seems (and is) impossible to
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chart, the aquatic world too looks endless at times, hiding its boundaries and contents
behind shades. During the Age of Sail, the seas were even darker, as unpredictable as the
skies in terms of what they might have brought. Unidentified floating objects, for that
reason, were the ufos of the age - a phenomenon commonly witnessed and shared
amongst the members of the maritime community for generations. Sometimes in the form
of a millennia-old creature, other times in the shape of a square-rigged vessel or a
mermaid, the deep blue was home to an abundance of otherworldly habitants, and it was
the sailor's job, as an aquanaut, to report all that from the world of aqua. In the first of his
openly superstitious yarns, Calhoun pays homage to the ghost ship theme.1 
While making a nod to his fraternal mythology by opening with a reference to the
famous Flying Dutchman, the archetypal cursed vessel, he goes on to describe a craft that
is in fact quite futuristic. Despite having an organic sounding brand, Calhoun's “Sea
Demon” is a rather industrial monster - a Victorian machine that seems to horrify its
victims due to its uncanny technology. It is, in that sense, the perfect 1840s phantom ship,
that represents the evils of both worlds, the old and the new. With its invisible crew,
abnormal motion and ability to go under water, it is in many ways reminiscent of the
hundreds of mythical vessels reported by mariners since man's relationship with water
became a deep one.2 At the same time, Calhoun's description may also be used to
illustrate a vessel that would look noticeably similar to some of the early submarines as
1 Gilje presents this yarn from Calhoun's journal as an example to the best kind of yarns – the ones that
“bordered on the fantastic.” Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 123.
2 For the common characteristics of the various Dutchmen and other “spectre ships” spotted by seamen in
the Age of Sail, see Beck, Horace. Folklore and the Sea. (Edison: Castle Books, 1999), 390-95, 407.
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well as the ironclads of the Civil War that appeared a decade later and monstrously
destroyed a great number of wooden ships of the North. Not unlike the sci-fi thrillers of
the twentieth century, which introduced the villainous qualities of technologically
advanced menaces from the future, The Sea Demon aims to terrify its audience with the
disturbing unpredictability of an unconventional machine. And with this aspect, it may
well be said that the yarn brings together the past and the future, fantasy fiction and
science fiction. One real craft, however, draws particularly strong parallels with
Calhoun's Sea Demon: Robert Fulton’s 1800 submarine prototype the Nautilus. Both
vessels have singular and unitary bodies, carrying a single mast and crowned with a
metal, dome-shaped figure (a bell in the Demon's case and a conning tower for the
Nautilus) that has a long cable attached to it. And of course, the last but not the least of
all similarities, both can submerse. Twenty years after Calhoun’s cruize Jules Verne
would pick the name Nautilus (after Fulton's prototype) for Captain Nemo’s ultramodern
and mystifyingly advanced submarine which is known to have been perceived by
mariners around the world as a sea monster - le monstre marin.
“Joined a brig once in Wilmington N.C.” (21) 
The next yarn is another anecdote from the author's seafaring past. Following the
brief notification, “...nothing unusual has occurred in the last 24 hours therefore I shall
take the opportunity of spinning a yarn,” Calhoun shares his most probably factual
recollections from a voyage to the Caribbean that he went on during his earlier years of
seamanship which he spent in the merchant service. The yarn, which basically belongs to
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the shipwreck and misfortune category, presents the account of an unnamed merchant
brig taking severe damage during a difficult passage and her crew finding themselves in a
near-wreck situation prior to being rescued by a Halifax-bound vessel. 
“While lying in Calcutta in the ship Edward” (24)
In the second merchant marine adventure Calhoun takes the Reader back to the
year 1837, when he witnessed a highly animated Hindu tradition during his very first
voyage as a seamen on board the Edward.1 The yarn features his account of a form of
ceremonial event which is a part of the Charak Puja (written as Churruk Poojah in some
early nineteenth century sources) festival held in the West Bengal and Bangladesh
regions. Due to the appearance of its keynote activity, the ceremony has also been
translated as the hook-swinging festival or simply, the swinging festival.
U.S.S. Ohio at the Bombardment of Veracruz (27)
Following the brief but sincere words of justification, “it is rather out of place, but
better late than never” Calhoun shares his take on one of the most momentous acts of the
Mexican-American War, and presents an account of the siege of Veracruz that took place
earlier that year, prior to the Ohio's return to New York. While looking for material in his
1 Ship Edward of Philadelphia, a smaller size merchant vessel with a crew of about 20 men, had been in
Calcutta in 1834 and then in 1837. As attested by Calhoun in the introduction of “O', farewell my sister
dear” on the third page of the manuscript, he was a member of her crew during the latter voyage, which
also happens to be his first experience as a seaman. See “Shipping Register” in Calcutta Monthly
Journal and General Register of Occurrences, 1837. (Calcutta: Samuel Smith and Co., 1838), 7, and
Eleventh Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the Boston Seaman's Friend Society.  (Boston:
Printed by Perkins & Marvin. 1839), 15.
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logbook of memory, he must have realized that he had in fact witnessed and become a
part of a battle, a full-on action scene which could give him the perfect opportunity and
the entitlement to write history. After being recommissioned in Boston, the Ohio sailed
for the Gulf of Mexico on January 4th, 1847 due to General Scott's plan of entering
Mexico from its Atlantic coast. Upon her arrival off the coast of Veracruz on March 22nd
ten of her guns were landed on shore to support the siege on the 27th. Scott's campaign
lasted from March 9th until September 14th, and involved a linear incursion beginning
from Veracruz through heavy bombardment from the coast and the landing of troops that
would march westward and eventually reach major inland cities. The crew of the Ohio
also participated in the Tuxpan River Expedition, after which she sailed from Veracruz,
arrived in New York on May 9th and stayed at the Navy Yard in Brooklyn until her next
voyage that is the subject of this journal.1 The portion of the War Calhoun covered in his
freshly served yarn was later deemed  “Expunged” by him although it is not clear why he
did not want to include the account in the hypothetical final version of the Journal. It is
possible that he preferred to steer clear from the hot topics and avoid any controversy, or
criticism of the way in which he narrated a collectively experienced recent event that had
taken place at a major front of an ongoing war.
“God protects and revenges the poor sailor” (29)
Calhoun's Sunderland yarn perfectly exemplifies the type that takes a stand in
favor of the sailors and ends with a moral that denounces cruelty.2 The entry begins as an
1 See DANFS, Vol. 1, 586-90, and Bauer, The Mexican War, 232-259.
2 Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 120.
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account of his visit to Sunderland, England, and suddenly changes its tone and turns out
to be a social awareness sketch with shadowy spirits putting on a show at a cathedral to
prove that “oppression to the poor seaman” is a wrongdoing.
It is evident that Calhoun had been in England during one of his previous
voyages, and yet he might have simply made up Sunderland as the location of his gothic
moral story in this particular entry. “A large Cathedral” does not exist in Sunderland. If
the yarn – aside from its macabre and fantastic elements - were to be considered loosely
based on a real trip, then what Calhoun is addressing could be the Bishopwearmouth
Parish Church, which is the largest and the oldest church in the city, known today as the
“Sunderland Minster.” If the “Cathedral” were to be kept as the constant in the equation
and the rest as variables then Calhoun might have well thought of one of the two
cathedrals in Newcastle too, given that he presents this anecdote as a part of his travels
“in the north of England.” (34) 
“A Sailor on horseback” (31)
Serving the purpose of comic relief, this short one features a mule-riding
adventure on a day of liberty in Singapore. The yarn humbly touches on a couple of
stereotypical characteristics of seamen for the amusement of the reader and makes fun of
the ways in which sailors rapidly empty their pockets when ashore as well as their
notorious riding abilities. Stripped of any imposed moral or supernatural elements, the
account sounds uncontroversially factual. Calhoun must have experienced this day when
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he was a member of the crew of the U.S.S. Constitution which in spent three months in
Singapore in 1845.1
“Whilst on board of the Ship George” (32)
In this “small twister,” as he calls it, Calhoun goes back his year on board the
whale-ship George, reminiscing on a tragic incident that had haunted him ever since. The
account of a failed rescue mission to save a shipmate who had fallen overboard also
alludes to one of the insuppressible sensations surrounding sailors' daily life; the fatality
of nautical labor.
“Have you ever been to London” (34)
The London yarn adds a new color on the Journal's palette of narrative forms. The
traveloguesque one-and-a-half pages long entry, which provides a working-class hero's
insightful observations at a metropolis, begins at the docks of the East End and covers
several touristic destinations of Victorian Era London.
Crossing the Line (35)
Crossing the line is, by all means, a rite of passage for freshman sailors who cross
over the equator line and reach the southern (or the northern) hemisphere for the first
time in their lives. Dressed as King Neptune and his entourage, a group of seasoned
1 Calhoun was on board Old Ironsides during her 1844-45 voyage and she stayed in Singapore
throughout February, March and April of 1845. Tyrone G. Martin, A Most Unfortunate Ship: A
Narrative History of Old Ironsides, rev. ed. (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997), 265-277.
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seamen welcomes the “green-hands” to the south seas and into the brethren in front of the
rest of the crew who are ready to violently celebrate. The exhaustive ritual consists of
various references to elements of oceanic folklore and mythology, as well as a baptismal
procedure by means of a series of wet jokes upon which men officially join the guild and
become true Sons of Neptune.1 Due to having doubts about whether a ceremony would be
held that time around as the Ohio was approaching the equator, Calhoun decided to not
wait for it to happen and described the scene for his Reader in this entry. His account of
the crossing the line ritual may be considered a yarn as well, mostly because he narrates
the ceremony as he recalls the last time he had witnessed it on board the Constitution and
takes us to the moment she was passing the equator southwardly in 1844. 
“the Liverpool Packets” (44)
In his recollection of the year he worked as a sailor on board a New York –
Liverpool liner, Calhoun shares an incident of being nearly shipwrecked. The trans-
Atlantic packet ships (or packet liners) carried cargo and passengers, and remained the
fastest way to cross the pond for decades. The packets, in that sense, have a brand legacy
to them very much like the notoriously fast, Horn-rounding clippers. They are also
known with their role in the immigration history of the United States as many immigrant
sailed to America or back to their homelands with the North Atlantic packet lines.
Calhoun seems to have forgotten the exact year alongside the full name of the ship he
1 See Peter D. Jeans Lore & Legend: A Miscellany of Maritime Myth, Superstition, Fable, and Fact.
(Camden, ME: International Marine, 2004), 95-99, Creighton, Rites & Passages, 116-135, and Beck,
Folklore and the Sea, 116-119.
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served on. Among the New York – Liverpool liners that were active in 1840s, the one
with a name that matches his description of “the A__n named after a celebrated diplomat
in England” is the Ashburton of the Swallow Tail Line, which was built in 1842 and
named after Lord Ashburton, one half of the Webster–Ashburton Treaty. Signed on
August 9, 1842, the Treaty resolved several border issues between the United States and
the British North American colonies.1 Given that the ship was named and launched after
this date when Lord Ashburton rose to prominence in the eyes of the Americans, his
packet ship adventure must have taken place sometime between late 1842 and May 1844,
prior to his enlistment in the Navy on board the U.S.S. Constitution.
“The genious of the Rat Catcher” (108)
By opening with descriptions of scenes on board a man-of-war during a sort of
intermission full of recreational activities, the last improvised yarn in the journal
celebrates the primary reason behind narrative improvisation; to defy the dull familiarity.
The rat-catcher yarn also succinctly embodies multiple components of Calhoun's serio-
comic style, from the embellishment of the ordinary with ornamental depictions, the
implementation of gothic elements into the account of non-supernatural happenings and
throwing a curveball by switching the tone from funereal to whimsical. The enigmatic
representative of the distinguished Victorian profession of rat-catching mysteriously
1 For the Ashburton and Liverpool packet ships see Clark, Arthur Hamilton. The Clipper Ship Era: An
Epitome of Famous American and British Clipper Ships, Their Owners, Builders, Commanders, and
Crews 1843-1869. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1912),  38, 41, and McKay, Richard C. Donald
McKay and His Famous Sailing Ships. (New York: Dover Publications, 2011), 16. For the Webster–
Ashburton Treaty, see Jones, Howerd, and Donald Allen Rakestraw. Prologue to Manifest Destiny:
Anglo-American Relations in the 1840s. (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 1997), 121-149.
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appears on board the unnamed vessel, that is the location of this most likely imaginary
anecdote, and offers a secret solution for the shipboard infestation which only turns out to
be catching the rats with a bag and a vial in hand.
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Quotations: Pirated Prose and Verse
Most diarists of the period were, in the Zborays' terms, “compliers of authors'
words” who both mimicked the professionals by imitating publishing conventions in their
handwritten documents and borrowed from them by means of “personalizing excerpts.”
Diarists' decisions in terms of selecting, arranging and personalizing their fancied texts
created new meanings.1 Hugh Calhoun too committed piracy through these methods,
modified, re-contextualized and re-branded texts, and while doing so left traces of his
own editorial and artistic preferences. Detecting and following these traces would be
incomparably harder without the technological advantage offered by the online search
engines today. Until just a few years ago the Jolly Rogers of countless literary pirates had
been waving impudently, free from the apprehension of getting caught. Their treasures
were well hidden on remote islands or sunken in the depths of the ocean. Now it is much
more of a straightforward procedure to locate the sources of excerpts which initially
reveal themselves to the editor through deviations from the author's own language and
style. Upon the detection of an anomaly, the phrase in question may be used as an input
in a textual database and thus lead the way to the digitalized portion of the sphere of
probabilities containing the sources the author might have utilized. The following section
offers the results of the research carried out to designate the probable sources of the
excerpts in the manuscript, as well as the exploration of the new meanings created
through Calhoun's piratical ventures.
1 The Zborays call these copied excerpts with subtle alteration “texts from texts.” Zboray and Zboray,
Everyday Ideas, xviii, 2-5, 47.
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“To a Lady” (i)
The Journal welcomes the Reader with the first three stanzas of a poem by Lord
Byron. It is known that the “Lady” to whom Byron originally addressed these lines on
December 2, 1808 was Mary Musters.1 In addition to single-word substitutions, Calhoun
made two major changes by way of adaptation prior to signing the poem as his own: he
excluded the final verse; and added a hint of nauticality by changing the third line of the
third stanza to “As tossed upon a foreign sea.” 
To A Lady,  
On Being Asked My Reason For Quitting England In The Spring
When Man, expell'd from Eden's bowers,
A moment linger'd near the gate,
Each scene recall'd the vanish'd hours,
And bade him curse his future fate.
But, wandering on through distant climes,
He learnt to bear his load of grief;
Just gave a sigh to other times,
And found in busier scenes relief.
1 J. W. Lake, ed. The Poetical Works of Lord Byron, Complete in One Volume. (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott & Co., 1848), 202. The first published version, titled The Farewell To a Lady from 1809, has
“Thus Mary!” at the beginning of the third stanza. See Hobhouse, J. C. ed. Imitations and Translations,
From the Ancient and Modern Classics, Together with Original Poems Never Before Published.
(London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1809), 195.
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Thus, lady! will it be with me,
And I must view thy charms no more;
For, while I linger near to thee,
I sigh for all I knew before.
In flight I shall be surely wise,
Escaping from temptation's snare;
I cannot view my paradise
Without the wish of dwelling there.1
  L.B.
“My own dear Native Flag” (ii)
He probably copied the second poem from the Appendix of the 1843 The Book of
the Navy, a compilation commonly found in the shipboard libraries of naval vessels.2
Aside from a small number of punctuation, capitalization and spelling variations,
Calhoun's copy is almost entirely faithful to the original text which appears to have been
written by an anonymous author. In the second line of the second stanza a crossed out
“coloured” can be read before the “colored” which replaced it, which is a signifier of his
attention to standardized American spelling due to the nature of the poem. In addition, the
1 “Without a wish to enter there...” in the 1809 Imitations and Translations edition, p196.
2 Frost, John ed. The Book of the Navy; Comprising a General History of The American Marine; and
Particular Accounts of All the Most Celebrated Naval Battles, From the Declaration of Independence
to the Present Time. (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1843), 326. The poem is signed “Dares stand,
&c,” which is a fragment from the penultimate line of the final stanza. This was probably the editor's
way of declaring the anonymity of the poet. The poem, however, had been published prior to this date,
signed “Wieland.” The November 22, 1823 issue of The New-York Mirror is one of the findings that
feature this version. Woodworth, Samuel, and George P. Morris, eds. The New-York Mirror, Ladies'
Literary Gazette; Being a Repository of Miscellaneous Literary Productions, in Prose and Verse. Vol. I.
(New-York: George P. Morris, 1824), 136. 
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following word on the same line in the original poem, hero, is substituted with “veteran.”
In several cases it is apparent that his subject matter had an influence on Calhoun's choice
of words and spelling. When pondering on local issues and particularly ones concerning
his country, which is basically the Navy, he seems to prefer Americanisms whereas he
adopts a deliberately antiquated language when experimenting with lyrical dandyism
through non-national means of romanticism. 
“A Sister's Love, and Friendship” (iii)
The third written page of the manuscript presents another fully decorated
composition, this time featuring a short essay instead of a poem. The main body of the
text is from a piece which was published in quite a few periodicals, both before and after
1847, under the titles A Sister and A Sister's Value. Calhoun paraphrased the two main
paragraphs of the essay, while leaving out the short dialogue found in the middle, and
adding his own closing sentence at the end. The original text can be found in popular
family magazines of the period such as The Diamond, The Mother's Magazine and
Family Monitor a n d Healthside. Among the pre-1847 publications of the piece, a
miscellany edition of The American Magazine, edited by Nathaniel Hawthorne and his
sister and published in Boston, appears to be the stronger candidate to have been picked
by the curator of the Ohio's shipboard library.1
1 Hawthorne, Nathaniel, and Elizabeth Manning, eds. The American Magazine of Useful and
Entertaining Knowledge. Vol. III. (Boston: John L. Sibley & William D. Ticknor, 1837), 380.
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“Lines” or “I was standing by your grave mother!”  (iv)
Retired police officer Edward Hartwell Savage included a version of this poem in
his 1865 history of the Boston Police accompanied by a memoir.2 The fact that the poem
is featured in the autobiographical section of the book and without any particular mention
of authorship or citation somewhat indicates that Savage intended to present it as his own
production. There is not enough evidence to determine the origin of the poem or whether
Calhoun and Savage used the same source for their adaptations. There are quite a few
variants between the versions of the two, although none of these alter the theme, meaning
or the overall length of the poem. Calhoun's “Lines” are slightly more modernized mainly
with the shift from thy to your in the refrain line. The sailor also utilized the couple of
occasions, namely the penultimate lines of the second and the third stanzas, to put his
professional mark by adding a little saltwater. Thus, instead of “Lies cold and lifeless in
the tomb” and “May I sleep then by thy side, mother,” we have “They are far upon life's
troubled sea” and “In the oceans bed I'll sleep mother” in Calhoun's rendition of the
poem.
My Mother's Grave.
I am standing by thy grave, mother,
And an autumn’s sun has set,
But its purple rays, its golden light,
Is lingering o’er me yet.
2 Savage, Edward H. A Chronological History of the Boston Watch and Police, from 1631 to 1865;
Together with the Recollections of a Boston Police Officer, or Boston by Daylight and Gaslight, from
the Diary of an Officer Fifteen Years in the Service. (Boston: Edward H. Savage, 1865), 402.
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No murmur stirreth in the trees,
No whisper on the hill:
The very air grows like my heart,
So heavy, and so chill.
I am standing by thy grave, mother, 
But memory wanders free;
Fond recollections! happy hours,
My childhood knew with thee.
But she who watched my youthful steps,
Who shared each smile, each tear,
Lies cold and lifeless in the tomb,
Mother, so loved, so dear!
I am standing by thy grave, mother, 
‘Neath the cold, unfeeling sod,
And can I wish to call thee back?
Thy dwelling is with God;
And when is past this wearied life,
This pilgrimage of mine,
May I sleep then by thy side, mother,
And my spirit blend with thine!
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“O', farewell my sister dear” (v)
This is by far the most curious piece of verse copied in the manuscript as its traces
take us on a whole other journey. The problem is similar to that of the previous poem
where there are two versions and an unidentified source providing inspiration and the
base text for both. However, in this case there is a slight chance that the primary source
might have been one of the two authors who signed their own versions and not a third-
party originator as these two individuals were declaredly sharing the same physical space
during the writing of the poems in question. In other words, this may be a case of in-
person plagiarism amongst two shipmates. Calhoun stated that he had written his
“farewell my sister dear” on board the Ship Edward in the Bay of Bengal in 1837. The
only finding of a published poem that has shown great similarity with his is signed
“Alexander J. Mullen. / Ship Edward.” This name proved not to be a pseudonym as Dr.
Mullen of Napoleon, Indiana who submitted a piece from his “unpublished manuscript”
to the May, 1881 issue of The Locomotive Firemen’s, had in fact served in the Merchant
Marine for nine years before beginning his career as a medical doctor.1 As young sailors,
Calhoun and Mullen were both members of the Edward's crew which left Philadelphia on
October 14, 1837, under the command of J. H. Cheyney.2 The coordinates given in the
1 A short biography of Alexander J. Mullen (1813-1897) can be found in Kemper, G. W. H. A Medical
History Of The State Of Indiana (Chicago: American Medical Association Press, 1911), 314. For the
issue of the magazine that featured Mullen's version of the poem see Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen’s Magazine. Vol. 5. (Columbus: Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen, 1881), 135.
2 The evidence most useful in arriving to this conclusion was the lack of results that indicate any other
passages made by Ship Edward from Philadelphia to “Calcutta” within the nine-years period which
Mullen spent in the Merchant Marine. The 1837-1838 voyage, the details of which was recorded in a
diary kept by a Presbyterian missionary, has proved to be the only one that can possibly be referred to
by both Calhoun and Mullen. The Edward arrived in Kolkata, its designated final destination, on April
6, 1838. Richards, E. J. ed. Memoirs of Mrs. Anna Maria Morrison, of the North India Mission. (New
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introduction of Mullen's poem in the magazine point to an area off the tip of Cape of
Good Hope. While this is on the way from the east coast of North America to the Bay of
Bengal where the Edward was headed to, it also on the way back. Therefore it is
impossible to tell which version came first based on the geographical indicators that the
authors gave in reference to the locations of production. Whether the poem is Calhoun's
own artistic creation, a piece he partly copied from his shipmate Mullen or based on a
poem which both Mullen and he had read in another material found on board the Edward
in 1837, it is still not clear from what physical source he copied it in his notebook on July
1st, 1847 while laying at anchor in New York. The most likely option is that Calhoun had
another notebook or set of papers that belonged to him and contained his writings from
previous years. There are several defining variants between the versions written by
Mullen and Calhoun. The major ones can be listed as: the addressees; and the total
number of the stanzas in each. Calhoun's farewell was addressed to his sister while
Mullen's was to his mother. Calhoun wrote five stanzas in total whereas Mullen's poem
has four. Mullen's first, third and fourth stanzas roughly match with Calhoun's first three,
whereas Mullen's second stanza and Calhoun's final two are exclusive to their own
versions.
York: M. W. Dodd, 1843).
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Lines to a Mother.
From the unpublished manuscript. Written at sea, 38O 15’ south; Long. 19O 43’ east.
Now fare thee well, my mother dear,
But hope to have me soon with thee,
Then I’ll kiss off those pearly tears,
That thou so oft hast shed for me.
Oh, do not think because I roam,
That I no kindred feeling have,
For oft my thoughts return to home,
When I am on the treacherous wave.
Yes, dearest mother, oft when on high,
The giddy mast I do ascend,
A penitent tear steals from my eye,
At parting from so true a friend.
There is a powerful arm above,
That can protect thy wandering boy;
Though tossed upon the ocean surge,
Can pilot him to peace and joy.
Alexander J. Mullen.
Ship Edward.
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“The Wreath and Chain” (vi)
What Calhoun copied on the sixth unnumbered page of his notebook are the first
two stanzas of Thomas Moore's The Wreath and The Chain, which was featured in
several anthologies in the 1840s and 1850s.1 Calhoun's variations in the part that he
copied are limited to punctuation and capitalization.
     The Wreath and The Chain
I bring thee, love, a golden chain,
I bring thee too a flowery wreath;
The gold shall never wear a stain,
The flow'rets long shall sweetly breathe!
Come, tell me which the tie shall be
To bind thy gentle heart to me.
The Chain is of a splendid thread,
Stolen from Minerva's yellow hair,
Just when the setting sun had shed
The sober beam of evening there.
1 Calhoun probably had access to an earlier edition of Moore's self-compiled anthologies, such as The
Poetical Works Of Thomas Moore Including His Melodies, Ballads, etc. Complete in One Volume.
(Paris: Published by A. & W. Galignani, 1827), 94-95. Later editions feature a slightly different version
of the poem with a second stanza that is almost entirely varying. “The chain is form’d of golden threads,
/ Bright as Minerva’s yellow hair, / When the last beam of evening sheds, / Its calm and sober lustre
there. / The Wreath’s of brightest myrtle wove, / With sun-lit drops of bliss among it, And many a rose-
leaf, cull'd by Love, / To heal his lip when bees have stung it! / Come, tell me which the tie shall be / To
bind thy gentle heart to me.” The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. Complete in One Volume. (London:
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1845), 90.
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The Wreath's of brightest myrtle wove,
With brilliant tear of bliss among it,
And many a rose-leaf, cull'd by Love,
To heal his lip when bees have stung it!
Come, tell me which the tie shall be
To bind thy gentle heart to me.
Yes, yes. I read that ready eye,
Which answers when the tongue is loth,
Thou likest the form of either tie,
And hold’st thy playful hands for both.
Ah! - if there were not something wrong,
The world would see them blended oft;
The Chain would make the Wreath so strong!
The Wreath would make the Chain so soft!
Then might the gold, the flow’rets be
Sweet fetters for my love and me!
But, Fanny so unblest they twine,
That (Heaven alone can tell the reason)
When mingled thus they cease to shine,
Or shine but for a transient season!
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Whether the Chain may press too much,
Or that the Wreath is slightly braided,
Let but the gold the flow’rets touch,
And all their glow, their tints, are faded!
Sweet Fanny, what would Rapture do,
When all her blooms had lost their grace?
Might she not steal a rose or two
From other wreaths, to fill their place? -
Oh! better to be always free,
Than thus to bind my love to me.
          —-
The timid girl now hung her head,
And, as she turn’d an upward glance,
I saw a doubt its twilight spread
Along her brow’s divine expanse.
Just then the garland’s dearest rose
Gave one of its seducing sighs1 -   
Oh! who can ask how Fanny chose,
That ever look’d in Fanny’s eyes!
“The wreath, my life, the wreath shall be
The tie to bind my soul to thee!”
1 “Gave one of its love-breathing sighs” in the 1845 London edition.
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“To Miss Anne L___.” (vii)
Published under the title She is not Here: A Lament in a New York magazine just
a year before the cruize, this next piece was copied by Calhoun in its entirety, and in most
part, faithful to the original.1 In addition to disregarding the original punctuation, Calhoun
also modified the refrain line by changing “she is” to “thou'rt.” The reason behind this
substitution might have been an intention to remove the connection between the body and
the heading of the original poem in order to leave relatively less evidence of his act of
piracy.
“Traits of the Sailors Character” (viii)
The last verso before the start of pagination and the daily entries in the manuscript
features a complete poem by Walter Colton, a United States Navy chaplain. Except a
single minor addition, which is presented in the notes for the Journal, it appears that
Calhoun copied the poem verbatim from Colton's 1835 memoir Ship and Shore,
including the original punctuation.2  
1 The Golden Rule, and Odd Fellows’ Family Companion. Popular Literature, Instruction and
Amusement. Vol. IV. (New York: E. Winchester, 1846), 208.
2 Colton, Walter. Ship and Shore: or Leaves From the Journal of a Cruise to the Levant. By an Officer of
the United States' Navy. (New-York: Leavitt, Lord & Co., 1835), 280-281. There are two clear
indicators showing that Calhoun's source was in fact Ship and Shore. In Colton's memoir, the poem is
given without a title and within the chapter called “Traits of the Sailor,” which seemingly inspired
Calhoun for the title of his own version. On the other hand, the only commonly found publication that
features Colton's poem other than his own memoir, Rufus Griswold's anthology The Poets and Poetry
of America, presents a version titled The Sailor and it shows a number of major variations from the
untitled earlier version. The Sailor, which is found in every edition of Griswold's anthology, has nine
stanzas in total with two additional ones and an omitted one, arranged with a whole new sequence. It
also shows a few word replacements. Griswold, Rufus W. The Poets and Poetry of America. With an
Historical Introduction. (Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1842). Although it seems clear that Calhoun
copied his “Traits of the Sailors Character” from Colton's Ship and Shore, two other poems in the
journal suggest that he might have had access to Griswold as well. Furthermore, it would not be without
reason to assume that Ship and Shore was available at the Ohio's bookshelves, given that Colton was an
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Placed in the beginning of a shipboard journal, Colton's poem functions as a sort
of curriculum vitae or manual for the sailor. It quite aptly touches on the few well-known
and idiosyncratic traits of the stereotypical Jack Tar while also imposing a few additional
characteristics to portray the ideal American sailor. Reverend Colton, as a clergyman,
winks at one of the better known cliches, the a-lover-at-every-port condition of Jack in
the second stanza, and following that touches on sailors' general tendency to use nautical
terminology at all times. With “An order given, and he obeys of course,” Colton speaks
as a naval officer this time and points out an expected trait of the sailor. The fact that
Calhoun copied the poem in its entirety and without any alteration once again shows that,
he accepted and embraced a wide selection of attributes, both, of the sailor that shore
communities around the globe have come to know, and of the nationalized man-of-wars-
men who carried the flag of a modern republic's navy which had shaped its identity
through battling the monarchs and the pirates of the old world. 
The first stanza of the poem, which describes the workplace of the sailor, the
endlessly vast ocean, giving him the energy and urge to constantly explore, is quoted in
Paul A. Gilje's invaluable 2004 historiography Liberty on the Waterfront: American
Maritime Culture in the Age of Revolution, with reference to Hugh Calhoun's journal.1
appointed authority with a special task to arrange the shipboard libraries of the Pacific Squadron, or in
other words, to decide what men should read. Skallerup, Books Afloat & Ashore, 94.
1 Gilje, Liberty, 68. The opening line of the poem “A Sailor ever loves to be in motion,” which Gilje
spotted in Calhoun's journal noted while doing research at the Massachusetts Historical Society gave
name to one entire chapter of Liberty on the Waterfront in which he discusses Colton's poem, copied by
Calhoun. 
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Incomplete Dreams (30)
 Calhoun placed an untitled, free floating tercet at the end of his paranormal
Sunderland yarn, which he concluded with an ambiguous statement indicating that all
that he had seen was in fact a dream. These three lines he copied are from the opening
stanza of another Moore poem which consists of a total of ten quatrains. It is highly likely
that Calhoun encountered Moore's Dreams in the same anthology from which he copied
The Wreath and The Chain.1 
Dreams.
To - - -  - - -
In slumber, I prithee how is it
That souls are oft taking the air,
And paying each other a visit,
While bodies are - Heaven knows where?
“Some Account of a Ship” (71)
Most sailor authors introduced their living space and surroundings to their readers
by way of describing the sections and work stations found in a ship, as well as the various
ranks and occupations that make up the crew. Depending on the variegation of the
author's background, a comparison of the nature of a particular branch of seafaring with
that of another would be a part of this informative chapter as well. Calhoun had been a
veteran of both the merchant shipping and whaling by the time he joined the Navy and
served on board the Constitution and the Ohio. In line with the tradition of enlightening
1 The Poetical Works Of Thomas Moore Including His Melodies, Ballads, etc. Complete in One Volume. 
(Paris: Published by A. & W. Galignani, 1827), 116.
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the shore readers about the technicalities of their job, he sought to utilize appropriate
occasions in the journal to share his nautical knowledge. Besides giving brief
explanations of how things work in a line-of-battle ship, he also makes insightful
comments on the other two arms of the holy trinity, and at times offers highlights of the
similarities and contrasts between one another. A good portion of this information is
scattered in various entries. Later on in the journal, after realizing that he had not been
able to scrutinize technical matters and getting his hands on a good summary of a battle
ship's structure and order, he must have thought that he could make up for his failure in
properly educating his Reader with the help of this found material. Calhoun's abbreviated
and customized transcription of the “Supplement” for the Saturday Magazine's July 1833
issue thus constitutes the overdue life in a man-of-war 101 part of Serio-Comic Journal,
while also being the longest excerpt in the manuscript, taking up nine consequent pages
(about 6% of the total content).1 This section begins following a thick, pitch-black
scribble cloud located on top of the page. Upon its painstaking transcription, this short
introduction revealed Calhoun's original intention to mention the source of the upcoming
content. Although he initially decided to “give credit” to the Saturday Magazine for this
“Cut and primed” description of a ship, he later scribbled over this statement, rather
forcibly, and much more viciously in comparison to the way he did his editorial
strikethroughs in the manuscript. Seemingly he tried to get rid of the evidence he had
created and decided to keep the skull and crossbones aloft.
1 The Saturday Magazine. Volume the Third. July to December, 1833. (London: John William Parker, 
1834), 33-40.
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The eight-page magazine supplement covers a wide array of subjects concerning
the basics of the contemporary naval profession in ten mini-chapters. From these Calhoun
included five, and while giving the main title of the material at the beginning of his
excerpt, he did not use any of the sub-headings except “DISCIPLINE ON SHIP-BOARD”
which he simply rendered as “Discipline.” Four of the sections he left out, “THE MASTS
AND RIGGING,” “THE SAILS,” “THE ANCHORS,” and “DIMENSIONS AND
WEIGHT OF A SHIP OF WAR” contain higher-level technical information and are
mostly written in reference to the particular Royal Navy vessel which was visited by the
author of the original text. He might have seen no necessity in using the final part of the
supplement titled “INSPECTION OF A SHIP, AND CHURCH SERVICE ON BOARD”
assuming that it would be neither interesting nor informative for the reader. His decision
of including the “Discipline” chapter with its heading and in most part faithful to the
original text is a strong indicator of his authorial priorities as this section consists of two
yarns implying the moral message that a commander's kind and fair treatment of his men
has direct correlation with their obedience to his orders and the rules. 
The first half of the supplement including the parts under the titles “GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS,” “VARIETIES OF SAILING VESSELS,” “VISIT TO A FIRST
RATE LINE-OF-BATTLE SHIP,” and “THE DECKS” are paraphrased with a high
number of major alterations including variations in capitalization, punctuation,
indentation and spelling, transpositions, and substitutions. The most prominent and
definitive element of his modification of the text is the shift from the visitor to the host as
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the persona of the first-person narrator. He customized the depiction of the ship's exterior
and interior components in a way that would represent an insider's perspective. Many of
the past tenses are made present tense, whereas phrases with possessive pronouns like
“on our first approach” found in the original text are changed to their equivalents “on the
visitor's first approach.” His professional touch shows itself in the shape of vernacular
abbreviations as well. For example, “seamen's hammocks” became “men's hammocks,”
“mess-tables” is written simply as “messes” and “ports” is used instead of “windows.”
These decisions reflect Calhoun's interest in providing a natural and insightful narrative
of his environment. Finally, he excluded the footnotes of the text, any information that is
not related to oceangoing battle ships that is found in the beginning of the original text by
means of an introduction to seafaring, as well as any phrase that sounds exceptionally
non-American and pertaining to the Royal Navy.
Jack Ashore Drilling as Infantry (82)
Due to the nature of their medium, diarists situated renditions of their “literary
encounters” between accounts of their daily life encounters – where they belong along
with the sequence of the day's occurrences. An incident that took place on the spar deck
and a passage spotted in magazine the next hour could follow each other within the same
day's entry.1 In that sense, the installation of the humorous yarn about sailors' field
abilities may be regarded as the result of one of those timely coincidences. After
recording that a part of the Ohio's crew “exercised with small arms” earlier that day,
1 Zboray and Zboray, Everyday Ideas, 35.
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Calhoun states that this reminded him of a yarn that he had heard and yet what comes
after is in fact a short story he found in the newspaper. The piece titled Jack Ashore
Drilling as Infantry was originally published in the Tuesday, August 11, 1846 issue of a
New Orleans paper called the Picayune, and later copied in a few other newspapers with
reference to this first publication.1 Calhoun's excerpt bears several capitalization,
punctuation and spelling variants in comparison to all of these versions and therefore it is
not clear which newspaper he used as a source while placing the story in his November
12th entry. The story must have resonated with Calhoun due to its witty twist which
compliments on the peculiarity of the language sailors speak. Recounting the time when a
group of seamen, who were trying to learn a land maneuver, comprehended a certain
command only when it was rephrased with nautical terms, the yarn both ridicules the
sailors' inability in working with the rules and  tools of the land, and emphasizes their
stature as an exceptional class of men.
“A Tale of the Sea”  (86)
The yarn Calhoun “denominated” A Tale of the Sea was published under the same
title in a few maritime miscellanies and compilations of voyage narratives.2 It is the tale
1 This most likely factual anecdote, taking place in one of the battlefronts of the then-ongoing Mexican-
American War, was published in a number of newspapers with reference to the Picayune. Some of the
periodicals that featured the piece  are: the August 25, 1846 issue of the Georgia newspaper Southern
Banner; the August 26 issue of the South Carolina paper Edgefield Advertiser; the August 31 issue of
The Daily Sentinel of Milwaukee; the September 17 issue of the New York magazine The Advocate of
Industry and Enterprise, and Journal of Mechanical and Other Improvements; the September 28th of
Adams Sentinel of Gettysburg; the January 12, 1847 issue of The Somerset Herald of Somerset,
Pennsylvania; and the July 3, 1847 issue of the Californian.
2 The first publication of the yarn appears to be in The Mariner's Library or Voyager's Companion.
Containing Narratives of the Most Popular Voyages, from the time of Columbus to the Present Day;
with Accounts of Remarkable Shipwrecks, Naval Adventures, the Whale-fishery, &c. (Boston: Lilly,
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of a group of men who saved a pirate from drowning and took him ashore only to find out
that he got caught and hanged shortly after. The spinner of the yarn, in Calhoun's version,
concludes by heartily confessing that he “...wished the poor man had been food for the
sharks of the sea rather than to have fall a prey to the Land-sharks.” The inclusion of this
yarn in any private journal may be regarded as the autor's indirect manifestation of the
sailors' strong fraternal mentality which led them to put men and men first, and empathize
and side with poor Jack even if he had been on the dark side of their professional
ecosystem. In Liberty on the Waterfront: American Maritime Culture in the Age of
Revolution Paul Gilje, with reference to Calhoun's journal, gives A Tale of the Sea as an
example to the type of yarns which appealed to sailors' anti-authoritarianism and evoked
the “odd combination of attraction and repulsion toward pirates” they felt.1 
Calhoun's version presents an excessive amount of variants when compared to the
published versions of the yarn, including omissions, substitutions and rewrites, especially
of any remark that reflects a personal insight. It is by far the most heavily modified
excerpt in the manuscript. It appears that while trying to mask his plagiarism through
intense alteration at every level he also aimed to Americanize the narrative, the original
Wait, Colman and Holden, 1833). This compilation was published with the same name in 1834 by
Charles Gaylord of Boston, who also prepared a version of the work titled The Book of Shipwrecks, and
Narratives of Maritime Discoveries and the Most Popular Voyages, from the Time of Columbus to the
Present Day and published it in 1836 and 1840. Some other pre-1847 publications that featured the yarn
are William Chamber's magazine Chamber’s Edinburgh Journal, in 1837, and the London-based
nautical periodical Sailors' Magazine and Nautical Intelligencer. Under the Direction of the British and
Foreign Sailors' Society, in 1841. Chambers also included A Tale of the Sea in a 1840 compilation titled
The Sea. Narratives of Adventure and Shipwreck, Tales and Sketches, Illustrative of Life on the Ocean.
(Edinburgh: William and Robert Chambers, 1840). The authorship of the yarn remains anonymous as
none of these editions mention any type of source.
1 Gilje, Liberty on the Waterfront, 91.
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text of which bears implications of the incident taking place in the Royal Navy. He
changed most of the names of places, vessels and people, and reframed his primary
source as an unnamed “old seadog” from whom he had listened to the yarn first-hand and
in-person. However, while adapting certain names he failed to maintain accuracy with the
alternative historical and geographical reference points he selected. The vessel he picked
to replace the one in the original text, U.S.S. Macedonian, had been in service only since
1812. This timeline does not overlap with that of the history of piracy at Port Royal, the
key location in the yarn which Calhoun did not see any necessity to change. The decline
in pirates' presence in the Caribbean and particularly Port Royal began in the 1720s, and
throughout the second half of the eighteenth century they were hard to come by. Aside
from Calhoun's poor choice of a ship's name, even if a sailor had experienced this
incident sometime in the late eighteenth century, as a boy, he would not be around to spin
this yarn, as an “old seadog” in the post-1837 period during Calhoun's active years of
sailing.
“The Winds” (121)
The February 3, 1848 entry features another complete poem copied verbatim, this
time including the original title as well. The Winds, by Hannah F. Gould, was published
in various anthologies and periodicals in the 1830s and '40s. It is probable that Calhoun
copied it from Griswold's The Poets and Poetry of America as the next poem in the
journal can also be found in all of its pre-1847 editions.1
1 Griswold, Rufus W. The Poets and Poetry of America. With an Historical Introduction. (Philadelphia:
Carey and Hart, 1842), 110.
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“There's beauty in the deep” (123)
At the end of his February 4 entry Calhoun makes a smooth transition from prose
to verse, in a way that playfully exemplifies shipboard journals' common-place-book-like
flexibility as a medium, especially in terms of their capability of bearing collage. After
touching on the deadly risks of life at sea, he carries on with a pronouncement of the
ironic and twisted love the sailor has for the deep blue, even whilst knowing that it is
readily waiting to become his “final resting place.” He then goes: “Yet we love the deep
– for” and pushes the play button for John G. C. Brainard's The Deep, which effortlessly
takes the lead with its opening line, “There's beauty in the deep.”1 Calhoun copied the
poem faithful to the original except for the two word substitutions he made, which are
presented in the notes for the Journal.
“I love the Sea” (131)
Getting closer to the end of the notebook did not get in the way of page-long
quotes. Although he knew that only three leaves were left until his journal would be
finished, Calhoun showed no hesitation in filling the remaining space with unabbreviated
excerpts instead of saving some of it for the upcoming days' entries. As it is once again
made evident on the final pages of Serio-Comic Journal, when it comes to shipboard
diarists' motives, the act of writing itself as a means to spend time is very much at the top
of the list. Consideration of the possibility of experiencing an unusual incident or making
1 Griswold, Rufus W. The Poets and Poetry of America. With an Historical Introduction. (Philadelphia:
Carey and Hart, 1847), 220.
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a remarkable observation worth recording would otherwise keep Calhoun from simply
filling out the limited writing space his notebook allowed him. Nevertheless, it has to be
mentioned that at this point in the journal, by February 15th the outcome of the ongoing
war was more or less pronounced and in favor of the United States.1 When he began
writing in July 1847 while laying at anchor in New York, the Mexican-American War
was still hot, if not at its height, and the Ohio was in fact in the process of maintenance
and restocking for more action upon the Veracruz mission. Calhoun probably had
expectations from this second tour on board the Ohio in terms of potential military
occurrences that would give him the chance to record more first-hand history. Realizing
that there would not be any further heroic acts taking place might have also led him to
adopt a less frugal approach regarding use of space. Furthermore, based on the
information he had collected in regards to their forthcoming destinations he might have
assumed that he would not be visiting any place new.2 
While at port in Callao and waiting for everyone to have their portion of liberty
ashore, the crew was already eager to be “out at sea” again. Calhoun shares his
shipmates’ anticipation and expresses their love for the sea with a poem. To the Sea was
featured several times in the 1840s in periodical publications such as the American
1  The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which officially closed the battlefronts to action, was signed on
February 2nd and the remaining portion of what the Mexican-American War comprises was simply
negotiations from thereon. See Bauer, The Mexican War, 369-371.
2 The next stop for the Ohio was Mazatlán, Mexico, where Calhoun had spent a little over three months
while serving on board the U.S.S. Constitution, right before the Mexican-American War began on May
13, 1846. The Constitution arrived there in January and sat at anchor until late April, prior to sailing for
Boston. Tyrone G. A Most Fortunate Ship: A Narrative History of “Old Ironsides.” (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1997), 284-289. 
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Seamen's Friend Society's Sailors Magazine, and Naval Journal. Although a few
considerably divergent versions can be found, they all have the same title and anonymous
authorship. A version of To the Sea that overlaps almost perfectly with Calhoun’s untitled
copy has been treated as original in order to provide notes for the variants in the journal
section.1
“And in concluding this book...” (136)
Serio-Comic Journal opens and closes with Byron. Over seven months and 140
pages after he began writing on June 23, 1847 with To a Lady, Calhoun said farewell to
his “indulgent reader” with a stanza from Childe Harold. Illustrating the inner world of a
world-weary traveler, the four-canto narrative poem is known to have played a significant
role in the formation of the nineteenth-century conception of the romance of the sea,
while also introducing the concept of a Byronic hero.2 Excerpts of different lengths and
arrangements from Childe Harold's Pilgrimage: A Romaunt. have met the reader
numerous times, occasionally under individual titles such as “The Sea,” “The Ocean,”
“Apostrophe to the Ocean” or “Address to the Ocean.” The particular passage, which
Calhoun penned and signed (and later crossed out) is the 179th stanza of the final canto,
and among the most quoted parts of the poem.3 Melville even mocked the philosopher
1  It is in fact possible that Calhoun copied To the Sea from this source. The Everybody's Album: A 
Humorous Collection of Tales, Quips, Quirks, Anecdotes, and Facetiae. Volume I. (Philadelphia: 
Charles Alexander, 1836), 419.
2 Raban, Jonathan, ed. The Oxford Book of the Sea. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 14.
3 The poem was originally published in four parts between 1812 and 1818. It is probable that Calhoun's
source was an early edition of the Galignani compilation, which would have been easier for him to
access in comparison to other pre-1847 sources that included both To A Lady, and Childe Harold in its
entirety. The Works of Lord Byron Including the Suppressed Poems. Complete in One Volume.  (Paris:
A. and W. Galignani, 1826). It is equally probable that Calhoun spotted To A Lady and the famous
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sailors with reference to these lines and warned the whale industry against hopeless
romantics. 
“... nowadays, the whale-fishery furnishes an asylum for many
romantic, melancholy, and absent-minded young men, disgusted with
the corking care of earth, and seeking sentiment in tar and blubber.
Childe Harold not unfrequently perches himself upon the mast-head of
some luckless disappointed whale-ship, and in moody phrase
ejaculates:- 'Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean, roll! Ten thousand
blubber-hunters sweep over thee in vain.' Very often do the captains of
such ships take those absent-minded young philosophers to task,
upbraiding them with not feeling sufficient 'interest' in the voyage; half-
hinting that they are so hopelessly lost to all honorable ambition, as that
in their secret souls they would rather not see whales than otherwise.”1
Given the fact that this particular part of the poem was somewhat well-known,
especially among sailors, it is surprising - in a delightful way - to think that Calhoun had
stanza from Childe Harold in two separate publications, the first in a Byron compilation and the second
as an except in a periodical publication or a nineteenth-century poetry anthology. For a thorough
publication history and textual criticism of Childe Harold, see McGann, Jerome ed., Byron: The
Complete Poetical Works, ed. with Introduction, Apparatus, and Commentaries. 7 Volumes. (Clarendon
Press, The Oxford English Texts Series, 1980–1993). The final lines of this commonly quoted stanza,
“He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan, / Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffined, and
unknown.” were especially popular and used in a quasi-customary way after mentioning (the idea of)
death at sea by many authors, including Cooper in The Two Admirals. A Tale of the Sea and Dana in
Twenty-Four Years After. 
1 Melville, Herman. Moby Dick or The White Whale. (Boston: The St. Botolph Society, 1892), 152.
Evidently Melville had a strong interest in Byron's work and this is only Ishmael warning the
shipowners of Nantucket to be careful with who they pick, and not a manifestation against Byron's
romanticization of the seafaring profession. When Melville addresses “naval aspirants” in White-Jacket
he suggests they “prepare for white squalls, living gales and typhoons; read accounts of shipwrecks and
horrible disasters; peruse the Narratives of Byron and Bligh; familiarize yourselves with the story of the
English frigate Alceste, and the French frigate Medusa.” Also while introducing Jack Chase, the
epitome of a sailor, Melville mentions that Jack “had read all the verses of Byron.” For Byron's
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the audacity to put his name under it just the way he signed all of the other pirated prose
and verse in his notebook. Nonetheless, by choosing these lines as the “concluding”
words of his book and signing them, he sent a message to the universe. 
The final piece of poetry in the journal, positioned on the last written page
following the brief presentation, “And in concluding this book I would say” bears clues
that can be used to come to a few conclusions about his state of mind in February 1848.
First, it is obvious that the Romantic lyric resonated with his sense of self-expression.
This mid-nineteenth-century sailor journal is literally sandwiched between two Byron
poems. And, Byron is not the only poet who scored a brace in his journal. Moore, whose
lyric style is known to have influenced early Byron, also received the honor of twice
getting pirated by a sailor. This is not a coincidence. Moore and Byron were mutually
influential for each other, and as Jefferey Vail suggests, they both had a uniquely
skeptical treatment of Romantic self-expression which showed itself as a self-conscious,
artificial sentimentality at times. Calhoun's own serio-comic take on the intensified
sentimentality of the period shows influences of Byron and Moore's method of
knowingly adopting a lyricist's persona and writing with a deliberately Romantic and
romanticist tone.1 In addition to his choice of poetry, the style of prose he used in his
influence on Melville, see Fiess, Edward. “Melville as a Reader and Student of Byron” American
Literature, 24.2 (1952): 186-194.
1 Vail argues that Moore had the most significant influence on Byron in terms of shaping his cynical and
deliberately insincere style that takes his work beyond the conventional boundaries of Romantic poetry.
Thomas Moore was also the editor of the Byron anthologies that were published before 1847. For the
friendly and professional relationship between Byron and Moore, see Vail, Jefferey W. The Literary
Relationship of Lord Byron and Thomas Moore. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
2001), 12-13.
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daily entries and improvised yarns too reveal the constant lookout he is on to catch every
bit of playfulness, naturalism and archaism.
Second, this commonly quoted passage once more reminds the reader about
sailors' view of death. As previously mentioned in the common motives and motifs found
in shipboard journal-keeping practices, an overall acceptance of living and working at the
edge of fatality is widely regarded as one of the common traits of the early nineteenth-
century seamen. Like other sailor authors who quoted these lines from Childe Harold,
Calhoun was quite aware of the fact that their job required a cold-blooded
acknowledgement of mortality. Several times throughout the Journal he made remarks on
the deadliness of the ocean and the suddenness of life's ending when working aloft. After
hearing about the passing of a fellow sailor from a neighboring ship at the harbor of Rio
de Janeiro, he commented with a quote from a common prayer book to verbalize this
sickening actuality: “Verily in life we are in the mid'st of Death.” (47) Hester Blum
examines this topic in depth in a chapter titled Death and Burial at Sea. With reference to
another sailor who quoted the same lines from Byron she implies that the passage
resonated with seamen because it represents an expression of “the futility of
memorializing death at sea.”1 The key to understand what it specifically meant for
mariners is hidden in the last line of the stanza: “Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffined,
1 Blum, The View From the Masthead, 177. Charles Newhall is one of the sailor authors who copied the
passage in his autobiographical narrative and Blum uses his work as an example to make her point on
the further meanings created by real seamen's quotation of Byron's famous lines. See “Introduction” in
Newhall, Charles Lyman. The Adventures of Jack; or, A Life on the Wave. (Southbridge, Charles L.
Newhal, 1859).
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and unknown.” As Blum suggests, only a few sailors had the luxury of having a
“terrestrial grave.” Dying at sea basically represented both spiritual and physical
disappearance from the face of the earth - “total erasure” in Blum's terms - and as a
concept with which most men could not make peace, it led to an existential crisis in the
minds of philosopher seamen.1 Despite their acceptance of the closeness they had to life's
end, most seasoned Tars, especially after witnessing a shipboard funeral and sending one
of their mates to the depths of the ocean, could not deal with the fact that absolutely
nothing would be left of a man once he was gone. This uneasiness the concept of burial
at sea created might have inspired literate men at a subliminal level to produce and leave
behind something of their own. The material value and the transcendental capacity of a
notebook filled with thoughts, ideas, feelings, confessions, plans and recollections are,
after all, much higher than those of a tombstone, a bag of clothes or another
manufactured product. Based on this premise, I argue that in addition to all the conscious
motives for writing on shipboard, which are comprehensively identified and studied by
Margaret Creighton and other scholars of maritime literary history of antebellum United
States, the existential crisis posed by the fear of annihilation can be then regarded as a
subconscious motive for keeping a sea journal. This theory does not only aim to explain
and explore the reason behind the practice of producing personal documents at sea at a
deeper level but also proposes a re-conceptualization of the sea journal as a condensed
representation of the intellectual and spiritual accumulations of the thinking (and sailing)
self.
1 Blum, The View From the Masthead, 177-192.
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Calhoun wrote the last entry in his journal on February 17, 1848 in Callao. After
that the Ohio took him first to the Pacific coast of Mexico, and next to the Bay of San
Francisco. One of the first newspapers in the region, the Daily Alta California, would list
his name in a 1850 issue, under the title “Deaths Aboard Ships Or At Sea.”1 In March,
1850 Hugh Calhoun, along with 16 of his shipmates lost his life due to the yellow fever
and scurvy that had struck the Ohio.2 He disappeared. His journal remained.
1 The exact format of the listing is as follows: “17 Mar – Hugh Calhoun, U.S. ship Ohio.” ed. Alsworth,
Mary Dean. Gleanings from Alta California: Marriages and Deaths reported in the First Newspapers
Published in California, 1846 through 1850. (Dean Publications, 1980), 42. 
2 The April 29, 1850 issue of the Boston Herald lists Calhoun as one of the victims of the yellow fever,
although the date of his death indicates that he might have, in fact, died from the scurvy that broke out
in the spring of 1850. The yellow fever was spreading amongst the crews of the ships on the coast of
Brazil at the time when the Ohio was lying at harbor in Rio de Janeiro, during the final quarter of 1847.
In an entry from the beginning of January 1848 Calhoun comments on the growing number of men on
the “sick list” and mentions “catarrh” as the common reason of suffering. (106) The catarrhal symptoms
were highly likely caused by the yellow fever as the timing of his comment on the matter matches with
the dates during which the fever is known to have made its impact on the crew of the Ohio - the first
month following her departure from Rio. Calhoun recorded the “increasing” number of sufferers as 44,
which also fits the available data regarding the approximate number (50) of men who contracted the
fever. It is reasonable to assume that Calhoun would have mentioned the effects of the fever on himself
between the time the Ohio left Rio, mid-December 1847 and mid-February 1848, when the Journal
ended, if he had felt any severe symptoms relating to the ongoing epidemic on board. Therefore, even
though it contradicts the information provided in a couple of newspapers from 1850, I came to the
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“ 'We commit this body to the deep!' At the word, Shenly's
messmates tilted the board, and the dead sailor sank in the sea.
“Look aloft,” whispered Jack Chase. 'See that bird! It is the spirit
of Shenly.' Gazing upward, all beheld a snow-white, solitary
fowl, which-whence coming no one could tell-had been hovering
over the main-mast during the service, and was now sailing far
up into the depths of the sky.” 
Herman Melville, White-Jacket
conclusion that the cause of his death in 1850 was the scurvy that began due to the lack of fresh food in
the bay of San Francisco in 1850. See Smith, Gene A. Thomas Ap Catesby Jones: Commodore of
Manifest Destiny. (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2000), 143, The United States Army and Navy
Journal and Gazette of the Regular and Volunteer Forces. Vol. 38 (Army and Navy Journal Inc., 1901),
644, and Portland (Maine) Weekly Advertiser, May 7, 1850.
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THE AUTHOR
An Ordinary Seaman
While there is not solid evidence as to who Hugh Calhoun was, the bits and pieces
of information he provided regarding his past do form a pattern, at least for his active
years as a sailor, as most of the details concerning the names of vessels, places and
voyages have been verified through various primary and secondary sources. A table
showing the active years of Calhoun and the Ohio including the dates of the voyages can
be found at the end of this chapter. Besides his experiences as a seaman, the journal he
left behind presents hints about his personality as well. There is no mention of any family
members or friends on shore, except the Lines “suggested on visiting the Grave” of his
mother in Boston  and the short essay that he copied in the beginning of the journal about a
sister's love. It would not be unreasonable to claim that he was from the Greater Boston
Area because in addition to revealing the location of his mother's grave, in his July 12,
1847 entry he uses the phrase “home to Boston.”1 (21) He certainly considered himself a
Yankee as proven by one of the remarks he made. (47) It is difficult to guess his age
although he was celebrating his tenth year at sea, and he most likely saw himself as a
seasoned sailor. His use of  words like “b'hoys,” “greenhands” and “youngsters” when
1 In the introduction of the poem titled Lines, Calhoun implies that he visited his mother's grave upon 
“being paid off from the U.S. Frigate Constitution.” Based on the other information he provides in 
reference to the other voyages he had been on, the only period he could have possibly sailed on board 
the Constitution is during her 1844-46 circumnavigation, at the end of which she arrived in Boston on 
September 27, 1846. - DANFS.
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referring to sailors who were not as experienced as he was at the time supports this
assumption.1
An Ideological Oxymoron
As previously explained in detail in the common motives and motifs section,
Calhoun was a strong advocate of seamen's rights. His remarks on the issue of flogging in
the Navy and the belittlement of sailors in the society make him sound quite egalitarian
as well as opinionated in the sense that his views of contemporary humanitarian problems
could pass as rational and judicious. However, his use of racist discourse reveals that he
was - not unlike countless other seamen at the time -  suffering from an ideological
oxymoron. He was among the many who had contrasting philosophies concerning sailors
of African origin, and the slave-like position of American sailors in the Navy. The
nineteenth century, overall, was an era of authoritarian methods during which corporal
punishment and slavery became two intertwined humanitarian challenges of the pre-Civil
War American society.2 Each problem had its own abolitionist movement and yet their
supporters bases were only slightly overlapping despite sharing ideologies and principles.
1 Despite the cultural and ethnic diversity amongst the American seafaring community in the early
nineteenth century, the majority of men were white and from the Northeast. According to Creighton's
readings of the available data, at least in whaling, only 1% of seafarer were non-white while 75% were
from coastal New England. More than half of them were in their twenties, with an average age of 25.
After reaching late 30s and early 40s, most men would move to less dangerous venues of nautical labor
at the dock or in fishing. The ones who passed their late 30s and remained in the game would either
promote to higher ranks and carry on with their shipboard life as officers or remain in the forecastle to
receive the rank of “old salt” in their 50s. For the analysis of demographics of the sailor population in
antebellum United States see Sinche, Test of Saltwater, 33, Gilje, Liberty on the Waterfront, 7-13, 25-
28, and Creighton, Private Life of Jack Tar, 5-20.
2 Valle, Rock & Shoals, 27.
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Experiencing or even witnessing physical punishment in the naval or merchant service
made a considerably large group of sailors question the order of things and led them to
develop a perspective that allowed them to empathize with victims of slavery and find
connection between the two problems.1 Literate men belonging to this first group, who
treated their black mates equally, denounced flogging of seamen together with slavery in
their writings.2  A few well-known sailor-authors like Dana and William McNally used
the analogy between flogging sailors and beating slaves to call for a dual abolitionism
movement. According to Melville, who made the biggest impact with the White-Jacket in
terms the advocacy of abolitionism of flogging in the U.S. Navy, slavery was not a
separate evil but just another face of oppression, like flogging.3
On the other hand, many individuals, had no logical problem with having
egalitarian thoughts and racial prejudice at the same time. Even Congressional advocates
of the prohibition of flogging, who were also leaders in the antislavery movement, are
known to have discriminated people based on the color of their skin.4 Antislavery simply
did not mean anti-white-supremacism and Calhoun was influenced by prevailing attitudes
towards race and in particular towards sailors of African origin. He simply could not see
the connection between the two problems because of the way in which early modern
1 As Glenn suggests, Dana intended to elucidate the mental process behind developing this sort of
empathy in Two Years Before the Mast with the story of Sam, who quit mocking sailors of African
origin upon experiencing physical punishment on board the Pilgrim. See Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 122-
123.
2 Ibid., 142.
3 Garner, “Introduction” in White-jacket, Or, The World in a Man-of-war. (Annapolis: Naval Institute,
1988),  xxvii.
4 Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 126. 
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Euro-centric anthropology had shaped the mindset and made white-supremacy a social
norm, secluded from debate. Therefore this ironic mentality can be interpreted as an
uneducated and primitive reaction rather than ignorance or hypocrisy.1
The Serio-Comic Speech
The use of nautical idioms, seamanship terms and the names of the various parts
and functions of a sailing ship was a style consciously practiced by sailors in their works
as a manifestation of their expertise. The existence of technical terminology in diaries and
narratives served as proof of authenticity. In the midst of countless stories about pirates,
ghost ships and otherworldly islands, sailor authors paid attention to leave marks of their
able hands while writing as the growing sea writing genre, not unlike any other
capitalized form of art, gave birth to its own replica market the products of which were
the works of landsmen.2 Paul Gilje identified two main characteristics of the language in
sailors' prose: the frequent use of technical terms; and the implementation of playful
metaphors that are built upon the basis of nautical terminology.3 Both of these widely
shared qualities of sea writing are exemplified throughout Serio-Comic Journal. Self-
1 For a detailed discussion of the problem of racism in egalitarian communities and its reflection in sea
writing see Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 112-143, "Forging Manhood and Nationhood Together: American
Sailors’ Accounts of Their Exploits, Sufferings, and Resistance in the Antebellum United States."
American Nineteenth Century History 8.1. (2007): 27-49, “The Naval Reform Campaign Agains
Flogging: A Case Study in Changing Attitudes Towards Corporal Punishment, 1830-1850.” American
Quarterly 35 (1983): 408-25, Zirker, Priscilla Allen. “Evidence of the Slavery Dilemma in White-
Jacket.” American Quarterly. 18.3 (1966): 477-492, and  Bellis, Peter. “Discipline and the Lash in
Melville's White-Jacket.” Leviathan, 7.2. (2005): 25-40. Sinche, The Test of Salt Water, 183-187. Valle,
Rock & Shoals, 23.
2 For the problem of authenticity in sailor narratives see Glenn, Jack Tar's Story, 6-8.
3  Gilje, To Swear Like a Sailor, 5, 38-41.
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censorship by means of a dash covering the middle section of a word is another common
feature of seamen's writings, the examples of which can be seen in Serio-Comic Journal.
Calhoun did not openly write words like hell or devil, and instead used h-ll or D-l.1
Another key component of his serio-comic style is his use of similes, hyperboles
and euphemisms, or what he calls “poetically speaking.” (4, 119) The ways in which he
finds alternative utterances for words, terms, and idioms can be viewed in three main
categories. First is his use of advanced sailor parlance to make a difference even when
referring to commonly known nautical terms. For example saying mud-hook instead of
anchor. Second is a style that is found many sailor authors' works, that involves the
rephrasing of daily-life words by using seamanship terms. His preferences to use the
word “breech” instead of back, (11) re-brand musical instruments with names of ship's
parts, (13)  say “by the bridle port” to refer to what is ahead, (13) or “buoys their spirits”
instead of lifts their spirits are a few examples of the ways in which he implemented
nauticalities into commonplace discourse.
In addition to utilizing his technical knowledge to improvise salty figures of
speech, Calhoun also uses a variety of indirect expressions to define things and concepts.
He particularly enjoyed re-defining elements of nature and the human body. He wrote,
for instance, “olfactory organ” instead of nose in two different entries, “ivorys” instead of
1 Ibid., 12. Cussing was one of the stereotypical traits of Jack Tar which literate and relatively better
educated sailors aimed to change. Avoiding swearing in their works might have been a result of this
mentality.
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teeth, (52) or “organ of vision” instead of eye, (72) or “animal of howling”, “feathered
tribe” and “feline tribe” while referring to animals.1
1 These indirect re-definitions of biological terms are not necessarily coming out of Calhoun's serio-
comic style as they have their roots in eighteenth-century diction. For a comprehensive study on the
subject see Arthos, John. The Language of Natural Description in Eighteenth-Century Poetry. (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1966).
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The Timelines
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1847-1848: A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
In many ways, the Cruize symbolizes an ending, particularly as seen through the
sea eye. Just as Hugh Calhoun represents the cultured and cultivated American Tars of
the late antebellum era, U.S.S. Ohio represents the pinnacle of square-rigged warship
design as one of the largest and the fastest sailing vessels ever commissioned by a navy.
Both the ship and the sailor of the Journal embodied, in their own way, the mid-century
intensification of the Anglo maritime culture en masse. The passage from New York to
the Pacific was both Calhoun's and the Ohio's last outbound voyage. Hugh Calhoun died
in 1850 during the security oversight mission in the San Francisco Bay whereas the same
year, the Ohio went into ordinary following her return to Boston where she spent her final
years at anchor. By the turn of the second half of the century, the constituents of sailors'
culture would begin to decline on all fronts with the wide-spread use of steam power
obviating the need for sails and sailing, the advancement of petroleum obviating the need
for whale oil, and the California Gold shifting the nation's arena for adventure and growth
to the west. Finally, the technological revolution brought by the Civil War would
officially end the Age of Sail for the United States Navy and replace wooden ships with
ironclads. Serio-Comic Journal is, in that sense, an artifact from the closing act of the
American Sailing Navy.
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The Beginning of the End (of the Age of Sail)
It would be helpful to look at what-in-the-world was going on when U.S.S. Ohio
began her last outbound voyage in July 1847 in order to provide context for this fine-cut
slice from the greater timeline of a history that is American, maritime, and literary. Dur-
ing the time Hugh Calhoun was writing for the sake of writing in a terribly lit yet fairly
enlightened corner of the main deck of U.S.S. Ohio, a few other important pieces of liter-
ature were being produced simultaneously: Herman Melville was back in New York
composing the sagas that would memorialize America's heritage under sail, and revolu-
tionize the genre of nautical fiction for ever; in the meantime, across the Atlantic, Char-
lotte Brontë was revolutionizing fiction en masse; while Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
were working on a text that would change the way in which revolutionaries approach rev-
olution. 1847 was also a good year for technology and it brought harbingers of change – a
few indicators of where and with what means of transportation the rapidly industrializing
world would be heading during the second half of the century. It was the year the first
state-operated inter-city telegraph networks in the U.S. were established, including the
line that connected New York and Boston. Both cities would later become scenes for ma-
jor technological achievements led by two 1847 babies, one named Thomas Alva, and the
other, Alexander Graham.
Technology is the primary reason for the degeneration of an entire maritime cul-
ture. The industrial revolution brought its own means of transportation with it and the ad-
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vent of steam rapidly began to reduce the work done by sailors over the course of a few
decades. Steam-powered ships and trains began to take over the scene as early as 1830s.
The newly emerged land-based commerce particularly dismasted merchant shipping and
left no place for the sailors' labor and skills in the industry. Both the workforce and the
capital owners of major port-towns like Salem turned their back on the ocean. In 1850s
factories and mills began to replace squared-rigged vessels as working-class men's new
favored workplace. Shipowners became mill owners and supercargoes became bankers.
The decline of the whaling industry was fundamentally related to the introduction of
petroleum-based products following Edwin L. Drake's achievement in Titusville, Penn-
sylvania in 1859.1 A short time after the entry of refined petroleum products into the oil
market, these substitutes proved to be cheaper, more effective and less dangerous in
terms of their production process in comparison to whale oil. Finally, the Civil War made
the greatest impact on the culture of oceangoing sailing vessels which was barely holding
on by that time. In addition to the revolutions brought by the adaptation of steam power
to fighting ships and the development of metal hulls during the War, both merchant ship-
ping and whaling had their share of the offensive Confederate raiding on Northern com-
merce, causing a serious depression in American shipping.2 In “Civil War at Sea” Craig
L. Symonds shares an anecdote from seaman Alvah Hunter's personal narrative that illus-
1 McCollough, John and Henry F. Check. “The Baleen Whales' Saving Grace: The Introduction of 
Petroleum Based Products in the Market and Its Impact on the Whaling Industry.” Sustainability. 2.10., 
42, and Alan Villiers. Men, Ships, and the Sea. (National Geographic Society, 1962), 208.
2 The best treatment of nineteenth-century New England maritime history is found in the classic works of
Samuel Eliot Morrison and Daniel Vickers. See Morison, Samuel Eliot. The Maritime History of
Massachusetts, 1783 – 1860. (Northeastern University Press, Boston, 1979), and Vickers, Daniel.
Young Men and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age of Sail. (Yale University Press, 2005).
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trates the cultural shock and the technological generation gap caused by the rapid and
dazzling revolution. The yarn, as we should say, takes place in 1862's Charlestown Navy
Yard when he was a newly recruited sailor. Old sailing vessels of the Navy were serving
as receiving ships in 1860s and U.S.S. Ohio was one of them.1 “Stripped of its guns and
much of its rigging,” the Ohio hosted the 16-year-old Hunter while he was waiting to be
assigned to the monitor Nahant, one of the newest ironclads of the Navy. As Symonds
puts it beautifully; “Though no longer considered a combat vessel, the Ohio dwarfed the
little Nahant, which had no masts or spars, carried only two guns, and whose principal
design feature was a stubby armored turret only 23 feet across and topped by a small
round conning tower, giving it somewhat the appearance of an iron wedding cake.”
Thrilled by the view of his new ship, Hunter showed the Nahant to an old salt nearby,
only to hear back from “the bloody old tub” how he actually felt about the ironclad:
“Them new-fangled iron ships ain't fit for hogs to go to sea in, let alone honest sailors!”2 
Another key component of the massive dissolution of seamen's brethren was the
ecstasy of gold. Even die-hard maritime communities like Nantucket, whose entire
history is painted with saltwater, lost blood to California. Morison states that “the gold-
fever drained Nantucket of one-quarter of its voting population in nine months.” In the
same period, eight hundred men left New Bedford “for the mines.” There were more than
three hundred clearances from Boston to California between 1849 and 1850.3 “Emigrating
1 A receiving ship is an old, and usually decayed, warship permanently moored in a naval port in which
new recruits for the navy, were accommodated until they were drafted to seagoing ships. - OCSS
2 Craig L. Symonds. The Civil War at Sea. (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, LLC, 2009), 1.
3 Morison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts, 333.
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Yankees,” in Morison's terms, abandoned the region and its coastal culture. The
remaining workforce sought inland job opportunities while old merchant families moved
their capital from shipping.1 When the Mexican-American War came to an end a little
before the arrival of the Ohio at Mazatlan, Mexico, she was sent further north to the San
Francisco Bay to protect the newly acquired California territory during the first years of
the Gold Rush. This was her last mission before coming back to Boston, where she spent
her retirement years.2 It is quite paradoxical that this majestic vessel, considered by many
as the pinnacle of sailing warship design, was serving a purpose that would indirectly and
yet deeply affect the maritime culture altogether. On June 4, 1849, eighteen men from the
the Ohio deserted to go to the diggings.3 Even Commodore Jones, who was in charge of
the Ohio at the time, got into the gold business..4 And, by becoming a scene for such
incidents, the latter part of the cruize perfectly emblematizes the beginning of the end of
the Age of Sail.
1 Blum,The View From the Masthead,  8-10.
2 DANFS.
3 The article titled  “San Francisco Gold Rush Chronology, 1846-1849” on The Virtual Museum of the
city of San Francisco platform  provides a list of key events that had been recorded in various primary
sources. 
See  http://www.sfmuseum.org/hist/chron1.html.
4 Commodore Jones is known to have been court-martialed for his use of government funds in the San
Francisco gold market during the Rush of 1849. Valle, Rock & Shoals, 57-58.
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The Cruize: The Last Outbound Voyage of the Ohio 
T h e Journal opens on a midsummer day in Brooklyn. The Ohio is at her
birthplace, the New York Navy Yard, waiting to get out of the port and set sail to the
South Seas. Among the passengers are the newly appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to
the Court of the Emperor of Brazil, David Tod, and his family. In the very first entry,
Calhoun, after briefly mentioning the presence of the statesman on board, begins to
describe the life in a man-of-war. The reader steps into the loud inner world of the
gigantic ship-of-the-line, where Calhoun is trying to find an empty surface to write on his
notebook while the band of the ship is busy, making him “Mad” with their music.
Ship-of-the-line Ohio's mission in the summer of 1847 was twofold: first to  take
David Tod and his family to Rio de Janeiro; and then to make her way around the Horn to
join the Pacific Squadron to meet the needs of the war. David Tod was appointed by
President James K. Polk on March 3, 1847 as the “Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United States to the Court of His Majesty, Dom Pedro, Emperor of
Brazil” to succeed Henry A. Wise, whose methods caused difficulties with the Brazilian
Government.1 The United States needed Brazil as an ally in the region due to the
diplomatic necessities of the ongoing Mexican-American War. 
1 The short biography of David Tod can be found in various political history compilations. Smith, Joseph
P. ed. History of the Republican Party in Ohio and Memoirs of Its Representative Supporters. Vol. II.
(Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1898), 425.
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The report of the Secretary of the Navy to the 30th Congress on December 6, 1847
presents an overview of the major part of the voyage covered in Hugh Calhoun's journal:2
In the month June, the ship Ohio, Captain Stringham, sailed from New York
for Rio de Janeiro. She carried as passengers Mr. Tod, the Minister to Brazil, and his
Secretary of Legation, with their families, and arrived there in August.
The Ohio, on her way to form a part of the Pacific squadron, had orders to
remain at Rio until the 15th of November, when she was directed to proceed to her
station. On her arrival at Rio, Commodore Rousseau transferred, temporarily, the
command of the station to Captain Stringham, and returned to the United States in
the frigate Columbia, with Mr. Wise, his family, and Secretary of Legation, as
passengers. Commodore Storer sailed in the frigate Brandywine, in the month of
September, for Rio, to relieve Captain Stringham, and assume the duties of the
command, which Commodore Rousseau had honorably discharged, and of which he
was relieved at his own request.
2 Appendix to the Congressional Globe, for the First Session, Thirtieth Congress: Containing Speeches
and Important State Papers. (Washington: Blair & Rives, 1848), 23.
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PRESENTATION OF THE TEXT
Individual transcriptions of the eight fully-designed and unnumbered pages [iii-viii]
are presented on the verso, alongside their photographic facsimiles on the recto, followed
by the complete digitally formatted expanded transcription of the numbered pages [1-
136] of the journal section. In order to preserve and reflect the flavor of Calhoun's prose,
the peculiarities of his penmanship and journal-keeping mannerisms, the manuscript has
been transcribed according to the basic editorial principle of remaining truthful to the
original.1 Spelling, capitalization, and punctuation are mostly retained. Periods are placed
at the ends of sentences, instead of commas or no punctuation, when the beginning of the
following sentence is not clear from meaning or due to incorrect syntax. Anomalous
capitalizations and recurrent idiosyncratic misspellings are not regularized to conform to
present-day practice due to the insights such errors provide. Words that are spelled wrong
in one occasion but correctly otherwise are silently emended in such cases. Unintentional
word repetitions, most which were made during indentation, are also silently emended.
Sentences that change the subject and begin following an unusually long space or a
pilcrow symbol are treated as the start of a new paragraph and indented.
Omissions and substitutions are included in the transcription except the ones that do
not provide any insight in terms of the thought process whatsoever. Thus, all words,
1 The term expanded transcription is based on Samuel Eliot Morrison’s definition: "A style of source
transcription that includes silent emendation, or correction, of original details deemed insignificant and
standardization of formats.” This description from the 1954 edition of the Harvard Guide to American
History is also used as a basis in Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing. (Kline 1998, 271).
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sentences and passages that are crossed out, scribbled or labeled as “Expunged” are
presented inside angle brackets and in italics, whereas a number of crossed-out words that
are either incomplete or immediately emended with a following correct spelling are left
out of the transcription. Omitted words that do not provide any insight regarding
authorship but instead correct or enhance the meaning are likewise left out. Crossed-out
words inside a passage which was later deemed “Expunged” altogether are displayed
with a strikethrough to present the consecutive layers of omission. Three dots in square
brackets are put in place of words that cannot be deciphered due to penmanship, slips of
pen or scribbling.
The graphic elements of page design have been digitally reproduced and integrated
into the transcription. Dates of the entries are provided on the left margin and the main
body of text is indented accordingly. The handwritten page numbers positioned on the top
left corner of the diary-style pages of the volume are provided at the beginning, and as a
signifier, of a new page. The customary  “Continued” is also given below the original
pagination, up to the point where its application in the manuscript is discontinued. The
double lines Calhoun used, both as a separator between entries and occasionally as
section breaks are replicated. The use of dividers between entries is discontinued on the
98th numbered page and replaced by doodles the photographic facsimiles of which are
presented according to their original position. After a few of these ornaments there are
simply no separators between entries other than a paragraph break. The formatting of
words and paragraphs also aims to simulate the original appearance. Abbreviations with
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superscript are retained and represented. Bold face type is used to reflect the emphasis
put on certain words by way of forcing the quill. 
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John Macclair
       New Orleans
            Aug. 25, '55
  $15.00 US. Ship Ohio     Feb. 20th  1850
 I promise to pay John Ploughman, a Bearer,
fifteen dollars for value recieved, on the arrival of this
Ship in any port in the U. States.
  Hugh J. Calhoun
< US. Ship Ohio Feb 15th 1850
$15.00 For value received, I promise to pay John Plou >
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To a Lady
1st When man, expelled from Edens bower,
A moment lingered near the gate.
Each thought recalled the vanished hour,
Which bade him curse his future fate.
2nd Whil'st wandering throughout distant climes,
He learnt to bear his load of grief,
And gave a sigh to other times
He sought in beautous scenes relief.
3rd Thus Lady, will it be with me,
Tho', I shall view thy charms no more
As tossed upon a foreign sea
I'll sigh for all I knew before.
Hugh Calhoun U.S. Ship Ohio June 23rd 1847
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My own dear Native Flag
Proud Flag of my Country all gallantly streaming
In the breeze of the battle when glory appears,
The star scarlet blaze of its hurricane braving:
While mercy hangs round with her Olive and tears.
Proud flag of my country 'tis transport to meet
Some smoke <coloured> colored veteran who bled under thee,1
As he rushed after victory's blood dripping feet;
And grasped the wild laurel that blooms o'er the sea.
Yes; yes if there's one whom a nation should love;
One high minded man whom e'en angels admire,
It is he, who with spirits all flushed from above,
With the rich, royal bloom of the Patriot's fire.
Dare stand between danger and thee in the hour
When the Tyrant would tread on thy peace and thy power.
Hugh Calhoun U.S.Ship Ohio June 24th 1847
1 “Some smoke-coloured hero who bled under thee,” in the original poem. The Book of the Navy, 326.
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A Sister's Love, and Friendship
He who has never known a sister's kind ministration, nor felt his heart warming
beneath her love beaming eye, has been unfortunate indeed. It is not to be wondered if the
fountain of pure feeling flow but sluggishly in his bosom, or if the gentler emotions of his
nature be lost in the sterner attributes of Manhood.
A sister's influence is felt even in manhood's later years and the heart of him that
has grown cold in its chilling contact with the world; will warm and thrill with a pure
enjoyment as some incident awakens within the soft tones and sweet melodies of his
sister's voice, and will turn from purposes, which a warped philosophy has reasoned into
expediency, and even weep for the gentle emotions which moved him in his early years.
And of all the flowers that bloom in the valley of pleasure there is not one whose
delicious fragrance perfumes the air with such sweet delicacy as the Rose of Friendship,
emanating as it were through a Sister's Love.
Hugh Calhoun   At Sea   June 26th /47
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My Mother 
    Lines
Suggested on visiting the Grave of My Mother,
after being paid off from the U.S. Frigate Constitution
I was standing by your grave mother!
And an Autumn's sun had set;
But its purple hues; its golden light,
Are lingering o'er me yet.
No murmur stirred in the trees,
No whisper from the hill -   
The very air grew like my heart,
So heavy and so still.
I was standing by your grave mother!
But my spirit wandered free,
O'er the kind words and pleasant hours.                              Hugh Calhoun
My childhood knew with thee,                             U. S. Ship Ohio
And they whose footsteps pressed with mine,           At sea, June 28th 1847
Who shared thy smile and tear,
They are far upon life's troubled sea,
And I alone am here.
I was standing by your grave mother!
On the cold and fading sod;
And can I dare to call thee back; -
Thy dwelling is with God.
But when is past and done below
This pilgrimage of mine,
In the oceans bed I'll sleep mother,
And my spirit blend with thine.
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Written in the Bay of Bengal; my first voyage to sea In the
Ship Edward of Philadelphia, bound to Calcutta 1837.
1st O! farethewell my sister dear,
But hope to have me soon with thee
Then I'll kiss off that silent tear,
Which thou so oft hath shed for me.
2nd Yes dearest sister, oft when on high
The giddy mast I do ascend
A trembling tear steals from my eye
At parting from so true a friend.
3rd But there is a powerful arm above
That can protect thy wandering boy
Tho', tossed upon life's ocean surge    Hugh Calhoun
May pilot him to peace and joy U.S. Ship Ohio
at sea July 1st 1847
4th Then do not grieve, My Sister: no,
Why should you sadly sigh for me
For him that makes the winds to blow,
Will bring me safely back to thee.
5th And when my straining eyes shall see,
America's dear native shore,
My home will be so sweet to me,
I could not think to leave it more.
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The Wreath and Chain
   I bring thee Love a golden chain,
I bring thee too a flowery wreath;
The gold shall never wear a stain,
The flow'rets long shall sweetly breathe!
Come, tell me which the tie shall be
To bind thy gentle heart to me
The chain is of a splendid thread
Stol'n from Minerva's yellow hair,
Just when the setting Sun had shed
The sober beam of evening there.
The Wreath's of brightest myrtle wove,
With brilliant tears of bliss among it;
And many a rose-leaf culled by Love,
To heal his lip when bees have stung it
Come, tell me which the tie shall be,
To bind thy gentle heart to me.
Hugh Calhoun,
U.S. Ship Ohio at Sea
     July 2nd 1847
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To Miss Anne L__.
How breathe they of hope: those sweet dawnings of spring,
And the visions of life and of love which they bring;
In the depths of the forest the songs are begun,
And an impulse to joys ; in the light of the Sun.
But to me it's in vain, that the Earth's getting bright,
To me Ah! In vain comes the song of the light.
They are lost on my Eye. They are dead to my Ear.
And they soothe not my sorrow, for thou'rt not here.
Earth's cold trance is gone, there is life in the trees,
And the frolics of youth is the morning's wild breeze,
And the grey calm of twilight, how sweetly it throws,
O'er the full heart of nature its thoughtful repose.     H. Calhoun
Oh! how sweet is the music that flows in the stream,              U.S.S. Ohio
And the mild sky of evening shows brightly its gleam.           At Sea
But they are lost to my Eye, they are dead to my Ear, July 4th
And they soothe not my sorrow, for thou'rt not here.   1847
Oh! I ever loved nature throughout all her forms.
In the rich robes of summer; or winter's wild storms,
And oceans dark tempests were dear unto me;
As the soft sunny breeze that danced o'er the sea.
I loved the wild crag, and I loved the soft bower,
And my heart was akin to the oak and the flower:
But nature is dead to my Eye and Ear,
And soothes not my sorrows for thou'rt not here.
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Traits 
of the
Sailors Character
A Sailor ever loves to be in motion,
Roaming about, he scarce knows where or why:
He looks upon the dim and shadowy ocean
As his home, abhors the land: even the sky;
Boundless and beautiful, has naught to please,
Except some clouds, which promise him a breeze.
He makes a friend where'er he meets ashore,
One whom he cherishes with some affection;
But leaving port, he thinks of her no more,
Unless it be in some severe reflection
Upon his wicked ways- then with a sigh
Resolves on reformation ere he die.
He is a child of mere impulse and passion,
Loving his friends, and generous to his foes,
And fickle as the most ephemeral fashion,
Save in the cut and color of his clothes,
And in a set of phrases, which on land
The wisest head could never understand.
He thinks his dialect the very best
That ever sailed from any human lip.
And whether in his prayers, or as a jest
Employs the terms for managing a ship - 
And even in death would up the helm,
In hope to clean the breaker-beaten realm.
An order given, and he obeys of course
Tho', 'twere to run his ship upon the rocks - 
Capture a squadron with a boat's crew force - 
Or batter down the massive blocks
Of some huge fortress with a swivel, pike,
Pistol, or aught that will throw a ball, or strike.1
He never shrinks, whatever may betide,
His weapon maybe shivered in his hand,
His last companion shot down at his side,
Still he maintains his firm and desperate stand - 
Bleeding and battling- with his colors fast
As nail can bind them to his shattered mast.
Such men fall not unmourned-their winding sheet
May be the ocean's deep unresting wave;
Yet o'er this grave will wandering winds repeat
The dirge of millions for the fallen brave;
While each high deed survives in holier trust
Than those consigned to mound or marble bust.
I love the Sailor – his eventful life
His generous spirit – his contempt of danger - 
His firmness in the gale; the wreck and strife,
And tho' a wild and reckless ocean ranger,
God grant he make that port when life is o'er
Where storms are hushed, and billows break no more.
1 “Pistol, aught that will throw a ball, or strike.” Colton, Ship and Shore, 281.
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1Serio - Comic Journal of a Cruize,
On Board of the U. S. Ship Ohio, Commencing
from  New York  June 23d  1847
June 
23rd Dropped down to the horseshoe1 being in tow with two Steamboats having on
board as passengers Mr. Tod and family,2 Our Minister Plenepotentiary for the
Court of Brazils, struck on the bar, but got off without any difficulty 3 P.M came
too. Every thing in confusion on board, incidental to sailing. We have at present in
our band 14 who are now whil'st I am writing creating a great sensation, so I
presume they think, But too much music doth make us Mad.
24th We have met with a serious disappointment in the Pilots refusing to take the ship
over the Bar. They say that there is not sufficient water to cross. Every preperation
was made to get under weigh.3 But Labor in Vain. Let me look where I will
1 Horseshoe Cove.  lat. 40O 26' N, long. 73O 59' W. After leaving the Navy Yard in Brooklyn, USS Ohio
must have been towed southward, first out of the Upper New York Bay and then into Horseshoe Cove.
Located on the leeward side of Sandy Hook, New Jersey, the Horseshoe serves as a calm anchorage
spot, away from the traffic of New York Harbor, prior to eventually sailing westward into the Atlantic. 
2 David Tod (1805 – 1868) had his wife and five children, his wife's sister, the family physician and two
servants with him on board the Ohio. A digital copy of the private publication, Some Account of the
History of the Tod Family and Connections can be found on the online archives of Reynolds Historical
Genealogy Collection of Allen County Public Library.
 https://archive.org/details/someaccountofhis00todj. 
3 Under weigh is an idiom used to describe the status of a ship that has movement through the water. The
currently used, under way, which evolved through the distortion of the original spelling connotes a
sense of motion rather than weight, unlike the original form. The meaning is based on the assumption
that a vessel is under weigh only when her anchor has been broken out of the bottom and herself is still
stationary in the water. See OCSS s.v. “Under Way.” 
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about the Gun Deck, nothing but chicken coops meets my visual organs. They
may be a useful and necessary appendage to the Ship, But they are any thing else
but an ornament
25th All hands roused out at 2 A.M got under weigh and made an ineffectual attempt to
cross the outer Bar.1 We stuck and it was with some difficulty that we was
enabled to get off. We at present lay between our first anchorage and the Bar. This
afternoon another attempt was to be made at high water. Only one steamboat
came along side, consequently the attempt was abandoned, until tomorrow
morning; Both steamers injured themselves alongside, through the influence of
the swell, upon them. 
2
Continued
June
26th We have at length succeeded in getting over the bar, and now at the present time
are ploughing the waves, with a flowing sheet. Our cruize thus far, may be viewed
in a very auspicous light, having far as we can judge an excellent set of Officers,
likewise none of the worst of Crews for a ship of this description. I do not wish to
be personal or I would give some Idea of the characters, congregated but shall
1 The extensive sand bar located on the west of Flynn's Knoll, in the north-south direction, was referred
to as the “inner bar” of the Lower New York Bay. By rounding Sandy Hook's tip and sailing westward
through Gedney's Channel to gain access to the ocean, the Ohio would be crossing the “outer bar” of the
lower bay. See The Harbor of New-York. (New York: Press of the Chamber of Commerce, 1887), 6.
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confine myself to matter of facts, and occasionally draw upon the imagination for
the ingredients, essentially necessary to administer to the pleasure of those eyes
might meet these humble efforts to win a smile and commendation from them. A
novel but not new punishment has been set afloat on board. It consists of a heavy
shot1 to be held by those who should happen to lean on any of the Guns. It is
extremely laughable and ludicrous to witness the anxiety displayed by the luckless
wight who has it, watching with intense interest every move that transpires, with
the wish that someone else would be unlucky as himself; when such does happen,
(which is frequent) he immediately transfers it to him, who watches for another,
and so on. It cannot fail to create amusement to everyone except the sufferer who
of course must grin and bear it with philosophy. Clear decks have shown
themselves once more, consequently they show more beam and nothing we like
better than plenty of Sea Room on or about them.2 2 P.M. Ship is going at present
I should say to all appearances ten knots, with Foretopmast and topgallant
studding sails set.
3
1 Shot was a name that applied to any nonexplosive object that could be fired out of a gun. See OCSS s.v.
“Shot.” The punishment Calhoun describes probably involves the action of carrying a cannonball for a
designated period of time.
2 Sea Room, the amount of space needed to maneuver safely and efficiently at sea. Many of the rules of
the road are designed to allow vessels sufficient sea room when encountering one another.  - OIDNT.
With “on or about them” Calhoun possibly intended to give a double meaning and also refer to the
space needed on the decks for seamen to function. There is no strong evidence that the term was widely
used with this meaning.
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Continued
June 
27th Sunday=. Commenced with fine and serene weather, holystoned1 decks fore and
aft. All hands cleaned themselves in White Frocks and Hats Blue Trowsers and
Black Shoes, preparatory to muster. 10 A.M. All hands called to Muster. A
sermon was preached by our Revnd Chaplain.2 Mr Tod and family being present.
11½ A.M Piped down and at Meredian, Piped to Grog and dinner.3 I do not know
when or where I have seen a more quiet and attentive Congregation than was
exhibited this morning on the Quarter Deck of this ship, it would perhaps, put to
blush those who views Man of Warsmen4 little better than Barbarians. This
propriety I suppose, originated in an inmate consciousness of being above, that of
a depraved set of Characters who set God and Religion at naught. Our worthy
Commander Capt Stringham:5 I have not the least doubt felt pleased at seeing his
men conduct themselves with so much propriety and good sense; <and I have not
1 Holystone, a piece of sandstone used for scrubbing wooden decks on board ship. Opinions differ as to
how it received its name, whether because it was used originally for scrubbing the decks on Sundays,
because the easiest method of supply was by robbing churchyards of their tombstones, or because
seamen had to use the stones on hands and knees to get a good result. - OCSS.
2 Rev. Peter G. Clarke is listed as the chaplain of the Ohio in the 1848 issue of the Register of the
Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the Navy of the United States. The chaplain on board during
1847 should also be Clarke unless he was among the officers who left for home at the end of the year,
while the ship was at anchor in Rio. Also see Journal of the Proceedings of the Bishops, Clergy, and
Laity, of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America, Assembled in a General
Convention, Held in St. John's Chapel, in the City of New-York, From October 6th, to October 28th,
inclusive in the Year of our Lord 1847. (New-York: Daniel Dana, Jr., 1847), 244.
3 Pipe, to, the operation of making a call on a boatswain's pipe or whistle. In naval ships, a call on the
pipe normally preceded any order given to the crew, usually with a particular cadence to identify orders.
- OCSS. Grog was the official Navy cocktail, made with rum, water or small ale, and lemon juice. The
mixture took its name from a Royal Navy admiral with the nickname “Old Grogram” who first ordered
the dilution of the rum with water. See, OCSS s.v. “Grog.”
4 Man-of-war is an epithet for a battleship. Sailors in the Navy were called man-of-war's men.
5 Silas Horton Stringham (1798 – 1876) – DANFS.
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the least doubt it will be recorded in the Log book of his Memory.> We made a
splendid offing yesterday having a fair wind, up to the present time, and <to all
appearances> there is prospects of a continuance of it. This ship’s company is of
the right stamp. I think, their actions thus far, has the tendency to make me think
so. I hear not a murmur from any, all appear to be happy, and the circumstance of
so many living in almost perfect harmony goes far to establish the fact, that
although we are isolated the greater part of our time from social intercourse with
the world, the seaman’s character stands pre-eminent among men both for Moral
and Physical courage. And the day is not far distant I hope, when this long
neglected and dispised portion of Creation will stand forth in their virtues that
shall receive the approbation due to Noble and generous characters.
4
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June 
27th It was at the lone and melancholy hour of Midnight, when all Nature locked fast
in the endearing embraces of Morpheus.1 It was at that solemn hour when spirits
both good and evil are supposed to visit this terrestial globe. Terrifying the
bewitching imaginations of those whose slumbers bear the semblance of dreams. A
shriek, Long, Loud and peircing met our ears, emanating as it were from the deep
1 Morpheus, a son of Sleep, who sends dream visions of human forms. Medieval and later authors use
the name more generally for the god of dreams or simply of sleep. - ODCMR.
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bosom of the Ocean:1 disturbing the well known equanimity of an old Grunter:2 
who perhaps thinking that some Ghost had usurped his usual perogative, and
making night hideous; joined in increasing the confusion, nor was the harmony
less perfect, when the Feathered tribe assisted in this almost universal concert,
imitating pandemonium on the acquirement of a new victim. On reaching the deck
our startled minds were releived <of some portion of the load> by witnessing the
castigation inflicted on the nether end of one of the B'hoys3 and it was only
through the extraphysical exertions of his bellows-pipes that he, was let off easily
as he was. We left the scene to Requisite in Pace. The mornings dawn broke
serenely and to behold the placidity of the Firmament above and the dark blue
waters below, one would never of believed that the tranquility of a whole ships
company had been disturbed by a Light Squall sudden to be sure but quickly
over. Some would of denominate it a white one but to have seen the sufferers
countenance during the infliction the opinion would be quickly changed. As it
should be called (Poetically speaking) of an Ethiopean4 Caste.
1 “Now is the winter of our discontent / Made glorious summer by this sun of York; / And all the clouds 
that lour'd upon our house / In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.” – Richard III, Act 1, Scene 1.
2 Grunter, a fish that is known to make a low pitch guttural noise, particularly when caught. - OED.
3 B'hoy was a slang word in written language, used to describe the young men of the Lower Manhattan
working class in the antebellum era. See, Sante, Luc. Low Life: Lures and Snares of Old New York.
(Farrar, Straus, & Giroux. 2003), 77. The spelling is supposed to reflect the Irish pronunciation of boy.
According to the Online Etymology Dictionary, the written word b'hoy was first used in 1846 and was
an equivalent of “spirited lad" and/or "young spark". 
4 Ethiopian is one of the archaic terms used to describe anyone with African ancestry. While Calhoun
refers to all African-American sailors as the “Ethiopeans” throughout the journal, in this instance he
uses the word as a synonym of black or dark. White squall is a type of storm caused by a sudden
increase of wind but without any dark clouds. 
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28th We still have a continuation of the same wind and weather noticed in yesterdays
remarks and to all appearances at present will have a comparative quick passage
nothing very unusual has transpired to day but last night, Oh: that snore, I feel a
nervous twitch every time I think of it. I am called to give utterance to these
remarks from hearing one of the most awful sounds that ever emanated from
man’s olfactory organs. Such a Snore: Whew: There is several kinds of snores,
First, the delicate insinuating Octave, secondly, the semidemiquiver,1 thirdly, that
of one who feels in the same situation of a man who is going through the
performance of getting hung which I shall denominate a convulsive Snore and
lastly, One that has a tendency to wake the dead. It is not in the province of
English language
5
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to convey any adequate Idea of the snore that I am speaking of. Sonorous would
be too faint and feeble therefore it shall be nameless. Occasionally one of the
sleepers would wake, and in the greatest terror imaginable wish to know if the
Ship was overboard but after ascertaining the cause of alarm, would quietly slip 
into the arms of sleep again, others again would toss and twitch in their
hammocks with an occasional sea oath; wish that they were in a ship where no
1 Demisemiquaver is a note played for  1⁄32 of the duration of a whole note. Calhoun probably utilized his
repertoire of  musical terms in order to form a nomenclature for different “kinds of snores.”
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snoring was allowed or permitted under any consideration. As for sleep to
those of a sensitive turn, it was impossible, an effort was made to wake the
Originator, but we might as well of poured oil on a heavy fire to put it out as to
make him comprehend that he was a source of annoyance to all of hi s
watchmates.1 After a consultation of which some said he had the nightmare, we
endeavored to heave him on his side with the expectation of hearing no more of it.
Vain Hope. And it was with pleasure that at midnight I heard the shrill pipe of the
Boatswain’s Mate summoning the Starboard watch to releive. Such another watch
I hope never to spend again.
29th <Melancholy accident 
Yesterday afternoon during the inspection of Bags for the ostensible purpose of
ascertaining if everything was ship-shape within, one of the Green hands2 had
the temerity to look in, having comparatively nothing in it, and being imprudent
enough, he fell, by overbalancing himself. And lamentable to be told; has not
1 Watch, the division of the 24 hours of the seaman's day into periods of duty of 4 hours. - OCSS.
2 Green-hand was a name for men who are new to sailing. Besides its general use to refer to
inexperienced sailors, in certain cases the term specifically denotes a boy who had been working in
agriculture as a “landsman” prior to his enlistment as a sailor. The term was also used to describe the
status of a hand being new to a particular branch of seamanship. “I was also aware that being a green
hand at whaling, my own lay would not be very large; but considering that I was used to the sea, could
steer a ship, splice a rope, and all that, I made no doubt that from all I had heard I should be offered at
least the 257th lay...” - Melville, Moby Dick. After gaining a certain level of experience and attending
rituals, such as crossing the line, the novice sailors lose their green hands. See Blum, Hester. The View
from the Masthead: Maritime Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives. (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 7.
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been heard of as yet. The supposition is that having a great distance to fall, he
has not fetched up. His loss will be severely felt by the ships company at large, as
he was known to posess no inconsiderable quantity of Gas, of which he was no
way selfish in the despensation. May his loss be a warning to those who having
courage sufficient to see the bottom of their bags, to be careful in their
Equipoise.>
6
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June
29th Commences with a fair wind and pleasant. A scene on the Main Deck of a 741 
probably would not come amiss, therefore indulgent reader picture to your
imagination, time, second Dog-watch,2 For'ard by the Galley are congregated
those imps of darkness y:clept3 Galley cooks, fiddling, dancing, and cutting all
1 Seventy-four was a customary nickname used to refer to a ship-of-the-line carrying 74 guns. “74-
gunner” was also used. “We found a sloop of 24 guns almost ready for launching; two vessels called
frigates, as far finished as they choose to finish them, and one which they called a 74, the Ohio.” See
“Notes on the United States of America.” in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine. Vol. 24: July-
December, 1828. (Edinburgh: William Blackwood, 1828), 627. The Ohio was one of the American line-
of-battle ships that were always rated and referred to as a 74 despite the fact that their armaments
consisted of more guns than what their rate indicated. At the time of the journal, Ship-of-the-line Ohio
carried 84 guns in total. - DANFS.
2 Dog Watches, the two half watches of two hours each into which the period from 4 to 8 p.m. is divided.
- OCSS.
3 Although,with yclept Calhoun gives us the impression that “imps of darkness” was what galley cooks
(or, in general, men who spend their time inside the galley) were known as, there is no strong evidence
that the phrase was a widely used epithet carrying the same connotation. Arguably the most famous use
of it is found in Darwin's description of a reptile in Galapagos. It is possible to find examples, such as
the 1832 short story, The Spirit-Seeker, that use the phrase in a way similar to that of Calhoun's:
“Loblolly-boys were running about with powder for the gunners, gliding from the gun-room to the
deck, like so many imps of darkness.” The Lady's Book. Vol. 4. (Philadelphia: Athenian Buildings,
1831), 178.
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sorts of Capers, which would naturally make the beholder class their affinity to
the Ape. By the Main Hatch are standing, a heavy batch, discussing on subjects
they know nothing of. A little further and nearly over their heads on the spar deck
are some dozen of youngsters passing time in the laudable occupation of catching
the hats in a bowline, of those below, while a small knot are collected laughing at
the unhappy mortal, who, staring upwards cannot think by what magic his hat is
imagined away, still a little further Aft, abreast the Main-Mast, are the Carpenters,
resting from their daily avocations. A very little further aft, between the Guns you
may behold several or more, who are endeavoring to propitiate Apollo with any
thing else but dulcet sounds.1 And in the intermediate space, between the Fore and
Main Hatchs, are assembled nearly all the smokers in the ship (which is not few)
On the bell2 striking eight the crowd disperses one watch to their hammocks, the
other, on deck for the next four hours until relieved. I must confess my pen to be
inadequate to represent every thing as it transpires therefore I once more claim
indulgence, with the hope that these pages will not be viewed with a Critic’s Eye.
29th < Reader: did’st thou ever cast a retrospective glance at the past, and see all
those hopes and wishes that you fondly thought would come to pass, nipped as a
flower in its bloom, being the sport of the Idle winds that gambol on a summer’s
1 Apollo, besides other things, is a god of music. In his own figurative style, Calhoun refers to the band
of which he is not fond. Calhoun refers to Apollo as a god of music three times in the journal. The final
reference is based on another feature for which the mythological figure is known.
2 The day is divided into six watches of four hours each, and the passage of time in each watch is marked
by the bell every half-hour. One Bell marks the end of the first 30-minutes of a watch, and Eight Bells
mark the end of a complete watch period. - OCSS s.v. “Bells, or Ship's Bells.”
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day, Ever so has been my lot: The scenes of my childhood come vividly to
memory: scathing my heart as it were with fire unquenchable. Those hopes, those
joys, have fled as a phantom from a fevered brow. Nothing is left but a blank
uncertainty, nothing to fill the vacuity, the concomitant of man’s Existence. The
instillation of goodly precepts from my faithful
7
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monitor Conscience has had the tendency of reconciling me in a measure to the
world although the deviation from right principles have been to my senses, 
comparatively small, yet conscience, whispers; some atonement is necessary;
since the age of discretion has manifested itself within me; I have endeavored to
make the atonement by displaying philosophy when my hopes and wishes are
thwarted. Yet at times my heart is sad and would fain wish that I never had been
born, some men are goaded on by Ambition, but mine has been to school myself
against its alluring charms and picked a path in a far more humbler sphere, But
henceforth: I will endeavor to strike out for myself a new being. Farewell Home,
Friends, and all those ties that binds Man to social existence, I leave thee all to
follow; What? Perhaps a shadow; my secret Monitor is again with me. Oh: leave
me not, and I will be content with my humble lot >
30th Commences with strong winds and squally. Have you ever seen an auction at sea,
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if not I will endeavor to discribe one. The articles to be sold are of those who have
run from the ship or died. The  Master at Arms takes the articles to the Main-mast,
and in the presence of the Executive Officer offers them to the highest bidder. It is
astonishing to see, with what avidity every thing is bid upon; more I presume for
the ostensible purpose of hearing their own voices, than for the sake of getting the
Articles. As for instance a pea jacket was held up. The first bid was one dollar, the
second two, and so on, up to a price higher than what they could be procured from
the Purser.1 And most generally on looking at the article in question it is not worth
1/16 of the price paid for it. A quilt was next held up and it fetched two dollars the
lucky purchaser on viewing it, gave a convulsive shudder and threw it to one of
the Quarter Gunners for cleaning rags. Such a various compound of characters
assembled on board of a Man of War I never seen before, and should any one
wish to study human nature, let him go a three years cruize and he will have it
before him in all its various grades.
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June 
30th A Sunrise scene at sea = The air was warm and balmy, all was still, even so as the 
grave, a dark cloud hung over the horizon in the East soon the upper limb of
1 Purser, the paymaster and officer responsible for provisions and clothing. - OCSS. 
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beautous Aurora1 made its appearance, as she developed herself more fully to
view casting a refulgent light upon theFirmament, the gorgeousness of the scene
was beyond the human tongue to tell. The cloud turned purple, the outer edges of it
was as it were, of pure gold: as the sun approached the centre, a bright glow of
crimson suffused itself o'er the body of the cloud, interspersed with scintillations,
numerous as the stars. In a few minutes the scene changed the centre of which
assume the shape and form of a glowing furnace, or the entrance to one of the
volcanic mountains would not be an inapt illustration, shortly after the cloud
broke, and that glorious luminary that gives light to this transitory globe continued
its course without further molestation. Such scenes have the tendency to raise the
thoughts to our supreme Being, in silent adoration, showing in part the wonderful
works of Creation. As she verged more toward the Meredian, we caught a breeze,
of which of course instant advantage was taken, and it is at present whilst writing
blowing so stiff that single reefed topsails2 <was> a r e deemed necessary and
consequently has just been accomplished.
July
1st Is ushered in wit h strong winds and squally weather. Our noble ship obeys the
1 Aurora is the Goddess of dawn in Roman mythology.
2 Reefing is the operation of shortening sail by rolling or folding it up a certain amount. The command,
to reef, is given when the wind becomes too strong and it is necessary to reduce the total area exposed
to the wind. In square-rigged ships, topsails had two reef-points, that are short lengths of line tied
around them, enabling the sail to be held in two set positions. When a sail is single-reefed, it means that
it is shortened by one grade only. See OCSS s.v. “Reef,” “Reef, to,” Reef-Band,” and “Reef-Points.”
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impulse and like a full blooded courser,1 is striving to gain the goal: her sailing is
at present nine or ten knots per hour on a bowline her sailing qualities if fairly
tested would compete with any other vessel in the navy. She is considered the
pride of our Goverment Marine2 and should circumstances ever entervene to show
her other qualities in opposition to any <other> vessel of her class. I think she
will be no ways remiss in letting her opponent know that her Battery was not put
on board merely for show, but to vindicate the comission on which she was sent.
She is in short a vessel that every American might well be proud of. And put her
in the way she ought to go, depend upon it she will go it.
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July
1st Scene on a berth deck of a Man of War =. I say cook what's for dinner to day Ans.
Beans, Beans! why we had beans yesterday and now beans again, and Why
certainly, and beans tomorrow and next day too. How is that. Vy3 you see as
1 Full-blooded courser is a term used to describe racing horses with good performance. An essay called
“Money” that was published in a few magazines in the 1830s might have been the source of influence
for Calhoun's simile. “It makes the difference whether you have to go bounding exultingly along like
the free, free-bounded courser, or wend your way wearily and slow like the laden and despised pack-
horse.” The Parterre of Fiction, Poetry, History, and General Literature. No.109. (July 30, 1839), 57.
2 The Canadian Government's merchant fleet was shortly referred to as the Government Marine. There is
no evidence that this phrase has ever been a widely used name to refer to either the U.S. Navy or the
U.S. Merchant Marine Service.
3 Vy, is a stereotypical exclamation that is most commonly found in nineteenth-century short stories and
used particularly to typify the speech of Ashkenazi Jewish or Russian characters. It is possible that
Calhoun came across this phonetic spelling in a magazine. “ 'Vy, you see,' continued the Jew, in his
blandest manner, smiling upon the sailor – as an epicure smiles upon a dish he purposes very pleasantly
to incorporate in his system -” Jerrold, Douglas. The Story of a Feather. (London: The Punch Office,
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how the coppers has a hole in the bottom. The ships cook cant boil duff as the
water will all run out, he cant boil rice coss it would all run through and the
reason we have beans is coss the hole is in the shape of one and the cook puts one
in, so you see, the water wont run out and ven the beans boil there is no water
to run out. Goodness gracious. Exit Questioner fully satisfied.
To the initiated I will just give the routine of our several days rations. Sunday,
Beans, Flour and Raisins. Monday, Beans and Pork. Tuesday Rice, and Beef.
Wednesday, Pork and Beans. Thursday Beef Flour and Raisins. Friday Beef and,
Rice. Saturday Pork and Beans. Sunday the same as mentioned above, and so on.
With the usual concomitants of Butter, Cheese, and Pickles twice a week, no
wonder we laugh and grow fat having barely sufficient work at times to keep the
scurvy from our bones. Who would not go in a Man of War in preference to the
Merchant Service.
               
2nd       Reader, <was> were you ever a whaling! methinks I hear you say not therefore
<being> as I have gone through the Mill, I will endeavor to give you a faint
conception of it. I shipped in New York sometime in 1839.1 The same afternoon
in company with several others, bound on the same expedition, hapless mortals,
1844), 11.
1 Calhoun went to New London, CT from New York, NY, and participated in an outbound voyage that is
listed with the ID number 105583 in the database of Mystic Seaport Museum. The records show the
beginning date of this voyage as May 1839. - AOWV.
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little did we expect in those light hours on board of the steamer, to go through
<with,> what we did.
    On arriving at New London, the first object that presented itself to view was
the ship George, Capt Deston1 our home as we thought for a couple of years.
Arriving on board we met the gaze of the Ship-keeper venerable in years, but not 
in activity.
10
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July
2nd The characters that came from York with me, must now be brought in requisition.
The ship keeper asked me to lay aloft2 and loose the Fore topsail, which of course
was complied with. The next was the Carpenter, or rather one that shipped for that
duty. He was a tall lank, lean seven footer with his gums and teeth protruding
beyond his lips and hair long enough for a Main top bow line, <hair> and of a
flaxen caste on being told to lay aloft and loose the Main topsail, it was sometime
before he could comprehend the meaning. At length he ascended the rigging, not
without doubts and misgivings as to the result. On arriving at the futtuck shrouds3 
he tried to get around the rim of the top, but it was no go, his feet got adrift from
the shrouds and it was with great difficulty that he regain'd his footing again. He
1 Ship George, (1806) – AOWV. Capt. George Destin (1808-1865). - CHI.
2 Aloft, above, overhead, also anywhere about the upper yards, masts, and rigging of ships. - OCSS.
3 Futtock Shrouds, ropes or wires which support the join between two sections of mast. - OIDNT. The
shrouds functioned as a ladder for sailors to climb aloft.
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was told now to gothrough the lubber's hole,1 and on attempting it stuck fast and I
had to go in the Top and sheet him back again and loose the Topsail myself. The
ship-keeper now addressed one whom <I> we distinguished by the soubriquet of
Cotton warp, through the circumstances of his being brought up in a cotton
factory and consequently had not (I presume) ever seen a ship before. Come my
man I want that flying jib loosed. I know that you are a sailor by the cut of your
jib.2 (He had on at the time a short-bob-tailed coat, very narrow pantaloons in the
legs and a Bell crown hat and he was likewise round shouldered with a very
infantile and Idiotic physiognomy.) What: go out there, fall overboard and git
drowned before I get back. I'll see you darned first. He was chased but it was of
no use he reminded me of the artful dodger.3 I went out to loose it, and lost my hat
but took a receipt in full on Cottons hide as he was at one of the catheads laughing
at me. In the course of a half hour the crew of the ship came alongside and a more 
of a states prison set I never had seen. Black and White, mixed indiscriminately
11
1 An opening in the floor of the tops, just above the heads of the lower masts. Lubber, the shorter version
of Land-lubber, is a derisive term for an unseamanlike person. The hole was so termed as it is the
preferred way of unexperienced climbers to reach the top. See OCSS s.v. “Lubber's Hole.”
2 Used idiomatically, the cut of one's jib refers to general appearance and behavior. Jib is a triangular sail
found hung from a line that runs from the top of the first mast to the very front of the ship. As the shape,
number and rigging of this sail usually give an idea of a ship's identity, the phrase began to be used,
firstly among seamen, in regard to the origin of a vessel. Although it is not proved, some theories
suggest that the triangular shape of noses might have been the reference point for the idiomatic use of
the phrase. See OED s.v. “Jib,” and DNT s.v. “Cut of His Jib.”
3    Artful Dodger, the better known name of Jack Dawkins, a character in Oliver Twist.
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July
2nd We had thirtyfive all told on board and out of all there was not more than three or
four except those who belonged aft1 had ever been to sea before. After being out
some two or three days the usual quantum of sea sickness showed itself aboard.
As for Cotton warp he took to his Bunk and never left until we arrived at Fayal2 
(where we went to recruit ship)he appeared to hang close to me, as I had taken
his part more than once on the passage. I now had thoughts of a Lark at his
expense therefore advised him to dress himself and insist on being sent on shore
by the Captain preparatory to being sent home by the American Consul at this
place.3 
He did so. The Captain was walking the Quarter deck in no amiable
mood, that is, if the countenance is an index of the mind. Cotton approached
gradually, and when at a respectable distance, sang out
Captain, no answer, Captain, no answer, Captain Desting, What in h-ll do 
you want, who are you, I never seen you before. Cotton was frightened half to
death, and with a retrogade movement, replied I wants to go home The h-ll you
do, I'll sheet you home. and suiting the action to the word gave him such a kick
1 Aft, at or towards the stern of after part of a ship. - OCSS. “Those who belonged aft” is supposed to
refer to the captain and officers whose cabins are situated at this section of the vessel. 
2   Faial Island. lat. 38° 35' N, long 28° 41' W. 
3 Charles William Dabney (1794-1871) served on Faial Island where the main American Consulate in
the Azores was located. Throughout the nineteenth century, the Island hosted three generations of the
Dabney family, representing the U.S. as consuls and contributing to the welfare of the New England
whaling industry. “The Dabneys of Boston” were renown for their philanthropic work and Charles, who
took the office in 1826, was called “Father of the Poor” by the local community. See “Biographical
Sk e tch es ” f o r t he Dabn ey Fami ly , MH S s .v . Dabney Family Papers 1716-1929;
http://www.masshist.org/collection-guides/view/fa0315. For American consuls in Azores, see Abdo,
Joseph C. On the Edge of History. (Lisbon: Tenth Island Editions, 2005).
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in the Breech,1 that sent him flying for'ard of the Try-works2 into my arms, he
immediately went below, put away his Sunday clothes, and turned in again sicker
than <before> ever apparantly. The next day the mate sent for him, and gave him
his choice either to stop on deck or go overboard, and of the two evils he choosed
the least and went to his duty. We ran down from there, to Tristan de Acunha,3 
and whaled without success and from there, to St Pauls and Amsterdam,4 two
islands to the Southard and Eastard of the Cape of Good Hope. We took one
whale and turned up another, and in the act of running the ship along the land to
take the whale alongside a counter current set us on a coral reef being but little
wind at the time, she could not be got off, next morning it was with difficulty that
we saved our lives (as it blowed a living gale of wind)  and taken aboard of the Stonington Cap
t 
Rice.5 The better part of the crew was distributed among other ships. I remain'd
on board the Stonington.
12
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July
2nd We left the Islands and proceeded on to the coast of New Holland, where I
1   Breech, the bottom hole of a block. - OIDNT. Arse is another name for breech.
2   Try works, the name given to the iron pots used for boiling the oil out of the blubber of whales. - OCSS
3 Tristan da Cunha. The main island of a volcanic group. lat. 37°6'18'' S.; long 12°16'39'' W.                   
4 Ile Saint-Paul. lat. 38° 43' S, long 77° 31' E.  Ile Amsterdam. lat. 37° 49' S, long 77° 33' E.
5 Ship Stonington, (1821, Stonington, CT) Capt. John Potter Rice. Known as “Bony” Rice. A
successful New London whaling captain who had a fifty-year career at sea. On his last voyage, he was
the commodore of the “stone fleet” that was sunk during the Civil War. See CHI s.v. “Mystic Seaport.”
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assisted in  taking 1700 Barrels of oil.1 We put in to the Bay of Islands2 to recruit
when I left this ship being as it were but a passenger and joined the Thorn of Sag
harbour,3 homeward bound. On arriving off East-Cape4 (three degrees from the
Bay) we experienced a severe gale of wind sprung the starboard sternpost and at
one time the water was running over the hatches between decks a complete suit
of sails was blown to ribbons from the Gaskets. After the gale Abated we
turned tail and made the best of one way to the Bay again. I then joined the
Joseph Maxwell of Fairhaven5 and after a passage of three months and a half
arrived safe in the above mentioned place after being gone sixteen months and
paid off with ten dollars.6 Who would not go a whaling. 
-- 
Yesterday afternoon a sail was in sight heading to the westward
 Another was reported this morning.
     
1 This voyage is listed with the ID number 113483. The Stonington brought back 2130 barrels of oil. -
AOWV
2 The Bay of Islands is located on the east coast of the North Island, New Zealand. lat. 35°12' S.; long.
174°10' E.
3 Ship Thorn, Sag Harbor, NY. Capt. Charles A. Goodale, Capt. John Stuart Tuttle. - AOWV. The
Mystic Seaport Museum records show that at the end of this voyage, which is listed with the ID number
113911, the Thorn was “condemned at Bay of Islands” in July, 1840. This supports Calhoun's following
account.
4    East Cape is the easternmost point of North Island, New Zealand. lat. 37°69'S.; long. 178°54'E.
5 Ship Joseph Maxwell, (1831, Baltimore, MD)  Capt. Ansel N. Stewart. – AOWV.
6 The Joseph Maxwell arrived at her homeport, Fair Haven in July, 1840 with 1,850 barrels of oil at the
end of a 22 months' voyage. - MSMD. If Calhoun had been a member of her crew from the beginning of
the voyage, he would receive a lay or percentage of the profits made from the total amount of oil
collected. Seamen, due to their rank, usually signed for approximately a 1/150 lay. The green-hands
would receive as little as the 1/350th. For the payment system in whaling see, Murphy, Jim. Gone A-
Whaling: The Lure of the Sea and the Hunt for the Great Whale. (Clarion Book, New York. 1998), 143-
146, and Philbrick, Nathaniel. In the Heart of the Sea: The Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex. (Penguin
Books, 2000), 18.
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2nd        < I have to apologise for digressions, as for instance the above but the
monotony and everyday transactions are so near a kin that I am obliged to revert
occasionally to the past, and give up for the times my original plan; of
considering this journal for nothing else but this cruize. When we arrive where
more stirring scenes are enacted I may once more close with my first Idea, until
then the reader must expect to have served up for him, the same that they have
at home on washdays Viz;1 any and everything that comes to hand >
13
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  3rd Made its appearance, with a fine leading breeze, and pleasant weather, the
ship carrying Royals,2 heading E.S.E. at the rate of nine knots, we must be very
near in the Longitude of the Western Islands3 from our run which has been to the
East'ard from the time we left york, my opportunities are very limited in getting
information in regard to the navigation of the ship which will account for not keeping
a general run. It is however, I presume, uninteresting therefore I shall not trouble
myself about it. I am now going to introduce you to some of our Band
1  Viz, meaning namely, is an abbreviation of videlicet, which itself is a contraction from videre licet.
OED s.v. “Viz.”
2 The name of the sail set next above the topgallant sail. It is a light-weather sail, set only when the wind 
is steady and
     favorable. - OCSS. Aloft on board the Ohio, a royal would be the fifth sail in ascending order.
3 The Azores. New Englanders refer to the archipelago as Western Islands in most nineteenth-century
sources. “The Azores, or Western Islands, as this group is usually called, lie within the parallels of north
latitude 39° 44', and 36° 59', and the meridians 31° 7' and 25° 10' west.” Olmsted, Francis Allyn.
Incidents of a Whaling Voyage. (New York: Appleton and Co., 1841), 27.
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collectively, come with me, here, on the Port side of the Main Gun deck abreast
of the Fore Hatch, between the Guns, you see them now practicing new music,
you see that one playing on the Clew Garnet,1 or clarinet. That is the leader. The
one playing on the In and Out jigger2 or trombone is no mean performer, but I
presume like all the rest of us, had a penchant to view Foreign parts.
Hark what music is that, Ah' I see, practicing lunch music for tomorrow, it being
Sunday for'ard by the bridleport.3 Music hath charms to soothe the savage
breast;4 but if that poor savage was here, he would go crazy, I'm sure, if he was
obliged to listen to every discordant note. But practice makes perfect I have
heard say, may it be so; I have not the least doubt that the wish would be
expressed by all hands if they were asked.
There they go, full band playing the Marseilles hymn, ten thousand pities
that Bonnaparte was not here, to participate in the delight, that some of the watch
below experiences; But I do not think he would wish them to the D—L so often
as they do.5 
1 Clew Garnet, the line by which the bottom corner of the main square sail is hauled up to the spar. - 
OIDNT.
2 Jigger, a light tackle consisting of a double and single block, multiplying the power by four when rove
to advantage and used for many small purposes. - OCSS. A textbook from 1841 provides the definition
of the in-and-out jigger as; “A gun-tackle purchase; is used thus. To rig out, the outer tail block is
secured to the neck of the boom-iron, the inner one to the heel of the studding-sail boom; the fall is rove
through a leading block, and then down on deck. In shifting it to rig in the boom, secure one of the tail-
blocks to the slings of the yard, and the other to the heel of the boom, fall leading as before.” See
Totten, B.J., Naval Text-Book. Letters to the Midshipmen of the United States Navy on Masting,
Rigging, and Managing Vessels of War. Also, a Set of Stationing Tables; a Naval Gun Exercise, and a
Marine Dictionary. (Boston: Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1841), 112.
3 Bridle Port is a hole in the front of a vessel. Calhoun simply uses the term as a reference to the very
front of the ship, pointing forward, figuratively, the following day.
4 “Music hath charms to soothe the savage Breast, to soften Rocks, or bend a knotted Oak.” is the
opening line of William  Congreve's 1697 play, The Mourning Bride.
5 Originally made the anthem of the First French Republic in 1795, La Marseillaise was abandoned
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 Oh! Music; music thou art well enough in thy place and at proper seasons,
but when you trespass upon our sleeping moments and compel us to keep vigil
hours thou become a bane, a source of annoyance even to those who love thee.
Thy sweet delicate sounds, so befitting t o fill the void in mans hear t ,
overburthened with fell misfortune and cares of life, at times becomes A
Nuisance.
1 P.M. Went to Quarters for the inspection of cutlasses retreat beat in ten
minutes. We have not commenced our general routine of Exercise as yet but I
expect will pretty soon, such as excercising Guns, Small Arm men by division and
General Quarters.1
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4th All Hail: thou glorious day which gave birth to Liberty. Immortality
claims thee, and future generations of unborn millions will sing thy praise as they
immerge into this world. Our sires have transmitted thee, to us untarnished, even
during the First French Empire (1804-1814). The Revolution of 1830 reinstated the song yet without
giving it an official anthem status. During the nineteenth century, it was internationally recognized as a
revolutionary march. The common belief is that Napoleon's ban during the Empire was because of the
song's rebellious connotations. It is difficult to assert whether Calhoun intentionally made a sarcastic
comment with reference to Napoleon's view of the song. For a comprehensive historiography, see “La
Marseillaise: Hymne National” at the Histoire section of the official website of Assemblée Nationale.
http://www2.assemblee-nationale.fr/decouvrir-l-assemblee/histoire.
1 General Quarters, an announcement made aboard a naval warship to signal that all hands must go to
their battle stations as quickly as possible. - DNT. Calhoun uses the term often as this order is a
frequently repeated element in the daily life on board. He provides a definition in the December 15,
1847 entry (on p. 99 of the manuscript journal) after realizing that it would be useful for the Reader.
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so shall thou descend unto our children.  
The day was ushered in with light winds and pleasant. A sermon was
preached by the Chaplain of the ship. It is somewhat singular to me that
extemporaneus speaking is so little used in the expression of thought. I am sure
that it would meet with cordial approbation from the whole ships company. The
language used in these elaborate written sermons, would do very well for those
who have had the benefit of a collegiate education, but as for poor Jack;1 Gives
us plain sailing, somewhat similar to Father Taylor the seaman's friend,2 we then
can understand the way to Heaven. You might just as well preach a latin sermon, 
as to preach some that we hear on board ship. One would <of> have thought on
hearing the Revd Gentleman's remarks that he was preaching to any one else but
seaman, his words were singularly inapt for our comprehension, however we
hope for the best. A school of Porpoises <was> were playing around the ship. One
of the men caught a Dolphin. On bringing him to the deck, his dying throes
<was> were witnessed by many, who had congregated around to see the various
1 Jack Tar was a widely used epithet for a sailor. Tar, has been in use since at least 1676. With the
addition of Jack, the by-name used to typify an ordinary man, Jack Tar became a generic appellation
for seamen in the late eighteenth century. Tar was a commonly used substance and an essential element
in sailors' daily life, as ropes and many other instruments were strengthened with it to increase their
endurance against the harsh conditions of the sea. Men wore overalls and broad-brimmed hats made of
a tar-impregnated fabric called “tarpaulin cloth” which was also the material used in sailmaking.
Originally the hats, and later the sailors who wore them, were called tarpaulins, which was later
shortened to tars.  See Blum. The View from the Masthead, 7, OED s.v. “Jack,” and OST s.v. “Tar.”
Also see Meaning and Origin of Nautical Terms s.v. “Tar, Jack Tar” on the Naval History and Heritage
Command's official website; https://www.history.navy.mil/
2 Rev. Edward T. Taylor (1793-1871), better known as Father Taylor, was a former sailor who became
a Methodist itinerant preacher, and then the pastor of the Seamen's Bethel in Boston. During the 1830s-
1850s, Father Taylor was famous as an eloquent and colorful preacher, a seamen's advocate and a
temperance activist. See Knickerbocker, Wendy. Bard of the Bethel: The Life and Times of Boston's
Father Taylor, 1793-1871. (Newcastle Upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014).
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variegated lives the body assumed previous to the finale. Death.
5th Commences with a fair wind and pleasant weather. Ship heading S.E.
Scrubbed hammocks. (The Starboard watch) At 10 A.M. General Muster around
the Capstan1 on the Spar Deck. Rate of sailing six knots; apparantly. Oh: that
some hapless wight would fall overboard and get saved, or that some unfortunate
D—L would return my trowsers that he stole from my Bag. The circumstances
would be of such an extraordinary nature, that it would afford me food to write
on. But Alas: for frail human nature; I could not expect so much from thee on
board of this ship, where nearly every class in the world are congregated. On
celebration of the 4th was but a sorry affair, indeed, and was it not that we cleaned
in. White Frocks &c it would of passed unoticed.
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6th   Commences with a fair wind and pleasant weather. Last evening experienced a
squall took in studding sails and Royals, in a short time reset them. I forgot to
mention in yesterday's remarks, that night before last, several of the crew were in
1 A cylindrical barrel found usually on the forecastle deck along the centerline of the ship. It is used for
heavy lifting jobs, particularly when working anchors and cables. - OCSS s.v. “Capstan.” A ship-of-the-
line of this size would have two capstans, a fore and a main one. Calhoun is referring to the main
capstan of the Ohio, found abaft the main-mast on her main deck. It was a common activity to gather
around the capstan and hold a meeting, especially for crews of smaller size. "Attend now, my braves. I
have mustered ye all round this capstan; and ye mates, flank me with your lances; and ye harpooneers,
stand there with your irons; and ye, stout mariners, ring me in, that I may in some sort revive a noble
custom of my fisherman fathers before me.” - Moby-Dick.
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the Starboard gangway1 skylarking.2 One of them commenced shouting Richard,
the Third. A horse. A horse my kingdom for a horse.3 One of them asked him if a
Jackass would not do: they created so much noise that one of the Midshipmen
whose duty was on deck came to them, he wished to know who it was that was
begging so lamentably for a horse, he could not accomadate him with a horse,
but should be very happy to favour him with The Colt.4
The Sea Demon = Previous to the flying dutchman creating so much
sensation around the Cape of Good Hope,5 I was in a sloop of war lying in Rio
previous to our sailing for Valpairaso,6 much talk was in circulation about a
strange looking craft that had been seen off Cape Horn, no one could make her
1 Gangway, the name given to the platforms on either side of the skids in the waist of a ship, on which
her boats were stowed, connecting the quarter to the forecastle. It provided a convenient means of
walking from one to the other without descending to the deck level of the waist. - OCSS.
2 Calhoun uses the term a few times throughout the journal, probably in reference to a variety of larks
besides the original game of skylarking which involves the activity of climbing the tops and sliding
down the backstays for fun. For the origin of the term, see “Naval Customs, Traditions, & Etiquette” on
the United States Fleet Forces Command's website; www.public.navy.mil. The meaning of the term
expanded in early nineteenth century to cover every recreational activity and physical amusement
carried out by sailors. “...and then the 'boys,' old and young, have their 'skylarking' hour. They are like
children out of school. They play at leap-frog, hammer the butt, and the skin cat; they 'follow my leader'
up and down the rigging, they cross, hand over hand, from mast to mast, by the stays dizzily penciling
the sky, often in such break-neck fashion that they have to be checked by the officer of the deck.” from
“Life on Board a Man-of-War” in Harper's New Monthly Magazine. Vol. 46 December, 1872, to May,
1873. (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers. 1873), 487. Melville uses the idiom to skylark with
someone, as an equivalent to the contemporary to mess with someone, three times throughout Moby-
Dick; “I cherished no malice towards him, though he had been skylarking with me not a little in the
matter of my bedfellow.”
3 “A horse, a horse! My kingdom for a horse!” - Richard III. There is no evidence that the use of this line
was once a customary element of a certain game of skylarking. This was probably an irrelevant
reference to the play.
4 A short piece of rope with a knot in the end. - OCSS s.v. “Colt.” It was used by petty officers to whip
seamen for minor infringements or to speed up their performance. Its use was not recognized in the
Articles of War, making it technically illegal. See, Valle, James E. Rock & Shoals: Order and
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out, and how to class her, it was impossible. After refitting ship and taken in
stores preperations were made and we got under <way> weigh to double that much
dreaded promontory Cape Horn. There was much fun and merriment excited in
reference to the Phantom ship. But little did <they>we know what was in store for
<them> us. As we arrived directly of the pitch of the Cape, it commenced blowing,
sails were taken in, yards sent down, the Gale still increased in fury and whilst
sending on deck the main topmast a sail was reported from aloft. Main Topmast
cross trees there, Sir.Where away is that sail Abeam to Leeward, Sir. Which way
is she standingRight athwart1 our forefoot Sir. The Officer walk fore and aft the
Quarter Deck in much trepidation, the perspiration starting from his forehead
although it was bitter cold. Presently she was seen from the deck. She was moving to
b e now, long black looking craft, with but one heavy mast <right in the>
amidships to which was appended a large bell. As she pass us, right in the teeth of
the wind, the solemn tones of  the Bell broke fearfully on the ear, resembling the
Discipline in the Old Navy 1800-1861. (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1980), 327.
5 Although there are several variations, the default story of the Flying Dutchman is that of a Dutch
skipper who was condemned to sail for ever without being able to go on shore. According to the general
belief, it is a bad omen to see his ghost ship which is customarily supposed to haunt the waters round
the Cape of Good Hope. Calhoun's reference to the “sensation” created by the ship must be based on his
knowledge of a series of sightings reported by his contemporaries. His attempt to establish a deeper
foundation for his yarn by placing its time of happening before this late sensation was a rather long
shot, since by 1847, the Dutchman had already become a stock element with a public image that was
much greater than that of a local paranormal phenomenon, especially after the releases of Marryat's
novel The Phantom Ship in 1839, and Wagner's opera Der Fliegende Holländer in 1843. Written
references to the Dutchman can be found dating as early as the late eighteenth century. Sightings
continued to be reported even in the first half of the twentieth century. See OCSS s.v. “Flying
Dutchman, The,” Bridges, T.C. “Ghosts of the Sea.” in The Strand Magazine. Vol. 35. February, 1908.
36, and Beck, Horace. Folklore and the Sea. (Middletown, CT:  Wesleyan University Press, 1973), 455-
477.
6 Valparaíso.  lat. 33°03'S.; long. 71°37'W.
1 Athwart, a direction across that taken by a vessel, not necessarily at right angles to it. - OIDNT.
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deep intonations of a death knell, it struck terror to every heart. Silence pervaded
every part of our ship, <while she was passing, with the speed of the wind>
she was presently lost in the haze of the horizon. With a deep respiration our
Commander resumed his orders, and our noble little craft lay like a duck. That
night the Gale broke and the wild roaring of the waters were hushed. At day break
the same unearthly looking
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  6th vessel was discovered not mere than a half mile to Windward. I will know who
and what she is. exclaimed Capt Archer, messenger boy, tell Mr Fortescue I wish
to see him in obedience to the commands of his superior the first Lieutenant
made his appearance on the Quarter Deck, I have sent for you Sir, to ask an
opinion in reference to that craft. What do you think of her I have been studying
all night on the subject that you have reference too but cannot bring my mind to
form any Idea of whom or what she is but, if you will let me take the whaleboat
and a picked crew, I will endeavor to answer your question some time this
morning. On the first Lieutenant's request being acceded too, he immediately
picked his crew, and the shrill pipe of the Boatswain’s mate. Away: there,
whaleboat's crew. Away summoned them to take their thwarts in the Boat.
With a long and steady pull they soon gained the unknown ship's side and <were
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soon> sprang on board. Not a living soul was there; the bell tolling as a requiem for
the departed. It was now observed that attached to the bell was a line leading into
the sea, and by the Lieutenant's orders, all hands clapped on and commenced
hauling in, one, two, three and four hundred fathom1 had been hauled in yet they
had not come to the end. The line was marked and on the announcement of five
hundred fathom, by an old Quarter Master, The bell suddenly ceased its
intonations, a solemn silence reigned on board, they still hauled upon the line.
Shortly the figure of a man made its appearance bloated and distorted naked, with
numerous stabs upon the body. The bell commenced tolling with fearful rapidity,
shrieks unearthly fill the air. Cut, Cut for God sake cried the Lieutenant, instantly
the corpse sank; sweet music was wafted upon their senses, they listened as if
entranced. To the boats, to the boats men was the cry, and they had just time to
spring in and clear the ship's side, when she sank, and it was with feelings of
thankfulness that they once more regained the ship, and we made a speedy
passage to the port of destination.
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  7th Commenced with a fair wind and pleasant weather. Ship sailing at the rate of nine 
knots. Day before yesterday. Lat Obs. 37.18 N, Long Chr. 46.33 W. Yesterday.
1 A fathom = 6 feet.
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Lat Obs. 35.37 N. Long Chr. 43.09 W.1 The daily routine of Ship's duty goes on
as usual, nothing occurs to break the monotony existing on board, save an
occasional knock down, between two belligerents, which generally terminates in
all parties being arranged at the bar of justice, which is held at the Main Mast, on
the spar deck, it generally, ends with both parties being confined, in a place,
denominated the Brig,2 under a sentrie's charge.3 They then are kept some
several days, taken out and on board of this ship, receive five or six lashes on the
back, occasionally they receive a severe reprimand. There is but little of corporal
punishment inflicted in this ship thanks to the humanity of Capt Stringham. A
humane man is a brave one most generally it is however in this instance. I have
seen men forgiven for faults committed, that had it been on board of any other
ship would of got them a t least a dozen with the Cats.4  Sail in sight a beam to
1 The textual formatting of navigational data varied distinctly, prior to its standardization in the twentieth
century. In some of the entries, accompanying Lat. and Long., Calhoun also uses the abbreviations Obs.
and Chron. This is a middle form, between the modern standard and the archaic style of writing the full
phrases in reference to the methods by which the coordinates are calculated. “Longitude by
Chronometer, 14 12' W., and Latitude by Observation 39 40' N.” Taylor, Janet. The Principles of
Navigation Simplified, with Luni-Solar and Horary Tables, and Their Application in Nautical
Astronomy. (London: G. Taylor, Navigation Warehouse and Nautical Academy, 1837), 100.
2 Originally an abbreviation of brigantine, a type of vessel, brig later became an epithet for the part of the
ship that is designated as a prison cell. This meaning might have its roots in times when smaller size,
stripped-down ships were being used as jail. The location of the brig within the vessel was usually
improvised. Storerooms, isolated spaces between guns were commonly preferred. A sentry, appointed
by the Marines, stood guard during times when there was a prisoner. See, OED, OST s.v. “Brig.” and
Valle. Rock & Shoals, 327. “After their examination they were ordered into the 'brig,' a jail-house
between two guns on the main-deck, where prisoners are kept.” - White-Jacket.
3 Putting (someone) under the sentry's charge, is an expression found in nineteenth-century sources.
“Charles Whitehouse's time expired on the 24th; he was a notorious youth, and was, a considerable
portion of the time, under the sentries' charge.” Torrey, F. P. Journal of the Cruise of the United States
Ship Ohio, Commodore Isaac Hull, Commander, in the Mediterranean, in the Years 1839, '40, '41 .
(Boston; Samuel N. Dickinson, 1841), 88.
4 An instrument of punishment with which seamen were flogged on their backs. It was made of nine
lengths of cord, each about 18 inches long and with three knots in each, fixed to the end of a larger rope
which was used as a handle. The term might be derived from the Late Latin catonus, which was also a
type of whip. See, OCSS, OST s.v. “Cat-o'-nine-tails.” The term is commonly shortened as cats, or the
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leeward, which proves to be a ship heading the same way that we are. 9½ A.M.
Went to Quarters for the inspection of bright work,1 making rope on the Main Gun
deck &c, &c. The different parts of the ship of men are being mustered for the
purposes of Rating.2
8th Came in with a continuation of the same wind and weather as yesterday.
Had a sideout3 on the Gun Deck merely I suppose to settle the Duff on the
stomach. It did not last over a minute, neither party gaining the ascendency I
presume that owing to the heavy nature of the food in question that a feeling of
listlessness and in activity overcame them. They both gave up by mutual consent,
having, not the fear of the Lord in view, but that of their Officers. They looked as
if they had been sawing wood all day with a heavy saw, rusted. We have quite an
original on board who never fails to miss his muster. The consequence is that not
a night passes but what he has to keep a lookout in the Gangway and occasionally
in the Lee Rigging, the last of which is any thing <else> but an agreeable task,
hanging as it were between heaven and Earth.
cat. “The captain's finger was now lifted, and the first boatswain's mate advanced, combing out the nine
tails of his cat with his hand.” - “Upon the platform stand a lieutenant, a surgeon, a master-at-arms, and
the executioners with their 'cats'.” - White-Jacket. The cat was the only instrument legally specified for
the purpose of flogging. Its official form and the ways it was used are described in Article XXX of the
Articles of War. Valle. Rock & Shoals, 327.
1 Varnished woodwork or polished metal parts. - OST s.v. “Brightwork.”
2 The operation of dividing men into groups and giving them one of following rates according to their
abilities: ordinary seaman, able seaman, leading seaman, petty officer, and chief petty officer. See,
OIDNT s.v. “Rating.”
3 “Sideout” seems like a name Calhoun gave to the brawl that took place over the duff.
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  8th and perhaps with bare feet on ratlin stuff,1 which hurts them and tires the carcase.2
The penance is usually four hours, blow high or low, but this customer calls
philosophy to his aid, and it is with perfect nonchalance that he crawls up the
rigging; ever and anon as the Officer of the deck's back is turned engaged in
something appertaining to his duty, he gets far as the Top lays down and takes a
comfortable nap, until he is missed when he descends and takes his usual position,
his quaint expressions almost invariably create a smile as he is lamentably
deficient in the knowledge of that for which he shipped. Course S. E. By S.
9th Commences as usual with a slight deviation of wind occasionally from one to
three points.The days are becoming shorter as we proceed to the South'ard and
with a continuation of this wind our hopes of seeing Rio, soon will not be
misplaced. We are all very anxious to arrive there, to see the stand our new
Minister will take, in the difficulties existing with the Brazilian Goverment. As for
Mr Wise, his character is too well known to expect that he would [not?] yeild one
1 Ratline stuff is a type of rope-making material. The phrase was commonly stylized as ratlin-stuff. “On
one side are shelves, filled with balls of marline, ratlin-stuff, seizing-stuff, spun-yarn, and numerous
twines of assorted sizes.” - White-Jacket. Ratlines are the horizontal components of the shrouds and
they function as steps. See OCSS s.v. “Ratlines.”
2 Carcass, an incendiary ship-to-ship weapon used in battle, consisting of an iron shell filled with a 
composition of saltpetre, sulphur, resin, turpentine, antimony, and tallow. - OCSS.
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inch of the stand he has taken in the affair.1 It is supposed that Mr Tod will be
more moderate in his views in reference to our affairs with that Goverment2. If
not, Why: then we will go to hard blows, and farewell to thy pomposity O'Brazils:
Lat 31'  05 N Long 32'38 W
10th Wind vacillating. Ship heading SE by S. Half S Squally at times. Larboard
Tacks aboard.3 A great many inconveniences are attributable to a 74. The first and
formost are that you cannot lay any thing down, and turn your back but what it is
Missed. All the clothes belonging to the ships company are supposed to be
marked. It matters but little if they are or not, should they be ten to one, but that
he loses his
19
1 Henry Alexander Wise (1806-1876) was a Representative and Governor of Virginia, and Minister to
Brazil.
2 David Tod was appointed as the new Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States to the Court of His
Majesty, Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil to replace Henry Wise, whose diplomatic strategies are known
to have created problems between the two governments. See Smith, Joseph P. ed. History of the
Republican Party in Ohio and Memoirs of Its Representative Supporters. Vol. II. (Chicago: The Lewis
Publishing Company, 1898), 425.
3 Larboard is the old term for port, the left-hand side of a ship when facing forward. A ship having her
“larboard tacks aboard” means that her sails are trimmed for the wind coming over her port side. -
OCSS s.v. “Port Tack.” This is when the ship has the wind forward of the port beam. Having port tacks
aboard is equal to being close-hauled on the starboard tack.
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10th article name and all; should he happen to have a good one, why you see he loses
that which will make him poor indeed. But says the reader; why do those in
authority countenance these proceedings The question is simply answered, there is
so many ways of obliterating the names &c from clothing that it is impossible in
most cases to catch the delinquent. As for instance A man loses a white frock his
name has been put on the tail of it, the thief takes the article cuts it above the
name hews the bottom and it becomes an article denominated a Jumper which is
worn outside of every thing in fact a man so disposed, can have full and plenty of
wearing apparel that he has no occasion to draw any thing from the Purser during
the whole cruize and the money he receives at the expiration of the cruize is
consequently double of that to his next door neighbour. But sometimes he gets
payed in his own coin, as, being naturally a dissolute character, no sooner does he
plank his foot on shore, than he gets beastly drunk and keeps so. In that condition
he becomes a prey for the land sharks,1 who infest more or less the sea port towns.
In a few days he reships, much to the satisfaction of his former shipmates, who dispise
him such are the men in part that brings the name of Men of Warsmen in such
disrepute. A respectable sailor feels a reluctance to go into the service of his
1 Landshark was an epithet coined by sailors to express the untrustworthy and exploitative qualities of
waterfront businessmen such as landlords and recruitment agents. See, Blum, Hester. The View from the
Masthead: Maritime Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives. (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 111, and Gilje, Paul A. Liberty on the Waterfront: American
Maritime Culture in the Age of Revolution. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 18.
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country until compelled through stern necessity and the force of circumstances, to 
it I call on the latter class to remedy the evil; let them form themselves in a
Committee of Vigilance, and on the first intimidation of a theft, forget it not, and 
hold the guilty one in universal execration, consider those who associate with
him, little better than himself, depend upon it in a little time a complete
reformation would be effected and the service would be preeminent for the
honesty of its tars. There is many other things that need reformation among
ourselves, but let us commence on one thing and carry it through, the rest will
follow as a matter of course. As those who contributed to banish one serious evil,
will not be content until the great work of reformation is complete. I appeal to
the natural good sense of the majority of Men of Warsmen, if my Ideas are not
correct on the subject.
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10th 3 P. M. A dead calm. Sail reported from the Topmast head, have not made her out
as yet. Oh: what a horrid noise those bandsmen create, playing during Ward
Room dinner, between the band and some dozens of Fiddles about the ship there
is such a dim and confusion on board, that the tower of Babel sinks into
insignificance. Some denominate it music, but to my mind, it is nothing but a
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combination of discordant sounds, more befitting to charm maniacs than those
possessed of their natural senses; Even in the hours devoted to slumber it takes a
predominant part. The occurrences of the day very often impregnate the brain at
night and, oftimes I have awoke in terror, the perspiration starting from my
forehead having one of those dreams of Satan astraddle of, an immense Bass Viol
with the bow going athwart at the rate of a hundred knots an hour.
Music: music, avaunt.1 Let my senses be releived from thy wandering notes this
cruize, and I will ask no more from thee. Thou art too Chaotic, where peace and
quietness should reigor indesputably triumphant.
July 11th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. A Sermon was preached by
the chaplain of the ship. The wind has been rather scarce since yesterday and the
day before. Our Latitude yesterday was 30'N 20 Long 31'W 53. A little more to the
S. & E. and we will have the trade winds. The ships company apparently, feel in
no particular hurry to get into port they would sooner remain at sea for some time
rather than lay in a warm climate undergoing the fatigue incident to port.
As for instance, The boats crews have to hold themselves in readiness to jump at a
minutes warning then there is keeping the ship in perfect order for the reception of
visitors and last Tho' not least dressing in white, day after day which as a matter
of course, makes plenty of washing for us independent of every thing else that is a
1 Shakespearean go away.
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consideration.
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July
12th   Commences with strong winds and pleasant weather. Ship heading S.S.E.
Latitude 28'30.  We have the trades I think: nothing unusual has occurred in the
last 24 hours therefore I shall take the opportunity of spinning a yarn. I joined a
brig1 once in Wilmington N.C. bound for the West Indies2 and from thence, home
to Boston. A few days out, the, Cook took sick and died, of a, Fever incidental to
that clime. Shortly after the Mate took sick, and then one of the for'ard hands. (We
had when we left seven hands all told.) The second mate now took charge of one
watch and the Captain the other. I was in the skipper's watch,3 and the other had a
Greenhand to assist him. After being out a short time she sprung a leak, and to
mend the matter, I was taken with the Fever and Ague. She leaked a thousand
strokes an hour. One had to be at the pump all the time. I would steer occasionally
while the Capt worked the pump and where the disease was from me of course I
took a spell at the same. They managed pretty much the same in the Port wa tch ,
fortunately we had a good steady breeze therefore had not much occasion to use
1 Unidentified.
2 The Caribbean.
3 Skipper is another name for the master of a ship, particularly used in small merchant vessels, fishing
boats and yachts. - OCSS s.v. “Skipper.” Captain is much more involved in physical labor when the
crew is small and therefore the period during which he is on deck and active was dubbed the skipper's
watch.
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the braces1 &c When we arrived at St Pierre's in the Island of Dominique2 we
were all reduced to skeletons three of us went to the hospital and through the
judicious care of the French Doctor: eventually recovered. We discharged our
timber and took in Molasses, being in ballast trim3 with the same, and strange to
tell scarcely any thing was done to lighten the Brig. We had another Brig's crew
on board, sent home by the American Consul.4 Every thing went cozily enough,
except the leak, (to be sure it was not so bad as before but it might of been less if
the Capt had wished) until we arrived well to the North'ard. When one morning
just as the starboard watch were going to sleep in the Forcastle,5 a heavy sea
struck her amidships carried away the galley and knocked her on her beam ends,
she had To:gallant sails on at the time. The For'ard bulkhead being down I could
see the water arising fast. Instantly all hands turned out, some crying &c I told
them it was time for action and not for sniffling, we sprung on deck. In the
meantime it commenced blowing.
1 Braces, ropes that rove to the ends of all yards in a square-rigged ship by which the yards are braced, or
swung, at different angles to the fore-and-aft line of the ship to make most of the wind. - OCSS.
2 The port of St. Pierre is actually on Martinique, the southern neighbor of Dominique (Dominica). lat.
14° 40' N, long. 61° 00' W.
3 In ballast denotes the condition of a vessel which has discharged her cargo and taken on additional
weight to stabilize and trim her while sailing empty, or light. See OCSS s.v. “Ballast.”
4 The American Consul at Martinique was either Peyton Gay, (1837-40) or Philip A. De Creney (1840-
44). See Hasse, Adelaide R. Index to United States Documents Relating to Foreign Affairs, 1828-1861.
Vol. 1 (Washington D.C., The Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1914), 432, Journal of the Executive
Proceedings of the Senate of the United States of America. Vol. IV. (Washington D.C. Government
Printing Office, 1887), 480, and Vol. V., 47, 252, also ed. Samuel, Hazard. Hazard's United States
Commercial and Statistical Register. Vol. 1 July 1839 – January 1840. (Philadelphia: WM. F. Geddes,
1840), 227.
5 Forecastle is the space beneath the short raised deck forward. It is pronounced, and commonly spelled
as, fo'c'sle. See OCSS s.v. “Forecastle.” It is also the generic term to indicate the living space of the
ordinary seamen, particularly on merchant and fishing vessels. The meaning of the idiom before the
mast, which also describes the physical, occupational and hierarchical place of men, comes from the
location of this compartment within the ship being afore the foremast. 
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12th There stood the Captain on the Quarter Deck in complete bewilderment. It was
with difficulty that we made our way aft where he stood. I asked him if he was not
going to do something, he at first answered me with an Idiotic stare, but presently
collecting his Ideas, gave the order to cut away the main mast, which being
accomplished, and she not righting the same order was given in reference to the
Foremast, as it went by the board she commenced righting. The mate now sprung
into the hold and commenced starting the molasses, (I forgot to mention that the
cargo shifted when the sea struck her) The pumps were rigged and in the space
of fifteen hours she was on an even keel.1
The sea making a complete breach over her. An attempt was made to keep her
head to wind. A drag was put out from the Starboard bow, but it was of no use,
the pumps had to be spelled constantly. Thus we were on the wreck four days and
nights our clothes saturated completely, with scarcely any sustenance.
The last morning, being Monday, called all hands to the Forcastle for a
consultation, and the unanimous opinion was given that we should rigg a jury
mast,2 stand to the westward, and when we made land, run her ashore if we could
1 Keel is the lowest and principal timber of a wooden ship, which extends the whole length of the vessel
and to which the stem, sternpost, and ribs are attached. It is known as the back-bone or the spine of a
ship and is the strongest single piece of her construction. During a non-extreme course, the keel remains
somewhat perpendicular to the waterline and a vessel is said to be on an even keel, when she floats
perfectly upright, without any inclination to either side. See OCSS s.v. “Keel,” and “Even Keel.”
2 Jury denotes the temporariness of solution that is put into effect until a disabled vessel reaches the 
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not do her any better. We found an old Derrick1 and whilst rigging it a sail was
reported which proved to be a British Brig belonging to Halifax she took us of the 
wreck in a famishing condition and safely landed us in Halifax. The American
Consul2 furnished us with accomadations according to our necessities gave us a
passage and in a short time we arrived in New York, whilst on the wreck our
sufferings were intense. It being in the month of February and having no dry
clothes, we could not built a fire on deck for the seas that the vessel shipped and
as for the Forcastle, on the attempt being made to have one there was completely
smoked out.
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13th    Commences with strong winds and cloudy; ship heading S. By E, at the rate of
nine knots, last evening took a single reef in all the Topsails, setting Top Gallant
sails over them; nothing has occurred today to break the monotony of our
existence on board, therefore I'll e'en shut up shop.
harbor. A jury mast is a mast erected to take the place of one that has been carried away. See OCSS s.v.
“Jury.”
1 Derrick, a form of crane found on board merchant ships. The name is reputed to have come from a 
certain London hangman called Derrick who was employed at the Tyburn gallows in the seventeenth 
century. - OIDNT.
2 Either John Morrow, (1834-40) or T.B. Livingston who succeeded Morrow. See Journal of the
Executive Proceedings of the Senate of the United States of America.Vol. IV. (Washington D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1887), 344, and Vol. V., 321
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14th    Commences with moderate breezes and pleasant, carrying studding sails; an
interchange of courtesies have taken place Aft between the Officers and our
Minister Plenopotentiary which contribute largely in cementing Friendship among
those whose destiny is to lead. A reciprocating friendship in any shape is highly
laudable, more particularly so on board Ship. But I'm afraid I touch on delicate
matters, with that which does not concern us, and under those considerations
mum's the word.
15th    Commences with moderate breezes and sultry, ship moving at the rate of six
knots with studding sails alow and aloft. The Foretopmen have taken it into their
heads to have amusement at any cost. Therefore they commenced last evening
with a game denominated Slinging the monkey.1 It is as follows, a bowline is
rigged, one of the Aspirants slings himself by the [legs?] and under the arm, he
then shoves himself off clear of every thing among the crowd, who stands by to
strike him with knotted hankerchiefs. He continues to swing backward and
forward until one of the rest is struck by him, who takes his place in the bowline.
1 Slinging the monkey was a popular skylarking activity which was practiced with varied rules and
names from the late 1500s until late the 1800s. In some nineteenth-century sources it is referred to as
swinging the monkey. The version described by Calhoun was also played on land, by hanging a rope
from either a tree branch or a tripod made of logs. A later and less violent form of the game entailed the
goal to write on the floor of the main-deck with a chalk while being slung as the monkey.
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Lat. 19'42. Long  D R. 25'591
16th    Commences with moderate breezes and cloudy, ship going at the rate of seven
knots, with studding sails &c Lat. 17'24 Long 25'55. Spoke a Barque2 bound to
the W. Indies, from London. Understood her name to be Ceylon. My original
noticed on page 17 gets one quite smart, occasionally he gets into a scrape but his
good genious generally puts him through. This morning coming up one of the
ladders, in an unguarded moment he received 4 or 5 Pea Jacket bags on his head
they knocked him down, but being soft did not hurt him; he got up a s i f
nothing had hurt him & with perfect good humour.
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17th    Commences with moderate breezes and cloudy, passed some black fish and one
Turtle. We have had auction on board for several days in succession of clothing
&c, belonging to those who run in New York, something like eighty Left whils't
lying there; Articles bring an enormous price at one of them, but I have gave one
discription in this book therefore will not tire the readers patience by a repetition. 
1 In navigation, the abbreviation D.R. stands for dead reckoning, a technique that is used to determine the
coordinates of a vessel based on its previously measured position and the estimated distance covered
since the last measurement. See OCSS s.v. “Dead Reckoning Position.”
2 Barque is a sailing vessel with three masts, square-rigged on the fore and main, and fore-and-aft rigged
on the mizzen. Derived from the Latin barca, the term originally denoted any sailing ship of smaller
size. The modern American term is bark. See OCSS s.v. “Barge,” “Bark,” and “Barque.”
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While lying in Calcutta in the ship Edward of Philadelphia the Captain gave us
permission to visit the shore one afternoon for the purpose of witnessing the
performance of penance by some of the Natives. When we arrived on the spot, a
large crowd had assembled for the same purpose as ourselves Viz, curiosity. A
perpendicular pole was erected on the spot, on the top one was placed horizontally
working on a pivot. Presently three of those who were to undergo the voluntary
operation, entered the area having a sharp steel hook run into either side, coming
out, between the ribs, the mutilation looked horrible; a hankerchief encircled the
body above the hooks for the prevention of the flesh giving away, appended to the
hooks were lines, and presently they were triced up1 to the horizontal beam, Men
<was> were stationed at the further end of the beam, from which hung a rope having
a long pole attached to it. They now set the concern in motion by running around
in a circle with this rope, occasionally a pigeon was let go and it would flutter in
the air for some time, now and then they would flutter to the ground and caught
by the crowd, but more frequently would recover themselves previous to falling
and fly away. This was considered a good omen. After revolving around some 40
or 50 times the transgressors were let down in a state of exhaustion, and
embecility. Opium is used in large quantities, to blunt the sensibility of pain
experienced from this horrid practice. But to give the reader a more enlightened
view of the subject I will here state that the object of penance in the present case,
1 Trice up, to, the operation of hauling up, generally in order to make something more secure, or to
secure it in a more convenient position. - OCSS.
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was for the restoration of Caste, (or society) There is a code of laws existing in
the East Indies, if they are violated, subjects the offender to degenerate from his
position in society, which nothing but penance can restore, it can be done by
proxy as in the present instance, is penance was performed for a rich nabob,1 who
had lost his caste, and on the payment
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17th of a few rupees was restored to society. the Actors in this scene received but one
rupee a peice (something less than half a dollar) From here we went to a place
denominated the burning ground. It is <encircled> enclosed with a wall, we went
in. There was several piles of wood each of which contained a human body,
attended by the nearest male relative of the decease. From one of the burning piles
the leg of a man protruded, shocking to behold. The Stench was intolerable and it
was with nauseating sensations that all of us left the place and the recollection has
haunted me ever since.
It is somewhat singular to me that a sailor is picked upon as one that can be
robbed with impurity, no sooner do we land (particularly in the States) than we
are surrounded by a troop of blackguards2 in disguise, who are profuse in their
1 Nabob was a type of army officer under the Mogul Empire. See OED s.v. “Nabob.” The Mogul (or
Mughal) Empire remained the ruling power in the Indian subcontinent from 1526 to 1857.
2 Dishonorable men. - OED.
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offers of money etc, etc, one that is not acquainted in the place most frequently
falls into the hands of these Candidates for the States prison or the Gallows
Forced to leave the ship a week or ten days previous to his being paid off; he is
obliged to accept their proffered offers of Friendship and money. Their chief
enticement will be to get him to drink, should he give in to their solicitations he is 
gone, but  even should he escape the snare set for him by these fiends in human
shape, others are in wait for him. If he goes to purchase any thing he has to pay
three prices for it for he has been so long from home that he cannot appreciate the
price. In a word, every one is striving who shall get the most of his money, the
consequence is, he becomes disgusted with the shore And he seeks true friendship
in the bosom of his associates at sea, well knowing from bitter experience that it
cannot be obtained on Land.
I have often thought of becoming a misanthrope, but the reccolections of some
disinterested friendship that had existed at sea by one or more of my shipmates
detered me from the design and softened my heart towards all Mankind. And to
grasp the warm hand of fellowship at sea, I willingly become a subject to be
Robbed on Shore Lat 16o.17'' N Long 25o.31'' W
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18th    Commences with moderate breezes and pleasant, saw a number of flying fish. A
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sermon was preached on the Main Gun Deck by our Chaplain, and at meredian
piped to Dinner and grog. The different parts of the ships company are now being
mustered for the purpose of exchanging the men from different divisions.1 As I
look around me, and see nearly one half of my shipmates reposing in the arms of
Morpheus, a feeling of unconquerable drowsiness comes o'er my senses, Heigho:
I will e'en throw myself into the arms of forgetfulness, the first vacant billet I can
find. Ah: there's one though not quite so comfortable as a man could wish, get the
shank of an anchor for a pillow is not to be sneezed at particularly when I have a
full band to lull me to the Land of Dreams. Farewell to the scenes around me for
the present I- I- I- ah, ah, am go, go, gone. Lat 13.44 N: Long 24.40 W
19th    Commences with light winds and pleasant, a remarkable large quantity of
Flying Fish was observed this morning breaking in their fright from under the
bows of the ship. When alarmed or pursued, they spring from the water and fly
until their wings become dry, nature having furnished them with wings for self
preservation. A sail was reported at daylight standing for us, but her course has
been altered since, Lat 11'35 N  Long 23'05 W. 3 P.M. Breeze veering2 more
1 It is recorded that the crew of the Ohio was divided into nine divisions - at least this was the case during
the period when she was commissioned as the flagship of the Mediterranean Squadron (1838-1840).
The first, second and third divisions were stationed on the berth deck - the lower gun deck of U.S.S.
Ohio. Fourth, fifth and sixth were on the upper gun deck, namely the main deck, right below the upper
or spar deck which hosted seventh and eight. Finally the ninth division was on the orlop deck, all the
way down. Gould, The Life of Gould an Ex-man-of-war's-man., 45.
2 The action of the wind when it changes its direction clockwise. A wind which veers frequently is a sign
of settled weather in the northern hemisphere, and of unsettled weather in the southern. See OCSS s.v.
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ahead, took in the port Lower Studding sail, Forecastlemen and Foretopmen are
kicking up a dust by scraping the whitewash on the beams and Carlines on the
Main Gun Deck preparatory to rewhitewashing. The operation is accompanied
with sensations of exquisite sensibility. I have found to my extreme sorrow, even
to Lachromy.1 As for instance, a small delicate peice of lime gets in the eye the
sufferer instantly commences rubbing it. Inflamation takes place and it may be a
week or two before his Visual organ is fit to obey its natural functions. Of all the
evils appertaining to ship's duty, keep me from that of scraping whitewash
particularly in hot weather at sea. The ship is never whitewashed any other place
on the deck mentioned above except in the immediate vicinity of the Galley
consequently when on or near the Line the heat is intolerable.
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20th    Commences with moderate breezes and pleasant. At 2 A.M copious showers of
rain visited us which was however of short duration. A sail was reported this
morning from the Mast head which proves to be a ship standing to the Sd & Ed
< I must now go back gentle reader to the time when I first joined this ship  
previous to, [this cruize?] and sailing down the Gulf of Mexico, it is rather out of
“Veer, to.”
1 Lachrymation.
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place, but better late than never. I shall embody this short cruize in a condensed
form and hope it will not be misplaced. Sailed from Hampton Road Boston Feb 4th
with a favorable wind and after a passage of 7 days arrived in Hampton Roads.
After lying a few days, orders was received and we put to Sea, not regretting to
leave a place ill suited to the taste of a seaman. After a tolerable short passage
our wished for port was sighted. Distant firing was heard previous to our coming
to Anchor, of which we rightly judged that GenL Scott1 was letting the Mexicans in
language not to be misunderstood that he would not be humbugged. We came to
Anchor outside the Reef and was prevented from going in on account of a
Norther, (Which blows tremendous at times) After the Gale moderated, our
Anchor was catheaded, we rounded the reef within range of the Enemy's Guns on
the Castle of St Juan d'Ullua.2 Every preperation was made, and all the
pharaphernelia of War, was put in requisition. But fortunately (or rather
unfortunately) they did not fire, and our orders were, to act on the defensive. We
were too at Sacrificous,3 an Island three miles from the City, Requisition was now
made for seaman to man a six Gun Battery, (erected on shore, on aslight
eminence commanding the City) which was enthusiastically responded to.  And
during the whole time of the Bombardment the crew of this ship showed an heroic
devotion to their Country's interest, which drew from the Hon' Secratary,4 a well
1 Winfield Scott (1786 – 1866) landed at Veracruz on March 9, 1847 and led five successful campaigns
on his way to Mexico City, which surrendered on September 13. See, Bauer, K. Jack, The Mexican
War, 1846–1848. (New York: Macmillan, 1974), 205, 233-253.
2 Castle of San Juan de Ulúa. 
3 Isla de Sacrificios. lat. 19O 17' N, long. 96O W.
4 Calhoun is probably referring to the Secretary of the Navy, George Bancroft, (1800 – 1891) who gave
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timed compliment to their bravery. The castle and City seeing the necessity of
coming to terms, wished to make them easy as possible, but Scott would receive
no overturn except an unconditional surrender which was at length acceded. A
day being appointed, the Squadron1 formed a Line with the boats and pulled for
the city
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20th And at the same time, part of the Army marched and met the seaman with those
appointed to take possession. It was a splendid and imposing spectacle. Our
troops and seaman marched in at one gate, at the same time the enemy marched
out from another, and piled their arms and munitions of war, and at the same
time the Emblem of a Tyrant's despotism was hurled to the ground from the Forts
and Castle and in its stead, the glorious Stars and Stripes of our dear native
country gracefully wreathed in its stead.2 Salutes were fired from them. The
shipping responding thereto. Shortly after an expedition was fitted out for the
the command for the Siege of Veracruz and the Tuxpan Expedition. See, Bauer, The Mexican War,108.
The Secretary of War at the time, was William L. Marcy (1786 – 1857). See New International
Encyclopedia. eds. Gilman, D. C., H. T. Thurston,  and F. M. Colby. (New York: Mead Dodd, 1905.)
s.v."Marcy, William Learned.”
1 The Home Squadron, Commodore David Conner, Commodore Matthew Perry.
2 The Register (a newsweekly that was as well-known as today's New York Times or the Post in the
nineteenth century) wrote on May 8, 1847 that: “Capt. Stringham carried the flag of his ship with him,
and the stars and stripes which once floated from the mizen of the line of battle ship Ohio now waive
over the castle of San Juan de Ulloa.” - Hughes, Jeremiah. ed. Niles' National Register. From
September, 1846, to March, 1847. (Baltimore: Jeremiah Hughes, 1847), 146.
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purpose of taking Tuspan.1 On arriving near; a generous order was exhibited
among the boats crews attached to the different Ships who should be the first in
the attack. The palm was carried by our ship. With a shout, that would not
disgrace a body of Indian warriors, they sprang to the Forts and in less than
twenty minutes the evacuation by the enemy commenced. After the surrender of
the Forts, the city capitulated unconditionally. Orders now came for our return to
the states. We sailed from Vera Cruz and in a short passage of six days entered
Havanna. It has without doubt, one of the most splendid harbours in the world.
On the entrance; situate on the Larboard hand, on a high elevation, stands that
much celebrated defence, the Moro Castle2 I was much struck with its extent and
yet it is capable of a considerable further extension verging in on a line with the
city. Our stay was rather limited at this place. In fact the ostensible purpose of
touching there was for the purpose of contributing to the good feeling that had
existed between the two Goverments, formerly as they had exhibited a feeling
somewhat hostileto the Americans on account of Mexico. For this purpose a Ball
was given on board of this ship to some of the principal inhabitants. Our Consul3 
honored the ship with his presence. I cannot speak much of the beauty of fairer
portion of creation on this Isle. If I am to take those who were on board that
evening as a criterion, nor would I throw any disparagement upon them, but
1 Tuxpan. lat. 20o 57' N long. 97o 24' W.
2 The Morro Castle, Havana.
3 Robert B. Campbell (1842-50) was the American Consul at Havana. See, Journal of the Executive
Proceedings of the Senate of the United States of America.Vol. VI. (Washington D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1887), 160, and Vol. VIII., 307.
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murder will out. Give me my own native country women above all others for
Beauty.> Lat 10.20 N Long 22.15 W
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21st    Commences with light breezes and pleasant, last night had a repetition of rain
but not in such large quantities, nor of so long a duration. Saw a number of Black
fish this morning, they are species of sperm whale, a large sized one will yield six
barrels of oil the quality of which is not inferior to the very best of whale oil; and
now for a yarn. I was once travelling in the North of Europe1 for purposes which
would be needless for me to speak of at present. On arriving at Sunderland being
Sunday afternoon, I found no difficulty in procuring accomodations for myself. In
the evening, strolling through the city, I came across a large Cathedral, of
extremely gorgeous aspect. On the pavement of the church numerous inscriptions
were to be seen, a silent and impressive admonitions to those who were trifling
with religion showing the immutability of all earthly pleasures, which are as
transient as the passing cloud. These Tombslabs covered the entire area of the
church. Presently the rich and mellow plaintings2 of the organ was heard its
1 Calhoun probably intended to write “North of England” here. He continues with the name of the town,
Sunderland, without providing the name of the country. Then on page 34 of the manuscript journal, (6
days later, in his July 27 entry) he refers to this yarn by writing; “...being (as I have mentioned before,)
in the north of England...”
2 Probably, plainings.
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reverberations extending to a considerable distance and finally Sinking to such an
exquisite pathos; that my heart because entranced <was eager to burst the human chain
which enthralled it seeking to become an inhabitant of ethereal space.> Presently 
darkness overshadowed the church. The clock gave intimidation with its deep
tuned chimes, that the hour of midnight had arrived. A change came o'er the
scene, the church became once more illuminated; with a light; unearthly spectres
arose from the tombs one of them ascended the rostrum. With energetic gestures,
the shadow pointed to the portal. I cast my eyes in that direction. They all left
their places and in a short space of time returned in procession, bearing a coffin
opened, under whose rich canopy I discovered one whose oppression to the poor
seaman in our navy was notorious. As they proceeded down the Aisle The organ
struck up and continued, until the procession reach the Altar. The scene changed
the sacred edifice underwent a revolution. Pandemonium was visible with all its
horrid accompaniments of shrieks, blasphemies, Groans, The hissings of horrid
twining flying reptiles. The spirits of the good had departed, and in their stead,
Satan and his Fiends held undisputed sway. The spirit of the departed was
hurled in this burning chaos, an exulting scream emanated from the Gulf, and on
high written in letters of Gold, was to be seen; God protects & revenges the poor Sailor.
The fiends now seperated, whirling, themselves in a thousand attitudes. One of
them approach me, I felt myself grasped as if in a vice And a voice asking me
kindly to remove from the church. I rubbed my eyes, the last
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  21st of the congregation had left. I was alone, save the Sexton who, passing that way
aroused me from this unatural vision. I left the church ruminating on this Singular 
<vision> Dream.1 The Moral I leave for others to elucidate.
In Slumber, I prithee how is it;
That souls are aft taking the air,
And paying each other a visit. 
22nd    Experienced a heavy rain squall this morning, attended with considerable wind. 
We care not how hard it blows or how cold it may be but when it rains, we feel a 
natural disposition to avoid getting wet if possible but aboard Ship circumstances 
will not allow of it at times Lat 7'56N Long 20'11W
23rd    Squally, squally, nothing but squall in these low latitudes. Last evening
exercised Mainsail pretty considerable often, at times it would not be set more
1 It is possible that Calhoun changed “vision” to “Dream” after he added the first three lines of Thomas
Moore's Dreams at the end of this entry. Of course it is equally possible that prior to choosing the
opening of Dreams for the ending of his yarn, he decided that level of fantasy in what he had just
written required the experience to be a dream, rather than a vision.
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than ten minutes when a heavy rain squall would arise and compel us to take it in, 
soon as it passed of course we had to set it again. Man born of Woman hath but a
short time to live.1 The truth of this is verified daily on board ship. A sailor does
not live, he is merely in a state of partial existence particularly at Sea. The
disgusting monotony experienced on a long passage impregnates itself within his
whole being. The every day sameness which indespensably characterizes nearly
all the proceedings appertaining to a ship fits him as an Automaton, hence h e
does not Live but merely Exists. At present whilst writing one of the men is
running about the ship with his eyes glancing in every corner of the Building
apparantly insane. I had the curiosity to ask him, what was the matter, he replied,
that having lost an egg from the chicken coop every morning since we left port
and this morning in particular, he thought it would not be amiss to ferret out the
audacious individual and hold him up to universal execration for depriving him of
the only perquisite derived from his important calling I asked his name, he replied
James Ducks. And previous to seperating, made me promise that, should I see any
sucking an egg I should let him know I left him, to resume his search.
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1 “Man, that is born of woman, hath but a short time to live, and is full of misery.” is a line from the
section titled Burial of the Dead , that is found in various common prayer compilations.  See The
Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 1860. (New York: Carlton & Porter,
1860), 167.
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23d    Have you ever seen a Sailor on horseback, reader, if not, here is a faint
discription of more than one ashore on Liberty1 at Singapore. We all left the ship
with joyous countenances, elated with the hope of pleasure, having plenty of
money in our pockets, and particularly anxious to be relieved of some portion of
its load which of course is characteristic of us. After landing our first care was to
provide for the inner men in the shape of dinner. After partaking of the good cheer
provided by our worthy host our next step was to procure mules (as we never
walk when there is a chance to ride) Picture to your imagination one hundred
sailors let loose and each on muleback. Some going one way, some another,
others not going at all, with the hallooing git up. Go it. Sal. Whoa; Ho:pet &c &c
One of the Marines got on a very fine one to all appearances, but the mule was
stubborn and so was the solger, the more he want the animal to move for'ard the
more it performed, (as the marine said) a retrogade movement until his patience
was completely exhausted. You wont go, wont you giving the animal a punch
in the ribs the mule shook its head, well I will show you if you wont, he
therefore dismounted, being a very powerful man, he took the obstinate creature
around the body and carried it some distance much to the amusement of the
bystanders. One of the old Tars not liking the skittish disposition of the Mules,
1 Liberty, the sailor's name for short leave from his ship. Sailors with permission to go ashore for the day
or night are known as liberty men. – OCSS.
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thought he would take a horse. One was procured for him, so old that it was
considerable exertion for him to open his eyes, he was very particular in his
enquiries if there was any danger to be apprehended in being thrown on his
beam-ends, on being told in the negative, he mounted in evident satisfaction
having his grog aboard at the same time. The animal was not to be coaxed out of a
walk, altho' our worthy, used all the endearing terms that he could think of. At last
the animal stopped. Well what's the matter now my hearty. The stirrups hung
down nearly to the ground and as he was kicking off the flys, he caught his hind
hoof in the vacant stirrup. The sailor now seriously alarmed, exclaimed
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23d springing from the saddle, halloa if you are going to get on, I am going to get off,
nor could any persuasion entice him to remount the horse that was going to ride
on its own back. In the course of three or four hours the mule riders returned some
with bruises &c, received in their anxiety to display their agility in throwing
summersets1 over the heads of their refractory brutes and thus ended our ride in
Singapore. Lat 7. 09 N  Long 18.12 W
1 Somerset, somersault. The phrase throwing summersets is commonly found in mid-nineteenth century 
prose.
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24th    Last evening sighted a sail which proved to be a Dutch barque, standing to the
Eastward. The day commences clear and pleasant with a headwind, nothing of any
interest occurring. I shall therefore spin a small twister.1 Whilst on board of the
Ship George of New London, and being somewhat to the Southard of the Cape of
Good Hope bound to the Eastward, a scene occurred which chill the hearts and
threw a damper over the whole ships company. The circumstances were briefly
these. It was blowing tremendous heavy, the night intensely dark. The ship
scudding under a close reefed Main topsail, and Foresail. A Portugeuese and
myself at the wheel. The starboard watch having the deck, presently she rolled a
Sea inboard amidships and stove one of the Boats, secured to the try works, and a
spar2 athwart the ships. The second Mate, called for the watch to assist him in
fleeting the boats further aft at the same time springing onto the works, for the
purpose of casting off the lashing which secured the bows to the works. After
getting every thing clear the ship gave a roll which precipitated, the 2nd Mate over
the ships side and at the same time throwing the boat athwart the rail, he still
holding on to the Warp.3 I heard him cry in piteous accents. Haul, Haul, for God
sake haul. We endeavored to <throw> Launch the boat to him, but it took a sudden
slue and jammed several of us against the rail. I was the first to liberate myself,
1 Twister, although seen rarely, is another name for a yarn also in reference to the activity of making a
spunyarn from untwisted ropes. See Colcord, Joanna Carver, Gangway: Sea Language Comes Ashore.
(Mineola: Dover Publications), 166. “Well, lads, let me finish my smoke, and then I'll spin you a twister
about my going off.” Clark, George Edward. Seven Years of A Sailor's Life. (Boston: Adams &
Company), 215.
2 Spar, a general term for any wooden support used in the rigging of a ship; it embraces all masts, yards,
booms, gaffs, etc. - OCSS.
3 Warp, the ropes used for securing a ship alongside a quay, jetty, etc., or another ship. - OCSS.
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And seizing the Booby hatch1 there it overboard And then spread the alarm
throughout the ship. Instantly the Captain and Mate responded to the call, the
For'ard and After Yards were braced sharp up. The Helm thrown to lee. One of
the boats got on the Cranes lowered away, and seven
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24th volunteers sprang in, Pull to windward Mr Hull cried the Captain Aye, Aye, Sir
was the ready response. We pulled for near a half hour, in a tremendous Sea way,
all for no benefit which we all knew, but it was a melancholy satisfaction to us,
doing all that lay in our power for the preservation of Life, with the immenent risk
of losing our own. It was with much difficulty that we was enabled to regain the
ship and then we was obliged to abandon the boat. He must of sank in three
minutes after falling over the ships side, going as she was at the rate of 12 knots
per hour, and being very heavily ladened with clothes. On our arrival on board the
yards were once more squared, the helm aweather.2 I could not sleep for some
nights thinking of his fate, being a young man and engaged to be married soon as
1 Booby-hatch, a small opening in the deck of a vessel used as an additional companion to facilitate 
movement. - OCSS.
2 Square, the position of the yards when they are set at right angles to the mast in both the vertical and
the horizontal plane. - OIDNT. Although such squareness is known as harbor trim (as it is the correct of
namely the default attitude when the ship is in port) the yards were also “squared” in order to make full
benefit of the wind from astern. Helm aweather is used to describe the condition (or the order to bring
the helm to such condition) when the rudder is kept to windward in order to prevent the ship's head from
coming up in the wind while sailing close-hauled.
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he arrived at home. The remembrance has haunted me even to this day.
25th    Commences with moderate breezes and pleasant. A Sermon was delivered by
the Chaplain on the Main Gun Deck. It was like all the rest, should any of my
shipmates become converted it will be recorded as a Miracle. It requires
something more than Rhetoric to touch Jack's feelings. Of course he is naturally
of an extremely sensitive turn, and the sufferings of those who suffered for
religion and our Saviours sake, portrayed in language emanating from the heart of 
the speaker, would do more good than all the brilliant Ideas that ever was given to
<the world> us in the shape of written Sermons. And I sincerely hope that seaman
in general would turn their thoughts to heaven'ward, that at the last trump to
Muster around God's throne, none may be found wanting.
26th    Commences with moderate breezes and cloudy. Wind, dead ahead, tacking ship
every three or four hours.1 Every appearance of a long passage. This is without an
exception the noisiest ship, ever I trod my foot upon, emanating from the
Artizans. We have Armorers, Carpenters, Tailors, Shoemakers, Tinkers, Stewards,
Cooks, Cook's mates, Fiddlers Bandsmen, dancers, Singers, and Sailors, all
1 Tack, to, the operation of changing direction in a sailing vessel in such a way that the wind, having
been blowing from one side of the vessel and somewhat from the front, is faced into and then brought
over the opposite side. Tacking is the result of the zigzag course a sailing vessel is constrained to take
when desirous of reaching a point upwind. - OIDNT. In this case, the crew of the Ohio was changing
the position of all the sails every three to four hours, in order to keep her at a certain angle (a little more
than 45o away from the direction of the wind) so that she would benefit from the pulling force of the
wind while maintaining the deviation from the intended direction at an optimum level.
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making a heterogenous compound, seldom or ever seen in the same space.
And at times having the rope making machine in operation with the unintelligible
jargon that is transfused throughout the ship in confused murmurings. Take all in
all it would confound a stone, and his thoughts, (were he permitted to indulge
them) would revert to the transformation of tongues at the tower of Babel.1
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27    Commences with the same wind as yesterday. <That is> viz: dead in our teeth2 
cloudy weather, squally at times. The weather reminds me of London in the
month of November, to be sure it is somewhat warmer, but the sultriness is more
the less. Have you ever been to London is a question often asked, and if answered
in the negative, the invariable remark is that if you do not visit it, you will die a
fool. Under those considerations and not wishing to die foolish, why: I thought I
would see it, and being (as I have mentioned before,) in the north of England, I
took passage in a Collier3 for that noted place. On our passage we experienced a
1 According to the story in the Tanakh, the union of mankind living in the city of Babel had a common
tongue. God did not want them to speak the same language and confounded their speech to disrupt
communication. “Come, let Us go down, and there confuse their language, that they may not understand
one another's speech.” - Genesis 11:7, KJV.
2 Dead in our teeth denotes the condition when the wind is blowing from straight ahead relatively where
the ship is supposed be headed to. In order to reach the destination the ship has to sail close-hauled,
tacking frequently. “This was dead in our teeth, but I took in the sea anchor and set sail, hauling a
course on the wind which took us in a south-southeasterly direction.” - Jack London, The Sea-Wolf,.
3 Collier, a vessel carrying a cargo of coal in bulk. - OCSS
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gale of wind and narrowly escaped being wrecked on the Goodwin Sands. Shortly
after we entered the river Thames. It was filled with a forest of masts,1 which was
difficult to thread through. We fetched up at Wapping Stairs.2 My first object on
landing was to procure suitable lodgings and for that purpose I went to the west
end of London, which bore a similarity to my own home as regards, neatness,
cleanliness and an air of quietness seldom to be met with, in large cities, much
less London, which is the Mammoth. It happened very fortunately for me that I
found an old friend whom I knew in the states, he acted in the capacity of cicerone
to me during my stay which was limited. The first place of note that I visited was
Westminister Abbey. It is impossible for any one to enter this magnificent pile
without a feeling of awe pervading his frame in the Solemn grandeur that
surrounds him. Within its sacred portals lie England's pride and boast, each
character of which is celebrated in history's blazing page. Her Kings and Queens,
here have found that rest, which whil'st living, was denied them. They lie Low
now, as one of the meanest of their subjects. From the Abbey we strolled to St
Pauls church which is another splendid specimen of Architecture. The tombs and
sarcophaguses of those who were lived on by proud ambitions mandate, are
numerous, and each Hero has a full length statue executed from life, to perpetuate
1 River Thames is described with this simile in numerous early nineteenth-century travelogues although
the origin of the custom must be a little older, as proven by Tobias Smollett in 1771. “...the whole
surface of the Thames is covered with small vessels, barges, boats, and wherries, passing to and fro: and
below the three bridges, such a prodigious forest of masts, for miles together, that you would think all
the ships in the universe were here assembled.” Smollett, Tobias. The Expedition of Humphry Clinker.
(London: Printed for J. Davies; T. Smith; N. Taylor, and W. Thompson, 1785), 127.
2 Wapping is a district in East London with a maritime character shaped by the many public houses, a
series of stairways leading to the river called “watermen's stairs” and the London Docks completed in
1815. Today, Wapping Old Stairs is considered a landmark of the neighborhood.
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his renown. The national gallery of fine arts next claimed our attention. Some of
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27th paintings were splendid executed by the best masters of the times, a bust of our
Saviour claimed our especial attention, shortly after we paid a visit to the
colliseum,1 one of the most remarkable curiosities was the artificial Ice.2 The
scene represented a grotto & a small lake covered with skates. I put on a pair of
skates and came very near breaking my neck. It seemed very singular to see skates
in the month of August going through their evolutions. A splendid view of
London and its environs is to be seen from the top of the building, likewise a
panoramic view in the interior of it. I left London fully impressed with favorable
Ideas in regard to it, and the impression was confirmed by a subsequent visit. I
therefore advise all those who are in the pursuit of what the world calls pleasure,
to pay London a visit and by using economy with temperance, being particular to
the character of his associations, his desires in a short time I have no doubt will be
fully realized, and he may have reason to congratulate himself, with the fact, that
one of the seven wonders of the world has been presented to his view.
1    Coliseum or Collosseum.
2 He is probably referring to what was called the Glaciarium at the time. "This establishment, which has
been removed to Grafton street East Tottenham-court-road, was opened on Monday afternoon. The area
of artificial ice is extremely convenient for such as may be desirous of engaging in the graceful and
manly pastime of skating.” See “The Glaciarium” in Littell's Living Age, Vol. 1, No. 4. (June 8, 1844),
201.
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27th Our Latitude now is 4o.58'' N Being so near the Line1 and having reason to think
that Neptune2 will not favor us with a visit and thinking my Readers would like to 
hear of the reception he usually receives on board. I will let the reader know how
it was transacted aboard of the U.S. Frigate Constitution,3 last cruise. We crossed
it, at about 9 o clock A.M. The Ship was hailed by old father Neptune, as follows,
Ship Ahoy Halloa, responded the Officer of the Deck. What Ship is that, Ans,
The U.S. Ship Constitution Capt Percival4 Commander, Where are you bound,
Ans, Rio Janeiro. Have you any of my youthful sons aboard, who wants shaving,
Yes, Will you Majesty come aboard, Aye, Aye Back your Main Topsail, Which
was complied with Instantly Neptune, Amphitrite5 (his wife) and their satellites
sprang over the ship's side and made their obeisance to the Quarter Deck
36
1 The Equator.
2 Neptunus, the Roman counterpart of Poseidon, the Greek god of water.
3 Constitution, U.S.S., one of the “six original frigates” authorized by the U.S. Congress in 1794, is
generally regarded by Americans as the most famous ship in the history of the U.S. Navy. - OCSS.
4 John Percival, (1779 - 1862) also known as “Mad Jack” served as an officer in every war in the history
of the sailing navy and became one of the most celebrated figures in the U.S. Navy. See Ellis, James H.
Mad Jack Percival: Legend of the Old Navy. (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2002).
5 Amphitrite is the wife of Poseidon in Greek mythology. Although Neptune is an equivalent of
Poseidon, his wife Salacia is relatively less important in Roman mythology compared to Amphitrite.
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27th In a short time the boom cover was rigged and a stage erected for the purpose of
shaving those who never had the honor of crossing the Line before. Presently the
scene commenced with one of the Ward Room boys, he was placed on the
platform, a daub was given of Tar and grease over his face by one of the Old 
man's assistants, and then with an Iron hoop two foot long went over and scrapped
of the Tar, and a small shove sent him, head over heels in the briny fluid
contained in the boom cover he floundered a little while, but soon made his
escape. Every one on board shared the same fate, who had not propitiated the God.
Officers included. Our Marine Officer refused to pay the customary stipulation
consequently he was brought and shaved with the rest. All the Officers getting on
the boats to witness the ceremony, Presently Capt Percival went there among them
and while their attention was attracted towards the sufferer, he gave one a heavy
lurch, who went against another, until in fact all the Officers, were scrambling,
puffing, lowering and crawling over each other to get out of the Mess, more
secured to enjoy it more than our Capt, It was the Finale, and in the space on an
half hour, no vestige remained, to remind us that Father Neptune had paid us a
Visit.
28th    Commences with a noble breeze and splendid weather, Lat 3, 15 N Ship heading
SW, half West, one half point from her course, run in the Starboard Guns, Fore
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and Aft1 and secured them, it being the Lee side.2 This to the initiated, I would say
is called housing.3 It brings the ship on a more even keel, and consequently sail
better working more to windward.
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July 29    Commences with Moderate breezes and pleasant weather, having the S.E Trade
winds; nothing of importance, sufficient to be noticed in this work, has Transpired
within the last twenty four hours. The dulness experienced on board at times,
reminds me of uncomfortable Sunday afternoons spent occasionally at home in
my more youthful days, feeling sad and desolate every thing appearing dry and
uninteresting. A Sickness of heart originating from a loss of society, or that
society growing insipid from a too frequent intercourse, existing, with them, had
the tendency to make me shun it. Even so with me here, and likewise there is no
going beyond the ship. Scarcely in a three years cruize, and consequently we
almost become Sick of each other and of Ourselves in General.
30th       Commences with moderate breezes and very pleasant weather. Last evening
between the hours of 8 and 9 O Clock P. M we crossed the Line, without any
difficulty with our Old worthy Father Neptune. Flying fish were observed in
abundance. One of the men sang out to slack the Line that we might get over,
1 Fore-and-aft denotes the direction of an action or object that is performed or positioned parallel to the
hypothetical centerline of a vessel, drawn from the front to the back.
2 Lee denotes the direction that is opposite from the one from which the vessel is receiving the wind. The
Ohio was receiving the wind from her port side, causing her to lean on her starboard side. Taking the
guns in and stabilizing them did not only secure them but also helped the ship keep a more balanced
position by moving the weight leeward, closer to the keel.
3 House, to, in general terms a word meaning to secure or make secure. - OCSS
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which I presume was done, as we went over fluking.1 Air, 77. Water 79.
Barometer 30 . 12. Wind S E by S. Course S.W by S. When we crossed Rate of
Sailing ten knots per hour, Longitude 22 . 50
31st        Commences with Strong winds and squally, walking off at the rate of 11 knots,
Painted the Main Deck Guns which make it very disagreeable to turn in and out of
the hammocks.Some of them sling directly over the Guns, and let the luckless
being, that has a number on this deck turn and twist which way he will, he
becomes up to his eyelids in Etheiopean colored paint, besides getting his sleeping
apparatus in the same unhappy situation. A large fish was seen, which was
supposed to be a Grampus, it being some distance from the ship. Some of the
Divisions have been exercised, at their Guns, by divisions. It is no foolish job to
run In and Out, A 682 with but ten men at the Gun but so it is in this ship at times
the complement is 13 but occasionally some attached to the Gun are sick.
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1st      Commences with strong winds and squally. A Sermon was preached by our
worthy Chaplain, only one watch being present, the other being detailed for duty
on deck. The gentleman in question excites more attention than heretofore, some
1 While passing over the Equator line, the Ohio was sailing before the wind, with her sails adjusted in a
way that spreads the force of the wind equally on both sides. Fluke, the two triangular parts which
make up the tail of a whale. This term is the source of whalemen's expression of fluking which
described a ship running free with a following wind with the foresail boomed out, or goose-winged, on
the opposite side to the mainsail.  - See OCSS s.v. “Fluke.”
2 A 68-pounder cannon.
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very amiable traits of character have displayed themselves which naturally warms 
our hearts towards him. Such for instance, as his particular attention to the sick
and a more elevated interest in our welfare, may his joint labours of love be
attended with success.
2nd       Commences with a continuation of the same winds and very Squally. Last
evening singled reefed topsails, and hoisted them. They had no sooner been
mastheaded, than the halliards had to be let go in a very heavy squall. The ship ran
under single reefed topsails nearly all night averaging eleven knots per hour. Well 
does this ship support the name and character of Queen of the West.1 Her motions 
are stately, attended with a dignified Majesty, no inapt illustration of regal sway.
Her way through the water is like a Sylph,2 silently and beautifully she glides
along, and was it not for the daily observations taken, imagination would lead us
to believe that we were lying at anchor in some still water.
2nd    Having arrived in the Southern hemisphere our first attention is attracted to the
loss of the Polar or North Star, our constant companion at nights to the North'ard.
Its guiding dispensations are now lost to us, we know not for how long but its
return on this side of the land will be hailed as the harbinger of homeward bound. The
Magellan clouds3 afford food for much speculation as to their origin &c. They are
to be seen nightly on a clear night. They consist of three, two black and one white
cloud. They were discovered by that celebrated navigator from whom they derive
their name. The stars of this hemisphere seem to be of a more brilliant caste
1 Although there are a few steam-boats with this name in history, all of them were built after the journal's 
date. The vessel Calhoun referred to as having stately motions is probably the packet ship Queen of the 
West which was built in 1843 in New York for the primary purpose of carrying passengers.
2 Sylph, an imaginary spirit of the air. - OED.
3 Magellanic Clouds, a popular name for the two nebiculae, or cloudy-looking areas in the southern sky, 
which consist of a great number of small stars much resembling the Milky Way. They were named after
Ferdinand Magellan. - OCSS. 
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than those to the North'ard. The air more soft and balmy, nature has been
especially bountiful to this portion of the globe in many instances, and did I wish
to take
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2nd up my residence from the home of my nativity, I would say give me the South.
3rd    Commences with more moderate breezes with occasional squalls, the wind
having veered two or three points since yesterday. All hands called to sign
accounts, preparatory to being sent to Washington. Our prospects as to getting in
Port this week are very favorable. Considerable number of the ships company are
employing themselves in splitting grass, making sennet, and from that to Hats.
The general health of the crew is very good, the average number on the sick list
since we left New York has been 25. No death as yet has occurred to mar the
satisfaction of the ships company. The sanitary regulations existing aboard the
ship, with the assiduous attentions of the Surgeons and stewards attached to the
medical department are matters of all praise, and it is with feeling of no ordinary
satisfaction to know, that in the hour of sickness altho' separated from home lay
some thousand of miles. There exists those on board attached to this department
who fill the place of some more near and dear to be sure, but none the less
assidious in endeavoring to soothe the sorrows of those who are claimed to a bed
of sickness.
4th    Commences with moderate breezes with squalls of rain frequently. We are
advancing rapidly to the port of our destination, nothing unusual has occurred for
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the last 24 hours on board the ship, with but her <through> thorough cleansing for
and aft. Scrubbing paintwork and finishing with a grand holystoning on all the
decks. Our mode for cleaning the Floors as some of the good housewives would
call it is simply this. They are first wet, sand is then thrown on in moderate
quantities. A large square stone is now brought into requisition. It has a rope strap 
around it and on either square a long rope is attached, with some six or eight men to
each end they draw it backward and for'ard alternately all over the deck until in
the end they look white as chalk, smaller ones are used as hand holystones in the
places that cannot be reached by the large one. They are termed in sea parlance,
Bibles, through the circumstance that to be used men have to get on their knees.1 
They are peculiarly abhorent to a sailor, and they are committed to the deep in
some ships. silently, without any qualms of conscience particularly where
Holystoning is constantly the order of the day.
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5th    Commences with light winds and pleasant weather. Foretopmast and Top
Gallant studding sails are set, with all the light sails, slops2 are being served out to
the men in divisions. By the word slops I do not mean the Bona Fide thing itself,
the real simon Pure, but clothes thus designated under the Purser's charge which
are served out monthly in quantity and quality to Suit the one who puts down for
them. The Purser's source of payment is sure, as they are charged to our account
1 It is known that the larger holystones were known as bibles and smaller ones “for use in difficult
corners” were prayer books. See OCSS s.v. “Holystone.”
2 Slops, the name given to ready-made clothing carried in warships and issued to seamen on repayment 
against their pay when drawn. - OCSS.
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on his books and of course deducted from our wages. Some men by a too frequent
repetition to the Purser finds themselves in the back ground at the expiration, but a
prudent Ordinary Seaman, Landsman or Seaman cannot fail to save two or three
hundred dollars on their return from a three years cruize. It takes but a short
period for Jack to run through his whack, some are to be sure more saving than
others but speaking in general terms one month's cruize on shore fetches them up
with a Round Turn.
6th    Commences with strong winds and pleasant carrying studding sails occasionally
At 8 P.M  Took in Port Lower studding sail At 2 A.M shortened more sail.
7th    Commences with strong fair winds and pleasant At daylight made Land ahead.
Bent the cables and every thing now is prepared for dropping Mud Hook.1 It is a
mater of an uncertainty wether we shall get in harbour to night or not. But the
probability favours us that we will. The Gunner is active with his crew making
preparations for a salute when we get in. Every one is alive on board as the
change in getting into port breaks the monotonous chain that bound us, in a
manner speaking. One thing for certain is that but very few regrets the
circumstance as it must naturally create a change, and another is, that we may
ascertain our destination and probable duration of our cruize, which we have as
yet to learn. Every thing is shrouded in mystery on that point.
41
1 Mudhook, the sailor's slang name for an anchor. - OCSS.
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8th Last evening at 8 P.M arrived and came to anchor in the harbour of Rio Janeiro.
This morning cloudy with rain occasionally. The U.S. Frigate Colombia,
Commodore Rosseau is here, waiting to be releived by the Brandywine, Frigate.1 
Every thing appears to be dreary on account of the weather. I suppose We have
arrived just in the beginning of the rainy season and expect to have enough of it.
9th    Commences with a drizzling rain &c I had forgot to mention in yesterdays
remarks that a boy fell from the spar Deck down the Main hatch into the hold the
amount of his injuries is not fully ascertain. We saluted the English and Brazilian
Flags respectively this morning which of course was returned. Commodore
Rosseau visited us and was saluted accordingly. < (Wrote home) >
10th    Commences with fine beautiful weather. Moored ship with a swivel,2 after
1 U.S.S. Columbia (1836) Capt. Robert Ritchie, was the flagship of Lawrence Rousseau (1790-1866)
during the Mexican-American War. U.S.S. Brandywine, (1825) Capt. Thomas Crabbe. On board the
Brandywine was Commodore Storer who was supposed to take Rousseau's position as the commodore
of the Brazil Squadron. As recorded by Calhoun in several occasions, the Brandywine was expected
with anticipation. On October 1st, he wrote that she sailed for Rio on August 10th. In his October 26
entry he gives August 17th as the date of her commencement. In fact, it was not until the 13th of
September that the Brandywine would set sail for the Brazil Station. When it was clear that she would
arrive later than planned, Rousseau left the command of the Squadron to Captain Stringham and
returned to the United States on board the Columbia. Storer finally filled the position upon his arrival on
November 19th. See “ L a w r e n c e R o u s s e a u ” i n t h e United States Navy Memorial;
http://navylog.navymemorial.org/rousseau-lawrence, DANFS s.v. “U.S.S. Columbia,” and “U.S.S.
Brandywine,” and Appendix to the Congressional Globe, for the First Session, Thirtieth Congress:
Containing Speeches and Important State Papers. (Washington: Blair & Rives, 1848), 23.
2 Moored denotes the condition of a ship when she lies in anchorage with two anchors down and the ship
middled between them. Swivel, is a type of removable link fitted to revolve freely in order to prevent
kinks on the chain. When a ship is moored with a swivel, it is usual to bring both cables to a mooring
swivel just below the hawseholes so that the ship may swing to the tide without getting a kink or a foul
hawse; that is, without getting her cables crossed. See OCSS s.v. “Moor, to,” DNT s.v. “Mooring
Swivel” and “Swivel.” The condition obtained by mooring with a swivel is much different than the one
achieved through the operation of mooring as the latter refers to a permanent position in harbors to
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running in nearer to the city. Salutes are being fired every few minutes in this
port. It appears to be a Gala day, every day. The Emperor of Brazils1 visited the
Columbia Frigate this morning and in consequence Salutes were fired and the
yards manned. We are in momentary expectation of seeing him on board of us.
Every preparation has been made to receive him. 3 P.M I was wrongly informed
in reference to the Emperor, it was not his intentions to visit and consequently did
not do so, but nevertheless the yards were manned and a salute fired as he passed
the ship in his barge.
11th    Commences with fine weather and very pleasant. All hands ordered to clean
themselves in White. Thus looking like so many spirits of the other world. At 11
A.M. Mr Wise our Ex-Minister arrived on board. A salute was fired and the yard
 manned of course the Guard and Officers received him, the latter in the Gangway
and the former on the Quarter Deck. From the appearance of things I think we
shall lay here sometime. All the sails are unbent except the Topsails and the and
the ship is moored with a swivel.
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12    Commences with fine weather &c. Scrubbed and washed clothes this morning
some thousands of pieces went through the operation in the course of an hour
from the commencement, and they look now (As the washerwoman said)
which a ship can secure without using her own anchors. See OCSS s.v. “Mooring.” Therefore, when a
ship is said to be simply moored in harbor, there is not any need for a mooring swivel as her anchors
are not in use.
1 Dom Pedro II, (1825-1891) the second and last monarch of the Empire of Brazil, reigned from 1831 
until 1889. 
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exquisitively dry. It is somewhat singular, that, not a single salute has been fired
to day in the harbour, something Must be wrong surely I cannot make it out.
13th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. A French steamer got aground over
boats was sent to her assistance in conjunction with the Columbia's boats but she
got off without much difficulty. The American Consul1 payed the ship a visit and
was received with the customary salute of nine guns, a number of Ladies likewise
visited the ship and from the pleased expression of their sweet countenances, I
should judge they were perfectly satisfied with every thing they saw.
14th     Commenced with a heavy fog which cleared away at 9 A.M The sun came out
in all her glory, scrubbed hammocks, played Yankee Doodle twice which is
interpreted. All hands to Quarters, first to house the guns secondly to run out and
secure they have just been painted and consequently cannot be touched without
placing ourselves in a position of a painter.2 There comes those Musicians
again. Dear Reader did you ever try to get to sleep having a next door neighbour
practicing on a violin or flute of which he hangs on to with a tenacity worthy of all
praise if it was in any other cause, until human nature cannot bear it any longer
and you fairly fret yourself to sleep, even so is it with us on board. We get
comfortably seated writing; our Ideas as they flow naturally are committed to
paper as each thought presents itself. All at once the shrill blast of a bugle or
clarinet takes us all aback right in the midst of something that <I> we cannot bring
<my> our mind on to again. And we crawl away cursing Apollo and all his tribe. 11
O Clock A.M Exercising the Jogers3 on the Quarter deck with Muskets. 7 Bells
are gone. Pork and Beans for dinner. Ten Thousand pities that the one who
1 Gorham Parks (1794 – 1877) was the American Consul in Rio between 1845 and 1849. - PGY
2 A painter is a type of rope that is used to attach a small boat to a ship. - OCSS
3 Unidentified. 
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introduced Beans into the service, but had them to eat, he should have mine and I
have not the least doubt that two thirds of the ships company would give theirs
every bean day. The flags of the shipping are half masted in consequence of a
death on board of the Columbia Frigate.
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15    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. All hands cleaned themselves in
white Frocks and Trowsers, White hats &c looking as if the dead had arisen and
were permitted to roam over the ship for a day. I think it is folly for Sailors to
dress in that garb. It matters not, what kind of work is to be done it is our province
to execute, most generally there is more or less of fresh paint or Coal Tar flying
around the deck and ten chances to one but what we get full of it inadvertently. It
will never be erased from the clothes But such is our fate on board of a Man of
War. Divine service was performed on the Quarter Deck by our chaplain. The
service generally concludes at the expiration of an hour from the time of its
commencement.
16th    Commences with soft and balmy airs from the mountains, delicious in the
extreme. The ship is being filled with water for daily consumption which is on an
average about 1000 Gallons. I understand that Mr Todd has no hope of setting
our existing difficulty with the Brazilian Government in less than a year. It is of
such a complicated form that it will require time and patience. Hoisted in two of
the cutters and stowed them.1
1 The term cutter may refer to a variety of small-size vessels. The particular type that Calhoun mentions
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17th    Commences with fair and pleasant weather, nothing transpired that is worthy of
any particular note, save that of receiving visitors, who came from shore at times
in no inconsiderable quantities.
18th    Commences with cloudy weather, attended with rain and every appearance of
continuation throughout the day. Last evening a vessel approached the harbour
and was making her way in But the English Frigate very judiciously threw a shot
across her bows which arrested her progress and she shortly came to anchor.
Boats were alongside of her very soon too, to ascertain who she was. I presume
the supposition was, that she might be a slaver but she proved to be an English
Man of War Brig.
   The Barometer has fell considerable, consequently preparation are now making
to secure ship for a blow.
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19th    Commences with changeable weather. The vessel spoken of in yesterdays
remarks proved to be the British packet Brig <of war> Penguin.1 She plys in the
capacity of a Mail packet between Falmouth in England and Brazils. The firing of 
throughout the Rio section of the journal is a boat with two masts, used for transportation between a
ship at anchor and land, neighboring vessels or other destinations in close proximity.  See OCSS s.v.
“Cutter.”
1 HMS Penguin (1838) was a six-gun Alert class packet brig. See Colledge, J. J. Ships of the Royal
Navy: The Complete Record of All Fighting Ships of the Royal Navy from the 15th Century to the
Present. (London: Chatham, 2006), 303.
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shot athwart her bows, was incorrect in the remarks. The circumstances of the
case was this. On being perceived by the Fort of Santa Cruz, they showed blue
lights, and returned by the Brig, which being perceived by the Frigate. Three guns
were fired in acknowledgment as customary with them. Nothing important has
occurred on board these last 24 hours.   
    Was you ever in one of the Liverpool Packets, reader, well you have lost
considerable fun in your time I guess, of course you said no didn't you, well I
thought you did and I was right in noting it. It was in the year 184_ I joined a
splendid ship in the harbour of New York. Bran, spanking new called the A__n
named after a celebrated diplomat in England,1 who on the part of his
Government settled a vexatious difficulty existing between the former and our own.
Our passengers came on board in due season and being in too with a steamer soon
cleared the narrows, and finally crossed the bar. The steamer leaving us, Canvass
was soon spread upon the ship and the breeze freshening from the Westward she
walked off like a thing of life. The usual quantum of Sea-sickness was
experienced by the passengers. One of them a fine noble looking son of the
Emerald Isle, came staggering to me and in piteous accents, begged to draw him a
bag of water, (Our draw bucket was made of canvas) which of course was done he
was very profuse in his thanks for the kindness, and before the passage was over
reciprocated it in a tenfold manner. Our Captain was one of that class who loved
his glass and consequently his ease, therefore all the duty and responsibility of the
ship devolved on the 1st Officer or Mate, and well he knew how to discharge his
important functions. She unfortunately was encumbered with one styled 2nd Mate
whose whole thoughts ran upon Rum, and whil'st he could get that, he thought
of nothing else, he was vain and egostical, very irritable whil'st under the
influence of ardent spirits, and consulted the comforts of none on board save
himself. The 3rd Mate was a little trifling busy body whom no one liked and of as
1 The name that Calhoun was not able to remember must be the Ashburton. See “Days of the Old Packet”
on The Ships List. http://www.theshipslist.com/accounts/packets.shtml
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much use as the fifth wheel to coach in fact he was so illiterate that others had to
take a portion of his duty from him. As for instance serving out rations to the
steerage passengers. Our Passage was attended with some severe Gales. Every
blow the 
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19th lower rigging had to be set up afresh, being new, and of course would stretch. One
thing in our favour was, that she had a Noble Crew, who fulfilled their duty to the
letter. We had a tolerable quick passage and whil'st hauling into dock, got aground
and we had to lighten her some & wait for high water before we got off. After
discharging the cargo The ship was hauled through the several docks into the
Graving dock, where she was coppered for the first time.1 After undergoing this
necessary addition to her bottom We hauled back into Waterloo dock refitted ship 
afresh, cleansed her fore and aft she was then advertised for show. The crew
received a Note for one months pay in advance which, to get cashed, an exorbant
discount was exacted. At the least 25 percent on the dollar likewise 48 hours
liberty was granted, which some of the crew extended to four or five days. The day
set apart for showing off the ship, was ushered in with occasional severe showers
of rain, be disagreably cold withal and the number of visitors that came on board
did not number a dozen. The price of admission was an English shilling, expressly
for a charitable object I must say her Cabin was the most splendid I ever saw. But
it was a complete failure the receipts being about three dollars. We soon once
more was in a situation to recross the broad Atlantic. Our passengers both Cabin
and steerage inclusive amounted to about 200 souls, all eager to land on broad
1 First introduced in the British navy in 1761, covering the hull of the vessel with sheets of copper,
namely coppering, was the first effective means of preventing the destruction of wooden vessels by the
teredo worm. - See OIDNT s.v. “Coppered.”
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America. We came very near going to Davy Jones's1 And should on the rocks of
Scilly,2 had it not been for an old sea Captain. A steerage passenger who was
going to British north America to <bring> take a vessel from Quebec home again,
we  was running with a fair wind right on the rocks. Our Captain being on deck,
he the other stated the case to him, and the passenger  took the command for the time
being with the consent of our Captain. The yards were braced sharp up the
Larboard tack and altho' blowing fresh Top Gallant sails were set and in a short
time we weathered the danger, for this action he was given a Cabin passage; That
same evening a noise was heard emanating from the steerage on ascertaining the
cause, it proved to be that of all the Bunks fetching away, by the ships heavy
rolling, going as she was before the wind again. Oaths, prayers, shrieks from the
women was heard, she shipped a sea3 at the same time and the lights going out
below had a tendency to make them think that we was going to be wrecked in a
short time every thing was to rights again and after a passage of 57 days arrived
safely in New York, And I resolved never again to go in a Liner, before the Mast.4
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1 Davy Jones' Locker. Davy Jones is thought by some to have been a Welshman who became the
devilish guardian of the deep who regards the bottom of the ocean as his storeroom. Hence anyone who
falls overboard and drowns is said to have gone to Davy Jones' locker. - OIDNT
2 Isles of Scilly. lat. 49.8702°N long. 6.4006°W
3 A sea was a term used by sailors to refer to a wave or a body of water with distinguishable presence and
volume. When such water mass hits the hull, bursts over the deck or penetrates through the that vessel is
said to have shipped a sea. “As the men were going to supper, she shipped a sea at the poop, which
beat in all the cabin windows and bulk-head, and hove the first lieutenant's quarters half way between
the decks...” Mavor, Wiliam. Historical Account of the Most Celebrated Voyages, Travels, and
Discoveries, from the Time of Columbus to the Present Period. (London: E. Newbery, St. Paul's
Church-Yard, 1796), 183.
4 “Before the mast” means as a sailor. Forecastle, where men lived on board the merchant and whaling
vessels, was located in the very front the ship, before the foremast. Hence, living , working, and sailing
before the mast meant doing so as an ordinary seamen.
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20th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Serving out Grog and Ration
Money likewise Back Rations, or more plainly speaking Cleared the Brig.1 There
was some prisoners at large, who received theirs at the same time far more abler
pens than mine have commented on it, therefore I will pass it off with this
Remark, that other modes of punishment besides that of seizing a man up and
lacerating his back with stripes, might and could be devised. In fact it is a disgrace
to human Nature. The punishment is devised, and of course must be executed by
the Officers, hard as it may go against their feelings. It calls for Legislation, and
that early too. It shows that we; as a Nation, are behind the age in civilization. As
none but Barbarians are supposed to exercise unnecessary cruelty and even those
only to their Enemies. But more anon.2 A French Frigate came into harbour in a
very sorry plight she proved to be the Urania. Rear Admiral Bruah.3 She is from
around Cape Horn. That is all the particulars that I have heard at present
21st    Commences with fine and pleasant, nothing but the daily routine of ships duty
has occurred to break the monotonous chain which enthralls us. A feeling of
contentment pervades the ship Fore and Aft, on account of serving out money to
the ships company I presume some 5 or 6000 dollars has been put in circulation
throughout the ship. Debts are paid, punctually Bumboat Joe4 is making his whack
1 Back Rations appears in the 1861 Revised Regulations for the Army of the United States as a term of
subsistence. Here, Calhoun uses the phrase with his Serio-Comic style to inform the reader that the
men's backs also received their own rations. He continues with another word-play with “Cleared the
Brig” which at first sounds as if it refers to making a brig type vessel ready for action. Here Calhoun
again refers to the ships's prison and how the prisoners were punished.
2 Anon, soon.
3 Uranie (1832), a 60-gun frigate. Vice-admiral and the governor of the Marquesas Islands, Armand
Joseph Bruat must have been on board l'Uranie.
4 William Redmond Ryan, who arrived at the port of Rio two months after this entry, also mentions
Bumboat Joe in his narrative. Joe, described as the “Napoleon of these aquatic caterers” by Ryan, was
a well known and celebrated person among sailors who frequented the ports of the South Atlantic. A
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in selling fruit &c In fact I see none but happy faces where'er I turn.
22nd     Commences with beautiful and extremely pleasant weather. All hands cleaned
themselves in white, and mustered around the Capstan. Mr Todd's family visited
the Columbia Frigate, to church, a number of their crew is at present on board of
our ship and a corresponding number has left for the Frigate. A few of the Ward
Room Boys have gone ashore on Liberty. String indications of general liberty,
which is naturally expected <from> by those who <was> were disappointed in New
York. Some of the Band goes tomorrow.
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23d    Commences with fine and pleasant weather nothing of any interest has
transpired, save that of some Petty Officers having leave, and are going ashore A
strong evidence that all hands will enjoy the same privilige. A run ashore would
not come a miss at present, being cooped up on board ship for a year, is not what
its cracked up to be; particularly to men that is not used to confinement of any
duration.
24    Was ushered in with fine and pleasant weather. Yesterday an exchange of
Officers commenced with the Columbia and this ship, there has been but one to be
sure, others are supposed to follow. Mr Wise visited the Frigate yesterday and in
Portuguese in his fifties at the time, he had spent his life on a bumboat, catering food and provisions to
ships. Ryan, William Redmond. Personal Adventures in Upper and Lower California, in 1848-9; with
the Author's Experience at the Mines. Vol. I. (London: William Shoberl, 1850), 46.
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consequence their yards were manned and salute fired. This morning he paid us a
visit Incog. The English Frigate has just fired a salute with the Brazilian flag at the
Fore. A sloop of War has just returned the compliment belonging to the latter
goverment. The Goverment must burn no inconsiderable quantity of powder in the
course of a year as not a day passes scarcely but what they fire a salute and
sometimes several in honor of something, which is difficult to make out to some
of us Yankees. We are no ways selfish ourselves in despensing of it, but for other
purposes besides saluting. An independent fortune, would be the happy mans
portion, that would receive the price of powder for one year, which is thrown
away in empty honours.
25th     It is with feelings of sorrow that I relate the death of Lorenzo Dodge who lost
his life on board of the Columbia Frigate this morning whil'st bending sails to
proceed on her homeward bound passage.1 The circumstance as related by one of
his shipmates are briefly these. He was standing on the collar of the Main Stay
untoggling the Main Topsail buntling2 when the Bowlines were haul'd for'ard,
(being bent to the clews of the sail)3 It instantly precipitated him on deck, and his
body was borne away by his messmates4 in a shocking mutilated condition. What
makes the accident peculiarly afflicting is that his term of Service had nearly
expired and was (as he thought) going home full of life and hope. Verily in life we
1 A 30-page booklet from 1847 which describes the cemeteries and monuments of Rio has information
about this American sailor who died on this day. “Sacred to the memory of Lorenzo Dodge, of Seneca
New-York; who was killed on board of the United States Frigate Columbia in the Harbour of Rio de
Janeiro, by a fall from the main top, in the morning of the 25th of August 1847. Aged 25 years. Erected
by his top mates.” Followed by the short poem that is written on the tombstone, this small section
provides an insightful perspective for the incident recorded by Calhoun. Martinet, J. A. O Brasil
Pittoresco, Historico e Monumental. Rio de Janeiro, Typographia Universal da Laemmert, 1847. 14. A
digital copy of the booklet can be reached at the digital archives of Biblioteca Digital Luso-Brasileira.
2 Buntline, a rope, attached to the bottom edge of a square sail, which passes up in front of the sail to the
yard from which the sail is hung. When the buntline is hauled in, the sail may be raised and furled
against its yard. - OIDNT.
3 Clew, the bottom corner of a sail. - OIDNT.
4 Mess can be used as a verb meaning to eat, and as a noun that may refer to both the place where sailors 
eat or the group of sailors who eat together, at the same time. See DNT s.v. “Mess.”
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are in the mid'st of Death.5
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29th    For the last few days back, the transactions on board have had so much
sameness and being unimportant, that I deemed it unnecessary to give a ditailed
account And even at present, there is so little interest agog that I scarce know
what to write. Mr Todd paid an official visit from the ship being in uniform. And
the Columbia Sails on Wednesday, so it is said. The U.S. Brig Bainbridge1 arrived
here last evening.
30    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. A number of sail have arrived and
departed of which I have taken no minute note, being as I thought uninteresting to 
the reader. Mr Wise graced the Ward Room with his presence, being a dinner
given by the Officer of this ship, to him. Honour to whom honour is due.2
31st    Commences as usual with excellent weather &c Two men came on board from
one of the ships in the harbor to have their wounds dressed. It appears that
<coming> going on board late and being intoxicated. They commenced abusing the
5 “Verily in life we are in the midst of death” is the closing sentence of the October 8, 1846 “deaths”
column of a religious newspaper from Michigan, written by corresponding editor C. P. West. See ed.
Thornton, R., J. H. Sanford. The Primitive Expounder, Devoted to Theoretical and Practical Religion,
Expounded in its Primitive Purity, Excellence, and Loveliness. Volume III. (Ann Harbor: Thornton and
Arnold, Publishers, 1846), 366.
1 U.S.S. Bainbridge (1842) – DANFS.
2 “Render therefore to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to whom custom; fear to 
whom fear; honour   to whom honour.” - Romans 13:7, KJV.
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Mate, who seizing a handspike he laid about him right and left. Their wounds
were not of any material importance.
Sept 1st   The U.S. Frigate Columbia attended by her consort the U.S. Brig Bainbridge got
under weigh this morning and left the harbour in beautiful style. Boats from the
Men of War lying here danced attendance but their services for towing, was not
needed, having a splendid breeze. They were saluted and cheered, which was
returned, by both vessels. They have the good wishes of all hands aboard of this
ship for their safe and speedy passage home.
2nd   Commences with sultry weather &c. Stripping our Foremast as something is the
matter with the trussletrees.1 Our Minister Mr Todd and family have left the ship
and taken up their residence ashore, consequently rooms, that have been fitted up
expressly for their accomodation, have been removed. It makes quite an alteration 
in the looks of the ship for the better. The transportation of Guns from one part of
her, to another is in progression.
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      Quite a blow was witnessed this morning and a number of vessels that had
attempted to get out of the harbour, was obliged to put back and wait until it was
over, it lasted about one hour and now whil'st writing (about 2 P.M.) it is quiet &
calm as a mouse trap.
1 Trestle-trees, sometimes written tressel-trees, are a pair of timbers fixed horizontally, fore-and-aft, on
each side of the lower masthead in order to support the platform known as the top. - See OCSS s.v.
“Trestle-trees.”
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3d    Commences with warm and sultry weather. Thermometer ranging at 79 in the
Sick Bay2 with the ports triced up. The ship at present is in a complete uproar. It
reminds me of some wash days exhibited ashore occasionally Viz: plenty of work
with its concomitant. Growling: Who has ever seen an old sailor entirely free from
this crying nuisance on board ship. I should like to behold the man, he would be a
perfect curiosity. As an old Tar considered that his only perogative, on board, and
will enjoy the same even when he knows that he is wrong.
        In announcing the sailing of Columbia for the U.S. I forgot to mention that
ten men were Invalided from this ship and sent home. The case is of a very
common occurrence in foreign ports. There is always more or less of incurables to
be sent home on the first opportunities that presents themselves.     
                    The U.S. Frigate Brandywine is expected here almost daily It is supposed
that she will bring out dispatches for this ship. If so, we shall then know Our
destination, and probable duration of time previous to the arrival of this ship
home. 
   There is a certain class of Men on board who have their nose in every
body's business but their own. Even now whil'st writing there is One peering over
my shoulder manifesting more interest in my secrets perhaps than I do myself,
Ah: he is left. I wonder what started him, so quick < If he had read on all the
opportunity in the world should of been afforded him of having that I have broke
one or two Nose's for the same Impudence.>
4th      Commences with the same weather as noticed in yesterday's remarks. A
number of the ships company profited by the word that was passed by the
2 Sickbay, the name of the compartment, cabin, or area in a ship reserved for the treatment of sick and
injured sailors. - OIDNT.
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Boatswains mates. All those who wish to go in swimming may. Immediately one
half was in the Briny fluid and I presume would of remained all day had they not
of been ordered out. It has been some time since we have had the benefit of a
Bathe, but we hope as an opportunity now offers. The Officers will not be
backward in granting a little recreation in this A healthy exercise.
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5th    Commences as yesterday. All hands called to attend Divine Service. Our
Chaplain was very good in his delineations of some portion of the Sacred
Scriptures that he assumed as his text: A number of visitors attended at the Same
time and from the tenor of their countenances I should say that they went away
much pleased.
6th    Commences as yesterday with occasional drops of rain. Received a visit from
the English Captain of the Frigate Acastria1 who arrived last evening from New
Zealand. He is a man, take him all in all, looks more like Bear than anything else
that I can compare him too on account of so much hair being permitted to grow
about his face.2
1 Probably, HMS Astraea (1810). The captain of the packet ship Astraea (or Astrea) was William
Yeames, who has also served as the master of HMS Acasta, (1797) another vessel with a name similar
to what Calhoun recorded in this entry. See The Nautical Magazine, and Naval Chronicle for 1847,
London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1847. 437, and for The Nautical Magazine, and Naval Chronicle
for 1851. (London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1851), 101.
2 “He was a man, take him for all in all, / I shall not look upon his like again.” - Hamlet, i, 2.
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7th    Commences with warm and cloudy weather. A salute of 21 guns1 was fired from
this ship, likewise others lying in the harbour, in honour of the christining of one
of the royal family.2 In the evening another salute was fired and the city was
brilliantly illuminated, having from the shipping a splendid appearance.
The 8th Is one of those days here that is supposed to have existed in the garden of
<evening> Eden, previous to the expulsion of our first Parents. It is one of those
delightful days, very often felt but seldom appreciated. The mild zephyr like
breeze descending from the mountains, cools the brow, and to Survey the Scene,
the imagination is carried away to fairy land. A boat race came off this morning,
between one that was built in New York and another. The former was pulled by a
crew from this ship and the latter, by the Emperors boatmen. The former came off
victorious length of time 13 minutes, distance 4 miles. A salute was fired at 1 P.M
in continuation of the festivities &c ashore.
9th    Commences with warm and clear weather, fireworks were again exhibited, and
the city illuminated. Salutes firing at intervals. The Brazilians are very fond of
ostentatuous show, scarcely a day passes without some fete being in progress. The
1 Navy ships originally fired seven-gun salutes. Due to the easier supply of gunpowder, batteries on shore
were able to fire three guns for every shot fired afloat, making the total number of their shots 21. With
the advancement of potassium nitrate which increased the amount and storage time of gunpowder at
sea, ships too adopted the custom of 21-guns salute. The official website of U.S. Army Center of
Military History provides information on the origin and the evolution of this custom, based on a fact
sheet titled “Gun Salutes” which was originally published by the Military District of Washington in
May 1969. https://history.army.mil/html/faq/salute.html.
2 The member of the Brazilian Imperial Family whose christening took place around this time was
probably Princess Leopoldina Teresa Francisca Carolina Micaela Gabriela Rafaela Gonzaga. She was
born on July 13, approximately two months before this entry, at the Palacio de São Cristóvão in Rio de
Janeiro as the third child of Emperor Pedro II of Brazil and Empress Teresa Cristina. See Bragança,
Carlos Tasso de Saxe-Coburgo e. "A Princesa Leopoldina." Revista do Instituto Histórico e Geográfico
Brasileiro. (Rio de Janeiro: IHGB, 1959), 70–93. Although Calhoun might have recorded the correct
reason for the celebration, the day of this entry, was also Brazil's Dia da Independência, the anniversary
of Sept 7, 1822, the day when Brazil obtained its independence from Portugal.
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quantity of powder used for the purpose
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of firing Salutes, must be enormous, as they are all the time at it, Night and Day. A
number of visitors have visited the ship to day. Even now whil'st writing [on] the
Lower deck, half ports are out for the purpose of firing a salute in honor of
Something connected with the Brazilian Goverment, in fact it is impossible to
keep the run of them.
10th Commences as yesterday, with as a matter of course a continuation of the
Saluting, fireworks, Illumination, &c &c nothing else except the usual routine of
ships duty transpiring. I will Cross the line.
11th Commences with fine and clear weather. Our ship was illuminated in the evening
and presented a splendid appearance insomuch that numerous visitors came
alongside to view more closely the Same. At 9 P.M. the Dim was dowsed in
regular ship shape style each part performing its duty by standing by, laying out
and Douse.1 We became instantly shrouded in darkness, piped down hammocks
after hoisting the boats and all hands turned in heartly tired and wishing the
Emperor, his young one and the illumination to the D_l.
12th Was ushered in with fine and clear weather, Divine service was performed by our
1 To dowse or douse means to lower quickly. While this command is given usually to lower a sail for 
the prevention of a possible accident, it is also used to refer to the action of extinguishing the light 
sources.  - See OIDNT s.v. “Douse, To” and DNT s.v. “Dowse.”
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chaplain, numerous visitors came to hear the word, from shore. The Revd
Gentleman was very happy in the selection of his discourse and he was listened
too with more interest than has been manifested before. May his efforts for the
benefit of those who are under his pastoral care be successful.
13th    Came in fine and clear weather, nothing of any importance or worthy of note
has transpired with the exception of a Salute of 21 Guns being a continuation of
the Brazilian festivities.
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14th    Commences with warm and sultry weather. Scrubbed Hammocks and washed
clothes this morning. Last evening the hammocks were brought from the sail
room and stowed away, between two Guns under the half deck, much
speculation was afloat in reference to them. In fact we were all in the dark, not
knowing whether they were to be scrubbed in the morning or not. The following
was the substance of the conversation in reference to them, about the ship. I
say Sam, what do you think about them there hammocks do you think we'll scrub
in the morning. Vy I doesn't know nuffin about it. But this I does know that I isn't
got no soap out of my bag thats all. What you got in your bos'n honey cried a
young he nigger whose Ivorys reflecting from a lamp that hung at the scuttle
Butt,1 threw even his own countenance in the shade. If you didn't gwang2 down
and got him from your bag, p'raps you did from some one elses. Here Sam hauled
1 Scuttlebutt, shipboard drinking fountain. - DNT.
2 Walk. From words such as gangplank or gangway, we can come to a conclusion that in the Anglophone
sailor parlance, the prefix gang- functioned as an exact equivalent of walk, as both words can replace
one another without changing the meaning of the sentence or compound word of which they are an
element.
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off and hit the darky which put the conversation and the Ethiopean in a flurry. At
8½ P.M All hands turned in. And long before Aurora gilded the Eastern horizon
with her Golden tints, The ship presented the appearance of a large marine ...
Washhouse.
15th    Commences with clear and pleasant weather. All the 2nd Captains of the Guns
were sent with the clean hammocks in the Launch on a small Island a little way
from the ship, (denominated Rat Island)1 for the purpose of giving them a
<through> thorough drying, some of us embraced the opportunity and finished off
with a Bathe.
16th Comes in, attended with gentle zephyrs from the mountains. We have shipped
several men here, who, being unfortunate in the Merchant Service, through the
overbearing disposition of those in power, gladly availed themselves of the
opportunity of slipping from their Tyranny. The case is not unfrequent.
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17th Commences with sultry weather and continued so up to 10 A.M when Aurora
burst forth in all her majestic glory. At 3 P. M. the drum and fife summoned all
1 Ilha Fiscal. lat. 220 54'S, long. 430 10' W. Originally named by Europeans as Rat Island, this isle is
located within the Guanabara Bay, bordering the historic city center of Rio. “From this spot you will
steer for the Ilha dos Ratos, or Rat Island, and having now arrived before the city, you may choose your
anchorage in from 19 to 10 fathoms, bottom of mud; only observing not to bring the Sugar-loaf to the
westward of Fort Vilganhon.” Purdy, John. The Brasilian Navigator; or Sailing Directory for All the
Coasts of Brasil, &c. From the River Para to the Rio de la Plata; Including General Instructions for the
Routes, both from England and from North America, with Descriptions of, and Directions for, the
Madeira, Canary, and Cape Verde, Islands, Fernando Noronha, &c. (London: Printed for R. H. Laurie,
Chart-Seller to the Admiralty, 1838), 140.
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hands to general quarters. All the pharaphernelia of war was brought in
requisition. And the exercise of Boarding & repelling Boarders went through
with, at the same time, the Battery was supposed to be kept in a continual blaze of
fire by those stationed at the Guns, who were not Boarders.1 It may be supposed
that we presented a very formidable appearance, (taking in consideration 830 men
at Quarters) at least to say We have been (tried down the Gust) and had not been
found wanting.
18th Was presented to the world in rather a miserable plight, having that
Lachrymonous expression on its countenance indicative of rain, but in sober truth,
would sooner reserve its tears for a more congenial time than a Saturday. We
have the Brazilian flag at the Fore. And there goes a Salute of 21 Guns from the
shipping in the harbour, ourselves included. To what, or whose honour this salute
is fired it is impossible for me to tell, but of course Some holiday. As I have said
before. It would puzzle a wiser head than mine to keep the Run of them. Oh:
Liberty supreme delight? It is generally understood throughout the ships company
that general liberty is to commence on Monday. I hope so for one, & have not the
least doubt in thinking that the same wish is transfused throughout the ships
company at large.
19th    Commences with cloudy weather attended with rain at intervals. At 10½ A.M
called all hands to muster for Divine Service, having company from shore &c As
a matter of course it had to be performed on the Main Gun Deck on account of the
weather. The first Cutter2 has been kept in readiness all day on account of an
1 Board, to, an attempt to capture an enemy ship by going alongside and grappling her, and then
assaulting her with a boarding party. Boarders. Sailors appointed to make an attempt on an enemy ship
by boarding, or to repel such attempts by an enemy. - OCSS.
2 Cutter, a type of square-sterned pulling boat. - DNT.
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American Barque. The Captain of which refused to give one of the men who left;
his wages, the object is to bring her in when she gets under weigh and detain her
until the demands are settled.
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20th    Comes in with mild congenial weather. Bright Phoebus,1 once more reflects her
resplendent form. The busy hum of voices are heard, mingling with the roaring of
the breakers against some huge rocks, situated on the outer end of the Castle Santa
Cruz.2 Steamers are traversing the Bay on their several missions. Ever and Anon.
Some tiny sailboat lifted on the crest of a wave, resembling the Sea Gull on the
wing, flies past and is presently lost to the eye. The sportive dolphin with its sleek 
skin is playing with its tribe. All nature smiles in gladness to view the scene. And
the heart of Man is lifted up in <gladness> adoration to his Maker: for the
instimable treasure reason given to him that he may appreciate Lovliness.  
 The first Cutter went this morning and overtook the Barque Minerva,3 
who had one on board who has made himself amenable to the laws of our
Country. The circumstances attending the case are these: (he was second mate of
the Barque and she was bound home full of oil) It happens he was mate of a
vessel that came out from the U. States and the Captain died, of course he was
then chief in command. He discharged his crew that came out with him, sold the
vessel and cargo, shipped a new crew and after they were outside informed them
of his intentions, which was to proceed to the coast of Africa, for a cargo of slaves
&c which was accomplished, on his return he safely landed the slaves, but one of
1 Phoebus, i.e. Radiant; name or description of Apollo. See ODCMR s.v. “Phoebus.”
2 Fortaleza de Santa Cruz da Barra.
“Tower'd cities please us then, And the busy hum of men.” - John Milton, L'Allegro, I. 117.
3 Bark Minerva, (1843) Capt. Samuel Perry, was a New Bedford whaler. - AOWV,
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his former crew knowing the particulars, came on board and informed on him. He
could not be arrested in the pale of the jurisdiction of Brazils consequently
measures were taken to apprehend him at Sea. He is at present confined under a
Sentries charge. The Barque continued on her passage and is at present out of
sight. His present place of incarceration is one that no person would envy. Being
on the berth deck for'ard. It was formerly used for a Bag house but when Mr Todd
our Minister came on board it was converted into a storehouse for his goods. On
his leaving, it underwent another transformation by being more strongly built and
is now used for the Brig: It is very dark inside and to judge from the conversation
of some (who have not walked in the sober path of rectitude and have had a taste
of its silence & solitude) it forms
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20th a very good substitute for flogging which is to Say, the least both inhuman and
disgusting being far: very far behind the age. Solitary confinement is to form the only
true reformation of mankind against the laws &c and I humbly trust the time is not
far distant when our Government will be convinced of it and abolish the ancient
heathenish custom in our Navy. Our worthy Commander has gone far to prove
this assertion of mine and cause of humanity has at least one votarie in the person
of Capt Stringham. Our Commander is almost idolized by the ships company. His
urbanity, his <gentle> gentlemanly deportment, and uniform kindness to us, his Crew, 
has struck a chord which re-echoes from very heart. (Such men our Country may
needs be proud) And in the hour of danger, he never quails. I have seen him when 
the ship rounded the Reef at Vera Cruz. When every Gun on the Castle of St Juan
de Ullua would of told on our (as we at the time thought) devoted ship, stand on
the poop deck, calm as a Summers morning, giving his orders in that cool &
collected way which inspires confidence for the most timid. And when all danger
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was past, his kindling eye glanced along the deck with an air of pride to his crew,
whom he loved as if he was conscious that his love was reciprocated and if he had
of fell he would not <of> fall unmourned.
21st Commences with fair and pleasant weather. One of our Bandsmen was
apprehended and put in durance on shore vile for safe keeping, having run from the
ship, he was gone near a rock. Unmoored ship for the inspection of Anchors &
Chain.
22nd Commences with warm and cloudy weather, weighed the port Anchor and the
ship at present is swinging by the Stream Anchor. Brought aboard, the prisoner
mentioned above and he is at present confined in the Brig. 8 P.M. Commenced
raining housed the awnings.
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23d      Commences with cloudy, wet, disagreeable weather, just such a day as the
Suicide would appropiate for the accomplishment of his purpose. Clearing away
the booms to cleanse under them. Cleared hawse.1 Those on the Black list
employed in scraping chain Cable (A very laudable occupation surely) The
Catamaran is moored a few yards from the ship, so beware Black listers. A
number of Musquitoe Bars are being made for the Officers. A Musquitoe is a
complete nuisance, take him as you will. I never knew one that was possessed of a
1 Hawse, the distance between a vessel and its anchor when the anchor is out and on the bottom. When a
ship has two anchors out and their cables are not crossed as a result of the ship having swung around'
the ship is said to have a clear hawse. - OIDNT.
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spark of generosity. Soon as he gorges himself to repetition, he is off and informs
his fellows by his peculiar singing voice, therefore not content in feasting himself,
he brings a host of hungry Bloodthirsty aspirants, who would take the last drop
from you if possible. Thus it is with mankind in general as regards us no sooner
do we clap our feet ashore (ay: long before we come, they are on the alert) than
they act the musquitoe with us.
A scene on the Berth Deck. - All hands have been called by the Boatswain & his
mates. A confused, and dreamy consciousness of such being the case have taken
possession of some few but they do not realize it until the summons have been
repeated in a half angry voice by the Master at Arms and the ship's corporals. The
men instantly spring from their hammocks and emulate each other in lashing up
and getting them on deck as the last one is subject to being Black-listed. Viz; that
of being called on to do any dirty work in the ship. After the Hammocks are up
and stowed in the nettings, the cooks trice up their mess-chests to the beams by
means of laniards1 attached to them. The decks <are> i s now holy-stoned or
scrubbed with sand according to the order which occupies until near 7 O clock when
preparations are <now> made for breakfast, precisely at eight bells it is piped,
likewise a roll on the drum indicates grog (I need not tell this to a man of
warsman,) painted clothes are spread all over the deck at equa-distance apart.
There is on an average 18 in a mess who on being seated around the cloth, take off
their hats and present the semblance of human beings (Of which they did not
some time previous) After Breakfast, the mess is clear up and the Cooks are on
the alert in cleaning the tins &c for Inspection.
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1 Lanyard, a short piece of small line or rope used for securing something, such as a knife. - OIDNT.
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After Quarters the 1st Lieutenant accompanied by the Master's mate of this
deck goes his round of Inspection The word is previously passed for the Cooks to stand into
their Messes consequently they are inspected with a much scrupulous exactness as
any tin ware, and should delinquences in cleanliness manifest themselves the
cooks of such messes <were> are held responsible having to undergo punishment.
It however seldom or ever occurs on board of this ship. The deck during
inspection presents a splendid appearance. Every thing being set out with a great
degree of attention, each cook outviewing with each other who shall appear the
neatest and cleanest in his mess. After inspection the decks are swept and
preparations made for dinner. The sameformalities are gone through with dinner &
supper as for breakfast and in the afternoon the cooks have some little respite
from their ardurus duty. Occasionally some luckless beings would commence
skylarking and in the twinkling of an eye they <would be> are hurried on deck by
the Lynx-eyed Master at arms or the Corporals, who pride themselves on keeping
order and cleanliness on this deck. On the afterpart by the Gun Room bulk-head
are the Marine Messes in fact it may be styled their Head Quarters. After supper,
the decks are swept again for evening Quarters. The battle lanterns are lighted for
the accomodation of the crew in slinging their Hammocks At 8½ P.M. All hands
are turned In and in a short time quietly slip into the arms of Morpheus.
   Last evening one of the men noted as being the most useless person in the ship,
was taken in by one of his shipmates. It appears that being particularly fond of
grog, (and it is smuggledaboard occasionally in skins) one was presented to
him to purchase, which was eagerly bought.1 He then ran about the ship and
1 Melville also refers to the covers of smuggled liquor as skins, in italics. “Of a certain moonless night,
he was to bring off three gallons of spirits, in skins, and moor them to the frigate's anchor-buoy – some
distance from the vessel – attaching something heavy, to sink them out of sight. - White-Jacket.
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in existing tones showed it to many. But the sequel is to be told, on taking a hearty
draught from the supposed skin of Rum. O: horrible, he found it to contain a
liquid ill suited to the taste of any Mortal.
   There is a strong supposition afloat, that the next one he purchases will go
through  the process of examination. Touch not, taste not, if thou would'st avoid
evil.1
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   It was in the gloom of a sultry evening. The lamps threw a sombre shade.
Earth's dark mantle had long shut out, phoebus from view. The pale moon
sneaked behind its own shadow; The voice of sleepers were heard slow and
feeble at almost each respiration. A Moan was heard it was repeated, suddenly the
half deck reverberated with one of the most tremendous groans that ever could be
imagined. Each man sprang from his hammock and in whispered accents enquired
what was the matter. The police of the ship2 soon found out the cause of <the>
alarm. Our Armorer had a dream, where in he thought that a waggon load of
Hay had run on his breast and there remained. Hence the noise, and the dispersion
of the ships company in dishabille, heightened the interest of the scene created by our
Worthy friend The Armorer.
24th    Commences clear and fair; Minute Guns are firing from the Brazilian Men of
War and their flags are half Masted, This being the 12th Anniversary of the death of
1 “Touch not; taste not; handle not;” - Colossians 2:21, KJV.
2 The police force of a ship is known to be the master at arms. “This terrified marine was at length forced
to reveal his having been for some time an accomplice in a complicated system of underhand villainy,
the head of which was no less a personage than the indefatigable chief of police, the master-at-arms
himself.” White-Jacket.
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Don Pedro 1st 1 (A Man's a Man for a' that)2
25th  Comes in cloudy, last evening experienced a heavy squall of rain attended with
lightning. Scrubbed hammocks and washed clothes, had a small spattering of rain
at 3 P. M. Piped down clothes. At 5 P.M piped down hammock 5½ Beat to
Quarters & Inspected hammocks.
26th    Commences with clear and pleasant weather. At 10 A.M. Went to Quarters for
Inspection. 10½ A.M All hands called & Divine Service was performed on the
Quarter Deck, Visitors being aboard from shore. A draft has just been made out
and they have orders to hold themselves in readiness to go ashore at 8 O Clock
tomorrow morning.
27th  Comes in serene and pleasant. The Liberty that was to take place this morning is
postponed until tomorrow. All hands were called to Muster on the Quarter Deck.
Capt Stringham addressed the ships company and in language that went to the
feelings impressed on our minds, the necessity of a due observance of moderation
that should govern our conduct on shore
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He concluded by stating that a draft of 200 men should go ashore tomorrow.
There had been many who got in readiness, to go from the 1st Lieutenants orders
1 Dom Pedro I (1798-1834).
2 "A Man's a Man for A' That" is a line from and the commonly known nickname of the 1795 poem, Is
There for Honest Poverty, written by Robert Burns in 1795.
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consequently they were doomed to a disappointment. An American Barque
arrived this morning, particulars not yet ascertained. 4 P.M 3 American vessels
arrived this day a large number of Newspapers and letters came on board of us.
28th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. This morning 206 left the ship
having liberty for 24 hours. In the Afternoon some few came off rather the worse
for wear, but conducted themselves quietly. The accomodations are rather scant
for a sailor ashore in this place, many not procuring even procuring lodgings
although posessed with plenty of the Needful.
29th   Comes in mild and serene. The Liberty men are coming off in parties, the most
part being sober and clean. Occasionally one presents himself in that (to him)
happy state of unconsciousness which if there was less of it in our Navy, would
serve to elevate our moral standing in the world, above mediocrity.
30th      Was ushered in with threatning weather at 9 A.M commenced raining but soon
cleared  again. 200 men left again for shore, the first draft having all returned with
but one solitary exception, in time. It is a fact worthy of note that this draft <of>
have acted nobly, no noise having been created as is usual on such occasions, all
was peace and quietness. May the rest go and do likewise.
Oct 1st
<31st >       Commences with mild and pleasant weather, albeit, a little cloudy. A number
of men have returned in this last draft, from shore. News have been recd here that
the Brandywine Frigate sailed on the 10th of Augt consequently she has been
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out 50 days & <she is> her arrival is confidently anticipated hourly. It may naturally be
interfered that our Master at arms & ships Corporals have sufficient on their hands
to keep them busy on the occasion of this Liberty giving.
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OcT 2nd Commences as yesterday, being mild and pleasant in its bearings &c, &c
nothing worthy of note transpired to day only that some of those who have been
on liberty, looks as tho: they had a hard time of it.
3d    Comes in shower'y, holy-stoned the decks, changed the hours of Breakfast one
hour sooner. At 10½ Called all hands to Muster at Divine Service Our Minister
was particularly happy in his official capacity, and altogether everyone was
pleased to think that his exertions are manifested with so much spirit & truth.
May he prove successful in his clerical capacity to do good.
4th      Commences with fine and pleasant weather, 200 men left the ship for shore, on
Liberty myself included. There is but little amusement to be seen. Cock fighting,
Billiards, Dominoes, and other games of chance form a predominant part as a
matter of pastime to those that are not acquainted. The Cathedrals are of the most
gorgeous discription. A most splendid bird's eye view of the city can be had from
Signal hill,1 likewise it commands a full view of the Bay. Many that go ashore for
1 Morro do Castelo. “Signal hill” appears to be a nickname given by the English speaking community.
Although the direct translation of the original name would be Castle Hill, this unofficial nickname can
be found in numerous nineteenth-century sailor narratives and travelogues. “On entering the capacious
harbor of Rio, you pass the frowning batteries of Fort Santa Cruz at the foot of Signal Hill on the right
hand...” Clark, Joseph G. Lights and Shadows of Sailor Life, as Exemplified in Fifteen Years'
Experience, Including the More Thrilling Events of the U.S. Exploring Expedition, and Reminiscences
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pleasure hang around the purlieus where crime and misery stalk hand in hand
together, knowing not how to spend their time. By leaving liquor alone or drink it
in moderation, and Cruize out of the suburbs, of the city, the time would be
more agreeably spent, and be a source of agreeable reflection on regaining the
ship. In the evening it rained tremendous, and one half of the Liberty men was
obliged to go on board as no accomodations could be procured under any
consideration. Men of Warsmen is treated here, the same as any other seaport town
acting on that beautiful principle. If you are a stranger they all take you In. And it
behooves all Seamen to be on their guard. Should it happen that any one gets over
the “Bay” with Liquor, it is a chance if he is not completely stripped of every
thing he has not excepting his clothing.
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5th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. All the Liberty men came off in
good Season. Some looking as if they had been hauled through a soot bag but
few being able to procure lodgings the night previous, however it was made up on
board ship for, as they arrived they would down the Go ashore rig,1 stretch out on
the Berth Deck and make up for the deficiency.
6th  All hands solid and sober from their run ashore. It has and will afford food
of an Eventful Life in the “Mountain Wave.” (Boston: Benjamin B. Mussey & Co., 1848). “The Signal-
hill, called also Morro do Castello, is covered with trees and houses, among which stands the oldest
church of Rio, S. Sebastião.” eds. Schomburgk, Robert H., and John Edward Taylor. Travels of His
Royal Highness Prince Adalbert of Prussia, in the South of Europe and in Brazil, with a Voyage up the
Amazon and the Xingu. Vol. I. (London: David Bogue, 1849), 228.
1 Go-ashore rig is a sailor 's preferred outfit for liberty on shore. “Sailors were great dandies in those
days, and every one of the little ports from the Firth to the Foreland had its own particular fashion in the
matter of go-ashore rig.” Runciman, James. The Romance of the Coast. (London: George Bell and Sons,
1883), 19.
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for conversation and have the tendency of relaxing the monotonous feeling that
naturally exist on ship board. One would tell how that on first landing a feeling of
bouyancy took possession of him and it was only through a moral exertion that he 
subdued the inclination to dance and commit sundry capers in the streets. Others, 
After walking until they were worn out sat down in some public place and passed
the time in playing light games. And I am sorry to say that not a few was in that
state, which no sober man would envy.
7th    Commences with any thing else but pleasant weather, being attended in its
course with rain &c Nothing can be more dismal than a rainy day on board ship.
The Boom-cover is handled over the booms and all hands are congregated on the
Lower Decks immersed in an almost impenetrable gloom. It is impossible to pass
time away in working for yourself or the ship, as for reading to instruct the
mind, it is out of the question, smoking, romping, skylarking &c &c is the order
of the day, and it ends at night with every one being out of humour with himself.
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8th      Comes in mild and pleasant. We were agreeably surprised to see a fine looking
steamer on Errickson's principle, making the circuit of the Bay having the
American Flag flying.1 She was viewed by some in a rather suspicious light, they
1 The first vessels equipped with a mechanical propulsion system were the paddle steamers. Seeing a
steam-powered ship without a paddle-wheel in 1847 was witnessing state-of-the-art technology,
something remarkable. The Swedish-American engineer, John Ericsson is one of the four people
credited with the adaptation of the Archimedes screw to the modern propeller design. The propulsion
style of these then-ultra-modern steamers in the mid-nineteenth century were thus technically referred
to as being on Ericsson's principle. “The machinery was built by Hogg & Delameter, of New York, and
had the peculiarity of having the shaft pass through the stern at the side of the stern-post, under a patent
of Ericsson's. The propeller, on Ericsson's principle, was 9½ feet in diameter, and could be hoisted
when the ship was under sail.” Chadwick, F. E. et. al. Ocean Steamships: A Popular Account of Their
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having the Idea that she would be used ultimately to assist slavers on the coast in
discharging then human Freight. The following list of Bugle calls are used to call
away the Boats and Divisions
Launch A Wet Sheet1 1st Division
1st Cutter Dan Tucker2 2nd
2nd “     “ Rory O Moore3 3rd
3rd  “     “ Barney Brallaghan  4th
4th Dandy Jim4 <5th> 6th
5th Lucy Neale5 <6th> 5th
6th Boatman Dance6 7th
7th Swiss Boy7 8th
           Gig8 Bonnie Boat9 <9th>
Construction Development, Management and Appliances. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1891),
24. Also see OCSS s.v. “Propeller.” The vessel, spotted by the crew of the Ohio was probably U.S.S.
Scourge (1846) given that U.S.S. Princeton, the first of her class, was at service during this time. -
DANFS.
1 A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea is a song from the early nineteenth century, written by Alan
Cunningham. See Cunningham, Alan. The Songs of Scotland, Ancient and Modern; with an
Introduction and Notes, Historical and Critical, and Characters of the Lyric Poets. In four Volumes.
Vol. III. (London: Printed for John Taylor, 1825), 208, and The Book of Popular Songs; Being a
Compendium of the Best Sentimental, Comic, Negro, irish, Scotch, National, Patriotic, Military, Naval,
Social, Convivial and Pathetic Songs, Ballads and Melodies, as Sung by the Most Celebrated Opera
and Ballad Singers, Negro Minstrels and Comic Vocalists of the Day. (Philadelphia: G. G. Evans,
Publisher, 1860), 215.
2 Old Dan Tucker. The authorship of the original six verses of the song is attributed to Dan Emmet. See
Lomax, John A. And Alan Lomax. American Balads and Folk Songs. (New York: Macmillan, 1934),
258-62, and Minstrel Songs, Old and New. A Collection of World-Wide, famous Minstrel and
Plantation Songs Including the Most Popular of the Celebrated Foster Melodies, Arranged with Piano-
Forte Accompaniment. (Boston: Oliver Ditson Company, 1882), 150. 
3 Rory O'Moore is a late eighteenth-century Irish folk song the authorship of which is attributed to
Samuel Lover. Lover's work might be an adaptation of an older anonymous ballad. The Book of Irish
Ballads. ed., M'Carthy, D. F. (Dublin: Published by James Duffy, 1846), 61.
4 Dandy Jim From Caroline was probably written in 1844. The authorship is sometimes credited to S. S. 
Steele and Dan Myers. See Minstrel Songs, 159, and Finson, Jon W., The Voices That Are Gone: 
Themes in Nineteenth-Century American Popular Song. (Oxford University Press, 1994), 180.
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        Barge Ocean Wave1 9th 
Camptown Hornpipe2 10th 
9th    Commences with squally weather attended with a considerable quantity of rain.
The Emperor of Brazils and suite went up the river to be present at the launching
of a new sloop of war, intended for his navy, a salute of 21 Guns was fired from
this ship on passing and the yards manned. The same being done by other ships in 
the harbour, on his return the same complement was tended him by all ships
except us.
10th    Arrived and was ushered in with a salute of 8 or 10 holy-stones from this ship
making noise sufficient to wake the dead cleaned in white Frocks & Trowsers
white Hats &c at 10½ All hands mustered on the Quarter Deck to Church, having
previously been inspected in the Divisions.
5 Lucy Neal. Ibid., 155. The authorship of this 1844 song is attributed to Sam Sanford. See Meer, Sarah.
Uncle Tom Mania: Slavery, Minstrelsy and Transatlantic Culture in the 1850s. (Athens: The University
of Georgia Press, 2005), 25.
6 De Boatman's Dance is a 1843 song by Dan Emmet. See The Voices That Are Gone, 180.
7 The Merry Swiss Boy is known to be one of the songs that were originally sung by a Tyrolese family
and later arranged by the music publishing house Willis & Co. in London, in the late 1820s. See
Kidson, Frank. British Music Publishers, Printers and Engravers. (London: W. E. Hill & Sons, 1900),
154.
8 Gig is the name given to a boat designated for the use of the commander. See DNT s.v. “Gig.” Calhoun
crossed out the division number that he had originally written for this boat, probably after realizing that
this particular one did not belong to a division but to the captain himself.
9 It is known that the 1884 Skye Boat Song by Harold Boulton is based on the tune of an “old sea shanty.”
The original melody might be that of what seamen knew as Bonnie Boat. See The Oxford Dictionary of
Musical Works, ed. Latham, Alison. (Oxford University Press, 2004) s.v. “Skye Boat Song.”
1 A Life on the Ocean Wave. The lyrics of this 1838 song were written by Epes Sargent, specially for
Henry Russell to compose music to. See Johnson, Helen Kendrick. Our Familiar Songs and Those Who
Made Them. (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1909), 130.
2 Camptown Hornpipe was a tap dance tune, popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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11th        Comes in with fine agreeable weather, nothing of any consideration has 
transpired for 
12th these two days therefore I shall pass them over in silence.
13th       Is ushered in, with gentle Zephyr-like breezes from the mountains, holy-
stoned decks fore and aft in anticipation of visitors from shore, cleaned in White.
Men have likewise been picked out to mann yards. There is something on the
carpet, as we dined at seven bells one half hour sooner than common, news from
home <are> is very tardy, all hands impatient to hear from there. Our Sick Bay is
pretty well manned at present; having 40 on the List, principally Catarrh 2PM
Received a visit from the Minister of State. Port Admiral, and then Ladies. Fired a
salute of 19 Guns for one and 13 for the other. Their stay was prolonged for some
time. Our Minister Mr Todd arrived somewhat earlier to receive them.
14th       Commences with splendid weather, holy-stoned decks as a matter of course
cleaned in White and Blue. Received a visit from some Brazilian Officers who on
departure was not saluted with 17 Guns. Mr Todd and family are paying the ship a
private visit
15th    This morning all hands were called sooner than ordinary, hammocks piped up,
and we went hard at it shovel and tongs in washing clothes I presume there was on
the line some 4000 pieces of various colors and kinds and all done in the space of
an hour from the commencement. 8 A.M cleaned in blue and white preparations
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was made for general quarters, but circumstances not being in  unison
<consequently> it was differed for a more favorable opportunity. 1 P.M. The
Brazilians are as usual throwing away powder in consideration of some saint day.
At the moment of writing they are blazing <away> from their several men of War.
Last evening one of the Cathedrals was brilliantly illuminated and presented a
beautiful appearance from the ship. Serving out slops to the ship's company. This
is a source of considerable annoyance to a great many it is like buying a pig in a
poke, to make this more intelligible, to some   I will explain
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15th    The Divisions are called: each man attached repairs to his own with his bag
which undergoes a most rigid scrutiny, one part of the regulations, require that no
man shall buy or sell or traffic, without the approbation of his officer. Therefore
this search is instituted for the purpose of carrying this regulation in force likewise
he is to have all of his clothing marked, and should any one have clothes with other 
marks on besides his own, an enquiry is entered into, which may result in the
detection of a thief. His name and ships number are the symbols necessary on
each piece of clothing. A steamer has just rounded our stern having a select
company on board among which I distinguished Mr Todd our Minister and if I
mistake not, some of our Officers. They are attended by our Band who on passing 
enlivened us with Yankee Doodle   
A vessel from Philadelphia arrived yesterday bringing news of a late date
the most important of which is that Gen Scott had possession of the city of
Mexico.1
1 The city surrendered approximately a month before this entry, on September 14, 1847. Major General
Winfield Scott captured Mexico City after taking the Castle of Chapultepec the night before. See
Greenberg, Amy S. A Wicked War: Polk, Clay, Lincoln, nd the 1846 U.S. Invasion of Mexico. (New
York: Vintage Books, 2012), 210, and Bauer, The Mexican War, 316-22.
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16th      Comes in with gentle breezes, clear and pleasant weather. The Brig Don Juan
arrived from home, having but few letters and papers. The formerly belonged to
Goverment under the name Lawrence.1 A little steamboat occasionally is to be
seen, making the circuit of Nitherohy Bay2, her diminuitive size has the
tendency of creating considerable curiosity being no larger than one of the
smallest of our Cutters.
17th    Commences with a thorough holy-stoning fore and aft. After Breakfast, cleaned
in white. Inspected Divisions at Quarters 10½ A.M All hands called to muster
for Divine service on the Quarter Deck. A number of visitors arrived. Our
Chaplain delivered an eloquant  discourse from Holy-Writ and was listened too
with deep attention. To give our land friends some Idea how such things are
conducted on board ship I will enter into a discription. The  Quarter Deck is fitted
up with Capstan Bars ranging athwart ships supported by Match tubs and shot
boxes for seats. The Officers have chairs & Campstools. The Capstan is
ingenously converted into a pulpit, and the chaplain is completely surrounded by
his congregation.
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1 After being sold to a private owner in Boston in 1846, the U.S.S. Lawrence (1823) was named Don 
Juan. - DANFS.
2 Niterói is currently the name of a municipality of Rio de Janeiro the state. It lies across Guanabara Bay
facing the city. Nitherohy appears to be a common way of spelling the name given to this area by the
English speaking community. “On the opposite side of the Bay is the Town of Nitherohy, from whence
two small Steamboats ply daily to the City of Rio de Janeiro with passengers.” Baker, John M. View of
the Commerce Between the United States and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  (Washington, D.C.: Printed at the
Office of the Democratic Review, 1838), 97.
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17th On the poop Deck stands the Officer of the Deck he is of course, master of
ceremonies and with or near him is the Quarter Master with his glass whose duty
is to report Boats going to and fro the shore and in fact any thing worthy of
note Immediately under the brake of the poop are the Officers and visitors and
immediately behind the chaplain is the Choir composed partly from the ships
company and Band. The intermediate space is filled up <with> by the Crew. It is a
beautiful and impressive sight to see every one of the crew dressed in clothes white as
the driven snow, releived by the variegated flags around the capstan. The Officers 
dress of Blue. The Marines in their Uniform and the Band with jackets of Red not
a whisper disturbs the solemnity of the occasion. And when the sweet church
music floats upon the breeze there is scarce a heart in the dense multitude but
what vibrates to the Sound, and I fain would hope, comes in sweet communion
with its maker. <Yes, Reader think of the Sailor as you may, place him beneath
the level of the brute in your heartless thoughts. I have seen him give vent to
emotions that would put the blush of shame on those who openly profess religion
but never act up to its golden precepts. I have seen the scalding tear from a feeling
heart trickle down the furrowed cheek of these children of native when the
chord of feeling was touched by the inspiring tones of the Chaplain and they have
left the Quarter (I hope) Wiser & Better men. I could say more on this subject but
it is too delicate for me to touch>
18th    This morning was ushered in with rain. After Breakfast, called all hands to
witness punishment, some of the prisoners were let off with a reprimand while
others received 3, 5, 6 and one 12 lashes according to their various infringements
the one that received 12 was a deserter. Immediately after punishment, all hands
were called to muster, the Articles of war read and the Captain particularly dwelt
upon the article in reference to profane swearing, and assured the ships company
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he would put it in force with any who should be guilty. In the Evening one of
them was detected (although a matter of every day occurrence) and
continued to the Brig. Much sympathy was expressed by all hands as he was
universally liked <by all hands.> 
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19th This morning the Boatswain's Mate who was so unfortunate as to be
confined last evening, was liberated much to the joy of all hands. Early this
morning the day bore a very unpromising aspect being cloudy &c however we
washed clothes on Suspicion, and at present whil'st writing the Sun is casting her
refulgent rays upon a thousand peices of Clothes.   
2nd Division exercised Guns and the 8th small arms. Yesterday took an
inventory of Provisions found that we were running short, none to be had ashore
from the store house it containing but a small quantity and that in a very bad
condition. 1 P.M Fired a salute of 21 Guns in honor of some peculiar day of the
Brazilians which as a matter of course met with a response
20th Commences as yesterday Some Divisions exercised with the Guns. Received a
small quantity of Bread from the Store house in the 1st Cutter. 8 P.M The U.S.
Brig Perry1 arrived and came to anchor. She was last from Madeira and has been
from home some time consequently we have no news by her.
1 U.S.S. Perry (1843) – DANFS.
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21st Comes in sultry, having the appearance of Fever and Ague weather holy-
stoned decks as a matter of course. The Brig Perry saluted the Brazilian flag
which was returned. I had forgot to mention the arrival of an American Barque
name unknown at present (yesterday) from Liverpool. A number of the ships
company who had not been on Liberty with the rest of the ships company went
this morning ashore. 
At the hour of witching night1 when all hands were preparing for the
mornings toil by, bottling up a few hours of sleep a shriek was heard and on
running to the spot one of the Ethiopeans (who like a right whale has too much
lip) was discovered in a stooping posture with one hand over his face, the red
liquid fluid oozing from between his fingers as it emanated from his olfactory
organ. It appeared that he overshot his mark, and spoke to the wrong one, hence
the blow.
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22nd    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Scrubbed Hammocks and washed
clothes, missed going to Quarters, (something new) The American Steamer on
Errickson's principle has gone on an excursion having on board Capt Stringam and
I presume some other distinguished personages, as we have the life lines rove for
manning yards and the guns loaded for a salute. The Brig Perry is likewise prepared in
the Same manner. 11 A. M Fired a salute And manned yards on both of our
vessels. The Steamer left in fine style. Our band is aboard (comprising 21 Peices)
And dulcet Sounds are being wafted on the breeze to Us.
1 Midnight or the interval between 3:00am and 4:00am.
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23d Comes in as yesterday. Holy-stoned decks, run in the Guns. After breakfast went
to Quarters by the sound of the Bugle, ran out and secured all the Guns. The 4th &
5th Divisions Exercised Guns. The Excursion of yesterday ended unfavorably, the
steamer having run aground some ten or twelve miles up a river, several boats
from the ship left late in the evening and brought the passengers and Band from
her. Mr Todd (our Minister) and family, and others from shore was of the number.
Cleaning Mess-chests fore & and aft on the Berth Deck, preparatory to giving up
cooking on Monday. (This being saturday) Be it known that each one attached to a
mess has to take his regular turn at cooking of one week's duration except some
few messes who have steady cooks, who in renumeration for their labor receive a
Ration which is equivalent to $ 6.00 per month. There is many aboard of a Man of
War, who have been in moderate circumstances but have been reduced and as an
only refuge to their pressing wants, fly to one of these ships; their object is to
amass together a sufficiency to set them on their pins again, by a three years
probation, knowing but little of a ship it is as easy for them to Cook almost as to
do any other duty, & assists them in their pecuniary wants. I do not mean to assert
that such is the case altogether, far from it. Some there are, who having a Wife
and family leave half pay and this steady cooking makes up for the deficiency in
their wages.
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24th Sunday Holy-stoned decks fore and aft. After Breakfast inspected Divisions at
Quarters. 10½ A.M Called all hands to Muster at Divine Service. Liberated one of
the Prisoners confined for desertion. Capt Stringham being of an opinion that he
had suffered enough ashore H a v i n g b e e n <being> i n Durance Vile f o r a
considerable time. A number of the Brig Perry's crew paid us a visit this
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afternoon. 5 P.M  Beat to Quarters as usual of an evening run up the Boats and at
6 P.M Piped down hammocks, cruized around the decks until 8½ P.M then threw
ourselves helplessly into the witching arms of Morpheus.  
25th    Scrubbed decks with sand. 7 A.M Grogged and Grubbed, 9 A.M Beat to
Quarters. 7th Division Exercised Carabines.1 Weighed out the bread, and not as
usual getting when we wanted. The fact is our provisions are growing short and v
ery little or none to be had from the Store house, likewise the Rice is undergoing
the process of Inspection.
26th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Scrubbed and washed clothes,
scrubbed paint work on the Berth Deck. Exercised chain cable by clearing Hawse.
The 1st and 2nd Divisions exercised Guns on the lower Gun Deck. Much
speculation exists as regards our ultimate destination news having been received
of the sailing of the Brandywine Frigate (with dispatches for this ship) on the 17th 
of Augt last. We have Cape Horn in perspective.
27th     Commences as yesterday with fine and pleasant weather nothing worthy of note
has taken place in these last 24 hours therefore I will jump to the 
28th      Which was ushered in like the preceding ones only that it bears on its features
symptoms of oppression, the air being of a confined nature
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1 Carbine is a type of gun with a long barrel that is shorter than that of a rifle. 
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29th       Comes in with mild congenial weather; Every thing bears the impress of
listless inactivity. There is no work to be done Scarcely. The duties of the ship is
comparitively nothing. Cooking, Eating, Drinking, Sleeping and keeping things
clean ourselves included forms the most essential part. Excercising occasionally,
in Divisions, has the tendency to keep the scurvy from our bones. But receiving
no news from home creates a void in the heart which is difficult to fill up. Now
and then of an evening, a crowd collects on the Forecastle and have a regular
Shake down to the Soul inspiring tunes of Fishers Hornpipe, <&c &c> Jim Crow,
and others of the same stamp. They generally manage to keep it up until 8½ P.M
when all hands are supposed to turn in, it being a standing order.
30th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. The ship Isabella of Baltimore1 
from Philadelphia arrived here this afternoon having on board 200 Troops some with
their wives &c. Their ultimate destination is California. They present the
appearance of hardy men who will not shrink from the responsibilities and
dangers that naturally follow in the wake of the Emigrant. Likewise a Barque
arrived bringing some few letters and papers for Our Officers and men, I did not
hear her name but she comes from Philada 
31st Last Evening we had a considerable quantity of rain and the weather at present
assumes a threatening aspect. Cleaned in White Frocks & Trowsers (not heeding
the appearance of the weather) 10½ A.M Call all hands to muster at Divine
1 William Redmond Ryan, who wrote about Bumboat Joe in his personal narrative, was a passenger on
this ship. Ryan's Personal Adventures, which was based on the diaries he kept during his travels in the
Pacific, is one of the few sources that bear information on the Isabella. “On our arrival at Philadelphia,
we repaired on board the Isabella, a fine packet-ship commanded by Captain George Briggs...” Ryan.
Personal Adventures in Upper and Lower California, 28. Ryan mentions later in his book that the
Isabella entered the port of Rio de Janeiro “in the afternoon of the 29th of October.”
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Service. Previously inspecting Divisions at Quarters. A passage of scripture from
the Book of Daniels was read, and the Chaplain in his usual impressive manner,
cleared, the mystery that enveloped the Parable of the Prodigal Son, his
elucidation was of the most comprehensive kind, and his comparisons, just, and
forcible.
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Novr1st     Commences with mild and pleasant weather. Exercised Divisions with small
arms. A number of troops from the Ship Isabella visited the ship yesterday
afternoon and from their conversation, we ascertained that they are perfectly
reconciled to their lot. Many have left home for the first time, get hope for the
future, buoys their spirits in their isolated situation. One, whom I addressed
endeavored to suppress his feelings when I spoke of home, but in v a i n . T h e
picture of his aged father & Mother, Brothers and Sisters, mourning for him as
dead, which his over-excited feelings had drawn to his imagination, was too much
for him, He wept. It was natural; and my heart sympathised with him, <His> This
burst of passionate grief from an over-wrought mind (I am happy to say) was
delicately respected by those who witnessed it, and to their honor be it spoken,
instead of making sport (as is too often the case onboard of a Man of War)
they showed him every attention so as to diverts his mind from those thoughts
which poor human nature is often subject too.
Novr 2nd Commences as yesterday. Unmoored ship Inspected anchors and moored
afresh. One of the Boys fell down the Main Hatch and unfortunately broke his
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arm. His name is James Dennis. We have had quite a number of arrivals from the U.
States in these last two days back, bringing news but of not a very late date.
3d    Comes in with fine and pleasant weather. Scrubbed and washed clothes as
usual this morning being Tuesday. Our wash days are Tuesday's and Friday's.
And every two weeks Hammocks are scrubbed therefore it is impossible to be
anything else but clean unless intentionally so 
<And now as I intended to give my shore readers Some Idea of a ship and having
accidently fell in with one already Cut and primed (the discription being graphic
far more so than I have seen before) I do not hesitate to copy in a condensed form in this
instance and give credit to the Saturday magazine1 (English) >
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Some Account of a Ship 
A Ship has justly been considered as one of the proudest triumphs of human
ingenuity and skill; and if imposing merely from its size, and the complication of
its structure and Equipments, how much more so is it when the variety and
extent of knowledge which man must have attained, before he could accomplish
such a work, are considered. Other arts have attained a great degree of perfection
in the earlier stages of society, and have even subsequently declined, but Ship-
building  and Navigation have steadily advanced. In earlier times, a few trunks of
trees, lashed together, afforded a rude means of passage over a river or an estuary;
the present civilized nations of the world possessed fleets capable of traversing the
1 The Saturday Magazine was a British “cheap periodical” published from 1832 to 1844. See ed. King,
Andrew, and John Plunkett. Popular Print Media, 1820-1900. (New York: Routledge, 2004), 5. The
copy of the magazine which Calhoun found on board the Ohio was of the 69th issue, from July, 1833. 
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boundless ocean, and of bearing to their shores the produce of remote countries,
or of carrying the means of aggression or defence, when they are unhappily
engaged in those wars to which the passions of mankind will ever give rise. This
gradual improvement is a proof of the great intellectual cultivation required in
those arts. The physical powers of man have been nearly the same in all ages, and
when emancipated from the necessity of building solely for shelter, he very early
raised architectural structures, which for magnitude and grandeur, have never
been equalled; excepting, however, the taste manifested in the design, little more
than an abundance of labour and time were required for the completion of many
of the most magnificent structures. But of naval architecture, it may be truly said,
that there is more Science, more knowledge of the laws of nature and their effects,
shown in the building of the smallest vessel of our times, than ever went to the
erection of an Egyptian pyramid or, temple; and this knowledge is only gained by
degrees; every step in addition being based on all that have preceded it.
      The term Ship is only properly given to such vessels as have three masts, and are
square rigged, that is, having their sails suspended from what are called yards,
hung from the masts, and lying, usually at right angles to the keel or length of the
vessel. 
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Vessels with an entire or partial deck, and having one mast, and a Bowsprit or
mast projecting forward from the head, are termed Sloops and Cutters; these carry
one large or main-sail, a top-sail, fore-sail, and jib-sail, all laying nearly in the
line of the keel. These sails are larger in proportion to the body, or hull, in the
Cutter than in the Sloop. 
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Brigs are vessels with two masts, square-rigged. When vessels with two masts are 
not square-rigged, but have their Mainsails and Fore-sails like that of a cutter,
they are called Schooners, but this species of vessel is very various in its rigging. 
The effect on the mind when approaching, in a small boat, a ship of the line (as
the Pennsylvania for instance)1 is an excellent preparation for the rapid succession
of new and striking Ideas, which crowd upon the imagination in viewing it.
On the visitor's first approach, he looks up with wonder to the vast hull which
towered above the water, and whose sides seemed to swell out as if to crush him.
The graceful lines of the joints of the planks, as seen in perspective diminishing in
width from distance; the formidable muzzles of the triple battery of guns, standing
out of the port-holes, with the stout shut the openings overshadowing them; The
enormous cables of iron by which she is moored, the gigantic sheet and spare
anchors, slung outside the fore-channels; the boats hanging from the Davits, the
diminished figures of the sailors and marines looking over the sides; with the
shrouds, masts & rigging, appearing as a back-ground above them, at an
immeasurable height which fatigue the organ of vision to look up to, all together
form a picture which is not easily effaced from memory, when seen for a first
or only time. Permission is first to be asked and granted previous to the visitors
introduction to the ship, when obtained (Of which there is no difficulty) the ascent
is made by means of an accomodation ladder, attached to the side of the ship.
1 U.S.S. Pennsylvania (1837) - DANFS. Calhoun changed “a ship of 120 guns” which comes after “a
ship of the line” in the original Saturday Magazine article with this note in parentheses in order to make
the narrative a little bit more grounded, personal, and American. 
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Many a suppressed smile are visible on the bronzed features of the seamen
provoked at the awkwardness of landsmen in reaching the decks, even by this
easy mode of ascent; but the first moral lesson learnt, is, that every one connected
with such a vessel have the more ill-natured part of 
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his feelings subdued. This is one of the results of discipline and common-sense.1 
The lowest seaman will show as considerate attention to your wants and curiosity,
as the first officer in the ship could do, with his more refined and gentleman-like
deportment.
On reaching the top of this temporary staircase, you pass through a door, termed
the entrance port, on to the Main Gun Deck.2 The long vista between decks,
increased by the comparative lowness of the ceiling; the scrupulous order in
which every thing is arranged; the guns on their carriages, with all the apparatus
required in their use; the messes of the Sailors which alternate with them, each
distinguished by some little peculiarity, indicative of the dispositions of the
gallant men who feed at them, the various hatchways leading to the upper and
lower decks, each bordered with a frame being repositories for the shot to be used
in the guns; the massive Capstans, the masts, passing through, and the numerous
1 Where Calhoun wrote “common-sense” reads “instruction” in the original text.
2 Calhoun must have changed “middle gun deck” to “Main Gun Deck” based on the architecture of the
three-decked ships-of-the-line U.S.S. Ohio and  U.S.S. Pennsylvania.
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posts, called stanchions, supporting the upper deck: the view down to the lower
decks, or through the upper hatchways, to the bright and dazzling sky, with the
complicated rigging stretched between the masts, as obscurely seen from such a
distance, the varied sounds necessarily occasioned by the fulfilment of their
regular duty; the shrill whistle of the  boatswain summoning a watch, or calling
the guard of honor1 to attend at the gangway, on the coming or going of a superior
Officer, crowds in succession on the senses till you feel dazzled and bewildered
by the multiplicity & novelty of the objects before you. The Ward-Room, which is
the mess room of the Lieutenants, and other commissioned officers, is fitted up
with all the convenience of a sitting room for gentlemen. A handsome wainscot
table and side board, with chairs, would have assimilated it to a room in a house if
the attention was not called to the locality, by the appearance, on all sides, of the
peculiarities of a Ship. Thus, the decanters and glasses, instead of standing on the
side board, are placed in holes cut to fit them, in shelves round the recess, to
obviate the confusion which a roll of the vessel would cause among them. The
partitions that divide the state rooms are fixed to the ceiling by hinges, to allow of
their being slung out of the way during an engagement.
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1 Although the original text reads honour, and Calhoun himself, at times, chooses the British spelling of 
the word, he must have felt obliged to use the American spelling here as he was in the mode of 
adaptation.
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In first and second rate ships there are three complete decks, reaching from stem
to stern; and below these there is yet another called the Orlop Deck. Below the
Orlop deck is the Hold, as the whole cavity above the keel, under the Orlop, is
termed. In all ships the hold is the situation for the ballast, the provisions, and
stores; and it is divided for this purpose by bulk-heads into various rooms called
accordingly the Bread Room, the Spirit Room &c, the Magazine, or powder
Room is also placed here. The care taken for the security of this important place is
of the most unexceptionable kind, no lighted lamp of any kind can be allowed
within it, the partitions enclosing it at each end are furnished with double glazed
windows, behind which are placed in the Light-rooms, as they are hence called,
lanterns with polished reflectors and powerful lenses (or magnifying glasses)
which throw a strong light into the Powder-room, to enable the person appointed
to that duty to charge the cartridges and to give out the powder. 
No particle of Iron is allowed within-side, and every other precaution is
taken with the same view to security. 
The Bread-Room affords a pleasing contrast to the magazine: — the
cleanliness, order, and the care taken of the ventilation, indicate the importance of 
the contents. Flour and Biscuitis the form in which bread is taken to Sea. This
apartment is at the aftermost part, and is of two stories, or occupies the height of
the hold and the Orlop Deck.
The Lower Deck, besides various objects which occur on the middle deck, is
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distinguished by the Main Capstan, situated a little abaft its mid-length. This is a
large conical piece of timber, the lower point turning on a socket in the Orlop, so
as to afford the greatest resistance to the enormous weights it is employed to
raise. There is another Capstan on the middle deck, used forlighter weights of
many kinds. 
The Capstans are turned by means of long bars inserted horizontally into holes in
the upper part; the length of the Capstan Bars enables the men, by the advantage
of this purchase, to raise the enormous weight and resistance of the Anchor; and
when it is recollected, that the "Best Bower," of ninety hundred weight, has often
to be dragged out of a muddy anchorage, some Idea may be imagined of the 
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immense power demanded.
The Upper Deck differs from the two beneath it, in being open to the sky in the
centre, or in what is called the Waist. The forward part of the ship has the
Forecastle, another partial deck above the main one, and the After part has also a
deck over it, called the Quarter Deck, the space between these two is termed the
Waist, and a narrow passage on each side of the vessel, communicating from the
Quarter Deck to the Forecastle, are called the Gangways. These have a stout
double netting, stretched between Iron rails on the outside, between which are
stowed the men's hammocks, during the day and before an engagement, when
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they form a very secure protection to the crew against the musketry of an Enemy.
A similar breast-work of rails guards the Forecastle, Quarter Deck, and Poop. The 
Forecastle is the part of the ship which properly appertains to the best or able
seamen, as the Quarterdeck does to the Officers. Under the Quarter-deck, at the
after part of the upper deck, is the Captains State-Cabin, which is, therefore,
immediately over the Ward-room, and bears the same relation to this in its
arrangements and fitting up, that the Captain does to the Lieutenants. Handsome
sofas and tables, a carpet and other luxuries, would rank it with a drawing-room;
but the same sacrifice, if such it can be called, to the main object of the ship,
occurs here as every where else, two or more enormous guns occupied their posts
at the windows or ports, and though their carriages <were> are a little more neatly
finished, and painted, and their appendages kept more from view, yet it is obvious
that they are not there for show, and that when stern war calls for their
employment, they would be manned as promptly, and worked as steadily, as any
others in the ship. The State Room is also the dining-room, where the various
officers dine with the captain, but only when invited so to do; for the strictest
form and etiquette is observed on board of a man of war. The officer who visited
his commander by invitation, without being as scrupulously dressed as if going
into the company of ladies, would, if not subjected to a severe reproof for his
negligence, certainly not be invited again. 
On the after-part of the Quarter-deck there is raised another deck, called the Poop,
which contains the Captain's sleeping room and some others.
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There are small ladders on each side from the Quarterdeck to the Poop, and
between these is the Wheel, by which the motion of the rudder is produced in
steering or governing the course of the vessel. The Rudder turns on hinges
attached to the Stern Post, in the middle of the stern of the vessel, and under the
lower row of ports which light the ward-room. A horizontal beam, the Tiller,
fixed to the top of the Rudder, and of considerable length, has ropes at its
extremity which pass through Blocks, or pulleys at the sides of the vessel, and are
then wound round the barrel of the wheel in contrary directions; when, therefore,
this is turned either way, it draws the Tiller towards the sides of the ship and
therefore turns the Rudder in a contrary direction. 
Just in front of the wheel is the Binnacle containing the compass. This is a box,
<open at> having the Compass hung in it, so as to remain horizontal however
much the ship may lie on one side, or roll on the Swell of a Sea. There are lights
to illuminate the Compass at night. 
In large ships, especially of War, there are two Binnacles and Compasses, at the
weather one of which a quarter “master" is stationed, who gives the proper directions
for steering to the Helmsman; this is called Conning.1 
<Immediately> At the middle of the Taffarel,2 or top-rail of the stern, on the Poop,
1 Conn, control of ship's movements. The officer in control has the conn. - DNT.
2 Taffrail, the rail around the stern of a ship or boat. - DNT. “Taffarel” as well as tafferal are known as
archaic spellings of the word which appear to have evolved from the early Dutch tafereel. See OST s.v.
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is an apparatus for the succour of sailors who accidentally fall overboard. If this
accident happens when a ship is going fast, the impetus of the vessel, and the time
requisite for effecting the manouevres necessary to bring her round, carry her to
so great a distance, that the unfortunate man would be exhausted before a boat
could arrive to his assistance. The apparatus is for instantly dropping into the
water two hollow thin copper vessels joined together, with an iron bar attached to
them, so contrived that this would stand upright while the vessels floated, and
enabled a man to support himself by it till assistance could be rendered. In order
to guide both the man and the boat to the same spot, if the accident occurred at
night, a port-fire is fixed to the top of the bar, and is lighted by a gun-lock,
discharged by the same contrivance which lets the instrument drop, at the moment
it is detached from the ship, thus converting the copper balls into a floating
beacon,
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whereby the sufferer is guided to immediate support, and which at the same time
serves to point out the spot whither the boat, which is immediately lowered, is to
row in order to pick him up.
  
“Taffrail.”
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Discipline.
Not a step can be taken in the examination of a ship, without the necessity for the
strictest discipline being apparent. It must not be supposed that discipline means
harshness and severity on the part of the Captain and his Officers towards the
crew; it is well known that the commanders who are most strict in the proper
exaction of the fulfilment of duty on the part of those under their command, are
often the greatest favorites with their men. Captain Basil Hall, in his excellent
work entitled Fragments of Voyages and Travels, has dwelt much on this topic,
and has illustrated the mutual advantages of discipline, and the evils resulting
from its abuse, in two admirable stories, of a brief abstract, is given, as conveying 
a beautiful moral.1
His majesty's ship Atalanta, commanded by Captain Hickey,2 in November 1813
was standing in for Halifax Harbour, in one of the thick fogs so frequent on that
coast, when it unhappily mistook the signal guns of another vessel in the same
situation for those which are fired during such weather from Sambo-rock,3 as
guides to ships entering the harbour; the consequence was, that the Atalanta struck
1 Basil Hall FRS (1788 – 1844) was a Scottish travel writer who served in the Royal Navy from 1802
until 1823. His book that was excerpted by the Saturday Magazine is the 1831 Fragments of Voyages
and Travels, Including Anecdotes of A Naval Life: Chiefly for the Use of Young Persons, published in
London in three volumes. See ed. Chambers, Robert. A Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen.
In four Volumes. Vol. V. (Edinburgh: Blackie and Son, 1856), 279-85.
2 HMS Atalante, (1808) was a 18-gun sloop-of-war. The Atalante was under the command of captain
Frederick Hickey (1775 – 1839). See ed. Clark, William M. Chronicles of the Sea: or, Faithful
Narratives of Shipwrecks, Fires, Famines, and Disasters Incidental to a Life of Maritime Enterprise.
Vol. I. (London: William Mark Clark, 1838), 139, and Marshall, John. Royal Naval Biography; or
Memoirs of the Services of all the Flag-Officers, Superannuated Rear-Admirals, retires-Captains, Post-
Captains, and Commanders, ... Supplement. Part III. (London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme,
Brown, and Green, 1829), 227-35.
3 Sambro Island. lat. 44° 26' N long. 63° 33' W. 
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onto the rocks, and the first blow carried away the rudder, half the stern-post,
together with great part of the false keel, and, it is believed, a portion of her
bottom. The ship instantly filled with water, and was buoyed up merely by the
<water> Empty casks, till the decks and sides were burst and riven asunder by the
waves. The Captain, who, throughout, continued composed as if nothing had
happened, then ordered the guns to be thrown overboard; but before this could be
even attempted, the ship fell over so much, that the men could not stand. In
lowering the boats, for the crew to take to one, the jolly-boat was lost. The ship
now was fast falling over on her beam-ends, and orders were given to cut away
her masts; but the crash caused the ship to part in two, and a few seconds
afterwards, she again broke right across, between the Fore & main-masts.
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A considerable crowd of men had got in the Pinnace, in hopes that she would float
as the ship sunk; but the Captain, seeing that the boat was overloaded, desired
some twenty men to leave her, and his orders were as promptly obeyed as they
were cooly given, so completely was discipline maintained by the character of the 
commander and consequent confidence of the crew. The pinnace then floated, but
was immediately upset by a sea; the people in her, however, imitating the conduct
of their captain, retained their self-possession, and by great exertions righted the
boat, and got her clear of the wreck, where, at a little distance off, they waited
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further orders from their captain, who, with forty men, still clung to the remains of
the vessel. 
It was now, however, absolutely necessary to quit her, as the wreck was
disappearing rapidly; and in order to enable the boats to contain them, the men, as
removed to the pinnace, were laid flat in the bottom, like herrings in a cask, while
the small boats returned to pick off the rest, which was at last accomplished with
great difficulty; but except the dispatches, which had been secured by the captain
from the first, and a chronometer, every thing on board was lost. 
The pinnace now contained eighty persons, the cutter forty-two, and the gig
eighteen, with which load they barely floated, the captain being the very last man
to quit the wreck of the ship, and hardly had he got into the boat, than the last
fragments disappeared, accompanied by three hearty cheers from the gallant crew.
The fog continued dense as ever, and they had no means of knowing in which
direction to proceed, and if it had not been for a small compass which one man
had appended to his watch for a toy, it is most probable that they would not yet
have been preserved; at last they were all landed in safety, about twenty miles
from Halifax, nearly naked, wet, and shivering, and miserably cramped by the
close crowding in <of> the boats. The captain took the worst provided, and the
most fatigued, round to the harbour in the boats, and the rest, under the officers,
marched across the country in three divisions, with as much regularity as if going
well-appointed on some regular expedition, though very few had any shoes, and
they had to traverse a country only partially cleared; and 
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the same evening, the whole crew, without one missing, officers, men, and boys,
assembled in Halifax in as exact order, as if their ship had met with no accident.
The second story is tragically different, and presents one of the most striking
pictures of passive courage ever presented to the contemplative mind.
A Captain of a ship of war, whose sole object of ambition was to distinguish
himself by capturing an enemy's vessel, conceived, that his surest mode of
obtaining the fulfilment of his wishes was by disciplining his crew so strictly, that 
in the event of an engagement he would be sure of victory by his superiority in
this respect; but in order to obtain this, he harassed his crew by such strict
regulations, such constant and unremitting exertions, and such excessive severity,
as to alienate all affection and to bring his crew to the verge of insubordination.
The day at length arrived when his expectations seemed about to be realized; a
strange sail appeared in sight, which was soon made out to be an enemy. He
summoned his crew, and addressed them in an energetic speech; reminding them
of their duty and of the glory that awaited them, he gave orders to clear for action,
and was instantly and scrupulously obeyed; but the hour of retribution was at
hand: his crew knew of his ambition; knew it to be the cause of their suffering,
and determined to be revenged in the fullest manner. Their own spirit forbade
them to do any thing cowardly or mean, but they stood to their guns, and when the
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enemy began the engagement, they kept their places, and refused to return a shot:
in vain their commander and his officers reproached, exhorted, supplicated; with
their arms folded they awaited their fate, nor flinched while broadside after
broadside struck them down; the battle, or rather the attack, was soon over, the
enemy, surprised at the non-resistance, boarded the English vessel, and found the
officers and their crew nearly all destroyed. The captain lived long enough to feel
the bitter anguish of disappointment, and to be conscious of having been the
cause; but he fell at last, before the vessel was taken possession of. 
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4th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather, serving out money yesterday to the
ships company, has created quite a Stir among us  I presume there is some two or
three thousand dollars afloat in the ship. More or less Intoxication marks the time
when it is served out, being as a matter of course the means of bringing many good 
men in trouble, who otherwise would never of been seen at the Mast. Ships's
Corporal Wright having intelligence conveyed to him by some one (unknown to
the ships company) succeeded in capturing some liquor, secreted in the Fore-Top
as a matter of course, it was destroyed. Rum has been the means of more
punishment on board of this ship than any thing else. Men in their sober senses
will not break the Rules & Regulations established consequently they have
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nothing to fear as regards punishment, but those who get intoxicated are
constantly getting into hot water by it.
5th Comes in with sultry weather. Punishment was inflicted on some who
transgressed the laws. It is a disgusting spectacle to witness, yet there is no means
of avoiding it. All hands are called by the Boatswain by order of the Captain. (No
one is excused except the sick.) the gratings having been previously rigged, and
according to the various offences committed, so many lashes are given, with the
Cats or Colt.
    6th    Commences as yesterday a number of vessels arrived from different parts of the 
globe but
& 7th none from the U. States. The U. S. Brig of War Perry left this morning <for 
Montevideo> on a cruise. 
This morning, being Sunday, holy-stoned decks. 10 A.M Inspected divisions at
Quarters and immediately after, called all hands to Muster on the Quarter Deck
to attend divine service. A number of visitors from shore graced the ship with
their presence. Mr Todd our Minister plenepotentiary and part of his family were
of the number. At 7 Bells piped down.
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8th    A British Steamer arrived this morning bringing the official intelligence of a
great victory achieved by our arms in Mexico.
All hands were called to muster by orders of Capt Stringham, and his secratary
read the account. The most perfect silence reigned throughout the reading but it
was easy to perceive the joy and enthusiasm that prevailed, expressed in the
countenance of all hands. At the conclusion, a salute of 29 Guns was fired in
honor of the victory and flag. A deep silence pervaded the ship, insomuch that a
pin could of been heard had it fell to the deck If such had been the case that our
noble and gallant country had services to perform wherein the execution would of 
been certain death. I do not believe that there was one in the assemblage who would 
of hesitated in offering himself as a sacrifice before the altar of Liberty and for his
country.
9th    Comes in Rainy, yet we did not hesitate to wash clothes On Suspicion. In the
Afternoon, it became more clear, bearing the semblance of fine weather. The
evening brought forth fine and serene weather. A Barque arrived forty two days
from home bringing later intelligence and an Official account of the Army
movements in Mexico likewise that the Brandywine Frigate had sailed previous to
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her. The supposition is that she has touched at some of the Western Islands.
10th    Nothing unusual has transpired, served out slops on the Divisions bills. The air
has grown more pleasant since the rain, being more congenial than it was before,
and more compatible to our personal good as regards health, &c &c
11th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather, unmoored ship paying the stream
cable below1 and mooring afresh with the bowers & swivel.2 Our sick list is on the
increase the number being 59, but more dangerously ill. The prevailing malady
being a Fever incident to all classes.
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12th        This morning a number of visitors from an acadamy on shore visited the ship
1 Calhoun uses the verb to pay (something) below twice as an equivalent of either stowing away, firstly in
terms of taking down to the orlop deck, and afterwards in terms of heaving (the cable)  in to the chain
locker with the capstan. Examples of the phrase used in the same sense can be found although rare. “At
8 called all hands and single reefed the main; double reefed the fore and mizen; unbent the cables and
paid them below.” Maury, M. F. A New Theoretical and Practical Treatise on Navigation: ...”
(Philadelphia: E. C. & J. Biddle, 1845), 263. “The quarter gunners are at the capstan, to keep the chain
clear and pay it below...” Taunt, Emory H. Young Sailor's Assistant in Practical Seamanship.
(Washington, D.C.: Navy Department, 1883), 363. They must have hove in the stream cable, when the
stream anchor was, apparently, no more necessary. Stream anchors are dropped off the stern or the
quarter of a ship in order to prevent her from swinging to the current. See DNT s.v. “Stream Anchor.” 
2 Bowers are the two largest anchors which are carried one on either side of the bows, at the very front of
the ship, and attached to their cables at all times. See OIDNT s.v. “Bower Anchors.”
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and now whil'st writing they are going through the giddy waltz,1 having our band
for music. It is a source of great amusement to all hands to see the little urchins
endeavoring to imitate their elders. They have for their Ball Room, the poop deck.
No one enjoys the scene so much as Captain Stringham who at times is convulsed 
with laughter.
One of the divisions exercised with small arms. This reminds me of a yarn that I
have heard, and I will insert it here for the benefit of the reader.2
At the time that an attack upon Point Isabel3 was apprehended, and the
brave sailors of the fleet were transferred to the shore, to aid in the defence of the
Point, the officers were nonplussed4 in drilling them in land tactics.5 The word of
command as given by the Infantry officer was 'all hand over fist' to the sailors.
They could get along with the 'manual' well enough, but when it came to the
1 “Giddy waltz” was common diction at the time. “Almost the first person that met his eyes was his
delicate and modest Rosa, whirling through the giddy waltz in the arms of the tall Russian.” Embury,
Emma C. “Flirtation” in Graham's Lady's and Gentlemen's Magazine. Vol. 19. (Philadelphia: George
R. Graham, 1841), 109. The motive in using giddy as an adjective for waltz, however, was beyond
artistic depiction. The expression must have become popular in the mid-nineteenth century because of
the contemporary spread of Russian waltz in Europe which probably created the need to make a
distinction between the old waltz and the new. The whirling motion of the Viennese valse à trois temps
was much more prominent than that of the newer deux temps which soon became the preferred genre
due to its relatively balanced moves and making the waltzers feel less giddy. See Jarvis, J. Albert.
Diprose's Ball Room Guide to the Figures of the Most Fashionable Dances.  (London: Diprose &
Bateman, 1861),  44.
2 The yarn that Calhoun remembered and shared is his adaptation of an anecdote titled Jack Ashore
Drilling as Infantry, which was published initially in a New Orleans newspaper on August 11, 1846,
and later in other local newspapers.
3 Port Isabel, TX. lat. 26O 4' N long. 97O 12' W. Formerly known as “El Fronton de Santa Isabel,” this
small community rose to prominence during the Mexican-American War, especially after General
Zachary Taylor re-named the place Point Isabel and made it a supply base. See Smith, Thomas T. The
US Army and the Texas Frontier Economy: 1845 – 1900. (Texas: A&M University Press, 1999), 20.
The anecdote begins the way it does, without any specification as to where “Point Isabel” is situated due
to the general attentiveness to the political events at the time. The average reader was expected to
follow the details surrounding the ongoing war and thus know the keywords for its various battlefronts.
This particular incident, if based on facts, must have taken place during the first week of May, 1846,
after the brig Lawrence landed sailors on April 30, and around the time when Taylor's forces marched to
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'movements' they were thrown completely on their beam ends, and Lieut. R.1 Of
the Navy was compelled to aid his friend of the land service.
The officer, when desirous of forming the company into line in the direction in
which they were marching, cried 'Company into line' but the tars only hitched up
their trowsers, and marched on till Lieut. R. Called out 'Line-of battle ships
abreast on the starboard beam' when the movement was accurately and
expeditiously executed. He then wished to deploy the men as skirmishers and
'Charge' and ordered 'Line O Battle ships bear down on the enemy!' and off they
rushed like a whirlwind, with a loud Huzza sticking their bayonets into every
clump of bushes, or slashing with their cutlasses2 every prickley pear within their
reach.
Major- of the Infantry, who was superintending the drill, ordered, 'Rally on the
reserve!' but on rolled the sailors like the waves of the ocean with redoubled
energy, till their own officer, who had the order explained to him cried out – 'Line
of Battle ships ready about!' The old Boatswain who acted as sergeant replied
instantly-. Aye, aye, Sir – all ready
Fort Brown on the 7th to block the Mexican army, which was planning an attack on the provision depot
situated at Point Isabel. See Stephens, Alexander H. A Compendium of the History of the United States
from the Earliest Settlements to 1872. (New York: E. J. Hale & Son, Publishers, 1876), 386, and Bauer,
The Mexican War, 48-50.
4 “the officers were a little nonplussed” in the original version.
5 “land tactics” are given inside quotation marks in the original text.
1 Lieutenant Renshaw, was in charge of the reinforcements from the brig Lawrence (Capt. Samuel
Mercer). See DANFS s.v. “U.S.S. Lawrence,” and ed. Paterson, A.D. The Anglo American. Vol. 7.
(New York: E.L. Garvin & Co., 1846), 140.  DANFS.
2 “sabres” in the original.
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'Bout ship and away she goes all sail set' bawled the lieutenant. Every man
wheeled on his own axis, and steering for his former position came in with a
perfect rush, all right and tight.
The English Sloop of War Modeste1 arrived here 38 days from Valpairaso. She
saluted the Brazilian flag which was returned.
13th    Commences with cloudy weather, scrubbed hammocks. This morning between
twelve and one Oclock we were startled from our slumbers by the hoarse bawling
of one of the Boatswain's Mate's Away there Whale boat's away! The crew being 
in great haste, one of them jumped from a considerable height into her and started
one of her planks and she commenced leaking badly. She however put from the
ship for the English Frigate. One of her men had fell overboard but before
assistance could be effectually rendered he sank to rise no more. A general salute
was fired by the different men of War in the harbour in honor of the Brazilians but
for what particular event I am unacquainted.
3 P.M. Had a slight sprinkling of rain. Piped down hammocks
The U.S. Troop ship sailed this day for Monterey -
1 HMS Modeste (1837) was a corvette class 18-gun ship-rigged sloop. Winfield, Rif & Lyon, David. The
Sail and Steam Navy List: All the Ships of the Royal Navy 1815–1889. (London: Chatham Publishing,
2004), 120.
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14th    Comes in cloudy with occasional sprinklings of rain. Holy-Stoned decks.
Inspected Divisions at Quarters. All hands called to Divine service at the usual
hour of a Sunday on the half Deck. Midnight. Raining very hard.
15th    Have a continuation of rain. Holy-stoned decks, the inclemency of the weather
being no excuse. Every thing has the tendency to make a man feel disagreeable on
board ship in wet weather, the mind is depressed and gloomy as the clouds that fly
above, shipmates pass each other with countenances on, long as a Main top
Bowline and should you endeavor to engross another's thoughts in conversation
the current is stopped by an observation 
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on the weather. In vain do you endeavor to proceed, no other topic will answer
except the rain.
Visitors 
On entering the ship if accompanied by an Officer, first perambulate the Quarter
Deck, thence proceed down the after hatch ladder on the middle Gun Deck, on
the Port side (which is kept clear for that object) inspecting the Guns, Galley &c.
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From there, they are taken on the Cabin, then on the Berth Deck, having a view of
the Lower Deck Battery, Sick Bay, Ward-Room and the pharaphanelia of
cooking with the cooks at their various occupations. From the Lower Gun Deck,
they next proceed to the Orlop Deck where are situated the state rooms of the
Officers, Dispersary, Purser's department, Bag Rooms, and the store Room
<where> from which every thing is drawn for the different Departments on board the
ship. They now begin to ascend and shortly arrive on the Spar Deck. If there
should be Ladies in company very probably they are regaled with music from the
Band and very often dancing brings up the Finale. I have often remarked the kind
attentions displayed by the ships company to visitors in general particularly those
who are unacquainted. He is (in Sailor parlance) like a fish out of the water until
some one of the crew releives the embarrassment under which he labors by
entering into friendly conversation and shows him everything of interest about
the ship. No one is more studiously polite (in his own way) than Poor Jack and
was it not for the intoxicating bowl that he handles too often, his character would
be worthy of imitation by all Mankind.
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16th    Comes in pleasant, the Sun being a welcome visitor. Scrubbed and washed
clothes. There is a new punishment for Black Sisters1 on the Berth deck. It
1 There is not enough evidence to determine whether “Black Sisters” is from common diction, a handy
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consists of pumping foul air from the ship by suction. It is a light punishment but
the offences for which they suffer are very light being that of skylarking
principally. It is a matter of sport to some, as they endeavor to get others in the
serape with themselves, a half dozen men could work the pump with ease and
sometimes there is much as twenty on it.
The U.S. Brig of War Perry arrived this afternoon from <Montevideo> a cruise and
came to anchor.
17th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather, a number of vessels are pouring in
and out of the harbour daily which naturally indicate a large commercial
intercourse with different portions of the globe the U. States having the greatest
share. The ships company I believe are going beside themselves in regard to the
Brandywine Frigate, <not> scarce a vessel arrives off the mouth of the harbour but
what they have it to be her. The present destination of this ship is supposed to be
contained in dispatches brought by her for this ship, hence, arises the excitement
where any ship is reported by the Telegraph on Signal hill. Bets are numerous
throughout the ships company in regard to her and are held sacred. To give an
Idea how entirely she has taken possession of some of the mens minds One of
them came down on the Gun Deck at midnight and reported in a loud voice that
she had arrived and just dropped Anchor. Instantly some twenty or thirty who had
been awakened from their slumbers by this loud bawling ran on deck to see her
source, or Calhoun's Serio-Comic figurative style.
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but of course were disappointed it being a mere matter of moonshine.1 But
seriously speaking should we be ordered home, it is no laughing matter to go on a
wintery coast in a ship whose airy qualities bear some affinity to a large Barn and
whose properties to scatter the liquid fluid upon her friends are well known and
duly appreciated.
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18th The British Sloop of war Modeste sailed from this port this morning homeward
bound, having been away four years and upwards. The term of shipment in the
British Navy is for the cruize and it is not unfrequent for vessels to be out four,
five and even six years from home. The cruizes of our ships seldom exceed three
years hence men are shipped for that term or sooner discharged.
19th    Commences with sultry weather, scrubbed and washed clothes 9 A.M  Inspected
Divisions at Quarters. A large ship is in the offing supposed to be the long
expected frigate Brandywine Anticipated Company from shore have not come as yet.
11 P.M  The United States Frigate Brandywine arrived and came to anchor.
1 Matter of moonshine, a matter of no consequence or of indifference.  - EAPPP.
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20th    Holy-stoned decks fore and aft run in the Guns. 8 A.M Salutes were fired in
answer to the Brandywine's from the different Men of War in the harbour
Ourselves included. 9 A.M Went to Quarters by the sound of the Bugle. Run out
the Guns & Secured all except the fourth Division who exercised.
Our destination is now well known to be Cape Horn. And now for a yarn which
shall be denominated
A Tale of the Sea
It was a bright moonlight evening, and so warm that the men on board of the
United States ship Macedonian1 lay about the ships decks and in groups without any
covering. I think I never saw so perfectly clear and brilliant a night. Some of the officers
were reading and with ease by the light of the moon! and the ocean as far as the eye could
sketch was a glittering mirror without a single ruffle or wave: we lay like a log on the
water, with all sails set, but not a breath of air to move them. The crew were collected
in small parties about the Forecastle and
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and gangways listening to the long yarns of some who had learnt many by heart
while now2 and then some favorite sea song was bawled forth by the laughing
crowd. The officers were walking the Quarter Deck conversing. 
1 U.S.S. Macedonian (1836) was also known as the Macedonian II, as she was built from the keel of
HMS Macedonian (1810) which was captured by the American Navy during the War of 1812. –
DANFS. The original text reads; “...so warm that our men lay about...” without mentioning a ship's
name.
2 “...of some gray-headed seaman, about the Flying Dutchman of the Black River of Gatand, while
now...”
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We had left Port Royal on the south side of Jamaica the day before, and were now
passing between the small Islands of Montserrat and Guadaloupe, in the distance
you could see the white Moonbeams playing on the Fort and beach, and glistening
on the low roofs and white walls of the little capital of Guadaloupe. I was sitting
on the hammock-nettings looking at the opposite shore, with its long low beach
with here and there a small slave hut or mound of loose stones piled up as a
covering over the grave of some drowned sailor, whose body has been washed
ashore. As I was getting down from my station one of my shipmates came to me
and said “Ay, ay, there it stands with its creaking chains and dry bones rattling in
the still air as if a ten knot breeze was ripping over it.” What's that I asked and as
my eye caught the object that he pointed out I was at no loss for his speech. A
little north of the town, on the white beach, stood a tall gibbet, with its chains and
even its white bones for I plainly saw them glimmering in the rays of the bright
moon and I almost fancied I heard them rattling and shaking against each other
though as I said before there was not a breath of air, not enough to move a feather.
I shuddered at the sight. We all knew that the old “seadog” was on one of his long
“yarntacks” and in a short time a group was formed around him, as anxious as any
listeners could be, to hear one from his lips.1
It is now forty years or so began “he” stuffing a large quid of  the true
virginia into his left cheek, “since I first laid eyes on that same death-telling
1  “...as anxious as the crowds of coffee drinkers in the saloons of Contanstinople to listen to the 
wonderful adventures of the Caliph Haroun Alraschid or Sindbad the Sailor.”
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gallows. It was a dark stormy night, with a strong nor-wester blowing at the rate
of ten knots an hour, and we were beating across this very channel under a heavy
press of canvass, with the hopes of clearing the shoals before morning; all hands
were on deck clearing off and taking in some of our light sail for the gale kept on
increasing and our Mainmast creaked heavily with its load, when the lookout
ahead sung out helm a lee! sail ahead! - but before the words were scarcely
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out of his mouth, we were upon the vessel. We struck her about midships carrying
away our bowsprit, and dashing in the timbers from our bows as if they were
glass. But it fared worse with the vessel we met. She was small, being about seven
feet in the water whereas we drew fifteen. We passed slick over her as if she had
been a mere boys plaything. You may be sure there was no standing still, every
thing was hauled up and we were before the wind in a half  of  a shake: the boats
were lowered, although there was such a sea running that it was almost impossible
to live in a small boat. Logs of wood and hen coops, were thrown overboard, so
that if any were alive, they might save themselves. The officer of the deck said that
he heard a shout. We listened and then it came again and again but fainter every
time. At length our Captain lowered a boat with directions to pull in to the shore
and come off in the morning; as we should lay too. That night there was not an
eye closed in the ship. We were all waiting for the morning for all thought it sheer
madness in our Captain to send off a boat in such a sea and so dark a night and
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prophesied that she would be swamped in less in ten minutes. Though of course
no one said so to the Captain, for he was in one of his gloomy moods, and walked 
the deck nearly the whole night without opening his mouth. We stood off and on
all night and by morning the wind had lulled considerably and we had a moderate
breeze. As soon as it was light, we bore down to the little bay you see off yonder
to the Nor'east, and having anchored sent a boat off to the shore: I was in her and I
shall never forget my joy when I first saw our men standing on the beach and
hallooing to us: we were soon among them and asking questions enough to sink a
lighter. After leaving the ship they steered as near as they could tell to where the
cries came from: after running about ten minutes, they could hear him plainer and
at last got so near as to speak to him, it was a man clinging to a large board <and> who 
was 
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nearly exhausted, after a time they got him in the boat and finally reached the
shore, the poor fellow was nearly gone, and could not speak a word so they took
him to a house and after awhile by rolling and warming him, brought him to. It so
happened that the house belonged to the Governor or whatever they call him, and
as soon as he clapped his eyes on him, he knew him and had him taken to prison:
and it turned out that, after all our trouble, we had only saved the poor <fellow>
wretch from being drowned, that he might be hung, for it was proved by many
that knew him, having seen the  fellow before, and by pieces of wreck that floated 
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ashore, that he was nothing better than a real Pirate, whose murders were so
numerous they could'nt be counted. He had been taken twice before but had
escaped each time. The governor to be sure of him now, ordered the execution to 
take place that day. We had leave to stay on shore and see it. He looked pale and
half dead when they brought him out, and for the soul of me I could not help
pitying him he stepped so firm and went so willingly to meet his death. He was
led out to the gallows between two file of soldiers, and our parson talked to him
all the way, but he paid no attention and seemed to be thinking of something else -
mayhap the fine vessel he had lost and all that. We saw the poor fellow swung off,
and then went back to the ship, but there was no laughing or joking that day nor
the next neither for me all felt as if we had some hand in it, and wished the poor
man had been food for the sharks of the sea rather than to have fall a prey to the
Land-sharks. The body was taken down and hung in chains and on our
homeward passage we saw them there rattling in the sea breeze and bleaching in
the sun. I have passed here often, but I have never forgotten to look for the
gallows and the pirate's remains, and I shall never forget that night while I live.1 
Just at this moment eight bells were struck which put an end to yarning that
watch.
1 The yarn portion of the original text also ends with this sentence which is then followed by; “All hands
a hoy! shouted the boatswain, and in a moment I was left alone. Before I went to my berth I took one
more look at the dreaded object, and determined if ever I found leisure to commit the story to paper.”
Calhoun replaced this back-to-reality closing line with his own alternative.
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21st    Comes in with light and pleasant weather. Holy-stoned decks &c 10 A. M
Inspected Divisions at Quarters, at 10½ A.M all hands called to attend Divine
Service which was conducted on the Quarter Deck at 11½ Piped down, meredian
Piped to grog and dinner. In the afternoon received a visit from some of the
Brandywine Crew, likewise some left this ship to reciprocate the Compliment at 4
P.M Piped to supper and at 7 P.M Piped down hammocks after hoisting up the
boats.
22nd    Commences with fine and pleasant. Scrubbed decks with sand. At half past
eight A.M called all hands to witness Punishment. It is one of the most
disagreeable order that could be given, and to stand and see a man's back lacerated
<although> however much he may deserve it goes against the first principles of
human nature. There is but few on board of this ship that will if they can possibly
avoid it look at what is going on, much to the credit of the ships company and
those that do is influenced more for the desire of hearing what  our Commander
says than for anything else.
   Arrived, The U. S. Schooner <Ohncahy> Oh-ka,hy-E-1 from the U. States with
dispatches
23rd    This morning scrubbed and washed clothes. At 9½ A.M Received Commodore
1 U.S.S. Onkahye (1843) Capt. Otway Berryman. - DANFS.
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Storers1 visit of Inspection. He was accompanied by several officers from the
Brandywine, and appeared perfectly satisfied with the ship. Quite a number of
visitors were admitted from shore during the day. The Commodore was received
with the customary honors & a salute was fired on his leaving the ship.
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24th    Commences cloudy attended with rain. An Exchange of officers has commenced
between this ship and the Brandywine Frigate of which in a few days I will give
an account. A considerable number of vessels from the States have arrived within
this last week.
    All hands have been called to sign accounts, as our Purser leaves among the
rest.
25th    Comes in as yesterday, dried up the Decks from the rain the night preceding 9
A.M. Inspected Divisions at Quarters. 10 A.M Called all hands to Muster. After
all hands were reported up. Capt Silas H. Stringham, in a flattering voice
introduced Capt Taylor2 to the ships Company and then proceeded to read the
order from the Secratary.
1 George W. Storer (1789-1864). - DANFS.
2 William V. Taylor. Register of All Officers and Agents, Civil, Military, and Naval, in the Service of the
United States, on the Thirteenth September, 1847, with the Names, Force, and Condition of All Ships
and Vessels Belonging to the United States, and When and Where Built; Together with the Names and
Compensation of All Printers in Any Way Employed by Congress, or Any Department or Officer of the
Government. Prepared at the department of State, in Pursuance of resolutions of Congress of April 27,
1816, and July 14, 1832. (Washington: J. & G. S. Gideon, Printers, 1847), 206.
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During the reading he was tolerably composed. In giving up charge to Capt
Taylor, he commented on the excellent qualities of the ship and for the crew, he
said, they (the crew) had their faults well as us (speaking to Capt Taylor) But a better
crew he never sailed with, that they were young and would do anything that was
wanted from them. He concluded by speaking of the officers collectively, and
earnestly exhorted the men to leave rum alone &c
His feelings had now arose to such a pitch that he was forced to leave the deck to
conceal them. There was not a countenance but what wore a sorrowful
expression. Shortly after all hands went on deck to see him over the side. He
shook hands with all the ward-room officers and addressed a few words to those
of the steerage. The men were collected in the gangway, he slipped, surveyed us
attentively & remarked, all I have to say to you is Leave rum alone & you will be
happy his emotions now again because visible & was forced to hurry in the Gig
which was awaiting to receive him. All hands were now called to Cheer ship & in
the twinkling of an eye the rigging was filled from the crosstrees down with men
who gave three Cheers which I know proceeded from the heart. He gracefully
acknowledged it from the boat, & on piping down the Band played Home, sweet
home.1 Thus have we lost our best friend, and long after this, the remembrance of
his kindness to us, will intrude itself on our
1 Home, Sweet Home! is an aria from John Howard Payne's 1823 opera Clari. It is known that Payne's
arrangement was based on an old Sicilian tune. See ed. Paul, Howard. The Book of American Songs:
with Notes, Biographical and Historical. (London: Ward and Lock, 1857), 111.
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minds and we may with truth say Take him in all & all we ne'er shall see his like
again. May the latter days of his life never be clouded by the bitter pangs of
Misfortune.1
The Brazilian Admiral visited the ship this afternoon and on his departure saluted
with thirteen Guns. The following are the List of Officers and Men who have left
the ship to return home.
Capt Stringham
Lt Ciaveu
Purser Debree  /  Capt Clerk, Ford
Midshipman Queen  /   Quarter Master Eaton
“         Renshaw
“         Langhorn
               Scille, DeCraft
Purser's Clerk     Parks
      “   Steward    Wadlow
26th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Inspected Divisions at Quarters.
Took in forty days allowance of Bread. In the Afternoon Bent-Sails. Active
preperations are being made for Sea and the supposition is that we will leave next
1 Pangs of misfortune can be found more than rarely in mid-century prose. “None were permitted to feel
the bitter pangs of misfortune, the chill blast of adversity, or the cold hand of penury; felicity ever
smiled in the abodes of all.” Wizard. The Wild Witch of the Heath; or, The Demon of the Glen.
(London: Published by T. White, 1841), 111.
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week.
27th    Comes in with splendid weather. Holy-stoned decks &c
Our late officers left this port for home in an American Barque she being Towed
out by the Brandywine's boats.
A salute from all the men of War in the Harbour was fired this morning in honor
of the Emperor who took an Aquatic Excursion.
Received a large quantity of wood and sand.
A Store ship arrived from Baltimore well ladened. 
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28th    Comes in with fine and pleasant weather. Holy-stoned decks Inspected
Divisions at Quarters. Called all hands to muster at Divine Service, after church,
Call all hands to muster and the crew were Inspected going around the Capstan.
The Captain (Taylor) expressed himself well pleased with the cleanliness &c of
the ships Company. After dinner a number of men & boys came aboard from the
different ships and some of our ships company went a visiting.
29th    Active preperations are in progression to have the ship ready for Sea by
Wednesday by taking in provisions from the Store Ship, &c the weather being
excessively warm
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30th    Commences with sultry weather, scrubbed and washed clothes
After Breakfast All hands were called to witness punishment. There was seven
punished sixty-six lashes being served out.1 Out of those seven there was five who
were punished for drunkeness. Yesterday in getting stores a quantity of Whiskey
was brought with the rest. The boats crews had easy access to it consequently
some of them improved the opportunity and got Drunk. Nearly two thirds of the
punishment inflicted in our Navy has been produced through the first cause
Drunkeness. How long are Men of Warsmen going to run blind to there true
interests. I have not been totally exempt from that bane which brings sorrow and
disgrace to all who indulge in it to excess, but my eyes have been opened to its
slavish effects, and I would warn my shipmates to steer clear of Breakers ahead.
This afternoon four men attempted to take French2 in the Dingy but was pursued
by another boat, overtaken & brought back to the ship and they are now confined
in the Brig with charges against them of Attempting to desert in a boat.
1 Treating punishment as if it is another provision being “served out” by the officers was a common
approach in sailor narratives. “This morning there were two hundred and forty lashes served out in a
short space of time.” Murrell, William Meacham. Cruise of the Frigate Columbia Around the World,
Under the Command of Commodore George C. Read, in 1838, 1839, and 1840. (Boston: Benjamin B.
Mussey, 1840), 55.
2 French leave is a departure without the knowledge or consent of other people and especially the owners
or managers at a location. The idiom, taking (a) French leave, has been in use since the second half of
the eighteenth century, and was originally used to refer to leaving a reception without informing the
host or hostess, before becoming synonymous with to escape. See OED s.v. “French Leave.” “We have
portraits of several persons who have been inmates of this celebrated prison, one of the last of whom
was celebrated Mrs. Cornely, who died here in 1797; not forgetting the notorious Johnson, the
Smuggler, who made his escape out of the Strong Room, and, by means of a patent sash-line, descended
safely into the street; and also the Frenchman who took French leave, and ascended by a rope ladder,
and got over into the Belle-Sauvage Inn Yard.” Smeeton, George. Doings in London or Day and Night
Scenes of the Frauds, Frolics, Manners, and Depratives of the Metropolis. (Southwark: Published by G.
Smeeton, 1828), 332.
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Decr 1st    Commences with sultry weather, scrubbed decks with sand. 9 A.M called to
Quarters by the Bugle. After Quarters took in Wood &c filled up with bread and
having an overplus. Salutes were fired from the different men of war in harbour.
Decr 2nd Comes in with cloudy weather attended with rain. Scrubbed Hammocks at 8 A.M
Sent aloft Top-Gallant Yards. The Brazilians fired a salute this morning early. In
the Afternoon we dressed ship with Flags & fired a salute all being in honor of his
Imperial Majesty's birth day.1 In the Evening the city was brilliantly illuminated
and the Brazilian men of war fired, late, at night.
3d    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Scrubbed and washed Clothes. Sent
aloft the Friantie2 for the purpose of striking four of the for'ard Guns from the Gun
Deck and two from the Berth Deck into the hold.
4th    Is ushered in with fine and pleasant considerable warm withal Holy-stoned
decks. After Breakfast Exercised sails in loosening & Furling for a small space of
time. At 9 A.M Inspected Divisions at Quarters. The water tank came alongside &
the Port watch Fore Topmen are at present pumping it in aboard ship.
1 Pedro II of Brazil was born on December 2, 1825.
2 Possibly, infantarie.
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5th Sunday – Arrived bringing with it Dirty. Disagreeable weather. Holy-stoned
decks fore & aft, after running in the Guns.
After Breakfast cleaned in all white. Run out and secured the Guns. At 4 bells
went to Quarters by the sound of the bugle. At 5 Bells (or half past 10 A.M)1 all
hands mustered on the Quarter Deck, by the tolling of the Bell for Divine Service
Immediately after church we mustered at Quarters, (by a General order which was
read to us before church) and underwent Inspection
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with the Decks &c (being general inspection) by Captains Taylor, Long and Lieut
Armstrong, at a few minutes before meredian piped down.2 In the Afternoon, an
interchange of visits took place between the crews of the Brandywine Frigate,
Brig Perry, schooner <Oncahy> On-ka-hy-E & this ship.
6th    Commenced cloudy but in the course of the forenoon,  the sun made her
appearance in all her splendour. The U. S. Brig Perry left this port this morning,
destination unknown, likewise the water tank came alongside of us to fill up as it
is supposed that we will sail tomorrow or next day. Hoisted in the Launch, First,
1 Fifth bell of the forenoon watch.
2 Second Captain Andrew K. Long, and Lieutenant Charles M. Armstrong. Register of the
Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the Navy of the United States, Including Officers of the Marine
Corps, and Others, for the Year 1848. Printed by Order of the Secretary of the Navy, in Compliance
with a resolution of the Senate of the United States, of December 13, 1815. (Washington: C. Alexander,
Printer, 1848), 123.
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Second and Third Cutters and stowed them, Every thing is prepared for unmooring
ship. 7 P.M Unmoored ship and hove short. At 11 P.M Piped down & to
Hammocks, heartily tired with the days work.
7th    Comes in very auspicious for us, a light wind prevailing, all hands were called
at 4½ A.M  And we got under weigh, after the Anchor was Catted & whilst in the
act of rounding the ship, we grazed the English Man of War Eagle1 and carried
away our Flying Jib boom,2 without injuring her but one of our men going out on
it was precipitated overboard, he however received no injury and gained the
Eagle's side, & afterward came aboard of us again. Boats from all the men of war in
the harbour assisted in towing us into an offing beyond the Fort of Santa Cruz,
they numbered over a dozen. 2 P.M. We have at present a pretty good Offing but
little or no wind. To day makes just one year since the ship was put in commission
and four months since we arrived in Rio.3
8th    Commences with light winds and pleasant weather. Holy-stoned decks, stowed
the Anchors, and sent below the cables. The ship hauled sharp on a wind. Cape
Frio4 in sight, right ahead. All hands called to witness punishment, seventy-two
lashes were served out, seven being       
1 There have been quite a few ships named the Eagle in the history of the Royal Navy but given the dates,
this must be the 1804 74-gun ship-of-the-line HMS Eagle. Her name was changed to Eaglet in 1860.
See Colledge, Ships of the Royal Navy, 122.
2 The flying jib boom is located at the very front of the ship.
3 The Ohio was commissioned at Boston on December 7, 1846. - DANFS.
4 Cabo Frio, Brazil. lat 220 52 S, long. 420 01 W.
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punished.
9th    Commences cloudy. Port watch scrubbed & washed clothes. Exercised the 6th 
Division. Lower, Topmast & Top Gallant studding sails set ship sailing at the rate 
of five knots.
10th    Is ushered in clear & Pleasant, starboard watch scrubbed and washed clothes.
All the starboard studding-sails set & going at the rate of eight knots. Two men
confined in the Brig, one for striking a boy & the other for skulking.
A sail has been reported in sight, ahead.
9½ A.M. Inspected Divisions at Quarters. Purser serving out small stores to the
cooks for the ships company. A great source of annoyance was experienced by the
starboard watch in regard to serving out salt-water soap. There was but little of it
& the Port watch got the whole much to the dissatisfaction of the other watch. It
should have been equally distributed to both watches. It is a bad precedent to
make a distinction on board of a Man of War, as it may have the tendency to
create ill feeling. First Division Exercised small arms.
2 P.M  All the Port watch called to air bedding.
Preperations are making for a school on board for the ships boys which is
something much needed. Train up a child &c1
1 “Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it.” - Proverbs 
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11    Comes in cloudy, last night just before 12 OClock. All hands were called to reef
top-sails it blowing very fresh at the time, clewed up the Courses. Took in the Jib
& set the Foretopmast stay-sail, Set the Fore & Main spencers,1 trebled reefed the
Topsails,2 and sent down Royal yards this morning it is more moderate (being a
little touch of the river La Plata)3 At 9½ A.M Inspected Divisions at Quarters with
Bags. One of the Ship's company lost his bag through carelessness, hence all this
trouble. 10 A.M the sun made her appearance, all the reefs were shaken from the
Top sails
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and Top-Gallant sails set over them. 1 P.M Tacked ship having the Port tacks
aboard. The word was passed by the Boatswain's mates for the ship's company to
have Watch & Watch4 with this Proviso, that no private work of those having the
22:6, KJV.
1 Spencer, a small sail carried from a gaff on any but the last (mizzen) mast of a ship. The sail similar to
a spencer carried on a mizzen mast is called a spanker. Spencers were used as trysails – small sails
carried in rough weather. See OIDNT s.v. “Spencer.” 
2 Triple-reefed. Trebled is normally used by itself to describe the trim of a sail although there are
examples proving Calhoun was not alone in using “trebled reefed” which can also be found hyphenated.
“Having steam up we went under the lee of a sloping-sided berg, and trebled-reefed the top sails.”
Campbell, Lord George. Log-Letters from “The Challenger.” (London: Macmillan and Co., 1877), 118.
3 Rio de la Plata.
4 When a ship's crew is given watch-and-watch, the watches alternate every other four hours. “Where
this alternation of watches is kept up throughout the twenty-four hours, four hours up and four below, it
called having watch and watch.” See Dana Jr., Richard Henry. The Seaman's Manual; Containing a
Treatise on Practical Seamanship, with Plates; a Dictionary of Sea Terms; Customs and Usages of the
Merchant Service' Laws Relating to the Practical Duties of Master and Meriners.  (London: Edward
Moxon, 1846), 122, and 162. On smaller vessels, when the crew is on watch-and-watch, “one half of
the crew is on deck for four hours, then the other half for four hours.” Kemp, Dixon. A Manual of Yacht
and Boat Sailing. (London: “The Field” Office, 1878), 377. “But I have always found that a watch-and-
watch crew would do more, and do it with a heartier good will than one that was kept up.” Nordhoff,
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watch on deck should be done under pain of its extinction.1 We have this day, in
watches to overhaul our clothes, bags &c &c. There is a complaint among
the crew called the Mumps, going its rounds. It looks ghost-like to see so many
having their jaws tied up in white clothes, ranging the decks.
12th Arrived and was called Sunday, consequently all the Decks were Holy-stoned.
The day proved fair & pleasant altho; a dead calm ver, spread the face of the
waters. At 10 A.M Inspected Divisions at Quarters at 10½ All hands attended
divine service on the Quarter Deck, after church All hands were called to muster
and underwent a rigid and scrutinizing Inspection around the Capstan, before the
Inspection of the Lower Deck was over. 1 Oclock had arrived After the marines
had been Inspected the Boatswain piped down and we shortly heard the summons
to dinner by the pipe and to Grog by the roll of the drum.
One of the men (Capt of the Mizzen Top) was confined in the Brig under the
sentry's charge, for leaving a small bag fall from his hands on to the Quarter Deck.
His charges are Carelessness.
13th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Ship heading to the Sd & Wd with
square yards, having both main top Gallant studding sails set likewise the Lower.
Topmast & Foretop Gallant studding-sails. The Port watch scrubbed Hammocks
Charles. The Merchant Vessel: Sailor Boy's Voyages to See the World. (Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach,
Keys & Co., 1856), 28. 
1 A job done on (or under) pain of extinction, is done unenthusiastically, and at times forcibly, just in 
order to finish it.
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At 9 A.M Called all hands to witness punishment. There was <three> four on the
Report, the one mentioned yesterday was left off, and one of the Ethiopians
attached to the ward room took 12 with the cats, he was not on the Report, his
charges at the Gangway was Insubordination & neglect of duty. The other three
was punished, one with 9 and the other two 6 each. 33 lashes being served out.   
Piped down. Immediately after, beat to Quarters
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Served clean hammocks to the Starboard watch. On beating the retreat the fifth
Division was detained for the purpose of Excercising. Slops are being served out
to the several Divisions from the Purser's Department 
Latitude Obs. yesterday 27.31  Longitude Chron. 44. 37  
A Barque in sight standing to the Sd & Wd likewise a quantity of Sea Fowl.
14th    Comes in with fine and pleasant weather, carried Studding-sails alow and aloft
nearly all night the wind being dead aft. At 4½  A.M. Split the Starboard Lower
Studding-sail, bent a new one, & set it. Called all the watch to scrub hammocks.
9 A.M Sail makers engaged in repairing Lower studding-sail. Carpenters in that of
wood but for what purposes it would be difficult even for them to determine,
unless it is to assist the sweepers in their daily vocations. Ship's speed at present
10 knots per hour. Last evening A number of Sperm Whale were seen in the
immediate vicinity of the Ship, heading to the North'ard.
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Our band has improved amazingly of late. The secret rests in the circumstance of
receiving an acession of numbers in Rio with a competent leader. Heretofore
nothing but a repetition of old tunes were played that had been on the Carpet for
years, now, we do have something new occasionally, which in a measure releives
the monotony, naturally experienced on board ship at Sea.
     Our amusements are very limited at present. Now & then we have a Hoe
Down, Hornpipe, &c stepped off on the Heavy flattened Heel by aspirants, to the
Ellsbrian System, occasionally Slinging the monkey is performed to the infinite
mirth of those collected to enjoy the fun.1 Spinning yarns has rather declined than
otherwise. It cannot be accounted for in any other way than Being on the Outward
bound passage. Our spirits are naturally depressed, likewise a new order of things
being established through an exchange of officers, it will take some time for us to
feel at home.
In a word Our position is like that of the first commencement of a cruize, with the 
exception of new associations to be formed being unnecessary, as we are well
acquainted (as a crew) with each other.
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A sail was reported from the Mast head, she proves to be a Brig standing to the Nd &
Wd Latitude  31o – 58' S   Long. 47-46
1 It is not clear what Calhoun meant by “Ellsbrian System.”
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15th    Commences with light winds and hazy weather. In the mid-watch a light was
seen as reported. At 4 A.M Took in all studding-sails and hauled the ship on a
wind with the starboard tacks aboard. At 9½  Beat to General Quarters and
Excercised as such, at 10½ A.M. Beat the Retreat, Squared the yards and set
the starboard studding-sails. To give the uninitiated some idea of General
Quarters I will briefly state that every thing is conducted on the same scale as if in
actual warfare. As for instance, on the beat to Quarters each one assembles at his
respective Gun. The first word of command that emanates from the Quarter Deck
is silence. The second, Cast loose the Guns which takes but little time. The Guns
are supposed to be loaded at first consequently they are fired off by order from the
Quarter Deck after pricking & priming &c1 During these Evolutions, others are in
progression essentially necessary for the protection of the ship, such as repelling
boarders with Boarders, or Boarding an Enemy's ship, then again, Firemen are in
requisition in case the ship catches fire, sail trimmers, for working ship, men to
pass shot, Boys in passing Powder &c &c Each one has his duty allotted to him
for the purpose of preventing confusion on board. After the first broadside has
been fired, Captains of the Guns are supposed to act their discretion in handling
the Guns, but being somewhat under the supervision of the Officers of this
Division. I should of mentioned that the ships Company is divided into Divisions,
having a Lieut. & Midshipman at their head they are subdivided into Guns crews
1 To prick the cartridge, is “to perforate the bag that holds the charge, in the wake of the vent, that the 
priming may have a clear passage to the powder” and to prime a gun, is “to charge the vent with 
powder, tube, or percussion wafer or cap, so as to ignite the cartridge by their means.” Totten, Naval 
Text-Book, 373-74.
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&c &c The utmost discipline is preserved, hence the admirable order maintained
on board of a man of war during an engagement, where, those unacquainted with
the rules & regulations, would suppose, that nothing but noise & confusion
prevailed.
Great emulation has existed for those two weeks back among the ships
company in relation to Whiskers permission being granted by the powers that
may be, to wear, them men & boys are running a race to see who can become the
most Bearish in appearance, but a stopper was put upon it last Sunday by another
order issued forth deparring the privilige of their growth above the chin, it excited 
general dissatisfaction and many a promise was made to wear none at all, through
a desire to prevent a
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repetition of Capriciousness in their cultivation through others taste. 6 P.M Single
reefed the topsails, blooming fresh, 12  Midnight, Clewed up the mainsail and
took another reef in the Top-sails, commenced raining and continued through-
out the night, ship heading S.S.W. Lat 34.41  Long 49.20
16th    Comes in rainy. 9 A.M cleared away, the sun shone in all her brilliancy. 9½
Inspected at Quarters. Shook all the reefs from the Topsails & courses ship
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heading the same as last night.1 One of the Ethiopeans had his neck twisted last
night in sky-larking but unfortunately not sufficient to twist it off. Their sway
on board ship is carried to extremes, placing themselves on a footing with the
Whites and it is only through the influence of the Main-Mast that some do not
become food for fishes. They are scarcely to be blamed however as some, whites 
worthless as themselves, take pride in associating with them hence arises their
arrogance and assumption, which (in my humble opinion) should be crushed in
the first part of the cruize. There is one or two exceptions to the general case
onboard of this ship & as a matter of course they keep their place, consequently 
are thaught more of by a majority of the ships company. Lat 36.28 Long 50.36
17th Commences clear & pleasant, daylight makes its appearance some what earlier
than was wont, and the further we proceed to the Southard the shorter our nights
will be. The Port Watch scrubbed the decks with sand. 9½ A.M Inspected
Divisions at Quarters Excercised the 6th Divisions with small Arms. Piped up all
bags for the purpose of cleansing the bag racks, which gives us each an
opportunity of taking a Sailor's pleasure Viz, Overhauling them.
The weather has assumed a chilly aspect a nights insomuch that some of the ship's
company have commenced dunning more dunnage or in shore parlance, have
changed their lighter garments for heavier ones.2 Our Latitude at Meredian was 38
1 By shaking the reefs, the crew increased the canvas area of the topsails to maximum.
2 Although dunnage refers to all types of belongings that make up a sailor's personal gear, Calhoun is 
referring to clothing only. See DNT s.v. “Dunnage.” 
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South. Thermometer 74, Ship's course SW by S ½ S rate of Sailing 9 knots per
hour which was increased to 12.6 during the Evening, the wind still increasing, we
reefed top-sails in the starboard watch being from 8 to 12 P.M. Long 52.42
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18th At 2 A.M All hands were called to reef topsails, which was done by reefing them
down to a close reef. Took in the mizzen topsail & mainsail & reefed the Foresail.
Piped the watch below, at 4 A.M. There being a demunition of wind commenced
in making sail. Likewise all the starboard watch scrubbed & washed clothes,
scrubbed the Decks & Bulwarks with sand. After Breakfast sent aloft stump top-
Gallant masts & at meredian piped to Dinner & Grog Lat 41.42, Long 54.40
19th Commences with fine & pleasant weather somewhat cold & more so to us at the
present, just coming from a warm climate. Ship is at present running before it
with the starboard studding-sails set. Ships-company dressed in Blue Jackets &
trowsers, white Frocks & hats. Inspected Divisions at Quarters, after which the
tolling of the Bell announced church which was held <under> on the half deck. The
Inspection of the ship took place immediately afterward. Lat 42.29 South 56.11
Long West
20    Comes in as yesterday. Last night in the mid watch, the watch on deck double
reefed the Topsails it blowing fresh at the time. This morning, on the starboard
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watch coming on deck shook all the reefs from the topsails & set top-gallant sails
scrubbed decks with sand, likewise scrubbed & washed clothes, it being  a cold
job 7½ A.M single reefed the Top-sails again. At 9½  A.M Inspected Divisions at
Quarters, after beating the retreat the 7th Division Exercised Carbines.
Music: thou gem of all that's fascinating to the senses by what magical
transformation art thou degenerated into such melancholy discordant sounds
aboard this ship methinks Apollo in one of his mad freaks <endured> impressed all of
our Ethiopeans with the Idea that they were to enthrall & had in subjection the
ships company with their jarring noise Between the Band, Choir & Amateur
Musicians we glide along towards Cape Horn, amidst Catgut & Cats1 and it
would be singular if we did not keep time with the march of intellect, and to
conclude on this subject, there goes Yankee Doodle on the Drum and fife, calling
the Cooks to draw their provisions for their respective messes, and now whil'st
reading this to a ship-mate I was obliged to stop on account of the Din of the
Drums & fife playing. Roast beef, notifying the wardroom officers that dinner is
ready
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Lat obs 44o.28'  South Long chron  56o.58'  West.
21st Commences Hazy & cold no decks were wet this morning on account of the
1 Amidst the strings of the fiddle and the tails of the cat o'nine tails. Catgut is an organic material from 
which the strings of earlier violins and other string instruments were made.
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weather. 9½ A.M Inspected Divisions at Quarters. 7th Division Exercised
Carbines. Purser commenced serving out slops to the ships company & up to the
present time, 4 P.M it has been to an unusual amount Cape Horn having a
share in the concern.
22nd    Commenced Squally, last night from 8 to 12  P.M  Experienced a slight shower
of Hail which terminated in rain the watch were kept busy in reducing sail just
before midnight the weather took a change insomuch that all sail was made on the
ship before the starboard watch went below.    
At 9½ A.M as usual Inspected Divisions at Quarters finished serving out slops to
the ships company. Some excitement exists among some, as the order was passed
to have Black Hats for Muster by next Sunday. Sennet, Irons, Rosin, Beeswax &
Hat blacking were in immediate requisition and scarce any thing will be heard for
a week to come except, How do you like my new Hat. There has been many
shocking bad ones afloat about the ship and I trust for room sake, the surplus ones
will find a water'y Grave Lat 48o.27' S  Long 60o.30' W
23d    Comes in with the same weather as noticed in yesterday's remarks being very
squally attended with occasional sprinklings of rain, our run for the last 24 hours
has been a backward movement having lost three or four miles in Latitude. We
have the wind S.West and we had the Port tacks aboard all of last night and this
morning standing in towards the land. 9½ Beat to Quarters <7th> 1st Division
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Excercised Carbines at 11½ tacked ship and stood to the Sd & Ed – As we proceed
toward Cape Horn our Sick List sensibly increases I am not aware if it originates
from the peculiar effects of the weather upon the Constitution1 but this much I do
know that the colder it gets the more sick is on the List the number at present
being 54 the principal disease is that of Parotitis.
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Our wage at present is that of the best kind, having Watch & Watch & the
privilige of using the Berth deck, no one enters into confinement except those
who absolutely deserves it, all hands work in concent when any thing of
consequence is to be done, the Officers appreciate it, therefore harmony & order
walk hand in hand and all those who chose may be happy.
24th    Commences with the Same & wind & weather as the two preceding days,
Inspected divisions at Quarters as usual, the day passed off without any
remarkable incident. In the evening being Christmas Eve, the Waisters2 assembled
in large numbers in their part of the ship & commenced a ball which was kept up
with spirit until hammocks were piped. The mid watch passed very unpleasantly
raining almost incessantly and squally. Withal as a matter of course there was
1 Calhoun, for a minute, might have thought that he was on board the U.S.S. Constitution, the first man-
o-war on which he had ever served and rounded Cape Horn as a sailor in the Navy.
2 Waister, a sailor stationed in the waist of a ship. This part is situated on the upper deck between the
forecastle and the quarterdeck, where, as a station, not much sailing work existed beyond hauling on
ropes or swabbing the deck. The term waister hence became an epithet for both an untrained seaman
who knew little about sailing, and an older, worn-out sailor. See OCSS s.v. “Waister.”
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plenty of work for us, during the watch in making and taking in of sail, I would
be doing the starboard watch injustice if I did no state that when the Bell struck
eight a feeling of satisfaction pervaded through all of us, and we turned in happy
& contented.
25th As like the other few days Christmas came in blustering. The Port watch scrubbed
with sand, Inspected divisions at Quarters, toward meredian the weather assumed
a more promising aspect than heretofore lately. The Sun, of whose appearance
(was like angel's visits, few & far between) burst forth in all her gorgeous
splendour, the wind assumed a more uniform aspect, having hauled more to
the Westward, and we live in prospects of doubling our enemy Cape Horn without
much difficulty.1 Our Christmas cheer to day consists of Pork and Beans (being
Saturday) The mind naturally reverts back to our youthful days, and, we eat Plum
Pudding Turkies & mince Pies in imagination. Some of the crew received their
gifts in the shape of the Cats this morning, having cleared the Brig Comment is 
unnecessary. At 5 P.M Called all hands to splice the Main Brace2 which was
faithfully & conscientiously attended too.
1 To double a cape or other point of land means to sail a vessel round it so that on completion the land is 
between the ship and her starting position. See OCSS s.v. “Double, to, or Doubling.”
2 Splice the main brace is an idiom that was originated in the British Navy denoting the grant of a bonus
ration of rum or grog. The mainbrace itself is a mechanism made up of two blocks and attached to the
lower yard, and to splice is a method of joining two ropes together. The mainbrace was the principal
fore-and-aft support of the masts and building this mechanical device from ropes and pulleys was one of
the most complicated operations on board ship. It is possible a custom to reward the completion of this
difficult task with a sanctioned drink had later expanded its area of use and given its name to the general
act of serving out an additional tot. The mainbrace was usually spliced during bad weather or after a
period of severe exertion by the crew. See OCSS s.v. “Splice, to,” “Splice the Main Brace,” and DNT
s.v. “Splice the main Brace.”
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26 Comes in with fine wind & pleasant weather, ship walking off beautifully with all 
the starboard studding-sails set. Scrubbed Decks cleaned in white Frocks & Black 
Hats. Blue Jackets & Trowsers At 10 A.M  Inspected at Quarters half an hour
after, proceeded to church which was held on the Main Deck. After Church,
returned to Quarters as per order, but was dismissed immediately without further
Inspection. Lat 50.27 S.
27th    Commences with Variable weather, daylight made its appearance at half past 2
A.M  The Sun had made herself visible on the relief of the starboard watch. The
Port watch on coming on deck Scrubbed and washed clothes certainly not being
of the most desirable jobs as the weather is exceedingly cold At 9½ A.M Beat to
Quarters  4th Division Exercised their Battery After which a general inspection of
Bags took place & in the mid'st of which an order was promulgated to defer it until a
more favorable opportunity presents itself, the weather assuming a threatning
altitude. At meredian Tacked ship.
At this moment 1 PM All hands are called to single reef the Topsails which has
been accomplished in five minutes, setting top Gallant sails over them, it raining,
but no extraordinary symptoms of wind perceptible. From 8 to 12 P.M Variable
winds &c  <From 4 to 8 A.M the first part calm. The starboard watch called in>
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28th Commences with a dead calm. The starboard watch called to scrub & wash
clothes of which but few availed themselves, scrubbed the Spar Deck, swabbed
up the Main, and the Berth Deck ran clear. At 7 A.M a breeze sprung up from the
Nd. Set all the Port studding-sails, having at the same time occasional sprinklings
of rain. 9½ A.M Inspected Divisions at Quarters. After Quarters finished the
Inspection of bags, which resulted, in one of the crew being confined in the Brig
in Double Irons, charges being preferred of selling his clothes. 12 M  Lat. 52”.58'
South. A few Albatross was seen which indicates cold weather, even should the
Thermometer fail. An order was passed some three or four days since to limit the
lookouts at night to one hour each, the benefit of which is now apparent, one hour 
being quite sufficient in this inclement weather.
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2 P.M Wind veering more to the Westward. Shifted Studding-sails over to the
Starboard side, a sail reported from the mast-head, have not made her out as yet
Long. 64o.54' West
29th    Comes in with raw cold weather. The wind hauled ahead & not much of it. Beat 
to Quarters as usual & the fifth Division Excercised, tacked ship in the morning
standing to the Wd  At meredian Lat Obd  54.28 South. Made land which proved
to be Staten land.1 A Barque in sight standing the same way as ourselves.
1 Isla de los Estados. lat. 54°47′ S, long. 64°15′ W. An island that lies 18 miles off the eastern-most point
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30th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather not unlike that experienced on our
coast in the month of May. Starboard watch scrubbed & washed clothes, which
was anything but a pleasant job & consequently but few embraced the
opportunity. A sail was reported from the mast-head early this morning. At 9½
A.M
Inspected at Quarters after Quarter All hands were called to witness punishment
five were punished for offences committed against the Rules & Regulations of the
ship. Spoke the vessel as seen morning. She proved to be English from Calleo1 
bound to London. Exercised the 6th Division for one half hour. Ran in all the Guns
and secured them for the purpose of giving the Decks abreast of them an
opportunity of drying.
31st    Comes in serene & pleasant. Port watch scrubbed decks. Inspected at Quarters
as usual, one of the Divisions Excercised small arms
11 A M  Cape Horn <in sight from aloft,> bearing N.W.  Distance 75 miles from
the ship, <Land in sight> Ship steering to the westward, with Foretop-mast &
topgallant studding-sails set, with but moderate breezes. The purser is at present
engaged <in> serving out Grog & Ration money to the ships company. Creating
of Tierra del Fuego. The island was known to the English-speaking community as Staten Land, from
the original Dutch name, Stateneiland. “This must have been the island of Staten Land and we were
now in the region of Cape Horn, with a fine breeze from the northward, topmast and top-gallant
studding-sails set, and every prospect of a speedy and pleasant passage round.” - Two Years Before the
Mast.
1 Callao.
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quite a Jingling sensation among us 4 P.M The Southern Extremity of Cape Horn 
visible from deck. 
Dead calm. Piped down Hammocks at this time although having but 2 or 3 hours
darkness during the 24.
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Jan 1st    Came in a thick fog bank, which o'er spread the face of the waters, at 12
midnight the Port watch were called and greeted by the other watch with the
customary cheer. A Happy new year to ye, which met with a response in the spirit
in which it was sent. Scrubbed decks (being rather chilly) All the Port studding
sails are set, they are of but little use as we are in the mid'st of a calm. Some of the
ships Company were rated, at the usual hour. Beat to Quarters I must here remark
that we likewise go to Quarters every evening to see every thing secured at the
Guns &c midwatch Received a wind from the  Nd & Wd
2nd    Commences clear and cold. At 9 ½ A.M Inspected at Quarters dressed in Blue,
held a short meeting under the half deck. All hands, afterwards called to Muster,
when assembling on the Quarter Deck the articles of war was read. Piped down. 
12 M  Wind increasing called all hands to reef Topsails which was accomplished
in <three> five minutes from the time of laying aloft. Top-Gallant sails, set over
them 6 PM Double reefed the topsails, reefed the courses, squared in the yards
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one point free.1 
Ship heading SW by W 2 points Variation.2 Commenced raining, the weather
assumes a very disagreeable aspect, heavy dark masses of clouds are hanging on
the horizon in every direction. Numerous Sea Fowl are to be seen, in search of
food among which are the Albatross. The Stormy Petrel or Mother Carey's
chickens and Cape Pigeon whose numerous progeny are to be seen in all
directions.
Our Sick list is somewhat on the increase, being 44 at present the principle
complaint is that of catarrh. The average number of sick last quarter was 40 none
very serious, which speaks well of the ships company's health. It is of paramount
importance to a Commander in looking to the health and comfort of his crew and
precautionary measures  have not been neglected aboard this ship to that effect,
which naturally reflects credit to that point from whence it originates.
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1 Point denotes one of the 32 directions labeled as  on a classical compass dial. See OIDNT s.v. “Point.”
Most of the time, square-rigged ships, when close-hauled, were able to sail at an angle that is at least six
points from the windward direction. Therefore when the head of the ship was seven points from the
wind she would be one point free, referring to the additional point, on top of the minimum six, that
allowed the ship to benefit from the pulling force of the wind. See OCSS s.v. “Points of Sailing,” and
Lever, Darcy. The Young Sea Officer's Sheet Anchor; or a Key to the Leading of Rigging and to
Practical Seamanship. (New-York: E & G.W. Blunt, 1853), 75. “These winds come a little from the
eastward of southeast, which was fortunate for us, as our course was south-by-west, and we could thus
go one point free.” - Two Years Before the Mast.
2 Variation, magnetic compass error caused by the difference between the geographic and magnetic 
poles. - DNT.
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3rd    Comes in with a hail storm which lasted about five minutes, close reefed the
Topsails & hauled up the courses. 6 A.M. Shook a reef from the Topsails likewise
the courses, the weather becoming  more moderate than it was. At 4 A M it was
bitter cold, more so than has been experienced by us since we have been in these
high latitudes. We are now steering a little to the North'ard in conjunction with the
westing, therefore warm weather will greet us erelong, what makes us more
sensitive to the cold is the circumstance of being in warm weather some length of
time & on a sudden entering these cold regions. 9 ½ Beat to Quarters as usual and 
directly after  tacked ship to the Sd & Wd  the wind having hauled.
Very little of any thing is doing aboard at present save that of taking care of the ship
during this cold weather. Skylarking being the order of the day. It has the
tendency to keep us warm likewise assist in passing time away, which would
otherwise hang heavy on our hands. The most child-like amusements become of
importance in the carrying out the plans to forget old Father Time for a season
onboard ship at Sea, was it not for them our days would be a continuous routine of
Monotony. Lat Obs  57o.11' South  Long. Chron 72o.14' West In the midwatch
experienced wet weather, raining all the watch, shortened sail. Sent down Top-
Gallant yards.
4th    Commences with a gale of wind from the North'ard. Furled the Mainsail close
reefed the Topsails. Ship pitching & rolling so heavy that life lines were deemed
necessary on the Gun deck & consequently rove, missed Quarters which being a
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circumstance that seldom occurs, I considered it worthy of note. Experienced
extreme cold weather during the night.
5th    Came in rather unpleasantly raining at intervals, as the morning advanced the
Sun made her appearance and the wind hauled <more> to the South and Beat to
Quarters, after which commenced raining again. Set the Starboard studding Sails
the wind being very light. A disagreeable Sea yet prevails the swell coming from
a diametrically opposite points of the compass.
Set up Top-Gallant yards. We have no night here at present it being all daylight.
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6th    Commences with changeable weather, very squally the mainsail having been
hauled up about twenty times during the day. At the usual time Beat to Quarters,
Purser busy serving out small stores, ship very uneasy the Topsails double
reefed, reefed mainsail & spanker whole Foresail & Foretopmast staysail. Wind
ahead & rather chilly. Berth Deck pretty well lined with sleepers, being that of the
watch below. 
The ships company getting exceedingly temperate of late, only 241 drawing their
rations of Grog, this speaks well for us and more particularly So being in cold
weather Off Cape Horn, there was no persuasion used it being done voluntarily.
A Sail has been in sight to windward all day but she has not been made out as yet.
Lat 56o.44' S.  Long  78o.08' West 
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7th    Duly arrived, but not very auspicious the wind being ahead, during the night
experienced several squalls of wind. Rain & Hail, making it as a matter of course, 
very uncomfortable for the Watch. Scrubbed the decks with sand, which was
anything but pleasant. At 3 Bells Forenoon watch beat to Quarters. Wore Ship
standing to the Northard.
Our ship is pretty well infested with Rats. I remember whil'st lying in Rio, taking
in wood it was brought too fast for stowage consequently a large pile was made
upon the Berth deck in a few days on its removal, upwards of an hundred of them
were seen & a few killed the rest making there escape. 
And in regard to that self same scrape I will Spin a Yarn.
It was in the calm of a summers evening. The Firmament shore luxuriant with
gems, which in brilliancy was never surpassed. Fitfully arose the breath of music
borne on a zephyr-like air from the gloomy mountains whose dim outlines were to
be traced in every imaginable shape. The Officers were on the Poop & Quarter-
Deck Promenading and conversing. The men, formed in groups were sitting,
spinning yarns, singing songs or giving discriptions of their Lady love's. Thus
proving that sailors although rough in exterior are not insensible to that which
concerns the heart <and likewise have gone through the Fiery ordeal.>1 The Gun
Deck presented a different aspect. There was Fiddling, dancing, smoking &
laughing altogether
1 “Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal among you, which comes upon you for your testing, as
though some strange thing were happening to you;” - Peter 4:12, KJV.
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forming a confused chaotic mass, difficult to comprehend. A form was seen to
emerge from one of the many hidden recesses of the ship, reflecting a grant
figure whose Physiognomy betrayed agitation, restlessness, Paleness likewise
cadaverous no inapt illustration of a living skeleton. He reached the Poop Deck
near whose brace leaned the executive officer enjoying apparently the exquisite
balminess of the weather. With a Seine octave voice which quivered in its
cadence, thus addressed the officer Do you want them rar-rats catched & then
went on to state in a strain of great volubility, that he was in possession of a secret
method wherein he could exterminate all the Warmin1 (as he call them) from the
ship and his only wish was to throw in his claims to immortality like those
illustrious predecessors of genious who have had patents conceded them in
softening the troubles and vexations of life. He proposed to exterminate them
holus, Bolus, and wound up with the request of five dollars to purchase the
necessary article from shore. This was asked for with such an air of sincerity &
earnestness & wishing greatly to get rid of a growing nuisance. The request was
acceded too.
It was at Midnight, no sound disturbed that solemn hour devoted to
“disembodied” spirits, save that of some old Tars, whose nasal organs were
pouring forth their melodies with a deep and sonorous effect. And was all that
little world asleep: (A sleep so near a kin to death) Ay: all, save those guardian
1 Varmint, vermin.
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angels y'clept1 the Police of the ship, and they on visiting the main Hold Oh:
horror: upon horrors (my hair even now bristles as I think of it) a sight met their
astonished gage, that would e'en make angels weep and drew lachrymonous
moisture even from their stern features. There, sitting on a water cask in a pensive
attitude, that Pale, Wan, emeciated form was to be seen with a large Bag under his
arm with the muzzle invitingly open and in <his> the right hand, grasped a
Phial emptied of its contents. Alas the genious of the Rat Catcher had left
and his nature being under the accumalation of such intense excitement, H e -
Snored            
8th    Commences with cold dry weather, wind dead ahead. Occasionally the mainsail
is hauled up on account of squalls. Port tacks are aboard & the ship heading to the
Sd & Wd  9 ½ A. M Beat to Quarters, commenced raining immediately after. The
Musicians are for'ard practicing, thus 
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affording means to make us wretched. What with the rain without, and the noise
within board (The Berth Deck being wet at the same time with scrubbing) makes
it peculiarly uncomfortable. Oh: that we had the wings of a dove, these cold
regions would soon be left behind & would fly to more congenial climes. 
Our school for the B.hoys comes on bravely. One of the men attached to the Fore-
1 Yclept, by name of.
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castle of extensive education was made Master and to all appearance has his
hands full in curbing their mischievous propensity's. 11½ checked in the weather
Braces having a fair wind. The rain changed to snow for a few minutes. 6 P.M
Beat to Quarters to see everything at the Guns secured for the night. The wind has
hauled ahead again.
9th    Comes in rainy & calm. Scrubbed the decks, the weather has moderated some
since yesterday it not being so cold, but disagreeable on account of the rain.
Skulkers emerged from their dens, all with the exception of two who as a matter
of course will be punished. One of them is notorious for taking more trouble to
run clear of work, than the work would be. He run so long without being detected
that it became habitual. He however was brought up with a round turn1 
although, of a Royal line, being a King I am not aware how long back he dates his
pedigree but I presume it is very ancient, as his complexion is very swarthy, the
hair of his head growing in lights. I suppose he is aboard in disguise, this is mere
supposition, as the disguise is impenetrable on account of dirt, and the clothes that
he wears, look as if they had been thrown at him. <As> his energies are so far
gone that it is deemed of too much trouble to appear any way decent. Lat Obs
1 “Brought up with a round turn,” figuratively, suddenly stopped. See Kemp, Yacht and Boat Sailing,
532. Technically, a round turn refers to the pause made while paying out a rope after it intentionally or
accidentally completes a tour around an object and gets stuck. The idiom has found its way to enter
daily language in the nineteenth century although it originated as sailor slang. “When the Prince went
away he embraced the Governor, giving him such a hug that all the blood in his body flew into his face-
and then the Prince embraced the Captains, and then the Lieutenants, - and I did think he was going on
with the Midshipmen, - but he brought himself up with a round turn, and then with a low bow, sheered
off.” Punch. January 1, 1843, to December 31, 1844. (London: Punch Office, 1844), 54.
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55o.44'  Long 79o 
Ship heading N.N West 2 Points variation easterly. From 8 to 12 P.M. Squared in
the yards the wind being free.1 The midwatch was rather unpleasant having rained
the whole watch, we went to the Northard fluking with double reefed Topsails
Foresail and Mainsail the last of which had to be taken in occasionally as the wind
was somewhat flawy, We have at length rounded the Cape being somewhat to the
North'ard of the pitch to Westward and with this wind will soon be in warm
comfortable weather
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10th    Commences pleasant, rather chilly tho; The wind has hauled more to the
Westward but still the ship is running free. 9 ½ A M  Beat to Quarters, after
which called all hands to witness punishment (as established by the Rules &
Regulations of the Service) 8 men were punished & 54 lashes given for various
offences. Among which was that Monarch mentioned in yesterday's remarks. He
received 6 with the Cats, his hide had the semblance of an Elephant's at was at
least 1/16 of an inch covered with dirt & during the castigation, came off in flakes.
After the infliction he was taken and underwent a plenteous ablution of cold water
the Thermometer ranging at about 40. Quite invigorating for him this cold
weather surely  Lat 53.58 S. 80o.38'  Long
1 Free, usually describes the condition of a ship when she is running before the wind. See OIDNT s.v.
“Run Free, To.” They “Squared in the yards” as the wind was blowing from behind the Ohio. 
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I had forgot to mention in yesterday's remarks that on account of the inclemency
of the weather the Sabbath was not observed on board as usual I note this as it is
something unusual to miss performing Divine Service especially in a ship of this
class. A Ship in sight abeam to windward could not make her out.
11th    Came in squally. At 6 A.M had a regular shower bath from aloft in the shape of
rain. All the starboard watch called to scrub & wash clothes of which about
twenty availed themselves, the weather being exceedingly cold. Scrubbed the
decks with sand (another sweet Job) 8 A.M weather assuming a more pleasant
aspect. Ship heading NW, by N ½ N, Rate of sailing 6 knots per hour. Sick Report
numbers 69, Cases of ordinary importance 9 ½ A.M Beat to Quarters, 12 M Lat
51o.37
Afternoon experienced several squalls of wind but not very severe, 5 P.M Pumped
the ship out which was done by the Berth deck cooks. Some of the Ports are out
on the Main Deck which makes it very uncomfortable. We are now in the latitude
of the Magallan Straits1 but well over to the Westward, squally & cold all night,
but yet considerable caulking was done on deck by the Watches. I believe if the
Thermometer stood at zero, some of the men would sleep on deck, habit is second
nature.
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1 Strait of Magellan, lat. 53O 28' S, long. 70O 47' W.
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12th    Commences as yesterday. Port watch scrubbed and washed clothes & washed
decks, 8 A.M reefed topsails hauled up the mainsail for a squall. The squalls are
of but a few minutes duration, (something like a person putting his hand on a hot
stove,) no sooner on then off again. Immediately  after  set the mainsail. 9 ½ A.M
Beat to Quarters  after which the 3rd Division Exercised Carbines for the space of
an hour. 
Last evening, while the Band was playing, a pugilistic encounter took place,
which ended like all others, both parties getting the worst of it. They were
apprehended, Tried, convicted, Sent in confinement with double Irons on, for the
night, and this morning underwent the penalty of the law provided for such cases.
Viz a dozen with the cats. So beware, ye Waisters and not let your fighting
propensities get the better of prudence; but rather save them for the benefit of your
country should occasion require.
12 Meredian. A beautiful day; the beams from Aurora's beautiful face sheds
gladness throughout the ship. The lower decks pour forth their Stationers each
eager to throw out & to get rid of the trammels of extra clothing which the
occasion of doubling Cape Horn called forth. A man's energies become cramped
in cold weather. He is almost afraid to move, and to lay hold of a wet rope what? it
is the next step to utter annihilation; our Boom-Cover friends have cause to
congratulate themselves on this favorable turn of the weather.1 They have no more
1 With “our Boom-cover friends” Calhoun was probably referring to the men who were regularly hiding
under the waterproof tarpaulin covers of the spars during the recent series of rainy days. See Smyth, W.
H . The Sailor's Word-Book: An Alphabetical Digest of Nautical Terms, Including Some More
Especially Military and Scientific, But Useful to Seamen; As Well As Archaisims of Early Voyagers, etc.
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the fear of being disturbed in their stowage by the Boatswain's Mate's loud call
Come haul out from un'neath that Boom-Cover, each one can talk about the Cape
& be astonished when another speaks of having suffered by the cold in its
inclement, locality & wind up by remarking that he experienced no inconvenience
from it &c &c altogether it is a happy change and as such is duly appreciated by
all hands not excepting even the cooks.
4 ½ P.M  Tacked ship, standing to the S. & W 6 P.M Tacked again Ship heading
N.W. With an easterly variation of two points making a N.N.W. Course. There
was a great many very faces on going about heading to the Sd thinking no doubt
that we would soon be in cold weather again & not without reason. It was with
alacrity that they obeyed the Summons this last time in tacking ship to the
North'ard
Latitude at meredian  49o 12' South.
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13th    Comes in hazy. Starboard watch scrubbed and washed clothes. The usual
quantum of reefing &c was done through the night. Washed off the decks without
sand (something unusual) The merry <singing> carol of a canary bird on board gives
us knowledge of approaching warm weather &c &c 9 ½ Inspected divisions at
Quarters. Tacked ship  standing to the Sd & Wd  in the afternoon commenced a
(London: Blackie and Son, 1867) s.v. “Boom-Cover.”
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drizzling <rain> mist , which as a matter of course was anything but agreeable.
Passed the night pretty agreeable considering the rain  Lat 47o.32' Long 79o.01'
tacked to the Sd & Wd
14th    Commences as yesterday Port watch scrubbed & washed clothes washed Decks.
Ship heading to the Sd & Wd 9 A.M weather assuming a more threatening
appearance, consequently piped them down, rigged lines on the Gun Deck &
hung them there, Ship pitching considerable with a heavy head.1 Sea at times
think she is going to pitch out of sight.
4 P.M Wind hauled some, Wore ship to the Nd & Wd  drizzly rain almost
constantly <all> during the day. Piped clothes down from the Gun Deck wet as at
first washing. Piped Hammocks down for the Port watch, made more sail on the
ship .The Band is now in requisition, making more noise than all hands could in
an ordinary way, but at the same time serves at <times> to pass an agreeable hour.
Lat 46o.28'  The night passed with medium winds attended with a thick fog.
15th    Comes in with disagreeable hazy weather, swabbed the decks. Tacked ship to
the Sd & Wd Split the Mainsail whil'st so doing, unbent it & bent a new one, reefed
and set it. Four men put on the report for Disobedience of orders. One of the
Mok's2 scraping acquaintance with a violin, whose jarring, discordant sounds
1 It is usually the sea that is described as being heavy head when the ship is not gliding with ease.
“Clouds look black and wild; wind rising, and ship working hard against a heavy head sea, which
breaks over the forecastle, and washes aft through the scuppers.” - Two Years Before the Mast.
2 Possibly, Mokes'. A moke was often a mess man and the term had racial connotations. 
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grate fearfully on the ear, <not un>like one of the feline tribe, squeaking in a
Gutter. With eyes shining, nostrils dilated and a countenance black as the ace of
spade, reflecting back (not unlike polished ebony) everything within range, with
one foot beating time. He would be taken for Apollo was it not for his thunder
coloured Countenance.1
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Afternoon cleared away beautifully, the Sun, of whose appearance we have seen
but little, came & gladdened us with her rays, wind hauled more to the Sd thus
affording us a fair wind and at the present time the ship is sailing at the rate
of 9 or 10 knots.
16th    Commences with fine & pleasant weather, running all last night on an average 9
knots per hour. 3 A.M Set the Fore top mast studding-sail 5 A M set the Port
Lower studding sail. Port watch scrubbed the Spar & Main Deck. After Breakfast
the cooks holy-stoned the Berth Deck. At 10 A.M Beat to Quarters after which
performed Divine Service on the Main Deck. At 7 Bells A.M mustered at
Quarters & underwent Inspection by Capt's Taylor & Long. 12 M Piped down,
likewise for dinner & Grog The Wind has moderated Since early this morning, but
little do we care long as it is attended with good weather  Lat  43o.38' S
1 In reference to the Moon's reflectivity. 
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17th    Comes in cloudy had a fine wind all of last night with Lower, Top-mast & Top-
Gallant studding-sails set. Scrubbed the decks with sand. After Quarters (which
took place at the usual time.) We got the starboard cable on the Gun Deck for the
purpose of Inspection. 12 M. Lat Obsd 41o.11' S. In the afternoon overhauled the
cable and re-stowed it. Experienced fine weather during the night &c.
18th    This morning, sent down stump Top-Gallant masts & after scraping sent aloft
the Top-Gallant and Royal masts – likewise the yards. Extensive preparations are
making to cleanse & paint ship prior to arriving in port. The wind and weather is
exceedingly propitious for us, running along at the rate of six or seven knots per
hour with studding-sails alow & aloft on both sides (or I might of said) have the
winds dead aft.1 Lat 38o 16'  S.  1 P.M. Bending another mainsail likewise getting
the Port Cable on deck for Inspection, after which paid it below again. Average rate
of sailing per hour, last night, 10 knots, with the wind on over starboard quarter.
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19th    The starboard watch scrubbed and washed clothes wind hauled a little more
for'ard, 8 A.M. Preparations making for General Quarters this morning. 9 A. M
Beat to Quarters, and went through the exercise of General Quarters, which
occupied about one hour & a half struck deep soundings, ship's rate of sailing 12.6
1 Having studding sails set on both the port and the starboard sides but moving at the rate of 6-7 kph on 
average means that the wind from astern is very light. 
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knots per hour At 4 ½ P.M. Returned in the dirty hammocks at Quarters, having
previously slung clean ones, likewise aired Bedding. 6 P.M. Shortened sail it
blowing fresh, and in the vicinity of land altho' not in sight. Lat at Meredian
35o.32'. Midwatch, hauled up the courses & close reefed the topsails
20th    At 4 A. M. Made land ahead, made all sail, the weather proves fine and
pleasant. At 12 M called all hands to bring ship to anchor which was
accomplished at half past 12 P.M. Capt Stribblin1 came aboard immediately on
coming too accompanied by his son. Commodore Jones2 is likewise here (at
Valpairaso) ashore.
21st    Comes in clear and pleasant. Holy-stoned decks & scrubbed paint work 10 A M.
Commodore Jones hoisted the broad pennant aboard this ship3 which was
respectively saluted by the Batteries ashore and the English 80 Gun ship
Collingwood,4 Commodore Jones was accompanied by Capt Striblin. In the
afternoon commenced, taking in wood & water.
1 Cornelius Kinchiloe Stribling (1796 – 1880) was the flagship captain of the Pacific Squadron, under
Commodore Commodore Jones. - DANFS.
2 Thomas ap Catesby Jones, (1790 – 1858) was the Commodore of the Pacific Squadron during the
Mexican-American War. – DANFS. In his 2000 biography of Jones, Gene Smith referred to him as the
“Commodore of Manifest Destiny” due to his diplomatic efforts in making shining-sea regions, such as
Hawaii and California, American. A theory suggests that Melville's character, the Commodore, is based
on Jones. See Gale, Robert L. A Herman Melville Encyclopedia (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1995)  s.v. “Commodore.”
3 The reason for this decoration was the Ohio's new status, the flagship of the Pacific Squadron, which 
was granted upon her arrival at Valparaiso. OCSS s.v. “Broad Pennant,” and DNT s.v. “Broad 
Command Pennant.”
4 HMS Collingwood (1841) Capt. Robert Smart. See Colledge, Ships of the Royal Navy, 84.
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22nd    Comes in  cloudy. There is no small quantity of wash-women & men on board
anxious for clothes to wash, continuation of taking in wood & water this morning.
A number of men from shore shipped aboard of us today. Afternoon, cleared
away fine and pleasant. Thousands of fish are to be caught here principly
Haddock boats from shore are fishing the whole day around & about the ship,
hauling them up almost as fast as they can bait. They are of a large species, a
half dozen would  make a meal for twenty men. A proposition was made to the
ships company to take 14 ounces per Desire of soft bread in lieu of sea biscuit,
whil'st we lay here, which as a matter of course was not accepted. It was offered
in consideration of ships Bread
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being scarce here and in the squadron, further to the Northard.
23d    Commences with fine and pleasant weather. Holy-stoned decks Fore & aft. At
10 ½ A.M. A number of visitors arrived from shore, among whom were a number 
of Ladies. Immediately after, the solemn tolling of the ships bell announced
church which was held on the Quarter Deck. After church, assembled at Quarters
and underwent a rigid Inspection, (ship included) 12 M, Piped to dinner. 
In the Afternoon, received a visit from the Admiral of the Collingwood1 on his
1 Rear-admiral George Francis Seymour. See eds. Stephen, Leslie, and Sidney Lee. Dictionary of 
National Biography. Vol. XXII. (London: Smith, Elder, & Co., 1890), 122.
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departure fired a salute of 18 Guns which was returned by his ship.
Our Sick list numbers 51 none dangerous. Some of the Petty Officers asked the
Commodore for Liberty, he gave them to understand the ship was to sail shortly &
consequently their request could not be complied with. 7 P.M. Bending the sheet
cable.
24th    Comes in with extremely pleasant weather. Scrubbed & washed clothes. A
number of visitors came on board. Previous to which, all hands were called to
witness punishment, 8 underwent the ordeal 96 lashes having being inflicted. The
water tank is alongside taking in water. In the Afternoon, took in a quantity of
provisions from shore. Those men that shipped on the 22nd came aboard for good
today. Visitors are continually pouring aboard from shore in large numbers. One
of the Ward-Room boys not having the fear of the Cats in his eyes, went ashore a
few days ago & strange to say, in a fit of absence of mind, forgot to come aboard
again until he was brought. The consequence was, that his Memory was refreshed,
much against his will. Strange: that a man should forget to come Home in time.
25th    Came in as yesterday the weather proving extremely pleasant. Fresh provision
has been  served out to the ship's company daily, since we have been in this port.
A Steamer arrived here late last night. The (One that has been expected, from the
Northard) particulars not yet ascertained, ships company have been busy taking in
provisions all day.
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26th    Arrived with gentle breezes and pleasant weather. Holy-stoned decks fore & aft
8 A.M  call all hands Up top Gallant yards. A great many visitors came aboard.
The ship having been kept in a condition to receive them I know not who they
were exactly but seeing the English Admiral in company I am led to infer that
they are of high distinction in society. A salute was fired during the day. In the
afternoon, active preparations are making for Sea.
27th    Commences fine and pleasant, every thing being ready for Sea.
Afternoon – Blowing fresh from the South'ard, taking in wood all day. In the
Evening, let go the starboard Anchor & veered1 on both, thus having three down,
one being a Kedge, astern. Stood Quarter watches until 12 M. One or two
desertions have took place from the ship.
28th    Comes in with beautiful weather, weighed the starboard Anchor & hove in some
on the other.  12 M.  Fired a Gun & run a Cornet2 at the Fore as a signal for all to 
be board or more properly speaking A Sailing Signal. 1 P.M Blowing as yesterday
afternoon, fresh from the Sd, 3 P.M.  All hands were called to Up Anchor instantly
every one was on the alert. It came very slow at first, blowing as it did almost a
1 To veer, to allow a rope – especially a large one such as an anchor cable – to be eased out a little more
while under control. - OIDNT. 
2 Cornet is a type of signal flag. When it is hoisted by itself it represents “the peremptory order for all
officers and other absent from the vessel to return immediately on board.” The United States Naval
Signal Code. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1867), 10.
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gale of wind. Doubled reefed the topsails, Reefed the courses, as we came off
Reef top sail point,1 carried away Jib stay. An offing was soon made and all sail
clapped on the ship, and at 8 P.M The Port watch, got their Hammocks & turned
in.
29th    Commences with fresh breezes, fine & pleasant weather during the night, the
ship run at the rate of 9 knots with Royals, flying Jib, Top-mast & top Gallant
studding-sails set. Starboard watch scrubbed & washed clothes. 8 A.M. Set the
Port Lower studdingsail. Piped to breakfast, cleaned in white frocks, blue
trowsers, white hats, 9 ½ A.M. Called all hands to witness punishment. 120 lashes
were given, 11 men punished. Drunkeness 1, using profane language in the Ward-
room 1, smuggling liquor 1, striking a man without provocation 1, Disobedience
of orders and skulking 5, attending to desert 1, Absent without leave 1, after
which beat to Quarters, 4th Division Exercised small arms. Holy-stoned the Berth-
deck.
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Afternoon – ship sailing dead before the wind Studding-sails, alow & aloft both
sides. Sent the main-topsail on deck and bent another. Serving out Sea Rations of
Provisions to the ships Company, and slops to those who shipped in Valpairaso.
We have several naval officers as passengers to Calleo on board, the most
1 Reef-topsail Point, lat. 17O 22' S, long. 177O 7' E. This is the widely accepted nickname of a headland
of the Kuata (Kowata) Island which is located in the Yasawa Group of the Western Fiji archipelago. See
Sailing Directions for the Fiji Islands and Adjacent Waters. (London: Printed for the Hydrographic
Office, Admiralty, 1882), 54.
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prominent of which is Commodore Guisinger.1
<Thus at present are two Commodores, two Port Captains and one
Commander.> 
30th    Sunday – Commences as yesterday. Port watch scrubbed & washed clothes,
ship rolling along dead before it, during the night the watches were busy most the
time in taking in and setting studding-sails from side to side as the wind would
Veer slightly, four or five lost their muster & for punishment, they were placed
standing on the Capstan, it being one of the many expedients resorted to, in
preference to flogging for light offences, standing a four hour Frick2 at the wheel
lookout, or stationed in the rigging for the same length of time, are others, but that
of standing in the rigging caps the climax particularly if you are caught (Napping)
with no shoes on, the small stuff thats used for Rattlins, is very unpleasant to
sensitive feet. I recollect – last cruize in the Constitution One of the men was placed on
the Capstan, all the fiddlers in the ship were mustered & he was obliged to dance
for two hours with scarcely breathing time, after which, he shouldered two
Monkey-tails3 one on each shoulder, & he had to march around the deck
accompanied by a Drummer & Fifer – to the soul inspiring tune of the Rogue's
1 David Geisinger (1790 – 1860) served as the Commodore of the East India Squadron from 1848 until
1850. - DANFS. In Callao, Commodore Geisinger joined the Preble to go to Macao. See Paullin,
Charles Oscar. American Voyages to the Orient, 1690-1895: An Account of Merchant and Naval
Activities in China, Japan, and the Various Pacific Islands. (Annapolis: U.S. Naval Institute Press,
1971), 113.
2 Unidentified.
3 Monkey's tail is a length of rope fixed to the end of a lever in order to afford holding space for more 
people to pull on it. - OIDNT
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March1 he was never known to miss his muster afterwards the shame attending
the performance, had radically cured him of that penchant. 10 A.M. Beat to
Quarters, after which, church was held on the Quarter-deck, it was however of
short duration, having but little time left for muster around the Capstan (previous
to the usual dinner hour.) which took place, immediately at the conclusion of
the Sermon. 5 ½ P.M. Beat to Quarters, after which, piped down hammocks.
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31st    Comes in cloudy. Starboard watch scrubbed and washed clothes. Ship Sailing
dead before the wind, with every thing that can be carried on, to her Trucks.2 
Ships company giving in a list of articles required from the Purser's department by
divisions.
Feby 1st   Commences cloudy attended with a drizzling rain, the Port watch scrubbed &
washed clothes. All last night the ship was moving silently and rapidly, in the Mid
watch not a rope was touched for bracing or any thing else. The men lay about
decks. Caulking: consequently they had as good as all night in Ship heading
1 A traditional military fife partition, the melody of which was well known in the nineteenth century. It
was a custom or the military bands to play this tune during the drumming out of a dishonorably
dismissed soldier or group of soldiers. Although Rogue's March is referred to as a certain composition
in a numerous contemporary and modern sources, Randel's edition of the Harvard Dictionary of Music
treats the rogue's march as a type of short military march serving the same purpose as that of the
traditional tune when chosen to be performed. See Randel, Don Michael. The Harvard Dictionary of
Music. (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press), 487.
2 Truck is the highest part of the tallest mast. Therefore there is only truck while other masts' highest
points are called caps. 
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N.W by N ½ N. Calleo distant 630 miles at 9 ½ A.M  Beat to Quarters, but did not
exercise.
2    Comes in fine and pleasant. Starboard watch scrubbed hammocks. One of the
men Lyonel by name whil'st in the act of drawing a bucket of water fell
overboard, but fortunately the ship was moving slowly through the water, he
succeeded in laying hold of the Jacob's ladder1 on the Quarter but not before the
life buoy was cut away. The 7th Cutter was lowered immediately to secure the
buoy which was taken up at last some distance from the ship in the meantime he
came aboard the ship no the worse for his swim.
9 ½ A M. Beat to Quarters, 1st Division exercised small arms. 6th Division
exercised Guns each one half hour. Purser commenced serving out clothing &c to
those on requisition.
Among those that underwent the severity of the law (in the last punishment) or
poetically speaking; felt the influence of a delicate insinuation through the
medium of the Cats was one, whom to hear talk, would take him to be the
extreme personification of Innocence, but even for his looks, he is always getting
into trouble by endeavoring to avoid it by stowing away; therefore, when ever he
is wanted he is never to be found, hence arose the necessity of demonstrating in a
Peculiar manner the importance of his absence. His judgment in some things is
1 A portable rope ladder that can be flung over the side for temporary use. See DNT s.v. “Jacob's
Ladder.” Sailors' nickname for this type of ladder is reference to the story of Jacob in Tanakh. See OST
s.v. “Jacob's Ladder.”
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no ways dificient either, as testimony from his
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mess mates will prove: if last or absent from somethings, he is not so at the Mess
well knowing that by being first, the best cut is at his command and leaving last,
he likewise has a double opportunity of filling up. The only serviceable action that
he ever pleaded guilty too; was that, of treading on a dogs tail who had his nose
(Canine fashion) in a kettle of Bean soup destined for 20 of us poor mortals &
who had on a previous occasion, walk off with the stack of all of the Pork. This
unpremeditated exploit which sent the animal of howling (sagacious brute: who
wished to raise an uproar at our hero's expense) raised him in the estimation of the
mess considerable: as being possesed of <considerable> extra-ordinary courage < 
[...] Officers [...] > but he has told me in Confidence that it was an accident
altogether, had he known that the dog was there: (it being dark at the time) he
should not of went within 40 miles of the mess, hungry as he was.
Alas; Ruffian thy head is far softer than thy name would denote and thy evil
destiny; oftimes leads thee astray, abjure the sea, as thy professional calling of
doing nothing, may meet withmore sympathy ashore than on ship board, and if
thou should'st happen to starve thy destiny is then complete & thy name handed
down to posterity as a model of imitation to those who wish others to work, and
they to reap the benefits of the same (As, is too often the case abroad of a man of
War)   
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12 M. Latitude 20o.14' South, winds somewhat fluctuating during the day. The
midwatch passed without touching a rope all the watch sleeping on deck, with
the exception of those stationed at the sheets, Guns, Halliards, Wheel &c &c
3    Commences cloudy Port watch scrubbed hammocks, light winds prevailing,
ship having her yards braced just sufficient to lay her course with Top-Gallant-
Studding-sails set.
 9 ½ A M Beat to Quarters. 5th Division Exercised Guns & the 7th small arms.
Purser serving out slops in continuation squared the yards the wind hauling dead
aft.
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The Winds
     We come! we come! and ye feel our might,
As we are hast'ning on in our boundless flight,
And o'er the mountains and o'er the deep,
Our broad invisible pinions sweep,
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Like the spirit of Liberty, wild and free!
And ye look on our works, and own 'tis we;
Ye call us the winds but can ye tell
Wither we go on where we dwell.
Ye Mark, as we vary our forms of power,
And fell the forests or fan the flower,
When the hare-bells moves & the rush is bent,
When the tower's ver thrown and the oak is rent,
As we waft the bark o'er the slumbering wave,
Or hurry its crew to a water'y grave
And ye say its we! but can ye trace
The wandering winds to their secret place?
And whether our breath be loud or high,
Or come in a soft and balmy sigh,
Our threat'nings fill the soul with fear,
Or our gentle whisperings woo the ear,
With music aerial, still 'tis, we.
And ye list, and ye look; but what do ye see?
Can ye hush one sound of our voice to peace,
Or waken one note, when our number cease.
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Our dwelling is in the almighty's hand;
We come and we go at his command,
Though joy or sorrow may mark our track,
His will is our guide and we look not back.
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And if in our wrath ye would turn us away
Or win us in gentle airs to play
Then lift up your hearts to Him who binds
Or free's, as he will the obedient winds.     
5 ½ P.M. Beat to Quarters. Port watch returned their hammocks in, clean. During
the night, nothing transpired of any consequence. The usual quantum of Caulking
was performed, as either watch had the deck; in spite of the Peruvian dew,1 which
falls plenteously in these latitudes near in on the coast: I never seen a sailor yet
but what was death on sleeping, he sleeps on suspicion; therefore should he
happen to lose all night's rest, the deficiency can be supplied from his surplus
store laid up, for an occasion.
1 The phenomenon was known to the English-speaking community with this exact name in the nineteenth
century. Darwin provided one of the first written accounts on it in the July 20, 1835 entry of the journal
he kept on board the Beagle. “It is proverbial that rain never falls in this part of Peru; yet this is not
correct, during nearly every day there is a thick drizzle or Scotch mist which is sufficient to make the
streets muddy & one's clothes very damp. People are generally pleased to call this Peruvian dew.” ed.
Keynes, Richard Darwin. Charles Darwin's Beagle Diary. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1988), 347.
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4th    Comes in, somewhat hazy, but having a tendency to clear, all the time. 9 ½
A.M. Beat to Quarters, or more properly speaking, Beat for general quarters.
Exercised us one hour and half, when the Bugle sounded the retreat, run out and
secured the Guns as heretofore, for Sea: The ship has scarce steerage way, the
long, undulating lazy motion of the waves has a striking affinity to a huge serpent,
who, glutted to Satiety;1 moves along listlessly, even so the Ocean after having
spent its powers in a gale of wind dies away in calm. Their treachery at least are
the same yet men love the Sea. Its fascinating powers are as irresistble as the Basilisks
<serpents> who with its charms attracts until the object becomes its victim. Many,
who have arose in the morn sailing in its broad bosom; with bright anticipations for
the future, perhaps near the home of their childhood, have found their final Resting 
Place before another's sun in its chilling embrace. Ay: and without having the
sweet consolation of affection, breathing hope through the valley of the shadow of
death:2 Yet we love the deep – for 
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   There's beauty in the deep, -
The wave is blu'er than the sky;
And tho' the lights shine bright on high
1 “No food is so palatable as that to which hunger gives relish: but when the appetite has been pampered
and glutted to satiety, it requires to be stimulated by artificial means.” Drummond, William H. The
Rights of Animals, and Man's Obligation to Treat them with Humanity. (London: John Mardon, 1838),
116.
2  “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with 
me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.” - Psalm 23:4, KJV.
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More softly do the sea gems glow,
That sparkle in the depths below;
The rainbow's tints are only made
When on the water they are laid;
And Sun and Moon most sweetly shine
Upon the Ocean's level brine
There's beauty in the deep.
There's music in the deep. -
It is not in the surf's rough roar
Nor in the whispering shelly shore
They are but earthly sounds that tell
How little of the sea – nymphs shell
That sends its loud clear note abroad,
Or wings its softness through the flood.
Echoes through groves, with coral gay;
And dies in spongy's banks away.
There's music in the deep.
There's quiet in the deep. -
Above, let tides and tempests rave
And earth-born whirlwinds wake the wave;
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Above, let care and Fear contend
With Sin and Sorrow to the end!
Here, far beneath the tainted foam
That frets above our native home;1
We dream in joy, and wake in love
Nor' know the rage that dwells above.2 
There's quiet in the deep.
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2 P.M. Just this moment a fine breeze sprung up from the Sd & Ed, and we are
now running along with a smooth sea at the rate of six knots per hour, at
Meridian Latitude 17o.20' Longitude 77o.47' A number of Flying fish are to be
seen on the starboard beam. The weather has cleared up finely and I never
wish to enjoy more pleasant. The wind is rather on the increase, and every
prospect of a speedy termination of passage to Calleo likely to be fulfilled.
In speaking of sleeping in yesterday's remarks I inadvertently neglected to
mention that we have one on board who is never awake! If he should happen to be
absent during mealtimes, and the natural question asked by the cook of the mess
Where is Wilson; the reply is sure to be – He is asleep – whatever he does is done
through the influence of Somnambulism3 – His mechanical agenay4 i n
1 “...our peaceful home;” in Brainard's original verse. Griswold, The Poets and Poetry of America,182.
2 “...that yells above.” ibid., 182.
3 Sleepwalking.
4 “A cold still glitter of pure fancy, with, at the most, but a touch of vague sentiment, makes, to them, the
beauty of poetry; and a mechanical agony, without moral power or suggestive cause, to make men
better for the reading, is its only passion.” Burleigh, George. “The Sphere of Poetry” in The Ladies'
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disposing of Time has arrived to such a degree of perfection – that it is impossible
for him to keep the Run of it; It is impossible to discribe, with what
discriminating powers he is endued with whil'st under its extreme influence,
anything beneficial is sure to attract his immediate attention, whil'st that of a
contrary nature, has an opposite result. Ask him to work, and you are answered
with an Idiotic stare – ask him to drink, and that meaningless countenance is lit up
with a look of singular intelligence, strange that sleep should wear such a variety
of forms, so very contradictory in its nature.
5th    Commences as yesterday in regards to the weather. Port watch, holy-stoned
decks fore & aft. Run in & secured all the Guns, ship averaging 5 knots having
the wind a little abaft the larboard beam. At Meridian, Lat-obs-15o.35', Purser,
serving out small stores to the ships company. Slung clean Hammocks.
Preparations are making to present a credetable appearance in port, on the berth
deck, such as whitewashing and through holy-stoning the deck &c &c
6th    Comes in, fine and pleasant. 9 ½ A.M. Beat to Quarters, and underwent
Inspection, after which, called all hands to muster, the articles of War read and the
morning, concluded with prayers. We lie here in a dead calm, not more than 150
miles from the port of destination with Liberty in perspective
Wreath: An Illustrated Annual. ed. Martyn, S. T. (New-York: Martyn & Miller, 1850),  27.
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During the night, not a breath of air was perceptible, and was we unconcious of
our whereabouts, the motionless state of the ship would conduce to make us think
that we were lying at Anchor. As a matter of course, the men lay about the decks,
and passed their time very agreeably in imitating Rip Van Winkle1 tho' their sleep
did not last quite as long.
7th    Commences fine and pleasant. Port watch enjoyed the benefit of a wash
morning. Beat to Quarters as usual. 7th Division excercised Guns
No, wind; the usual concomitant of bracing the yards &c attending it is in active
progress. A large shark made his appearance and is at this moment playing around
the ship.
2 P.M. A fine breeze springing up, ship moving at the rate of four knots with Top-
mast & Top-gallant studding-sails set 5 ½ P.M.  Wind still on the increase ship
running at the rate of six knots.
Beat to Quarters, inspected the security of the Guns as usual.
Light winds prevailed all night.
8th    This morning the starboard watch were called to scrub and wash clothes, they
had just cleverly got them from their bags, & some had theirs wet, when the order 
was countermanded. At daybreak on sending the lookouts aloft, Land was
1 Rip Van Winkle is the main character of Washinton Irving's 1819 short story with the same name. The
story takes place in a pastoral New York where a Dutch villager sleeps throughout the entire duration
of the American Revolution and wakes up to find out that everything he had known was gone.
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reported right ahead: it is very high & consequently are some distance from it.
Holy-stoned the decks fore & aft the weather is exceedingly beautiful and mild,
with light winds from the Sd  At 9 A. M. All hands called to witness punishment
there was two on the Report, one for disobedience of orders & neglect of duty, the
other for Irreverence at Church. The former received 9 with the Cats & the other
Set Off. “Piped down” Immediately after, Beat to Quarters. Run in and secured
the Guns in that position. 11½ Wind dying away, several sail in sight, hovering
along the coast. Preparations making for bringing ship to Anchor:
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March of Intellect. – The following note was found this morning on the Gun Deck
and I give it Ad-Verbatim.
Well Mr Brown ill rite these few lines to you concirning our privet bargin in the
tub sistom you must know that on the 9th of August this Bargan was mad to take 
care of this tub on 25 cents a quarter. I pade the 9th of November it is dew now the
9th of Febuar I will pay it now but the tub is broke and if you dont have it mended
I will nock as meny ribs out of that d- nd old rum tank of yours as you have stavs
from my tub so lookout Captain Brown dont rase my dander or I will freeze on to
you like a Baltimore crab dose on a Cape Cod man nose but remain
    Captain <Hard> H's friend
     J__  S__.1
1 Passed Midshipmen, J. Posey Hall. As a means of threat, Hall was referring to J. L. C. Hardy, the
captain of the Marines, as his friend. Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the Navy ...
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             Commander in Chief
               of all the Waisters
It is to be premised that this Captain Brown is Capt of the Fore Hold and as such,
had the opportunity of taking care of the tub in question, which the other had not;
he broke the tub; therefore hence the note.
Here is a small specimen of a Growl that we have on board.
Who that has ever sailed in a Man of War, has not heard of that Sea-animal,
termed by Nautical men, The Aquatic-Growler they bear the same affinity on
board ship. As thetermagent women do to a house ashore, and as a matter of
course, are viewed in the same dispicable light, shunned by every one, except it is
to make sport they consequently drag out a miserable existence, hated even by
himself. Even so is Jimmy Thompson. He considers it his undoubted perogative
as a Quarter-Gunner to growl. To those unacquainted with this Bane of all
shipmates, a brief discription may not be uninteresting. 
Now Jimmy Thompson, is one of those diminuitive beings, that “Swift” would
call Lilleputians1 but whatever nature has refused in height, has been fully
compensated for in the tongue. His small twinkling grey eyes, with a Bristling pate,
indicates Swinish origin which is fully substantiated by his actions. The care of a
Battery in division he is in his keeping, being on the spar deck, it is almost
impossible to get on hammocks without an 
for the Year 1848, 123.
1 Lilliput is an island in Jonathan Swift's 1726 novel Gulliver's Travels. The inhabitants of the Island of 
Lilliput are about one-twelfth the height of Homo Sapiens.
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occasional rub on one or other of his Guns at such times he fairly froths at the
mouth, and when his rage gives way a little and he can give vent in words he
shows himself ridiculously absurd both in speech and action, the more you
endeavor to pacify him the worse he is, bearing in resemblance the
Untamable hyena but without the power & ability of doing harm
He is in fact considered a necessary Nuisance.
2 P.M. A fine little breeze <have> h a s sprung up, the land is plainly in sight
insomuch that some of the well known places are recognized and strong hopes
are entertained of getting in, yet this evening. 7 P.M. All hands called to bring
ship to anchor, at 9.40 P.M. Came to anchor inside of the Island of San Lorenzo1 
having veered to 45 fathom of chain piped down and immediately after, called all
hands to stand by their hammocks, in a few minutes the ship was silent as the
grave
9th    Commences foggy: a common event on the coast of Peru, called all hands at 5
A.M. Squared the yards first and Holy-stoned decks afterwards, something
unusual. The U.S.S. Preble2 lies up, abreast of Calleo, one of her boats was
alongside this ship last evening. She was the only American Man of War here
previous to our arrival. This morning she saluted the Commodore, which was
1 San Lorenzo, Peru, lat. 12o  5' S, long. 77o 13' W.
2 U.S.S. Preble (1839) Capt. James Glynn.
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returned by us. Also two other salutes were fired, and returned by this ship
previous to 8 O'Clock, At 9½ A.M. Beat to Quarters, the ships company being in
White, after which made preparations for getting under weigh. Soon as possible
for the City (or Town) The wind and tide being against us we lay in wait  for the
Sea breeze. 
A considerable number of shipping can be seen from our present anchorage. This
is to be accounted for, on the ground of Calleo having been declared a free port
lately by their Goverment. Two or three professional visits were made to this ship
this morning. One from an English Man of War, another from a Frenchman's.
This is no more than was expected by Johnny Crapeaud,1 as he is notoriously
known to be studiously polite.
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10½ A.M. Weighed anchor and beat up to the shipping. The U.S. Store ship, came
in likewise from Mazatlan, having touched for supplies to enable her to prosecute
her passage home, without touching at Valpairaso. Reports the Squadron at
Mazatlan when she left consisting of the Independence, Congress, Cyane,
Portsmouth, and Warren.2 At 1 P.M. Fired two salutes which was answered, furled
1 Jean Crapaud (or Johnny Crapeau) is a national personification of France, an epithet for a Frenchman.
2 U.S.S. Independence (1814) was a ship-of-the-line and the former flagship of the Pacific Squadron
under the command of Commodore William Shubrick. U.S.S. Congress (1841) Capt. Elie A. F. La
Vallette. U.S.S. Cyane (1837) Capt. Samuel Francis Du Pont. U.S.S. Portsmouth (1843) Capt. John D.
Sloat. U.S.S. Warren (1827) Capt. William H. Montgomery. - DANFS. Also see House of
Representatives. Message from the President of the United States to the Two Houses of Congress, at the
Commencement of the Second Session of the Thirthieth Congress. Ex. Doc. No. 1. (Washington:
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sails. 2 P.M. Piped to dinner. Bum-boats ladened with fish, Bread, Fruit, &c  4½
P.M. Another salute fired from our ship 
10th    Commences with sultry weather. All hands called to Out Boats, scrubbed the
decks with sand. 9½ A.M. Beat to Quarters, after which All hands were called to
Muster. Commodore Jones addressed the crew in reference to Liberty prefacing his
remarks that we would soon be in our Enemy's country, and whil'st waiting
for a store ship that is shortly expected here the opportunity would be embraced to
send us on Liberty: a quarter-watch at a time to commence to-morrow morning.
The French Admiral visited the ship this morning and was received with the
customary honors, on his leaving a Salute was fired and the Band played a French
National Air. Sent the Launch for water. Fired a Salute of 7 Guns. It has become
so common in this port since we have been here, that was it not for us having to
go on deck at the time, it would scarce be noticed. 5½ P.M. Beat to Quarters Run
in and secured the lower deck battery. The 1st part of the starboard watch were called
to receive their liberty money for tomorrow which consisted of ten dollars for
Petty Officers, eight for Seaman and Ordinary Seaman, Six for Landsman &c
11th    Comes in as yesterday. Scrubbed paint work & holy-stoned decks. 1st Part
Starboard watch went on Shore, 8½ A.M. Run out and secured the Lower Deck
Battery. 
12 M. Piped to dinner – having fresh provision from shore. I will here take
Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), 604.
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occasion to say that better meat and Vegetable soup was never placed before a set
of Men as that, we had to day. Thanks to the Calleo
129
market. The meat was fat and tender and as for the vegetables they consisted of
Potatoes, Onions, Cabbage &c&c and what was somewhat singular there was
plenty of them. I have seen soup made on board of one of these ships the Potatoes 
&c being so scarce, that when one was caught it was held up to view among the
ships company and regarded by them as a perfect Natural curiosity.
2 P.M. Our Commodore visited the French Admiral and was saluted with the
customary 13 Guns.
Lieut McCormack was taken from the 6th Division and made Flag Officer. Lieut
Ell Superseded him in the division.1 6 P.M. Some 8 or 9 of the liberty men came
off this evening, considerably fatigued although they did not get any further than
Calleo.
12th    Commences hazy: All hands called at 5 A.M. to scrub and wash clothes, of
which some 4 or 5000 are on the lines at present. Liberty men are constantly
coming aboard the time of it having nearly expired. The Launch and 1st Cutter
were called away this morning for the purpose of procuring water for the ship.
1 Lieutenant James McCormick, and Lieutenant Henry Eld, jr.  Register of the Commissioned and 
Warrant Officers of the Navy ... for the Year 1848, 123.
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8½ A.M  Pumping in water from the Launch & 1st Cutter on the Berth deck
through a hose leading in to the Hold. 9½ A.M. Beat to Quarters for the Inspection
of bright work &c &c. Nothing of any importance transpired throughout the day.
Save that of Liberty men who came of in gangs of 5 or 6 and up to 8 P.M. there
was some thirty still ashore.
13th    Comes in as yesterday. Holy-stoned decks, fore and aft. Ships Company cleaned
in White Frocks & Trowsers &c. Some few of the Liberty men arrived this morning
early. At 9½ Beat to Quarters, after which all hands were called to assemble for Divine
Service, which was performed on the Quarter Deck, a few visitors were aboard from
shore. After Church Piped down, and, Piped for dinner.
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14th    Commences with sultry weather. The dew (or I should call it a shower) fell very
heavy all last night, hammocks were served out at Quarters, yesterday evening,
And this morning at 4½ A.M. All hands were called to scrub Hammocks. All the
first draft having returned with the exception of one. The first part of the Port
watch were called to hold themselves in readiness to go in shore by cleaning
in Blue & White Hats. 10 Drafters gone. 12 M. A Salute was fired from several
ships, ourselves included with the English flag at the Fore.
An English Man of War Steamer left here this afternoon for Valpairaso. A great
number of visitors have visited the ship yesterday afternoon & to day. She is the
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subject of universal admiration <both> from all  the different national Officers, not
excepting the English. Shipped Several men to day.
4 P.M The fog is so thick at present that it could almost be cut with a knife.  5½
P.M  Beat to Quarters as usual, 9½ P.M. One of the Liberty men came off
Highly excited making noise enough to wake the dead.
15th    Comes in as yesterday, being foggy &c Called the Launch and 1st Cutter away at
4 A.M.  5 A.M Called all hands, (the boats went for water) scrubbed the decks
with sand. 9½ A.M. Beat to Quarters for the Inspection of Bright work. Loosed
sails. The Launch and first Cutter have just returned. Their crews left the boats,
went ashore & procured liquor without leave, the consequence of which is that
some are confined for the offence, several liberty men came off & many are
waiting ashore for boats.
A Court Martial was convened on board of the U.S. Ship Preble, this morning as it
is a matter wherein Officers are principally concerned. I consider it out of place in
this Journal & consequently share take no further notice of the affair.
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2 P.M. Not one half of the Liberty men returned as yet the time being up at 9
A.M. Many a wish has been expressed to be out at Sea particularly by those who
have been on Liberty. It will not be long before we are once more careerring o'er
the dark blue sea, the mind is at rest and the spirits embued with an elasticity
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seldom to be met with on shore
I love the sea – the deep unfathomable blue,
With nought but billow and the sky in view,
The bounding Bark of Strength and fleetness proud,
And the dark shadow of the passing cloud.
I love the sea – where comes the crimson ray1
Of Sunset streaming o'er the liquid way.
When shadowy twilight on the water falls
And from on high the wild free sea bird calls.   
I love the sea – its rocky wave washed Isles:
Where moonbeams sleep, and fond nature smiles,
The sail that passes like a shadow by,
When night's dark curtain shrouds the sea and sky!
I love the sea – the breeze, that from its home,
Comes o'er the waters, whit'ning into foam
The spray that glitters in the moons pale light
From the dark vessel in her onward flight.
1 “... - when comes the crimson ray” in the original verse. The Everybody's Album: A Humorous
Collection of Tales, Quips, Quirks, Anecdotes, and Facetiae. Vol. I. (Philadelphia: Charles Alexander,
1836), 419.
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I love the sea – e'en when across the sky,
Quick as thought the swift winged lightnings fly,
When thunders roll and like a misty veil.
The white sail shivers in the Gale.1
132
I love the sea – its boundless waters of foam2
The Landsman's terror and the sailor's home
In storm or sunshine wild, resistless, sea
My heart's deep homage will be paid to thee.3
4 P.M Piped down Hammocks and they proved more dirty than previous to
scrubbing, having been exposed 36 hours to a heavy knocking about, against the
stays &c
16th    Commences with fine and pleasant weather, all hands scrubbed and washed
clothes. After Breakfast, all hands were called to witness punishment. 15 Men
were on the Report 14 Punished for various offences, not exceeding 12 lashes.
123 were given. 
Several others have committed themselves ashore, and three were placed in
confinement on their arrival aboard. (Oh: Rum, rum) charged with offences of a
very serious nature.
17th    Came in foggy. Scrubbed decks with sand at 9 A.M Beat to Quarters, after
1 “...in the rising gale.” 
2 “...boundless wastes of foam,”
3 “...homage shall be paid to thee.”
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which the 2nd part of starboard watch were called to go ashore, the 2nd and 5th 
Cutters and the Dingy, was employed for the occasion. On landing, every one
started in pursuit of the pleasure so fondly anticipated. Some were for passing
their time in Calleo but those of a more studious character chose to visit Lima
situated about 9 miles in the interior, for that purpose one partytook the coach,
and another horses, of which there is no lack. It is laughable at any time to see
Jack on horseback. <The> his antics <he cuts up> would excite the risibility of a
Stoic. The party in question amounted to upwards of twenty headed by a tall raw
boned Ethiopean, whose title to precedence arose from the circumstance of having
rode races in his time, who could hang on longer than any one else and
consequently, went on Davy Crockett's exalted principle of Go ahead!1 
occasionally some ambitious aspirant would close with the Darkey! But alas!
Vain effort: in a few minutes he would be thrown completely in the shade, all
earthly things have an end
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and so had our ride. On hiring our horses in Calleo, we paid three dollars each and
received a ticket for the same, when we arrived at the gate of Lima in order to find
the stabling, all that was necessary was to throw the reins on the horses neck and
1 "Be always sure you are right, then go ahead." is known as the personal motto of Crockett which
originally appeared on the title page of his 1834 autoautobiography, and later in several almanacs
published between 1835 and 1856. David "Davy" Crockett (1786-1836) was a celebrated soldier,
politician and storyteller who became an iconic figure in the 1820s and '30s. Crockett, David. A
Narrative of the Life of David Crockett. (Baltimore, MD: E. L. Carey and A. Hart, 1834). Groneman,
William. David Crockett: Hero of the Common Man. (New York, NY: Forge Books, 2005). 
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<he> they would find the way for us. <The Main street from the gate> The buildings
for the most part are low, but indications of indolent luxury is very apparant in
their furnishment. The stranger's first object of attention in the city, should
be Rolla's bridge.1 So called as being on the site of the wooden one that he was
supposed crossed in saving Alonzo's child from Pizarro.2 The stream of water is
narrow and very rapid. Near the Bridge are cascades having a fall of about 3 feet
while our party were on the Bridge, a chain gang passed us for the mines their
features <for the most part> were stamped with guilt & a more ferocious looking
set I never seen before. From the Bridge, our steps were next directed towards the
Cathedrals. The first of which we entered was called St Augustine.3 It is without
exception the most gorgeous exhibition we ever beheld & in richness is not to be
surpassed. There is <several> many of them throughout the city, either one of
1 What Calhoun and a few of his contemporaries referred to by this name must be the famous Puente de
Piedra, meaning the Bridge of Stone. “But the business of the ship did not admit of our taking a jaunt
ashore here, and so Rolla's Bridge was not crossed by me, nor was I permitted to see the beautiful
Peruvian ladies, in their queer head-dresses, concealing all of the face except one eye.” Nordhoff,
Charles. The Young Man-of-War's Man: A Boy's Voyage Round the World. (Edinburgh: William P.
Nimmo, 1866), 172. Completed in 1610, Puente de Piedra remained as the only bridge over the Rímac
River until 1868.  The nickname “Rolla's Bridge” appears to be used only for a short time, during the
first half of the nineteenth century, due to the popularity of a play; August von Kotzbue's 1796 Die
Spanier in Peru; Oder Rolla's Tod. After Richard Brinsley Sheridan's English adaptation Pizarro: Or
The Death of Rolla premiered in London in 1799, the character Rolla must have gained major
popularity, making the old stone bridge of historic Lima, thus, deemed Rolla's Bridge, not unlike the
way in which, today, certain filming locations are referred to by the name of a character or the movie
itself. See eds. Palmerio, Giancarlo, Angela Lombardi, and Patrizia Montuori. Lima, The Historic
Center. Analysis and Restoration. (Roma: Gangemi Editore, 2010), 20, Encyclopædia Britannica s.v.
“August von Kotzebue.” https://britannica.com, and Douglas Turrill Van Denburgh, Elizabeth. My
Voyage in the United States Frigate “Congress” 1845-1846. (New York: Desmond Fitzgerald, Inc.,
1913), 261. 
2 The characters and the storyline of Kotzebue's Spanier in Peru, are partly based on historical facts. On
the other hand, the commonly shared information on the main characters, Rolla, Caro, Alonzo and
Pizarro, at the time, were in reference to Sheridan's Pizarro. Francisco Pizarro González and Alonso
de Ojeda were military commanders who led the Spanish invasion of the Incan Empire in the early
sixteenth century. Pizarro is known as the founder of the city of Lima.
3 La Basílica Menor y Convento de San Agustín.
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which would repay the visitor for his time in viewing their interior”s, but are of
lesser note, than the former, St Francisca & St Dominican are of the number, the
latter has a bell suspended with a Latin Inscription with the date of its being
casted A.D. 1345.1 From the top of the Belfry a splendid birds eye view is to be
had of Lima, Calleo the surrounding country, the shipping, and the gloomy
mountains with their lofty peaks &c &c The greatest inconvenience a stranger
experiences (if unacquainted with the Spanish language) is to make his wants
known. The inhabitants are courteous & affable & feel disposed to make a
Foreigner comfortable as possible during his sojourn, but as a matter of course, he
cannot get on as well as one acquainted with the language. The accomodations are
of the best kind. Provisions, plenty and cheap; but as for sleeping, one should
have the hide of a Rhinoceros, to withstand the host of Fleas b y which he is
attacked in his endeavors to count the drowsy God; The road to Lima at a former
period was much infested with Banditti, but through the energetic measures of
Goverment they were finally put down, occasionally a Murder or Robbery
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is committed, but it is confined to single individuals, they being a cowardly set of
Ruffians. The mode of attack is by means of the Lasso, which is thrown over the
head of the victim and he dragged into the bushes where the crime is consummated.
1 Iglesia y Convento de San Francisco, and Iglesia y Convento de Santo Domingo. Given that the oldest
suspending church bells in the world are from the fifteenth century, and the oldest ones in Peru are from
the seventeenth, it would not be unreasonable to assume that Calhoun intended to write 1645.
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Numerous crosses are to be seen stuck into the ground on the road in question,
indicative of some memorable circumstance having transpired on the spot. 
Lima boasts of a Theatre & Museum, but Bull-baiting & cock-fighting are the
<most> principle amusements. So much has been wrote upon the subject by those
far abler to wield the pen than myself that it would be nothing more than folly
and presumption in the undertaking, therefore indulgent reader I refer you to
other work upon the subject.
   One of the Cathedrals contains the remains of Pizarro embalmed.1 One of our
Officer's visited an old antiquated building, formerly used for the Inquisition. He
was shown many various instruments of torture, which were used. The head of
our saviour was likewise shown. It worked as an Automaton, and as a matter of
course was used to carried on their deception and inveigle the accused. The Senate
& House of Representatives were not in session consequently the interior was not
visited. The Museum contains many ancient relics of the country &c. &c. but in
size is very inferior to Peales in Philadelphia.2 The Amalgamation between
1 The remains of Pizarro, who was killed in 1541, had remained as a controversial subject for more than
450 years. Until 1891, the visitors were shown two skeletons inside a crypt in La Basílica Catedral de
Lima as the resting place of Lima’s founder. On the 350th anniversary of his death, following a
thorough examination by experts, a recently found mummified body was began to be displayed in a
glass-sided casket. It was not until 1977 that a few other boxes of remains were discovered inside the
cathedral. One of these, after a series of modern forensic analyses, proved to contain the real body parts
of the conquistador. This final mummy replaced the one in the display in 1984. See ed. Munro, Wilfred
Harold. “History of the Conquest of Peru by William H. Prescott.” in The Works of William H.
Prescott. Twenty-Two Volumes. Vol. III. (London: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1904), 18-20, Benfer,
Robert A., and Hugo Ludert Restaure. “The Identification of the Remains of Don Francisco Pizarro.” in
ed. Fairgrieve, Scott I. Forensic Osteological Analysis: A Book of Case Studies. (Springfield: Charles C.
Thomas, 2010), 107-128, and Bell, Suzanne. Encyclopedia of Forensic Science. (New York: Facts on
File, 2008), 47.
2 Charles Willson Peale and his sons' The Philadelphia Museum existed between 1784 and 1849. Upon its
initial expansion, the exhibition moved inside the American Philosophical Society in 1794. The former
State House, today's Independence Hall, hosted the Peales and the museum from 1802 until 1827.
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the original possesors of the soil, is pretty extensive if one should take as a
criterion, the extreme swarthiness of their complexions. Pure Castilian blood, is
proportionally scarce. The principal commerce is carried on through foreign
residents who (as a matter of course) could not fail in a very short time
accumulate handsome fortunes as the fruit of their industry and enterprise. The
stores in Lima are “fitted out” with a great attention to order, cleanliness, and even
elegance. All most anything that could be purchased elsewhere, can be had here,
but rather dear more particularly stationary.
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   One thing that is of a serious annoyance on board of a Man of War, is that of
innocent men suffering punishment in common with the guilty. Take as an
instance, A Boat's crew. Liquor is found in the boat. No one knows how it came
there, save the one who put it in. In fact, not even knowing that the same was in
the boat. On searching the  boat alongside it is found, the crew are all arraigned
and severally questioned. They know nothing of it & the guilty one will not
confess. The consequence is, the whole boats crew are punished thereby to be sure
the guilty one may not escape. “Is this proper?” Under these regulations an
innocent man is never safe. I know this to be true from actual observation, last
cruize in the Constitution. And because the guilty one escapes observation from
Following that, and until its dissolution, the final state of the collection welcomed visitors at the
Chestnut Street Arcade. See Brigham, David R. Public Culture in the Early Republic: Peale’s Museum
and Its Audience. (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), and Sellers, Charles Coleman.
Mr. Peale’s Museum. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company Inc., 1980).
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his boat-mates, They are seized up at the gangway and undergo the punishment
inflicted upon slaves in the south Viz the lash and this to men in Goverment ships,
whose Gaff's bears the proud Emblem of Liberty acquired partly through the
medium of our Gallant (though at the time) Infant Navy “Shame.” Many other
instances could be cited wherein innocent men suffer but I should t h i n k t h i s
would be sufficient to convince Goverment that “Poor Jack” needs more
protection not in name, but in deed and that the time has arrived when the
internal Rules & Regulations of a ship should not be governed by procedure, but
by good wholesome Laws emanating from Legislation. There is many who abuse
the (almost absolute) Authority vested in them by Goverment, and then again,
There is many generous exceptions. I do not wish to insinuate anything
disparagingly to the Officers of this ship. Far from it, a more gentlemanly set of
officers I never had the pleasure to sail under. But the evils wherein my own
class is surrounded I consider my duty to expose in hopes to have them banished
altogether or at least, ameliorated for the poor sailor.  Nor is it my wish to screen
him either, he has his faults, well as others but of a more generous nature none
exists.
Punish us if we do wrong (but yet not by the lash) but do not punish the innocent.
It is better that ninety and nine guilty ones should escape than that one innocent
one should suffer.
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And in concluding this book I would say
< Roll on thou dark blue ocean – roll!
Ten thousand fleets sweep o'er the[e], in vain,
Man marks the earth with ruin - his control
Stops with the shore; upon the watery plain
The wrecks are all thy doing nor doth remain1
A shadow of man's ravage save his own
Where for a moment like a drop of rain2 
He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan,
Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffined, and unknown.
            Hugh Calhoun >
1 “...thy deed, nor doth remain”
2 “When, for a moment...” 
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